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ABSTRACT

Objective: Development of these guidelines is mandated by the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists (AACE) Board of Directors and the American College of Endocrinology (ACE) Board of Trustees and adheres to published AACE protocols for the standardized production of clinical practice guidelines (CPGs).

Methods: Recommendations are based on diligent review of clinical evidence with transparent incorporation of subjective factors.

Results: There are 9 broad clinical questions with 123 recommendation numbers that include 160 specific statements (85 [53.1%] strong [Grade A]; 48 [30.0%] intermediate [Grade B], and 11 [6.9%] weak [Grade C], with 16 [10.0%] based on expert opinion [Grade D]) that build a comprehensive medical care plan for obesity. There were 133 (83.1%) statements based on strong (best evidence level [BEL] 1 = 79 [49.4%]) or intermediate (BEL 2 = 54 [33.7%]) levels of scientific substantiation. There were 34 (23.6%) evidence-based recommendation grades (Grades A-C = 144) that were adjusted based on subjective factors. Among the 1,790 reference citations used in this CPG, 524 (29.3%) were based on strong (evidence level [EL] 1), 605 (33.8%) were based on intermediate (EL 2), and 308 (17.2%) were based on weak (EL 3) scientific studies, with 353 (19.7%) based on reviews and opinions (EL 4).

Conclusion: The final recommendations recognize that obesity is a complex, adiposity-based chronic disease, where management targets both weight-related complications and adiposity to improve overall health and quality of life. The detailed evidence-based recommendations allow for nuanced clinical decision-making that addresses real-world medical care of patients with obesity, including screening, diagnosis, evaluation, selection of therapy, treatment goals, and individualization of care. The goal is to facilitate high-quality care of patients with obesity and provide a rational, scientific approach to management that optimizes health outcomes and safety. (Endocr Pract. 2016;22:Supp3;1-205)

Abbreviations:
A1C = hemoglobin A1c; AACE = American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists; ACE = American College of Endocrinology; ACSM = American College of Sports Medicine; ADA = American Diabetes Association; ADAPT = Arthritis, Diet, and Activity Promotion Trial; ADHD = attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder; AHA = American Heart Association; AHEAD = Action for Health in Diabetes; AHI = apnea-hypopnea index; ALT = alanine aminotransferase; AMA = American Medical Association; ARB = angiotensin receptor blocker; ART = assisted reproductive technology; AUC = area under the curve; BDI = Beck Depression Inventory; BED = binge eating disorder; BEL = best evidence level; BLOOM = Behavioral Modification and Lorcaserin for Overweight and Obesity Management; BLOSSOM = Behavioral Modification and Lorcaserin Second Study for Obesity Management; BMI = body mass index; BP = blood pressure; C-SSRS = Columbia Suicidality Severity Rating Scale; CAD = coronary artery disease; CARDIA = Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults; CBT = cognitive behavioral therapy; CCO = Consensus Conference on Obesity; CHF = congestive heart failure; CHO = carbohydrate; CI = confidence interval; COR-I = Contrave Obesity Research I; CPG = clinical practice guideline; CV = cardiovascular; CVD = cardiovascular disease; DASH = Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension; DBP = diastolic blood pressure; DEXA = dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry; DPP = Diabetes Prevention Program; DSE = diabetes support and education; EL = evidence level; ED = erectile dysfunction; ER = extended release; EWL = excess weight loss; FDA = Food and Drug Administration; FG = fluorodeoxyglucose; GABA = gamma-aminobutyric acid; GERD = gastroesophageal reflux disease; GI = gastrointestinal; GLP-1 = glucagon-like peptide 1; HADS = Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; HDL-c = high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; HR = hazard ratio; HTN = hypertension; HUNT = Nord-Trøndelag Health Study; ICSI = intracytoplasmic sperm injection; IFG = impaired fasting glucose; IGT = impaired glucose tolerance; ILI = intensive lifestyle intervention; IVF = in vitro fertilization; LAGB = laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding; LDL-c = low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; LES = lower esophageal sphincter; LSG = laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy; LV = left ventricle; LVH = left ventricular hypertrophy; LVBG = laparoscopic vertical banded gastroplasty; MACE = major adverse cardiovascular events; MAOI = monoamine oxidase inhibitor; MI = myocardial infarction; MNRCT = meta-analysis of non-randomized prospective or case-controlled trials; MRI = magnetic resonance imaging; MUFA = monounsaturated fatty acid; NAFLD = nonalcoholic fatty liver disease; NASH = nonalcoholic steatohepatitis; NES = night eating syndrome; NHANES = National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys; NHLBI = National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; NHI = Nurses’ Health Study; NICE = National Institute for Health and Care Excellence; OA = osteoarthritis; OGTI = oral glucose tolerance test; OR = odds ratio; OSA = obstructive sleep apnea; PHQ-9 = Patient Health Questionnaire; PCOS = polycystic ovary syndrome; POMC = pro-opiomelanocortin; POWER = Practice-Based Opportunities for Weight Reduction; PPI = proton pump inhibitor; PRIDE = Program to Reduce Incontinence by Diet and Exercise;
PSA = prostate specific antigen; QOL = quality of life; RA = receptor agonist; RCT = randomized controlled trial; ROC = receiver operator characteristic; RR = relative risk; RYGB = Roux-en-Y gastric bypass; SAD = sagittal abdominal diameter; SBF = systolic blood pressure; SCOUT = Sibutramine Cardiovascular Outcome Trial; SG = sleeve gastrectomy; SHBG = sex hormone-binding globulin; SIEDY = Structured Interview on Erectile Dysfunction; SNRI = serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors; SOS = Swedish Obese Subjects; SS = surveillance study; SSRI = selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors; STORM = Sibutramine Trial on Obesity Reduction and Maintenance; TCA = tricyclic antidepressant; TONE = Trial of Nonpharmacologic Intervention in the Elderly; TOS = The Obesity Society; T2DM = type 2 diabetes mellitus; UKPDS = United Kingdom Prospective Diabetes Study; U.S. = United States; VAT = visceral adipose tissue; VLDL = very low-density lipoprotein; WC = waist circumference; WHO = World Health Organization; WHR = waist-hip ratio; WHtR = waist-to-height ratio; WMD = weighted mean difference; WOMAC = Western Ontario and McMaster Universities osteoarthritis index; XENDOS = XEnical in the Prevention of Diabetes in Obese Subjects

“Corpulence is not only a disease itself, but the harbinger of others.” Hippocrates

I. INTRODUCTION AND RATIONALE

Obesity rates have increased sharply over the past 30 years, creating a global public health crisis (1 [EL 3; SS]; 2 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 3 [EL 3; CSS]). Global estimates suggest that 500 million adults have obesity worldwide (2 [EL 2; MNRCT]) with prevalence rates increasing among children and adolescents (3 [EL 3; CSS]; 4 [EL 3; SS]; 5 [EL 3; SS]). Data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys show that roughly 2 of 3 United States (U.S.) adults have overweight or obesity, and 1 of 3 adults has obesity (1 [EL 3; SS]; 2 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 3 [EL 3; CSS]). The impact of obesity on morbidity, mortality, and health care costs is profound. Obesity and weight-related complications exert a huge burden on patient suffering and social costs (6 [EL 3; SS]; 7 [EL 3; SS]). Obesity is estimated to add $3,559 annually (adjusted to 2012 dollars) to per-patient medical expenditures as compared to patients who do not have obesity; this includes $1,372 each year for inpatient services, $1,057 for outpatient services, and $1,130 for prescription drugs (6 [EL 3; SS]).

In recent years, exciting advances have occurred in all 3 modalities used to treat obesity: lifestyle intervention, pharmacotherapy, and weight-loss procedures, including bariatric surgery (8 [EL 4; NE]). Clinical trials have established the efficacy of lifestyle and behavioral interventions in obesity; moreover, there are 5 weight-loss medications approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for chronic management of obesity (9 [EL 4; NE]; 10 [EL 4; NE]). Bariatric surgical practices have been developed and refined, together with improvements in pre- and postoperative care standards, resulting in better patient outcomes (11 [EL 4; NE]). The FDA has also recently approved devices involving electrical stimulation and gastric balloons for the treatment of obesity. In addition to enhanced treatment options, the scientific understanding of the pathophysiology of obesity has advanced, and it is now viewed as a complex chronic disease with interacting genetic, environmental, and behavioral determinants that result in serious complications (10 [EL 4; NE]). Adipose tissue itself is an endocrine organ which can become dysfunctional in obesity and contribute to systemic metabolic disease. Weight loss can be used to prevent and treat metabolic disease concomitant with an improvement in adipose tissue function-

ality. These new therapeutic tools and scientific advances necessitate development of rational medical care models and robust evidenced-based therapeutic approaches, with the intended goal of improving patient well-being and recognising patients as individuals with unique phenotypes in unique settings.

In 2012, the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists (AACE) published a position statement designating obesity as a disease and providing the rationale for this designation (12 [EL 4; NE]). Subsequently, AACE was joined by multiple professional organizations in submitting a resolution to the American Medical Association (AMA) to recognize obesity as a disease. In June 2013, following a vote by its House of Delegates, the AMA adopted a policy designating obesity as a chronic disease (13 [EL 4, NE]). These developments have the potential to accelerate scientific study of the multidimensional pathophysiology of obesity and present an impetus to our health care system to provide effective treatment and prevention.

In May of 2014, AACE and the American College of Endocrinology (ACE) sponsored their first Consensus Conference on Obesity (CCO) in Washington, DC, to establish an evidence base that could be used to develop a comprehensive plan to combat obesity (14 [EL 4, NE]). The conference convened a wide array of national stakeholders (the “pillars”) with a vested interest in obesity. The concerted participation of these stakeholders was recognized as necessary to support an effective overall action plan, and they included health professional organizations, government regulatory agencies, employers, health care insurers, pharmaceutical industry representatives, research organizations, disease advocacy organizations, and health profession educators.

A key consensus concept that emerged from the CCO was that a more medically meaningful and actionable
The paradigm for obesity care proposed by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (16 [EL 4; NE]), and FDA-sanctioned prescribing information for the use of obesity medications (17 [EL 4; NE]), largely bases indications for therapeutic modalities on patient BMI (a BMI-centric approach). As part of the AACE Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPG) for Developing a Diabetes Mellitus Comprehensive Care Plan (18 [EL 4; NE]), an algorithm for obesity management was proposed wherein the presence and severity of weight-related complications constitute the primary determinants for treatment modality selection and weight-loss therapy intensity (19 [EL 4; NE]). In this new complications-centric approach, the primary therapeutic endpoint is improvement in adiposity-related complications, not a preset decline in body weight (8 [EL 4; NE]). Thus, the main endpoint of therapy is to measurably improve patient health and quality of life. Other organizations such as the American Heart Association, the American College of Cardiology, The Obesity Society (20 [EL 4; NE]), the Obesity Medical Association (21 [EL 4; NE]), and the Endocrine Society (22 [EL 4; NE]) have also developed obesity care guidelines and algorithms incorporating aspects of a complications-centric approach.

This AACE/ACE evidence-based clinical practice guideline (CPG) is structured around a series of a priori, relevant, intuitive, and pragmatic questions that address key and germane aspects of obesity care: screening, diagnosis, clinical evaluation, treatment options, therapy selection, and treatment goals. In aggregate, these questions evaluate obesity as a chronic disease and consequently outline a comprehensive care plan to assist the clinician in caring for patients with obesity. This approach may differ from other CPGs. Specifically, in other CPGs: the scientific evidence is first examined and then questions are formulated only when strong scientific evidence exists (e.g., randomized controlled trials [RCTs]), and/or only certain aspects of management (e.g., pharmacotherapy) are chosen for a focused (but not comprehensive) CPG. Neither of these approaches addresses the totality, multiplicity, or complexity of issues required to provide effective, comprehensive obesity management applicable to real-world patient care. Moreover, the nuances of obesity care in an obesogenic-built environment, which at times have an overwhelming socioeconomic contextualization, require diligent analysis of the full weight of extant evidence.

To this end, these CPGs address multiple aspects of patient care relevant to any individual patient encounter, assess the available evidence base, and provide specific recommendations. The strength of each recommendation is commensurate with the strength-of-evidence. In this way, these CPGs marshal the best existing evidence to address the key questions and decisions facing clinicians in the real-world practical care of patients with obesity. This methodology is transparent and outlined in multiple AACE/ACE processes for producing guideline protocols (23 [EL 4; NE]; 24 [EL 4; NE]; 25 [EL 4; NE]). Implementing these CPGs should facilitate high-quality care of patients with obesity and provide a rational, scientific approach to management that optimizes outcomes and safety. Thus, these CPGs will be useful for all health care professionals involved in the care of patients with, or at risk for, obesity and adiposity-related complications.

II. MANDATE

In 2015, the AACE Executive Committee and the AACE Board of Directors mandated the development of CPGs for obesity to provide a set of evidence-based recommendations for the comprehensive care of patients with overweight or obesity, including an end goal of optimizing patient outcomes. The selection of the chair, primary writers, and reviewers was made by the President of the AACE, in consultation with the AACE Executive Committee. The charge was to develop evidence-based CPGs in strict adherence with the process established in the 2004 AACE Protocol for Standardized Production of Clinical Practice Guidelines (23 [EL 4; NE]) and the 2010 and 2014 updates (24 [EL 4; NE]; 25 [EL 4; NE]). The development of these obesity CPGs complements other AACE/ACE activities in obesity medicine, namely the new complications-centric framework for the diagnosis and management of overweight and obesity (15 [EL 4; NE]), bariatric surgery CPGs (11 [EL 4; NE]), healthy eating CPGs (26 [EL 4; NE]), diabetes comprehensive care CPGs (18 [EL 4; NE]; 19 [EL 4; NE]), obesity and nutrition position statements (12 [EL 4; NE]), and other educational programs and white papers (14 [EL 4; NE]).
III. METHODS

This AACE/ACE CPG on Obesity is developed according to established AACE/ACE methodology for guidelines development (23 [EL 4; NE]; 24 [EL 4; NE]; 25 [EL 4; NE]) and is characterized by the following salient attributes:

1. Appointment of credentialed experts who have disclosed all multiplicities of interests, vetted by the AACE Publications Committee;
2. Incorporation of middle-range literature searching with: (1) an emphasis on strong evidence and the identification of all relevant RCTs and meta-analyses; (2) inclusion of relevant cohort studies, nested case-control studies, and case series; and (3) inclusion of more general reviews/opinions, mechanistic studies, and illustrative case reports when considered appropriate;
3. An orientation on questions that are directly relevant to patient care;
4. Use of a technical a priori methodology, which maps strength-of-evidence to recommendation grades and stipulates subjective factors established in the AACE/ACE Protocol for Standardized Production of Clinical Practice Guidelines (23 [EL 4; NE]; 24 [EL 4; NE]; 25 [EL 4; NE]); and
5. Employment of a multilevel review process and high level of diligence.

Task Force Assignments

The logistics and process for task force assignments adhered to the AACE Protocol for Standardized Production of Clinical Practice Guidelines (23 [EL 4; NE]; 24 [EL 4; NE]; 25 [EL 4; NE]). The selection of the chair, primary writing team, and reviewers was based on the expert credentials of these individuals in obesity medicine. All appointees are AACE members and are experts in obesity care. All multiplicities of interests for each individual participant are clearly disclosed and delineated in this document. No appointee is employed by industry, and there was no involvement of industry in the development of these CPGs.

Question/Problem Structure for Guidelines Development

The goal was to develop CPGs that are comprehensive and relevant to clinicians. Therefore, the questions for evidence-based review reflect the multiple aspects of management that must be addressed by clinicians as they evaluate, screen, and diagnose patients with obesity; establish a clinical database; make treatment decisions; and assess therapeutic outcomes. The primary writing team drafted questions for evidence-based review and, following multiple and interactive discussions, arrived at a consensus for the final question list addressed in these CPGs.

Evidence-Based Review

Once the questions were finalized, the next step was to conduct a systematic electronic search of the literature pertinent to each question. The task force chair assigned each question to a member of the task force writing team, and the team members executed a systematic electronic search of the published literature from relevant bibliographic databases for each clinical question. The objective was to identify all publications necessary to assign the true strength-of-evidence, given the totality of evidence available in the literature. The mandate was to include all studies that materially impact the strength of the evidence level. Thus, all RCTs and meta-analyses were to be identified (whether they provided positive or negative data with respect to each question) because these studies would predominate in scoring the strength-of-evidence. The writing team members also identified relevant nonrandomized interventions, cohort studies, and case-control trials, as well as cross-sectional studies, surveillance studies, epidemiologic data, case series, and pertinent studies of disease mechanisms. In the absence of RCTs, recommendations would necessarily rely on lower levels of evidence, which would in turn affect the strength of the ensuing recommendations.

For the systematic review of all clinical trials and meta-analyses, each task force member conducted a search of the Cochrane Library (which includes all references in the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials) (27 [EL 4; NE]). A search was conducted without date limits for all trials, using “obesity” and/or “weight loss” as key search terms together with term(s) relevant to the question being addressed. In addition, all relevant trials and meta-analyses were identified in a search of the PubMed database. The task force members culled references for studies that were duplicates, not relevant, or devoid of original data or analyses that would not contribute to scientific substantiation or alter the evidence level and recommendation strength. In addition to these search strategies, the task force members used other databases, employed literature reviews, and included mechanistic data when this contributed to the discussion of the evidence.

References numerically cited in the text were then scored for strength-of-evidence using definitions provided in Table 1 (24 [EL 4; NE]). There are 4 intuitive levels of evidence based on study design and data quality: 1 = strong, 2 = intermediate, 3 = weak, and 4 = no clinical evidence. Where appropriate, comments were appended to the evidence level regarding judgments or factors that could influence the subsequent grading process (Table 2) (24 [EL 4; NE]). Reference citations in the document text include the reference number, the evidence level numerical descriptor (e.g., evidence level [EL] 1, 2, 3, or 4), and a semantic descriptor abbreviation.

Once the evidence base was systematically established and reviewed, task force members summarily described the evidence, including all references that could materially
affect the strength-of-evidence assessment and CPG recommendations. Task force members also formulated one or more recommendations based on the evidence in response to each question. Clinical questions are labeled “Q,” and recommendations are labeled “R.”

Formulation of Recommendations

The task force discussed and critiqued each of the evidence reviews and recommendations, which were then revised for consensus approval. The evidence ratings were used to grade the scientific strength of the recommendations. Recommendations (numerically labeled “R1, R2,” etc.) are based on strength-of-evidence, indexed to the BEL, which corresponds to the strongest and most conclusive evidence (when taking the evidence level of all the references in each of the evidence reviews into consideration; Table 1). The BEL is accompanied by a recommendation Grade (A, B, C, or D) as shown in Figure 1 and Table 1. This recommendation grade maps to the BEL and can be adjusted upward or downward by 1 level as shown in Table 3 based on judgments and factors listed in Table 4. As prespecified in Table 4, comments may be appended to the recommendation grade and BEL regarding any relevant factors that may have influenced the grading process. Final recommendation grades may be interpreted as being based on strong (Grade A), intermediate (Grade B), weak (Grade C), or no (Grade D) scientific substantiation. The evidence base supporting each recommendation, with accompanying tables, figures, algorithm, and care model, will be provided in a future Appendix.

This transparent process leads to a final recommendation and grade that incorporates complex expert integration of scientific data (and, to a degree, factors reflecting real-world practice) to establish actionable, evidence-based guidelines for optimal clinical decision-making and patient care practices. Again, this document represents only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numeric descriptor (evidence level)a</th>
<th>Semantic descriptor (reference methodology)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials (MRCT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Randomized controlled trial (RCT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Meta-analysis of nonrandomized prospective or case-controlled trials (MNRCT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Nonrandomized controlled trial (NRCT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Prospective cohort study (PCS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Retrospective case-control study (RCCS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Cross-sectional study (CSS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Surveillance study (registries, surveys, epidemiologic study, retrospective chart review, mathematical modeling of database) (SS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Consecutive case series (CCS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Single case reports (SCR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>No evidence (theory, opinion, consensus, review, or preclinical study) (NE)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a 1, strong evidence; 2, intermediate evidence; 3, weak evidence; and 4, no evidence.
guidelines for clinical practice. Individual patient circumstances and presentations obviously differ, and ultimately, clinical management choices should be based on individual patients’ best interests, including patient input and reasonable clinical judgment by treating clinicians.

Prepublication Review and Critique

These CPGs were first drafted and agreed upon by the task force writing team and then critically reviewed by the AACE Obesity Scientific Committee, the special external reviewer, the AACE Publications Committee, the AACE Board of Directors, and the AACE Executive Committee. Where appropriate, revisions were incorporated at each step of this review process.

Summary

These CPGs include an Executive Summary consisting of 123 clinical practice recommendations with 160 specific statements, organized in response to 9 broad questions covering the spectrum of obesity management. The objectives of these CPGs are to provide an evidence-based resource addressing rational approaches to the care of patients with obesity and an educational resource for the development of a comprehensive care plan for clinical endocrinologists and other health care professionals who care for patients with obesity. To achieve these goals, these recommendations provide concise, accurate answers to each question, and a forthcoming detailed and extensively referenced Appendix organized to provide supporting evidence for each recommendation. This format does not attempt to present an encyclopedic citation of all pertinent primary references; however, sufficient key references are provided to designate the BEL for each recommendation. Although many studies rated at the highest evidence level are cited (i.e., RCTs and meta-analyses of these trials [EL 1]), in the interest of conciseness, derivative EL 4 review publications that include many primary evidence citations (EL 1, EL 2, and EL 3) are also included. In addition, rigorously reviewed guidelines by other organizations have been adopted for specific issues, such as physical activity guidelines by the American Academy of Sports Medicine (28 [EL 4; NE]), physical activity guidelines by the American Heart Association and the American College of Cardiology (29 [EL 4; NE]), healthy eating guidelines by the AACE and The Obesity Society (30 [EL 4; NE]), and perioperative bariatric surgery guidelines by the AACE, the Obesity Society, and the American Society for Metabolic and Bariatric Surgery (11 [EL 4; NE]). Thus, these CPGs are

Fig. 1. 2010 American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists (AACE) Clinical Practice Guideline (CPG) methodology (24 [EL 4; NE]). Current AACE CPGs have a problem-oriented focus that results in a shortened production timeline, middle-range literature searching, emphasis on patient-oriented evidence that matters, greater transparency of intuitive evidence rating and qualifications, incorporation of subjective factors into evidence-recommendation mapping, cascades of alternative approaches, and an expedited multilevel review mechanism.
not intended to serve as an obesity textbook, but rather to complement existing texts, other CPGs, and previously published AACE documents.

IV. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A. QUESTIONS

The evidence-based recommendations for the CPGs were organized in response to the following questions, which provided the structure for evidence review. Readers are referred to the future publication of the Appendix for detailed evidence reviews and references that support the recommendations and evidence level ratings for each reference as pertains to each question and associated recommendations. In the 123 numbered recommendations, there are 160 individual statements, of which 85 (53.1%) are Grade A, 48 (30.0%) are Grade B, 11 (6.9%) are Grade C, and 16 (10.0%) are Grade D. There are 133 (83.1%) statements that are Grade A or B indicating a strong or intermediate level of scientific substantiation. There are 34 (23.6%) evidence-based recommendation grades (Grades A-C = 144) that are adjusted based on subjective factors. Of these, 19 (55.9%) were due to clinical relevance and 15 (44.1%) were due to evidence gaps (Table 4).

Post-hoc Question: By inductive evaluation of all evidence-based recommendations, what are the core recommendations for medical care of patients with obesity?

Obesity and 3 Phases of Chronic Disease Prevention and Treatment

• Q1. Do the 3 phases of chronic disease prevention and treatment (i.e., primary, secondary, and tertiary) apply to the disease of obesity?

The Anthropometric Component of the Diagnosis of Obesity

• Q2. How should the degree of adiposity be measured in the clinical setting?
  • Q2.1. What is the best way to optimally screen or aggressively case-find for overweight and obesity?
• Q2.2. What are the best anthropomorphic criteria for defining excess adiposity in the diagnosis of overweight and obesity in the clinical setting?
• Q2.3. Does waist circumference provide information in addition to BMI to indicate adiposity risk?
• Q2.4. Do BMI and waist circumference accurately capture adiposity risk at all levels of BMI, ethnicities, gender, and age?

The Clinical Component of the Diagnosis of Obesity
• Q3. What are the weight-related complications that are either caused or exacerbated by excess adiposity?
  • Q3.1. Diabetes risk, metabolic syndrome, and prediabetes (IFG, IGT)
  • Q3.2. Type 2 diabetes
  • Q3.3. Dyslipidemia
  • Q3.4. Hypertension
  • Q3.5. Cardiovascular disease and cardiovascular disease mortality
  • Q3.6. Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease/nonalcoholic steatohepatitis
  • Q3.7. Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS)
  • Q3.8. Female infertility
  • Q3.9. Male hypogonadism
  • Q3.10. Obstructive sleep apnea
  • Q3.11. Asthma/reactive airway disease
  • Q3.12. Osteoarthritis
  • Q3.13. Urinary stress incontinence
  • Q3.14. Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD)
  • Q3.15. Depression

• Q4. Does BMI or other measures of adiposity convey full information regarding the impact of excess body weight on the patient’s health?

Therapeutic Benefits of Weight Loss in Patients with Overweight or Obesity
• Q5. Do patients with excess adiposity and related complications benefit more from weight loss than patients without complications, and, if so, how much weight loss would be required?
  • Q5.1. Is weight loss effective to treat diabetes risk (i.e., prediabetes, metabolic syndrome) and prevent progression to type 2 diabetes? How much weight loss would be required?
  • Q5.2. Is weight loss effective to treat to type 2 diabetes? How much weight loss would be required?
  • Q5.3. Is weight loss effective to treat dyslipidemia? How much weight loss would be required?
  • Q5.4. Is weight loss effective to treat hypertension? How much weight loss would be required?
  • Q5.5. Is weight loss effective to treat or prevent cardiovascular disease? How much weight loss would be required?
    • Q5.5.1. Does weight loss prevent cardiovascular disease events or mortality?
    • Q5.5.2. Does weight loss prevent cardiovascular disease events or mortality in diabetes?
    • Q5.5.3. Does weight loss improve congestive heart failure?
  • Q5.6. Is weight loss effective to treat nonalcoholic fatty liver disease and nonalcoholic steatohepatitis? How much weight loss would be required?
  • Q5.7. Is weight loss effective to treat PCOS? How much weight loss would be required?
  • Q5.8. Is weight loss effective to treat infertility in women? How much weight loss would be required?
  • Q5.9. Is weight loss effective to treat male hypogonadism? How much weight loss would be required?
  • Q5.10. Is weight loss effective to treat obstructive sleep apnea? How much weight loss would be required?
  • Q5.11. Is weight loss effective to treat asthma/reactive airway disease? How much weight loss would be required?
  • Q5.12. Is weight loss effective to treat osteoarthritis? How much weight loss would be required?
  • Q5.13. Is weight loss effective to treat urinary stress incontinence? How much weight loss would be required?

| Table 4 |

2010 American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists Protocol for Production of Clinical Practice Guidelines—Step IV: Examples of Qualifiers (24 [EL 4; NE])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost-effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk-benefit analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence gaps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative physician preferences (dissenting opinions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative recommendations (“cascades”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance (patient-oriented evidence that matters)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• Q5.14. Is weight loss effective to treat gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD)? How much weight loss would be required?
• Q5.15. Is weight loss effective to improve symptoms of depression? How much weight loss would be required?

Lifestyle/Behavioral Therapy for Overweight and Obesity
• Q6. Is lifestyle/behavioral therapy effective to treat overweight and obesity, and what components of lifestyle therapy are associated with efficacy?
  • Q6.1. Meal plan and macronutrient composition
  • Q6.2. Physical activity
  • Q6.3. Behavior interventions

Pharmacotherapy for Overweight and Obesity
• Q7. Is pharmacotherapy effective to treat overweight and obesity?
  • Q7.1. Should pharmacotherapy be used as an adjunct to lifestyle therapy?
  • Q7.2. Does the addition of pharmacotherapy produce greater weight loss and weight-loss maintenance compared with lifestyle therapy alone?
  • Q7.3. Should pharmacotherapy only be used in the short term to help achieve weight loss or should it be used chronically in the treatment of obesity?
  • Q7.4. Are there differences in weight-loss drug efficacy and safety?
  • Q7.5. Should combinations of weight-loss medications be used in a manner that is not approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration?
• Q2.2. What are the best anthropomorphic criteria for defining excess adiposity in the diagnosis of overweight and obesity in the clinical setting? (Table 6)

• R4. BMI should be used to confirm an excessive degree of adiposity and to classify individuals as having overweight (BMI 25 to 29.9 kg/m²) or obesity (BMI ≥30 kg/m²), after taking into account age, gender, ethnicity, fluid status, and muscularity; therefore, clinical evaluation and judgment must be used when BMI is employed as the anthropometric indicator of excess adiposity, particularly in athletes and those with sarcopenia (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high relevance).

• R5. Other measurements of adiposity (e.g., bioelectric impedance, air/water displacement plethysmography, or dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry [DEXA]) may be considered at the clinician’s discretion if BMI and physical examination results are equivocal or require further evaluation (Grade C, BEL 2, downgraded due to evidence gaps). However, the clinical utility of these measures is limited by availability, cost, and lack of outcomes data for validated cutoff points (Grade B; BEL 2).

• Q2.3. Does waist circumference provide information in addition to BMI to indicate adiposity risk? (Table 7)

• R6. When evaluating patients for adiposity-related disease risk, waist circumference should be measured in all patients with BMI <35 kg/m² (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high relevance). In many populations, a waist circumference cutoff point of ≥94 cm in men and ≥80 cm in women should be considered at risk and consistent with abdominal obesity; in the United States (U.S.) and Canada, cutoff points that can be used to indicate increased risk are ≥102 cm for men and ≥88 cm for women (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high relevance).

• Q2.4. Do BMI and waist circumference accurately capture adiposity risk at all levels of BMI, ethnicity, gender, and age?

• R7. A BMI cutoff point value of ≥23 kg/m² should be used in the screening and confirmation of excess adiposity in South Asian, Southeast Asian, and East Asian adults (Grade B; BEL 2).

• R8. Region- and ethnic-specific cutoff point values for waist circumference should be used as measures of abdominal adiposity and disease risk;
in South Asian, Southeast Asian, and East Asian adults, men with values ≥85 cm and women ≥74 to 80 cm should be considered at risk and consistent with abdominal obesity (Grade B; BEL 2).

The Clinical Component of the Diagnosis of Obesity

- **Q3. What are the weight-related complications that are either caused or exacerbated by excess adiposity?** (Fig. 3)
  - **Q3.1. Diabetes risk, metabolic syndrome, and prediabetes (IFG, IGT)**
    - **R9.** Patients with overweight or obesity and patients experiencing progressive weight gain should be screened for prediabetes and type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) and evaluated for metabolic syndrome by assessing waist circumference, fasting glucose, A1C, blood pressure, and lipid panel, including triglycerides and HDL-c (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high clinical relevance).
  - **R10.** Due to variable risk for future diabetes, patients with overweight or obesity should be evaluated for risk of T2DM, which can be estimated or stratified using indices or staging systems that employ clinical data, glucose tolerance testing, and/or metabolic syndrome traits (Grade B; BEL 2).

- **Q3.2. Type 2 diabetes**
  - **R11.** Patients with T2DM should be evaluated for the presence of overweight or obesity (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high relevance).

- **Q3.3. Dyslipidemia**
  - **R12.** All patients with overweight or obesity and individuals experiencing progressive weight gain should be screened for dyslipidemia with a lipid panel that includes triglycerides, HDL-c, calculated LDL-c, total cholesterol, and non-HDL cholesterol; all patients with dyslipidemia should be evaluated for the presence of overweight or obesity (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high relevance).

- **Q3.4 Hypertension**
  - **R13.** Blood pressure should be measured in all patients with overweight or obesity as a screen for the presence of hypertension or prehypertension;
all patients with hypertension should be evaluated for the presence of overweight or obesity (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high relevance).

- Q3.5. Cardiovascular disease and cardiovascular disease mortality
  - R14. Risk factors for cardiovascular disease should be assessed in patients with overweight or obesity (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high relevance).

- R15. Patients with overweight or obesity should be screened for active cardiovascular disease by history, physical examination, and with additional testing or expert referral based on cardiovascular disease risk status (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high relevance).

- Q3.6. Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease and nonalcoholic steatohepatitis
  - R16. Screening for nonalcoholic fatty liver disease should be performed in all patients with overweight or obesity, T2DM, or metabolic syndrome with liver function testing, followed by ultrasound or other imaging modality if transaminases are elevated; all patients with nonalcoholic fatty liver disease should be evaluated for the presence of overweight or obesity (Grade B; BEL 2).

- Q3.7. Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS)
  - R17. Premenopausal female patients with overweight or obesity and/or metabolic syndrome should be screened for PCOS by history and physical examination; all patients with PCOS should be evaluated for the presence of overweight or obesity (Grade B; BEL 2).

- Q3.8. Female infertility
  - R18. Women with overweight or obesity should be counseled when appropriate that they are at increased risk for infertility and, if seeking assisted reproduction, should be informed of lower success rates of these procedures regarding conception and the ability to carry the pregnancy to live birth (Grade B; BEL 2). All female patients with infertility should be evaluated for the presence of overweight or obesity (Grade B; BEL 2).

- Q3.9. Male hypogonadism
  - R19. All men who have an increased waist circumference or who have obesity should be assessed for hypogonadism by history and physical examination and be tested for testosterone deficiency if indicated; all male patients with hypogonadism should be evaluated for the presence of overweight or obesity (Grade B; BEL 2).

---

**Table 6. Classification of Overweight and Obesity by BMI and Waist Circumference (31 [EL 4; NE])**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>BMI (kg/m²)</th>
<th>Comorbidity Risk</th>
<th>Waist Circumference and Comorbidity Risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Underweight</td>
<td>&lt;18.5</td>
<td>Low but other problems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal weight</td>
<td>18.5–24.9</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overweight</td>
<td>25–29.9</td>
<td>Increased</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obese class I</td>
<td>30–34.9</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obese class II</td>
<td>35–39.9</td>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obese class III</td>
<td>≥40</td>
<td>Very severe</td>
<td>Extremely high</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Men ≤40 in (102 cm)</th>
<th>Women ≤35 in (88 cm)</th>
<th>Men &gt;40 in (102 cm)</th>
<th>Women &gt;35 in (88 cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** BMI = body mass index; in = inches.
• **R20.** All male patients with T2DM should be evaluated to exclude testosterone deficiency (Grade B; BEL 2).

• **Q3.10. Obstructive sleep apnea**  
• **R21.** All patients with overweight or obesity should be evaluated for obstructive sleep apnea during medical history and physical examination; this is based on the strong association between these disorders (Grade B; BEL 2). Polysomnography and other sleep studies, at home or in a sleep lab, should be considered for patients at high risk for sleep apnea based on clinical presentation, severity of excess adiposity, and symptomatology (Grade D). All patients with obstructive sleep apnea should be evaluated for the presence of overweight or obesity (Grade B; BEL 2).

• **Q.3.11. Asthma/reactive airway disease**  
• **R22.** All patients with overweight or obesity should be evaluated for asthma and reactive airway disease based on the strong association between these disorders (Grade B; BEL 2). Medical history, symptomatology, physical examination, and spirometry and other pulmonary function tests should be considered for patients at high risk for asthma and reactive airway disease (Grade D). All patients with asthma should be evaluated for the presence of overweight or obesity (Grade D).

## Table 7. Waist Circumference Thresholds for Abdominal Obesity (32 [EL4; NE])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POPULATION</th>
<th>ORGANIZATION</th>
<th>MEN</th>
<th>WOMEN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Europid</td>
<td>IDF</td>
<td>≥94 cm</td>
<td>≥80 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≥37 inches</td>
<td>≥31 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>≥94 cm (💵 risk)</td>
<td>≥80 cm (💵 risk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≥37 inches</td>
<td>≥31 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≥102 cm (泽连 risk)</td>
<td>≥88 cm (泽连 risk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≥40 inches</td>
<td>≥35 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>AHA/NHLBI (ATPIII)</td>
<td>≥102 cm</td>
<td>≥88 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≥40 inches</td>
<td>≥35 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Health Canada</td>
<td>≥102 cm</td>
<td>≥88 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≥40 inches</td>
<td>≥35 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European</td>
<td>European Cardiovasc. Societies</td>
<td>≥102 cm</td>
<td>≥88 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≥40 inches</td>
<td>≥35 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian (including Japanese)</td>
<td>IDF</td>
<td>≥90 cm</td>
<td>≥80 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≥35 inches</td>
<td>≥31 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>≥90 cm</td>
<td>≥80 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≥35 inches</td>
<td>≥31 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>Japanese Obesity Society</td>
<td>≥85 cm</td>
<td>≥90 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≥33 inches</td>
<td>≥35 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Cooperative Task Force</td>
<td>≥85 cm</td>
<td>≥80 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≥33 inches</td>
<td>≥31 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East, Mediterranean</td>
<td>IDF</td>
<td>≥94 cm</td>
<td>≥80 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≥37 inches</td>
<td>≥31 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan African</td>
<td>IDF</td>
<td>≥94 cm</td>
<td>≥80 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≥37 inches</td>
<td>≥31 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic Central and South American</td>
<td>IDF</td>
<td>≥90 cm</td>
<td>≥80 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≥35 inches</td>
<td>≥31 inches</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** AHA = American Heart Association; ATPIII = Adult Treatment Panel III; IDF = International Diabetes Federation; WHO = World Health Organization.
• **Q.3.12. Osteoarthritis**
  • R23. All patients with overweight or obesity should be screened by symptom assessment and physical examination for OA of the knee and other weight-bearing joints (Grade B; BEL 2). All patients with OA should be evaluated for the presence of overweight or obesity (Grade D).

• **Q.3.13. Urinary stress incontinence**
  • R24. All female patients with overweight or obesity should be screened for urinary incontinence by assessing symptomatology, based on the strong association between these disorders; all patients with urinary stress incontinence should be evaluated for the presence of overweight or obesity (Grade B; BEL 2).

• **Q.3.14. Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD)**
  • R25. Patients with overweight or obesity or who have increased waist circumferences should be evaluated for symptoms of GERD (Grade B; BEL 2); all patients with GERD should be evaluated for the presence of overweight or obesity (Grade C; BEL 3).

• **R26.** Patients with obesity and GERD symptoms should be evaluated by endoscopy if medical treatment fails to control symptoms (Grade B; BEL 2).

• **R27.** Endoscopy should be considered in patients with obesity and GERD symptoms prior to bariatric surgery (Grade B; BEL 2).

• **Q.3.15. Depression**
  • R28. Patients with overweight or obesity should be screened for depression; all patients with depression should be evaluated for the presence of overweight or obesity (Grade D).

• **Q4. Do BMI or other measures of adiposity convey full information regarding the impact of excess body weight on the patient’s health?**
  • R29. All patients with overweight or obesity should be clinically evaluated for weight-related complications because BMI alone is not sufficient to indicate the impact of excess adiposity on health status; therefore, the diagnostic evaluation of patients with obesity should include an anthropometric assessment of adiposity and a clinical assessment.
of weight-related complications (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high relevance). Patients with overweight or obesity should be reevaluated at intervals to monitor for any changes in adiposity and adiposity-related complications over time (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high relevance).

Therapeutic Benefits of Weight Loss in Patients with Overweight or Obesity

• **Q5.** Do patients with excess adiposity and related complications benefit more from weight loss than patients without complications? Can weight loss be used to treat weight-related complications, and, if so, how much weight loss would be required? (Table 8)

**Note:** Specific medications are mentioned or recommended below for use in different clinical settings based on available evidence for efficacy and safety. Medications may not be explicitly recommended if there are no data available for use in the specified clinical setting, even though weight loss associated with these medications may produce clinical benefits.

- **Q5.1.** Is weight loss effective to treat diabetes risk (i.e., prediabetes, metabolic syndrome) and prevent progression to type 2 diabetes? How much weight loss would be required?
- **R30.** Patients with overweight or obesity and either metabolic syndrome or prediabetes, or patients identified to be at high risk of T2DM based on validated risk-staging paradigms, should be treated with lifestyle therapy that includes a reduced-calorie healthy meal plan and a physical activity program incorporating both aerobic and resistance exercise to prevent progression to diabetes (Grade A; BEL 1). The weight-loss goal should be 10% (Grade B; BEL 2).
- **R31.** Medication-assisted weight loss employing phentermine/topiramate ER, liraglutide 3 mg, or orlistat should be considered in patients at risk for future T2DM and should be used when needed to achieve 10% weight loss in conjunction with lifestyle therapy (Grade A; BEL 1).
- **R32.** Diabetes medications including metformin, acarbose, and thiazolidinediones can be considered in selected high-risk patients with prediabetes who are not successfully treated with lifestyle and weight-loss medications and who remain glucose intolerant (Grade A; BEL 1).
- **Q5.2.** Is weight loss effective to treat type 2 diabetes? How much weight loss would be required?
- **R33.** Patients with overweight or obesity and T2DM should be treated with lifestyle therapy to achieve 5 to 15% weight loss or more as needed to achieve targeted lowering of A1C (Grade A; BEL 1). Weight-loss therapy should be considered regardless of the duration or severity of T2DM, both in newly diagnosed patients and in patients with longer-term disease on multiple diabetes medications (Grade A; BEL 1).
- **R34.** Weight-loss medications should be considered as an adjunct to lifestyle therapy in all patients with T2DM as needed for weight loss sufficient to improve glycemic control, lipids, and blood pressure (Grade A; BEL 1).
- **R35.** Patients with obesity (BMI ≥30 kg/m²) and diabetes who have failed to achieve targeted clinical outcomes following treatment with lifestyle therapy and weight-loss medications may be considered for bariatric surgery, preferably Roux-en-Y gastric bypass, sleeve gastrectomy, or biliopancreatic diversion; also see recommendation 121 (Grade B; BEL 1, downgraded due to evidence gaps).
- **R36.** Diabetes medications that are associated with modest weight loss or are weight-neutral are preferable in patients with obesity and T2DM, although clinicians should not refrain from insulin or other medications when needed to achieve A1C targets (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high relevance).

- **Q5.3.** Is weight loss effective to treat dyslipidemia? How much weight loss would be required?
- **R37.** Patients with overweight or obesity and dyslipidemia (elevated triglycerides and reduced HDL-c) should be treated with lifestyle therapy to achieve 5 to 10% weight loss or more as needed to achieve therapeutic targets (Grade A; BEL 1). The lifestyle intervention should include a physical activity program and a reduced-calorie healthy meal plan that minimizes sugars and refined carbohydrates, avoids trans fats, limits alcohol use, and emphasizes fiber (Grade B; BEL 1, downgraded due to evidence gaps).
- **R38.** Patients with overweight or obesity and dyslipidemia should be considered for treatment with a weight-loss medication combined with lifestyle therapy when necessary to achieve sufficient improvements in lipids (i.e., elevated triglycerides and reduced HDL-c) (Grade A; BEL 1).
- **Q5.4.** Is weight loss effective to treat hypertension? How much weight loss would be required?
- **R39.** Patients with overweight or obesity and elevated blood pressure or hypertension should be treated with lifestyle therapy to achieve 5 to 15% weight loss or more as necessary to achieve
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Treatment Goals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anthropometric Component</strong></td>
<td><strong>Clinical Component</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primordial Prevention</td>
<td>BMI ≤25 (≤23 in certain ethnicities)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Prevention</td>
<td>BMI ≤25 (≤23 in certain ethnicities)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Secondary Prevention</strong></td>
<td><strong>Overweight</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Obesity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tertiary Prevention</strong></td>
<td><strong>Overweight or Obesity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: A1C = hemoglobin A1c; BMI = body mass index; BP = blood pressure; HDL-c = high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; T2DM = type 2 diabetes mellitus.
blood pressure reduction goals in a program that includes caloric restriction and regular physical activity (Grade A; BEL 1).

- **R40.** Patients with overweight or obesity and elevated blood pressure or hypertension should be considered for treatment with a weight-loss medication combined with lifestyle therapy when necessary to achieve sufficient weight loss for blood pressure reduction (Grade A; BEL 1).

- **R41.** Patients with hypertension considering bariatric surgery should be recommended for Roux-en-Y gastric bypass or sleeve gastrectomy, unless contraindicated, due to greater long-term weight reduction and better remission of hypertension than with laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding (Grade B; BEL 1, downgraded due to evidence gaps).

- **Q5.5.** Is weight loss effective to treat or prevent cardiovascular disease (CVD)? How much weight loss would be required?
  - **Q5.5.1.** Does weight loss prevent cardiovascular disease events or mortality?
    - **R42.** Weight-loss therapy is not recommended based on available data for the expressed and sole purpose of preventing CVD events or to extend life, although evidence suggests that the degree of weight loss achieved by bariatric surgery can reduce mortality (Grade B; BEL 2). Cardiovascular outcome trials assessing medication-assisted weight loss are currently ongoing or being planned.

- **Q5.5.2.** Does weight loss prevent cardiovascular disease events or mortality in diabetes?
  - **R43.** Weight-loss therapy is not recommended based on available data for the expressed and sole purpose of preventing CVD events or to extend life in patients with diabetes (Grade B; BEL 1, downgraded due to evidence gaps). Cardiovascular outcome trials assessing medication-assisted weight loss are currently ongoing or being planned.

- **Q5.5.3.** Does weight loss improve congestive heart failure and prevent cardiovascular disease events or mortality in patients with congestive heart failure?
  - **R44.** Weight-loss therapy is not recommended based on available data for the expressed purpose of preventing CVD events or to extend life in patients with congestive heart failure, although evidence suggests that weight loss can improve myocardial function and congestive heart failure symptomatology in the short term (Grade B; BEL 2).

- **Q5.6.** Is weight loss effective to treat nonalcoholic fatty liver disease and nonalcoholic steatohepatitis? How much weight loss would be required?
  - **R45.** Patients with overweight or obesity and nonalcoholic fatty liver disease should be primarily managed with lifestyle interventions, involving caloric restriction and moderate-to-vigorous physical activity, targeting 4 to 10% weight loss (a range over which there is a dose-dependent beneficial effect on hepatic steatosis) (Grade A; BEL 1).

- **R46.** Weight loss as high as 10 to 40% may be required to decrease hepatic inflammation, hepatocellular injury, and fibrosis (Grade A; BEL 1). In this regard, weight loss assisted by orlistat (Grade B; BEL 2), liraglutide (Grade A; BEL 1), and bariatric surgery (Grade B; BEL 2) may be effective.

- **R47.** A Mediterranean dietary pattern or meal plan can have a beneficial effect on hepatic steatosis independent of weight loss (Grade A; BEL 1).

- **Q5.7.** Is weight loss effective to treat polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS)? How much weight loss would be required?
  - **R48.** Women with overweight or obesity and PCOS should be treated with lifestyle therapy with the goal of achieving 5 to 15% weight loss or more to improve hyperandrogenism, oligomenorrhea, anovulation, insulin resistance, and hyperlipidemia; clinical efficacy can vary among individual patients (Grade A; BEL 1).

- **R49.** Patients with overweight or obesity and PCOS should be considered for treatment with orlistat, metformin, or liraglutide, alone or in combination, because these medications can be effective in decreasing weight or improving PCOS manifestations, including insulin resistance, glucose tolerance, dyslipidemia, hyperandrogenemia, oligomenorrhea, and anovulation (Grade A; BEL 1).

- **R50.** Selected patients with obesity and PCOS should be considered for treatment with laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass to improve symptomatology, including restoration of menses and ovulation (Grade B; BEL 2).

- **Q5.8.** Is weight loss effective to treat infertility in women with overweight and obesity? How much weight loss would be required?
  - **R51.** Weight loss is effective to treat infertility in women with overweight and obesity and should be considered as part of the initial treatment to improve fertility; weight loss of ≥10% should be
targeted to augment the likelihood of conception and live birth (Grade A; BEL 1).

- **Q5.9. Is weight loss effective to treat male hypogonadism? How much weight loss would be required?**
  - **R52.** Treatment of hypogonadism in men with increased waist circumference or obesity should include weight-loss therapy (Grade B; BEL 2). Weight loss of more than 5 to 10% is needed for significant improvement in serum testosterone (Grade D).
  - **R53.** Bariatric surgery should be considered as a treatment approach that improves hypogonadism in most patients with obesity, including patients with severe obesity (BMI >50 kg/m²) and T2DM (Grade A; BEL 1).
  - **R54.** Men with true hypogonadism and obesity who are not seeking fertility should be considered for testosterone therapy in addition to lifestyle intervention because testosterone in these patients results in weight loss, decreased waist circumference, and improvements in metabolic parameters (glucose, A1C, lipids, and blood pressure) (Grade A; BEL 1).

- **Q5.10. Is weight loss effective to treat obstructive sleep apnea? How much weight loss would be required?**
  - **R55.** Patients with overweight or obesity and obstructive sleep apnea should be treated with weight-loss therapy including lifestyle interventions and additional modalities as needed, including phentermine/topiramate extended release (ER) or bariatric surgery; the weight-loss goal should be at least 7 to 11% or more (Grade A; BEL 1).

- **Q5.11. Is weight loss effective to treat asthma/reactive airway disease? How much weight loss would be required?**
  - **R56.** Patients with overweight or obesity and asthma should be treated with weight loss using lifestyle interventions; additional treatment modalities may be considered as needed including bariatric surgery; the weight-loss goal should be at least 7 to 8% (Grade A; BEL 1).

- **Q5.12. Is weight loss effective to treat osteoarthritis? How much weight loss would be required?**
  - **R57.** Patients with overweight or obesity and OA involving weight-bearing joints, particularly the knee, should be treated with weight-loss therapy for symptomatic and functional improvement and reduction in compressive forces during ambulation; the weight-loss goal should be ≥10% of body weight (Grade A; BEL 1). A physical activity program should also be recommended in this setting because the combination of weight-loss therapy achieving 5 to 10% loss of body weight combined with physical activity can effectively improve symptoms and function (Grade A; BEL 1).

- **Q5.13. Is weight loss effective to treat urinary stress incontinence? How much weight loss would be required?**
  - **R58.** Patients with overweight or obesity and OA should undergo weight-loss therapy before and after total knee replacement (Grade C; BEL 2, downgraded due to evidence gaps).

- **Q5.14. Is weight loss effective to treat gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD)? How much weight loss would be required?**
  - **R60.** Patients with overweight or obesity and gastroesophageal reflux should be treated using weight loss; the weight-loss goal should be 10% of body weight or greater (Grade A; BEL 1).
  - **R61.** Proton pump inhibitor (PPI) therapy should be administered as medical therapy in patients with overweight or obesity and persistent gastroesophageal reflux symptoms during weight-loss interventions (Grade A; BEL 1).
  - **R62.** Roux-en-Y gastric bypass should be considered as the bariatric surgery procedure of choice for patients with obesity and moderate to severe gastroesophageal reflux symptoms, hiatal hernia, esophagitis, or Barrett’s esophagus (Grade B; BEL 2). Intragastric balloon for weight loss may increase gastroesophageal reflux symptoms and should not be used for weight loss in patients with established gastroesophageal reflux (Grade A; BEL 1).

- **Q5.15. Is weight loss effective to improve symptoms of depression? How much weight loss would be required?**
  - **R63.** Patients with overweight or obesity and depression interested in losing weight should be offered a structured lifestyle intervention (Grade A; BEL 1).
Lifestyle/Behavioral Therapy for Overweight and Obesity

- **Q6. Is lifestyle/behavioral therapy effective to treat overweight and obesity, and what components of lifestyle therapy are associated with efficacy? (Fig. 4)**
  - **R64.** A structured lifestyle intervention program designed for weight loss (lifestyle therapy) and consisting of a healthy meal plan, physical activity, and behavioral interventions should be available to patients who are being treated for overweight or obesity (Grade A; BEL 1).
  - **Q6.1. Reduced-calorie meal plan and macronutrient composition. (Table 9)**
    - **R65.** Reducing total energy (caloric) intake should be the main component of any weight-loss intervention (Grade A; BEL 1).
    - **R66.** Even though the macronutrient composition of meals has less impact on weight loss than adherence rates in most patients, in certain patient populations, modifying macronutrient composition may be considered to optimize adherence, eating patterns, weight loss, metabolic profiles, risk factor reduction, and/or clinical outcomes (Grade A; BEL 1).
  - **Q6.2. Physical activity**
    - **R67.** Aerobic physical activity training should be prescribed to patients with overweight or obesity as a component of lifestyle intervention; the initial prescription may require a progressive increase in the volume and intensity of exercise, and the ultimate goal should be ≥150 min/week of moderate exercise performed during 3 to 5 daily sessions per week (Grade A; BEL 1).
    - **R68.** Resistance training should be prescribed to patients with overweight or obesity undergoing weight-loss therapy to help promote fat loss while preserving fat-free mass; the goal should be resistance training 2 to 3 times per week consisting of single-set exercises that use the major muscle groups (Grade A; BEL 1).
    - **R69.** An increase in nonexercise and active leisure activity should be encouraged to reduce sedentary behavior in all patients with overweight or obesity (Grade A; BEL 1).
  - **R70.** The prescription for physical activity should be individualized to include activities and exercise regimens within the capabilities and preferences of the patient, taking into account health-related and physical limitations (Grade C; BEL 4, upgraded due to high relevance).
  - **R71.** Involvement of an exercise physiologist or certified fitness professional in the care plan should be considered to individualize the physical activity prescription and improve outcomes (Grade A; BEL 1).

- **Q6.3. Behavior interventions**
  - **R72.** Lifestyle therapy in patients with overweight or obesity should include behavioral interventions that enhance adherence to prescriptions for a reduced-calorie meal plan and increased physical activity (behavioral interventions can include: self-monitoring of weight, food intake, and physical activity; clear and reasonable goal-setting; education pertaining to obesity, nutrition, and physical activity; face-to-face and group meetings; stimulus control; systematic approaches for problem solving; stress reduction; cognitive restructuring [i.e., cognitive behavioral therapy], motivational interviewing; behavioral contracting; psychological counseling; and mobilization of social support structures) (Grade A; BEL 1).
  - **R73.** The behavior intervention package is effectively executed by a multidisciplinary team that includes dietitians, nurses, educators, physical activity trainers or coaches, and clinical psychologists (Grade C; BEL 4, upgraded due to high relevance). Psychologists and psychiatrists should participate in the treatment of eating disorders, depression, anxiety, psychoses, and other psychological problems that can impair the effectiveness of lifestyle intervention programs (Grade B; BEL 2).
  - **R74.** Behavioral lifestyle intervention and support should be intensified if patients do not achieve a 2.5% weight loss in the first month of treatment, as early weight reduction is a key predictor of long-term weight-loss success (Grade A; BEL 1). A stepped-care behavior approach should teach skills for problem solving and should evaluate outcomes (Grade A; BEL 1).
  - **R75.** Behavioral lifestyle intervention should be tailored to a patient’s ethnic, cultural, socioeconomic, and educational background (Grade B; BEL 2).

Pharmacotherapy for Overweight and Obesity

- **Q7. Is pharmacotherapy effective to treat overweight and obesity?**
  - **Q7.1. Should pharmacotherapy be used as an adjunct to lifestyle therapy or alone?**
    - **R76.** Pharmacotherapy for overweight and obesity should be used only as an adjunct to lifestyle therapy and not alone (Grade A; BEL 1).
Q7.2. Does the addition of pharmacotherapy produce greater weight loss and weight-loss maintenance compared with lifestyle therapy alone?

R77. The addition of pharmacotherapy produces greater weight loss and weight-loss maintenance compared with lifestyle therapy alone (Grade A; BEL 1).

R78. The concurrent initiation of lifestyle therapy and pharmacotherapy should be considered in patients with weight-related complications that can be ameliorated by weight loss (Grade A; BEL 1).

Q7.3. Should pharmacotherapy only be used in the short term to help achieve weight loss or should it be used chronically in the treatment of obesity?

R79. Pharmacotherapy should be offered to patients with obesity, when potential benefits outweigh the risks, for the chronic treatment of the disease (Grade A; BEL 1). Short-term treatment (3 to 6 months) using weight-loss medications has not been demonstrated to produce longer-term health benefits and cannot be generally recommended based on scientific evidence (Grade B; BEL 1, downgraded due to evidence gaps).

Q7.4. Are there differences in weight-loss drug efficacy and safety? (Table 10)

R80. In selecting the optimal weight-loss medication for each patient, clinicians should consider differences in efficacy, side effects, cautions, and warnings that characterize medications approved for chronic management of obesity, and the presence of weight-related complications and medical history; these factors are the basis for individualized weight-loss pharmacotherapy; a generalizable hierarchical algorithm for medication preferences that would be applicable to all patients cannot currently be scientifically justified (Grade A; BEL 1).
• **R81.** Clinicians and their patients with obesity should have available access to all approved medications to allow for the safe and effective individualization of appropriate pharmacotherapy (Grade D).

• **Q7.5.** Should combinations of weight-loss medications be used in a manner that is not approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration?

• **R82.** Combinations of FDA-approved weight-loss medications should only be used in a

### Table 9. Association of Eating Patterns and Macronutrient Composition on Weight-Loss Efficacy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eating Pattern or Macronutrient Change</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Reference [EL]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low glycemic index/load</td>
<td>• Endothelial function</td>
<td>33 [EL 1; RCT], 34 [EL 1; RCT], 35 [EL 1; RCT, small N=13], 36 [EL 1; RCT]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Glycemic variability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Effects on energy expenditure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Decreased adipocyte diameter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• No incremental effect on weight loss†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low carbohydrate</td>
<td>• Improved glycemic status and lipids</td>
<td>37 [EL 4; NE], 38 [EL 1; RCT], 39 [EL 1; RCT], 40 [EL 1; RCT], 41 [EL 1; RCT], 42 [EL 1; RCT], 43 [EL 2; RCT], 44 [EL 1; RCT], 45 [EL 1; RCT], 46 [EL 1; RCT], 47 [EL 1; RCT]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Improved other cardio-metabolic risk factors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Improved renal function</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• No incremental effect on weight loss (some studies show more short-term weight loss)²</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High protein</td>
<td>• Longer benefit on WC, %fat</td>
<td>33 [EL 1; RCT], 38 [EL 1; RCT], 45 [EL 1; RCT], 48 [EL 1; RCT], 49 [EL 1; RCT], 50 [EL 1; RCT], 51 [EL 1; RCT], 52 [EL 1; RCT], 53 [EL 1; RCT]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Improved cardio-metabolic risk factors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Decreased adipocyte diameter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Animal (not plant) proteins associated with markers of inflammation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Less relative loss of muscle mass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• No incremental effect on weight loss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate carbohydrate – moderate protein</td>
<td>• Improved body composition, lipid, ppINS</td>
<td>37 [EL 4; NE], 54 [EL 1; RCT]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• No incremental effect on weight loss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low fat</td>
<td>• Beneficial effects on lipids</td>
<td>37 [EL 4; NE], 41 [EL 1; RCT], 47 [EL 1; RCT], 55 [EL 1; RCT], 56 [EL 1; RCT]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Benefits on lipids replacing with unsaturated fat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Improved renal function</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• No incremental effect on weight loss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High fat</td>
<td>• With lactation: when hypocaloric, great weight loss</td>
<td>57 [EL 2; PCS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>compared with hypocaloric low-carbohydrate diet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean-style</td>
<td>• Decreased risk certain cancers</td>
<td>40 [EL 1; RCT], 58 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis], 59 [EL 2; PCS, post-hoc analysis], 60 [EL 1; RCT, secondary analysis], 61 [EL 2; PCS], 62 [EL 1; RCT], 63 [EL 1; RCT], 64 [EL 2; PCS], 65 [EL 2; PCS], 66 [EL 1; RCT]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• EVOO supplementation – no effect on weight</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reduces cardio-metabolic risk factors and MetS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reduces markers of inflammation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Improves hepatic steatosis and insulin sensitivity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Improves renal function</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• No incremental effect on weight loss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** EL = evidence level; EVOO = extra-virgin olive oil; MetS = metabolic syndrome; ppINS = postprandial insulin response; WC = waist circumference.

† Incremental effect in comparison to a isocaloric control diet does not occur or is inconsistent.

² Short-term is <1 year.
manner approved by the FDA (Grade A; BEL 1) or when sufficient safety and efficacy data are available to assure informed judgment regarding a favorable benefit-to-risk ratio (Grade D).

Individualization of Pharmacotherapy in the Treatment of Obesity

• Q8. Are there hierarchies of drug preferences in patients with the following disorders or characteristics? (Table 11)

Note: Specific medications are mentioned or recommended below for use in different clinical settings based on efficacy, side effects, warnings and contraindications, organ clearance, mechanisms of action, and available data for use of the medication under these specific conditions. Medications may not be explicitly recommended if there are no data available for use in the specified clinical setting, even though weight loss associated with these medications may produce clinical benefits.

• Q8.1. Chronic kidney disease
  • R83. Weight-loss medications should not be used in the setting of end-stage renal failure, with the exception that orlistat and liraglutide 3 mg can be considered in selected patients with a high level of caution (Grade B; BEL 2).
  • R84. The use of naltrexone ER/bupropion ER, lorcaserin, or phentermine/topiramate ER is not recommended in patients with severe renal impairment (<30 mL/min) (Grade B; BEL 2).
  • R85. All weight-loss medications can be used with appropriate cautions in patients with mild (50 to 79 mL/min) and moderate (30 to 49 mL/min) renal impairment, except that in moderate renal impairment the dose of naltrexone ER/bupropion ER should not exceed 8 mg/90 mg twice per day, and the daily dose of phentermine/topiramate ER should not exceed 7.5 mg/46 mg (Grade B; BEL 2).
  • R86. Orlistat should not be used in patients with, or at risk of, oxalate nephropathy (Grade C; BEL 3). Liraglutide 3 mg should be discontinued if patients develop volume depletion, for example, due to nausea, vomiting, or diarrhea (Grade B; BEL 2).

• Q8.2. Nephrolithiasis
  • R87. Naltrexone ER/bupropion ER, lorcaserin, and liraglutide 3 mg are preferred weight-loss medications in patients with a history, or at risk, of nephrolithiasis (Grade D). Caution should be exercised in treating patients with phentermine/topiramate ER and orlistat who have a history of nephrolithiasis (Grade A; BEL 1).

• Q8.3. Hepatic impairment
  • R88. All weight-loss medications should be used with caution in patients with hepatic impairment and should be avoided in severe hepatic impairment (i.e., Child-Pugh score >9) (Grade C; BEL 3).
  • R89. Dose adjustments for some medications are warranted in patients with moderate hepatic impairment: specifically, the maximum recommended dose of naltrexone ER/bupropion ER is 1 tablet (8 mg/90 mg) in the morning; the maximum recommended dose of phentermine/topiramate ER is 7.5 mg/46 mg daily (Grade D).
  • R90. Clinicians should maintain a high index of suspicion for cholelithiasis in patients undergoing weight-loss therapy, regardless of the treatment modality; in high-risk patients, liraglutide 3 mg should be used with caution; effective preventive measures include a slower rate of weight loss, an increase in dietary fat, or administration of ursodeoxycholic acid (Grade A; BEL 1).

• Q8.4. Hypertension
  • R91. In patients with existing hypertension, orlistat, lorcaserin, phentermine/topiramate ER, and liraglutide 3 mg are preferred weight-loss medications (Grade B; BEL 1, downgraded due to evidence gaps). Heart rate should be carefully monitored in patients receiving liraglutide 3 mg and phentermine/topiramate ER (Grade A; BEL 1). Naltrexone ER/bupropion ER should be avoided if other weight-loss medications can be used because weight loss assisted by naltrexone ER/bupropion ER cannot be expected to reduce blood pressure, and the drug is contraindicated in uncontrolled hypertension (Grade B; BEL 1, downgraded due to evidence gaps).
  • R92. Renin-angiotensin system inhibition therapy (angiotensin receptor blocker or angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor) should be used as the first-line drug for blood pressure control in patients with obesity (Grade A; BEL 1).
  • R93. Combination antihypertension therapy with calcium channel blockers may be considered as second-tier treatment (Grade A; BEL 1). Beta-blockers and thiazide diuretics may also be considered in some patients but can have adverse effects on metabolism; beta-blockers and alpha-blockers can promote weight gain (Grade A; BEL 1).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generic Name</th>
<th>Naltrexone ER/ Bupropion ER</th>
<th>Liraglutide 3 mg</th>
<th>Locaserin 20 mg</th>
<th>Orlistat 360 mg</th>
<th>Phentermine/ Topiramte ER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brand Name</td>
<td>Contrave</td>
<td>Saxenda</td>
<td>Belviq</td>
<td>Xenical</td>
<td>Osymia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Oral, BID</td>
<td>subQ, QD</td>
<td>Oral, BID</td>
<td>Oral, TID</td>
<td>Oral, QD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Daily Dose</td>
<td>32 mg/360 mg</td>
<td>3 mg</td>
<td>20 mg</td>
<td>360 mg</td>
<td>7.5 mg/15 mg/46 mg/92 mg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Drug</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>51.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (% female)</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>78.7</td>
<td>78.1</td>
<td>80.5</td>
<td>78.0</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>70.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline Weight (kg)</td>
<td>99.7</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>106.2</td>
<td>106.2</td>
<td>100.3</td>
<td>100.5</td>
<td>100.5</td>
<td>101.8</td>
<td>102.6</td>
<td>103.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline Waist (cm)</td>
<td>108.8</td>
<td>110.0</td>
<td>115.0</td>
<td>114.5</td>
<td>108.9</td>
<td>110.2</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>112.6</td>
<td>113.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline BMI</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>36.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight-Loss (% Completers)</td>
<td>-8.1</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
<td>-9.2</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
<td>-7.9</td>
<td>-4.0</td>
<td>-8.78</td>
<td>-4.26</td>
<td>-9.6</td>
<td>-12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight Loss (% ITT LOCF)</td>
<td>-6.1</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td>-8.0</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
<td>-5.8</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
<td>-7.94</td>
<td>-4.14</td>
<td>-7.8</td>
<td>-9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5% Weight Loss (in % ITT LOCF)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>47.2</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% Weight Loss (in % ITT LOCF)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*There is a lack of clinical trials with head-to-head direct comparisons among the drugs approved for chronic weight management. For this table, data are delineated from a representative major randomized clinical trial for each drug. Each study was conducted over at least 1 year in duration, enrolled subjects with baseline weights of approximately 100 kg and average BMIs in the range of class II obesity (BMI 35-39.9 kg/m²), and included data from subjects on the recommended doses for the medication. Each study also had to have data for weight loss % (completers), weight loss % (LOCF), 5% weight loss LOCF and 10% weight loss LOCF to be included in the chart.

**Abbreviations:** ITT = Intent-to-treat; LOCF = last observation carried forward.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS OR COEXISTING DISEASES</th>
<th>MEDICATIONS FOR CHRONIC WEIGHT MANAGEMENT</th>
<th>KEY: [ ] PREFERRED DRUG [ ] USE WITH CAUTION [ ] AVOID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes Prevention (metabolic syndrome, prediabetes)</td>
<td>Ollostat Insufficient data</td>
<td>Phenetermine/topiramate ER Insufficient data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>Monitor heart rate Monitor BP and heart rate Contraindicated in uncontrolled HTN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular Disease</td>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>Monitor heart rate, BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrhythmia</td>
<td>Monitor heart rate, rhythm</td>
<td>Monitor heart rate, rhythm, BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHF</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic Kidney Disease</td>
<td>Mild (50–79 mL/min)</td>
<td>Do not exceed 7.5 mg/46 mg per day Do not exceed 8 mg/90 mg bid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate (30–49 mL/min)</td>
<td>Watch for oxalate nephropathy Urinary clearance of drug metabolites Urinary clearance of drug Urinary clearance of drug</td>
<td>Avoid vomiting and volume depletion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe (&lt;30 mL/min)</td>
<td>Calcium oxalate stones Calcium phosphate stones</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nephrolithiasis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatic Impairment</td>
<td>Mild-Moderate (Child-Pugh 5–9)</td>
<td>Hepatic metabolism of drug Do not exceed 7.5 mg/46 mg per day Do not exceed 8 mg/90 mg in AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe (Child-Pugh &gt;9)</td>
<td>Not recommended Not recommended Not recommended Not recommended</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Insufficient safety data Avoid maximum dose: 15 mg/92 mg per day Insufficient safety data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>Insufficient safety data Avoid in adolescents and young adults</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychoses</td>
<td>Insufficient data Insufficient data Insufficient data Insufficient data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binge Eating Disorder</td>
<td>Insufficient data, Possible benefit based on reduction in food cravings Insufficient data, Possible benefit based on studies with topiramate Insufficient data, Possible benefit based on studies with naltrexone/bupropion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glaucoma</td>
<td>Contraindicated, may trigger angle closure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seizure Disorder</td>
<td>If discontinued, taper slowly Bupropion lowers seizure threshold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pancreatitis</td>
<td>Monitor for symptoms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opioid Use</td>
<td>Will antagonize opioids and opiates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women of Reproductive Potential</td>
<td>Pregnancy Use contraception and discontinue ollostat should pregnancy occur Use contraception and discontinue lorcaserin should pregnancy occur Use contraception and discontinue phenetermine/topiramate should pregnancy occur (perform monthly pregnancy checks to identify early pregnancy; risk of cleft lip/palate) Use contraception and discontinue naltrexone ER/bupropion ER should pregnancy occur Use contraception and discontinue liraglutide should pregnancy occur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast-feeding</td>
<td>Not recommended Not recommended Not recommended Not recommended</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age ≥65 years *</td>
<td>Limited data available Insufficient data Limited data available Insufficient data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcoholism/Addiction</td>
<td>Might have abuse potential due to euphoria at high doses Insufficient data, Topiramate might exert therapeutic benefits Avoid due to seizure risk and lower seizure threshold on bupropion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Bariatric Surgery</td>
<td>Insufficient data Insufficient data Limited data available Insufficient data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Use medications only with clear health-related goals in mind; assess patient for osteoporosis and sarcopenia.

Abbreviations: BP = blood pressure; CAD = coronary artery disease; CHF = congestive heart failure; HTN = hypertension.
• **Q8.5. Cardiovascular disease and cardiac arrhythmia**
  - **R94.** In patients with established atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease, orlistat and lorcaserin are preferred weight-loss medications (Grade A; BEL 1). Liraglutide 3 mg, phentermine/topiramate ER, and naltrexone ER/bupropion ER are reasonable to use with caution, and to continue if weight-loss goals are met, with careful monitoring of heart rate and blood pressure (Grade A; BEL 1). Cardiovascular outcome trials are planned or ongoing for all weight-loss medications except orlistat.
  - **R95.** Orlistat and lorcaserin are preferred weight-loss medications in patients with a history or risk of cardiac arrhythmia (Grade B; BEL 1, downgraded due to evidence gaps). Naltrexone ER/bupropion ER, liraglutide 3 mg, and phentermine/topiramate ER are not contraindicated but should be used cautiously with careful monitoring of heart rate and rhythm (Grade A; BEL 1).

• **Q8.6. Depression with or without selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor therapy**
  - **R96.** All patients undergoing weight-loss therapy should be monitored for mood disorders, depression, and suicidal ideation (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high relevance).
  - **R97.** Orlistat, liraglutide 3 mg, and phentermine/topiramate ER at initiation (3.75 mg/23 mg) and low treatment (7.5 mg/46 mg) doses may be considered in patients with obesity and depression (Grade A; BEL 1).
  - **R98.** Lorcaserin and naltrexone ER/bupropion ER should be used with caution in patients with obesity and depression or avoided if patients are taking medications for depression (Grade A; BEL 1).

• **Q8.7. Anxiety**
  - **R99.** Maximal dose (15 mg/92 mg) phentermine/topiramate ER should be used with caution in patients with obesity and anxiety disorders (Grade A; BEL 1).

• **Q8.8. Psychotic disorders with or without medications (lithium, atypical antipsychotics, monoamine oxidase inhibitors)**
  - **R100.** Patients with psychotic disorders being treated with antipsychotic medications should be treated with a structured lifestyle intervention to promote weight loss or prevent weight gain (Grade A; BEL 1).

• **Q8.10. Glaucoma**
  - **R107.** Liraglutide 3 mg, orlistat, and lorcaserin are preferred weight-loss medications in patients with a history, or at risk of, glaucoma (Grade B; BEL 2). Phentermine/topiramate ER should be avoided and naltrexone ER/bupropion ER used with caution in patients with glaucoma (Grade C; BEL 2, downgraded due to evidence gaps).

• **Q8.11. Seizure disorder**
  - **R108.** Phentermine/topiramate, lorcaserin, liraglutide, and orlistat are preferred weight-loss medications in patients with a history, or at risk, of seizure/epilepsy (Grade B; BEL 1, downgraded due to evidence gaps). The use of naltrexone ER/bupropion ER should be avoided in these patients.
• Q8.12. Pancreatitis
  • R109. All patients with obesity should be monitored for typical symptoms of pancreatitis (e.g., abdominal pain or gastrointestinal [GI] distress) due to a proven association between these diseases (Grade A; BEL 1).
  • R110. Patients receiving glyburide, orlistat, or incretin-based therapies (glucagon-like peptide-1 receptor agonists or dipeptidyl peptidase 4 inhibitors) should be monitored for the development of pancreatitis (Grade C; BEL 3). Glyburide, orlistat, and incretin-based therapies should be withheld in cases of prior or current pancreatitis; otherwise there are insufficient data to recommend withholding glyburide for glycemic control, orlistat for weight loss, or incretin-based therapies for glycemic control or weight loss due to concerns regarding pancreatitis (Grade D).

• Q8.13. Opioid use
  • R111. In patients requiring chronic administration of opioid or opiate medications, phentermine/topiramate ER, lorcaserin, liraglutide 3 mg, and orlistat are preferred weight-loss medications, while naltrexone ER/bupropion ER should not be used (Grade B; BEL 1, downgraded due to evidence gaps).

• Q8.14. Women of reproductive potential
  • R112. Weight-loss medications must not be used in pregnancy (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high relevance).
  • R113. All weight-loss medications should be used in conjunction with appropriate forms of contraception in women of reproductive potential (Grade A; BEL 1).
  • R114. Weight-loss medications should not be used in women who are lactating and breast-feeding (Grade D).

• Q8.15. The elderly, ≥65 years
  • R115. Elderly patients (≥65 years) should be selected for weight-loss therapy involving structured lifestyle interventions that include reduced-calorie meal plans and exercise, with clear health-related goals in mind that include prevention of T2DM in high-risk patients with prediabetes, blood pressure lowering, and improvements in OA, mobility, and physical function (Grade A; BEL 1).
  • R116. Elderly patients with overweight or obesity being considered for weight-loss therapy should be evaluated for osteopenia and sarcopenia (Grade B; BEL 2).

• Q8.16. Addiction/alcoholism
  • R118. In patients with obesity and alcohol or other addictions, consider using orlistat or liraglutide 3 mg (Grade A; BEL 1). Lorcaserin (abuse potential due to euphoria at suprapharmacologic doses) and naltrexone ER/bupropion ER (lowers seizure threshold) should be avoided in patients with alcohol abuse, and naltrexone ER/bupropion ER is contraindicated during alcohol withdrawal (Grade A; BEL 1).

• Q8.17. Post-bariatric surgery
  • R119. Patients that have undergone bariatric surgery should continue to be treated with an intensive lifestyle intervention (Grade A; BEL 1). Patients that have regained excess weight (≥25% of the lost weight), have not responded to intensive lifestyle intervention, and are not candidates for reoperation may be considered for treatment with liraglutide (1.8 to 3.0 mg) or phentermine/topiramate ER; the safety and efficacy of other weight-loss medications have not been assessed in these patients (Grade D; BEL 3, downgraded due to evidence gaps).

Bariatric Surgery

• Q9. Is bariatric surgery effective to treat obesity?

Note: A de novo evidence-based review of questions pertaining to bariatric surgery was not undertaken. The “Clinical Practice Guidelines for the Perioperative, Nutritional, Metabolic, and Nonsurgical Support of the Bariatric Surgery Patient 2013-Update” from the AACE, The Obesity Society, and the American Society for Metabolic & Bariatric Surgery were reviewed and felt to be adequate in their current form. Key recommendations from these guidelines relevant to the questions generated for evidence-based review are copied below.

• Q9.1. Is bariatric surgery effective to treat obesity and weight-related complications?
  • R120. Patients with a BMI of ≥40 kg/m² without coexisting medical problems and for whom the procedure would not be associated with excessive risk should be eligible for bariatric surgery (Grade A; BEL 1).
• Q9.2. When should bariatric surgery be used to treat obesity and weight-related complications?

• R121. Patients with a BMI of ≥35 kg/m² and 1 or more severe obesity-related complications, including T2DM, hypertension, obstructive sleep apnea, obesity-hypoventilation syndrome, Pickwickian syndrome, nonalcoholic fatty liver disease or nonalcoholic steatohepatitis, pseudo-tumor cerebri, gastroesophageal reflux disease, asthma, venous stasis disease, severe urinary incontinence, debilitating arthritis, or considerably impaired quality of life may also be considered for a bariatric surgery procedure. Patients with BMI of 30 to 34.9 kg/m² with diabetes or metabolic syndrome may also be considered for a bariatric procedure, although current evidence is limited by the number of patients studied and lack of long-term data demonstrating net benefit.

• R122. Independent of BMI criteria, there is insufficient evidence for recommending a bariatric surgical procedure specifically for glycemic control alone, lipid lowering alone, or CVD risk reduction alone (Grade D).

• R123. All patients should undergo pre-operative evaluation for weight-related complications and causes of obesity, with special attention directed to factors that could affect a recommendation for bariatric surgery or be ameliorated by weight loss resulting from the procedure (Grade A; BEL 1).

General Guideline for Diagnosis and Medical Management of Patients with Overweight or Obesity

V. Appendix: Evidence Base

These evidence reviews provide a summary of the evidence in response to each question and provide the references upon which recommendations in the Executive Summary were based. In this CPG, there are 1,790 citations of which 525 (29.3%) are EL 1 (strong), 605 (33.8%) are EL 2 (intermediate), 308 (17.2%) are EL 3 (weak), and 352 (19.7%) are EL 4 (no clinical evidence). Most recommendations are based upon BEL 1 or 2: 133 (83.1%).

Post-hoc Question: By inductive evaluation of all evidence-based recommendations, what are the core recommendations for medical care of patients with obesity?

Executive Summary

• R1. Core recommendations in the medical care of patients with obesity are:
  • R1.A. The principal outcome and therapeutic target in the treatment of obesity should be to improve the health of the patient by preventing or treating weight-related complications using weight loss, not the loss of body weight per se (Grade D).
  • R1.B. The evaluation of patients for risk and existing burden of weight-related complications is a critical component of care and should be considered in clinical decisions and the therapeutic plan for weight-loss therapy (Grade D).

Evidence Base

These core principles were formulated by an inductive process based on consideration of all questions in these guidelines, all ensuing recommendations, and the evidence base supporting these recommendations. Thus, the core principles derive from the amalgamation of evidence, marshaled from multiple individual recommendations, and emerging from global examination of these recommendations relevant to an overall approach for patient care.

The core principles derive scientific validity to the degree that each individual evidence-based recommendation is consistent with the core principles and fidelity of these core principles to the aggregate of all recommendations. Because the recommendations regarding core principles were considered after evidence review for all individual questions and recommendations, they could be listed at the end in an Appendix. However, the core recommendations have been brought forward and listed first in an Executive Summary to allow for consideration of the individual recommendations in the context of these core recommendations.

These core recommendations are not compatible with a view of obesity management that is solely focused on weight loss, or with weight loss as the sole objective of therapeutic interventions. The recommendations instead reflect a medical approach to obesity as a disease, based on the evidence, where weight loss is used therapeutically to improve health by preventing or ameliorating weight-related complications. Weight loss is, therefore, a surrogate measure of effectiveness to the degree that weight loss improves health, analogous to cholesterol levels and the prevention of CVD events.

The current core recommendations would require that medications achieve weight loss that is sufficient to demonstrably improve health by preventing or treating
complications. Furthermore, it is clear from the evidence that the impact on health is highly variable among patients for any given degree of excess adiposity. For that reason, evaluation of patients with overweight or obesity for risk of weight-related complications, and the presence and severity of contemporaneous complications, is critical to assess the impact of adiposity on health and to use this information in decisions regarding therapy.

**Q1. Do the 3 phases of chronic disease prevention and treatment (i.e., primary, secondary, and tertiary) apply to the disease of obesity?**

**Executive Summary**

- **R2.** The modality and intensity of obesity interventions should be based on the primary, secondary, and tertiary phases of disease prevention; this 3-phase paradigm for chronic disease aligns with the pathophysiology and natural history of obesity and provides a rational framework for the appropriate treatment at each phase of prevention (Grade C; BEL 4, upgraded due to high relevance to natural history of the disease).

**Evidence Base**

One of the concepts affirmed during multidisciplinary discussions at the 2014 AACE Consensus Conference on Obesity was that a comprehensive plan to combat obesity must include strategies at all 3 classic phases of chronic disease prevention and treatment: primary, secondary, and tertiary (14 [EL 4; NE]). The first elaboration of all 3 phases of prevention was by Leavell and Clark in 1965 (72 [EL 4; NE]), and these concepts have been subsequently developed by multiple authors (73 [EL 4; NE]; 74 [EL 4; NE]; 75 [EL 4; NE]; 76 [EL 4; NE]). Each phase of chronic disease prevention entails different therapeutic objectives and requires different treatment modalities. General definitions, goals, and methods of prevention for the 3 phases are delineated in Table 6.

The 3-category paradigm of primary, secondary, and tertiary prevention has been adopted in many fields of medicine and social sciences, including CVD (77 [EL 4; NE]; 78 [EL 4; NE]), obstetrics (79 [EL 4; NE]), infectious diseases (80 [EL 4; NE]), psychiatry (81 [EL 4; NE]), rheumatology (82 [EL 4; NE]), and thyroid disease (83 [EL 4; NE]), in addition to preventive medicine and public health where it is used to structure the scope of work for the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (84 [EL 4; NE]). The phases of disease prevention have been used as a framework by the American Heart Association in developing its policy statements (85 [EL 4; NE]) and by the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics in its position statement regarding interventions for the prevention and treatment of pediatric overweight and obesity (86 [EL 4; NE]).

Is the 3-phase paradigm appropriate and useful when applied to the prevention and treatment of obesity? Fletcher et al (76 [EL 4; NE]) proposed 3 criteria as to whether a medical condition should be included in the 3-phase preventive model. The first demands that the medical condition exact a substantial burden of human suffering. The evidence base presented within these guidelines provides ample testimony for the human and social costs of obesity. Second, there must be an effective screening test for the disease that maximizes sensitivity, specificity, safety, acceptability, and minimizes cost. The use of BMI and waist circumference (WC) as recommended within these guidelines readily meets these criteria. The final stipulation is that preventive interventions or treatments must exist at all 3 phases with acceptable effectiveness, safety, and cost. For example, once the condition is found at screening, early treatment for secondary prevention should be advantageous when compared with later treatment after the patient becomes symptomatic or develops complications. Also, there must exist tertiary interventions that can stabilize the disease and ameliorate complications. Again, the current guidelines find that these final criteria are met on the basis of evidence review.

The 3-phase paradigm for chronic disease aligns itself with the pathophysiology and natural history of obesity. Like other chronic diseases, susceptibility to obesity results from the inheritance of multiple genes with each allele conferring a small relative risk for the disease (87 [EL 3; SS]; 88 [EL 3; SS]). These multiple genes interact with each other and with the environment and behavior to produce individual variation in the risks of obesity (89 [EL 3; SS]). Primary prevention is warranted at this stage (90 [EL 2; MNRCT; heterogeneity of studies]), and interventions can prevent obesity from occurring even in individuals at higher risk as delineated in an evidence-based review in a National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) guideline (91 [EL 4; NE]). Interventions to prevent disease are sometimes categorized as primordial prevention, defined as eliminating risk factors in general populations such as through public education and modifications in the built environment, and primary prevention, defined as interventions that modify adverse levels of risk factors once present to prevent the disease, such as healthy lifestyle interventions in high-risk ethnic groups or in children with affected parents. If primary prevention measures are not undertaken or are unsuccessful, gene-environment interactions result in positive energy balance over time.

With routine screening using BMI, an early diagnosis of overweight or obesity can be made following a positive screen upon subsequent examination and interpretation of elevated BMI and WC results. In addition, as substantiated in the current guidelines, good clinical practice further mandates evaluation of the patient for weight-related complications. In patients with uncomplicated overweight or obesity (e.g., insulin sensitive patients who are metabolically healthy and who have no biomechanical complications), secondary prevention measures are warranted to
## Figure 5. Diagnosis and Medical Management of Obesity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Complication-Specific Staging and Treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anthropometric Component</strong> (BMI kg/m²)</td>
<td><strong>Clinical Component</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;25 in certain ethnicities waist circumference below regional/ethnic cutoffs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–29.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23–24.9 in certain ethnicities</td>
<td>Evaluate for presence or absence of adiposity-related complications and severity of complications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥25 in certain ethnicities</td>
<td>• Metabolic syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥23 in certain ethnicities</td>
<td>• Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥23 in certain ethnicities</td>
<td>• Polycystic ovary syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥23 in certain ethnicities</td>
<td>• Female infertility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥23 in certain ethnicities</td>
<td>• Male hypogonadism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥23 in certain ethnicities</td>
<td>• Obstructive sleep apnea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥23 in certain ethnicities</td>
<td>• Asthma/reactive airway disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥23 in certain ethnicities</td>
<td>• Osteoarthritis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥23 in certain ethnicities</td>
<td>• Urinary stress incontinence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥23 in certain ethnicities</td>
<td>• Gastroesophageal reflux disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥23 in certain ethnicities</td>
<td>• Depression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥23 in certain ethnicities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. All patients with BMI ≥25 have either overweight stage 0, obesity stage 0, obesity stage 1, or obesity stage 2, depending on the initial clinical evaluation for presence and severity of complications. These patients should be followed over time and evaluated for changes in both anthropometric and clinical diagnostic components. The diagnoses of overweight/obesity stage 0, obesity stage 1, and obesity stage 2 are not static, and disease progression may warrant more aggressive weight-loss therapy in the future. BMI values ≥25 have been clinically confirmed to represent excess adiposity after evaluation for muscularity, edema, sarcopenia, etc.

b. Stages are determined using criteria specific to each obesity-related complication; stage 0 = no complication; stage 1 = mild-to-moderate; stage 2 = severe.

c. Treatment plans should be individualized; suggested interventions are appropriate for obtaining the sufficient degree of weight loss generally required to treat the obesity-related complication(s) at the specified stage of severity.

d. BMI ≥27 is consistent with the prescribing information mandated by the US Food and Drug Administration for weight-loss medications.

**Abbreviation:** BMI = body mass index.

---

**Fig. 5.** incorporates and summarizes many of the evidence-based recommendations provided in this document.
prevent further weight gain and the development of complications. This can be accomplished by lifestyle-behavioral therapy with consideration given to adjunctive treatment using weight-loss medications.

However, in chronic diseases like obesity, other subsets or overlapping subsets of genes and their interactions with the environment determine individual variation in the severity of the disease and the presence and severity of complications. This is evidenced by the demonstration of overlapping and nonoverlapping susceptibility genes associated with obesity and sleep apnea (92 [EL 3; SS]) and with obesity and diabetes (89 [EL 3; SS]; 93; [EL 3; SS]; 94 [EL 3; SS]). An analogy for obesity would be diabetes itself where separate genes determine the predilection for microvascular complications that can vary among individuals at any given level of hyperglycemia (95 [EL 3; SS]; 96 [EL 3; SS]). Once excess adiposity results in weight-related complications, it has become clear that overweight and obesity overtly produce adverse effects on the health of the patient, and tertiary interventions are warranted.

The degrees of weight loss sufficient to ameliorate various weight-related complications are established in these guidelines. Sufficiently aggressive treatment to achieve these weight-loss goals is warranted. Intensive lifestyle intervention assisted by weight-loss medications and consideration given to bariatric surgery will be beneficial in many patients. Thus, the 3-phase paradigm for chronic disease prevention is consistent with the pathogenesis and natural history of obesity and provides a rational framework for the appropriate modality used for prevention and the intensity of the intervention at each phase of prevention.

In the AACE Advanced Framework for a New Diagnosis of Obesity (15 [EL 4; NE]), a staging system was proposed for obesity consistent with the 3-phase paradigm for chronic diseases, which was designed to assist clinicians with therapeutic decisions (e.g., what are we treating and why are we treating it), as shown in Table 12. Stage 0 overweight or obesity is characterized by elevated BMI and the absence of weight-related complications following clinical evaluation to exclude a checklist of complications. This stage requires secondary disease prevention with the objective to prevent progressive weight gain and the development of weight-related complications. Appropriate therapy based on clinical judgment would include lifestyle therapy. Once a patient with overweight or obesity develops complications, this is an indication that excess adiposity is adversely affecting the health of the patient, and tertiary prevention is required to avert further disease deterioration and ameliorate complications via more aggressive weight-loss measures. Stage 1 obesity is characterized by mild to moderate complications (based on complication-specific criteria), which might require intensive lifestyle/behavioral therapy and the consideration of adding weight-loss medications. Stage 2 obesity is characterized by severe complications appropriately treated with concurrent initiation of intensive lifestyle/behavioral therapy plus a weight-loss medication, with consideration given to bariatric surgery.

There have been some differences in the definitions of primary, secondary, and tertiary prevention as clinical practice has evolved and as these concepts are applied to different disease entities (97 [EL 4; NE]). One point of discrepancy relates to whether a chronic pathophysiologic process is regarded as a risk factor or a disease. For example, if obesity is considered a risk factor for the actual disease of diabetes, then weight-loss therapy in patients with obesity would constitute primary prevention of diabetes. Alternatively, if obesity is considered a disease, then weight-loss therapy represents secondary prevention to prevent weight-related complications, and, in patients with obesity who have developed diabetes, weight loss is a tertiary intervention to prevent progressive obesity and to ameliorate diabetes as a weight-related complication.

In 2012, the AACE Position Statement on Obesity and Obesity Medicine designated obesity as a disease and delineated the rationale for this position based on accumulated scientific data (12 [EL 4; NE]). Briefly, it was concluded that obesity clearly met criteria for a disease because it is heavily influenced by genetic factors, has identifiable signs and symptoms, involves pathophysiologic processes in tissues (adipose, hypothalamus), and causes morbidity and mortality (12 [EL 4; NE]). Subsequently, the AACE was joined by multiple professional organizations in submitting a resolution to the AMA to recognize obesity as a disease. In June 2013, following a vote by its House of Delegates, the AMA adopted a policy designating obesity as a chronic disease (13 [EL 4; NE]). To be consistent with our scientific understanding of obesity, it is rational to approach obesity as a disease that can be prevented (primary), that can be treated to prevent worsening and the development of complications once it occurs (secondary), and that can be treated once complications have developed to prevent progressive disease and improve weight-related complications (tertiary).

- **Q2. How should the degree of adiposity be measured in the clinical setting?**

  - **Q2.1. What is the best way to optimally screen or aggressively case-find for overweight and obesity?**

**Executive Summary**

- **R3. All adults should be screened annually using a BMI measurement; in most populations a cut point of ≥25 kg/m² should be used to initiate further evaluation of overweight or obesity (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high relevance).**
• Q2.2. What are the best anthropomorphic criteria for defining excess adiposity in the diagnosis of overweight and obesity in the clinical setting? (Table 6 in Executive Summary)

Executive Summary

• R4. BMI should be used to confirm an excessive degree of adiposity and to classify individuals as having overweight (BMI 25 to 29.9 kg/m²) or obesity (BMI ≥30 kg/m²), after taking into account age, gender, ethnicity, fluid status, and muscularity; therefore, clinical evaluation and judgment must be used when BMI is employed as the anthropometric indicator of excess adiposity, particularly in athletes and those with sarcopenia (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high relevance).

• R5. Other measurements of adiposity (e.g., bioelectric impedance, air/water displacement plethysmography, or DEXA) may be considered at the clinician’s discretion if BMI and physical examination results are equivocal or require further evaluation (Grade C, BEL 2, downgraded due to evidence gaps). However, the clinical utility of these measures is limited by availability, cost, and lack of outcomes data for validated cutoff points (Grade B; BEL 2).

• Q2.3. Does waist circumference provide information in addition to BMI to indicate adiposity risk?

Executive Summary

• R6. When evaluating patients for adiposity-related disease risk, WC should be measured in all patients with BMI <35 kg/m² (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high relevance). In many populations, a WC cutoff point of ≥94 cm in men and ≥80 cm in women should be considered at risk and consistent with abdominal obesity; in the U.S. and Canada, cutoff points that can be used to indicate increased risk are ≥102 cm for men and ≥88 cm for women (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high relevance).

• Q2.4. Do BMI and waist circumference accurately capture adiposity risk at all levels of BMI, ethnicity, gender, and age?

Executive Summary

• R7. A BMI cutoff point value of ≥23 kg/m² should be used in the screening and confirmation of excess adiposity in South Asian, Southeast Asian, and East Asian adults (Grade A; BEL 2).

• R8. Region- and ethnic-specific cutoff point values for WC should be used as measures of abdominal adiposity and disease risk; in South Asian, Southeast Asian, and East Asian adults, men with values ≥85 cm and women ≥74 to 80 cm should be considered at risk and consistent with abdominal obesity (Grade B; BEL 2).

Evidence Base

Recommendation 3.

The BMI is an anthropometric measure that interrelates height and weight of individuals and is quantified as weight in kilograms divided by height in meters squared (kg/m²). It is an indirect measure for estimation of total body fat mass. Using BMI as the primary screening tool for obesity and overweight is consistent with recommendations and guidelines developed by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Anthropometric Component</th>
<th>Clinical Component*</th>
<th>Phases of Prevention/Treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>BMI &lt;25 kg/m²</td>
<td></td>
<td>PRIMARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overweight Stage 0</td>
<td>BMI 25–29.9 kg/m²</td>
<td>No obesity-related complications</td>
<td>SECONDARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity Stage 0</td>
<td>BMI ≥30 kg/m²</td>
<td>No obesity-related complications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity Stage 1</td>
<td>BMI ≥25 kg/m²</td>
<td>Presence of 1 or more mild-to-moderate obesity-related complications</td>
<td>TERTIARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity Stage 2</td>
<td>BMI ≥25 kg/m²</td>
<td>Presence of 1 or more severe obesity-related complications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Staging of complications as mild-moderate (Stage 1) or severe (Stage 2) is based on complications-specific criteria.
BMI is useful for the initial screening of the general population for classification of excess weight as it generally correlates with individual differences in adiposity and is associated with risk of comorbidities secondary to excess body fat (102 [EL 3; CSS]; 103 [EL 3; CSS]; 104 [EL 3; CSS]; 105 [EL 3; CSS]; 106 [EL 3; CSS]; 107 [EL 2; MNRCT]). There is a large body of evidence correlating higher BMI with cardiometabolic disease manifestations including diabetes (108 [EL 3; SS]; 109 [EL 2; PCS]; 110 [EL 2; PCS]; 111 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 112 [EL 2; PCS]; 113 [EL 2; MNRCT]), gestational diabetes (114 [EL 2; MNRCT]), and atherosclerotic CVD, including stroke, and recurrent coronary events in those with coronary artery disease (CAD) (115 [EL 2; PCS]; 116 [EL 2; RCCS]; 117 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 118 [EL 2; PCS]). Of note, a recent meta-analysis of prospective cohorts showed no sex differences when predicting risk of CAD with BMI increasing beyond 25 kg/m² (119 [EL 2; MNRCT]).

Mortality in prospective cohorts generally correlates with increasing BMI beyond 25 to 30 kg/m²; however, the BMI value that marks the inflection point for increasing mortality risk varies among groups (120 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 121 [EL 2; PCS]; 122 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 123 [EL 2; PCS]; 124 [EL 2; MNRCT]). In the general population and in patients with T2DM, there is a J-shaped curve relating BMI with mortality with increments in mortality occurring once the BMI rises above 25 kg/m² (109 [EL 2; PCS]). In those individuals who have never smoked, there is conflicting evidence questioning the increased risk of BMI between 25 to 30 kg/m² in prospective cohorts while BMI values >30 kg/m² are associated with higher mortality (124 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 125 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 126 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 127 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 128 [EL 2; PCS]).

Increasing BMI is also correlated with increased cancer incidence and cancer mortality. There is heterogeneity among the cancer types associated with increased BMI as a function of gender and in different populations (129 [EL 2; PCS]; 130 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 131 [EL 2; PCS]).

**Recommendation 4.**

BMI alone cannot identify excess adiposity and establish a diagnosis of overweight or obesity in all instances (132 [EL 2; PCS]; 133 [EL 3; CSS]; 134 [EL 3; CCS]). BMI has limited interindividual consistency for estimating body fat percentage and distribution (135 [EL 3; CSS]; 136 [EL 3; CSS]; 137 [EL 2; PCS]; 138 [EL 3; CSS]; 139 [EL 3; CSS]). In addition to fat mass, the weight measurement used in the calculation incorporates lean mass, bone mass, and fluid status; all of these body components contribute to weight independent of fat mass. To determine the degree to which the BMI value is indicative of excess adiposity, the clinician must consider muscularity, volume status (edema, dehydration), third-space fluid accumulation (e.g., ascites), sarcopenia, loss of muscle mass due to denervation or intrinsic myopathy, pregnancy, large tumors (e.g., uterine leiomyosarcomas), and lipodystrophy.

BMI may underestimate cardiometabolic risk in some patients (such as in the elderly), while overestimating risk in others (such as athletes), particularly when adjusted for clinical complications of adiposity (136 [EL 3; CSS]; 140 [EL 3; CSS]; 141 [EL 2; MNRCT]). Notably, BMI performs poorly in assessing the adiposity and associated health risks of athletes due to higher muscle mass, lower body fat, and lower cardiometabolic risk at higher BMI levels (142 [EL 3; CSS]; 143 [EL 3; CSS]). BMI also inadequately predicts cardiometabolic risk in those with sarcopenic obesity, which is correlated with higher mortality, while WC remains predictive (144 [EL 4; NE]; 145 [EL 2; PCS]; 146 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 147 [EL 2; PCS]; 148 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 149 [EL 2; PCS]; 150 [EL 2; PCS]; 151 [EL 2; PCS]). Mortality in the elderly has similarly been shown to be more strongly predicted by fat-free mass index than by BMI (152 [EL 2; PCS]).

There are a few circumstances where there may exist a paradoxical inverse relationship between BMI and mortality. The National Health Interview Survey demonstrated that BMI was inversely correlated with mortality in the elderly (≥65 years) (153 [EL 2; RCCS]), and there was a U-shaped mortality curve in a large U.S. prospective cohort of diabetes patients with the lowest mortality being among those with a BMI of 30 to 35 kg/m² (154 [EL 2; PCS]; 155 [EL 2; PCS]). A similar large United Kingdom (U.K.) cohort showed that mortality was lowest among those with diabetes and a BMI of 25 to 30 kg/m² (although higher CVD events were noted with BMI ≥25 kg/m²) (156 [EL 2; PCS]), consistent with a meta-analysis highlighting the overestimation of risk using BMI in patients with T2DM (157 [EL 2; MNRCT]). Additionally, BMI was inversely associated with cerebrovascular accident in a cohort of patients with diabetes (158 [EL 2; PCS]). There is also an “obesity paradox” in chronic heart failure (159 [EL 2; MNRCT]). However, it is important to consider that other factors, including fitness and lean body mass, can account for the obesity mortality paradox at least in part (160 [EL 2; PCS]; 161 [EL 3; SS]).

Clinical judgment must be used to appropriately diagnose overweight and obesity following the use of BMI for screening, particularly in those with a low BMI but high clinical adiposity and those with high BMI but low clinical adiposity.
Recommendation 5.

Other measurements of adiposity may be considered at the clinician’s discretion if BMI and physical examination results (including WC and/or waist-to-height ratio [WHtR]) are equivocal and require further evaluation (21 [EL 4; NE]). These include the use of bioelectric impedance, air/water displacement plethysmography, or DEXA scan. Bioelectric impedance is commonly used commercially and clinically but is dependent on the hydration state of individuals. Bioelectric assessment of body composition did not improve prediction of CVD or mortality beyond BMI or WHtR in the EPIC-Norfolk cohort (162 [EL 2; PCS, N = 19]; 163 [EL 2; PCS]). Use of DEXA and air-displacement has increased, and they have been validated for reasonably accurate assessments of body fat percent. The DEXA scan also allows for calculation of the fat mass index (total body fat mass [kg] divided by height [m²]), which is a physiologic relevant measure of adiposity (164 [EL 3; CSS]; 165 [EL 3; CCS]; 166 [EL 3; CCS]; 167 [EL 2; PCS, N = 50 men]; 168 [EL 3; CSS, N = 62 men]; 169 [EL 3; CSS]; 170 [EL 3; CSS]; 171 [EL 3; CSS, N = 60]; 172 [EL 3; CSS]; 173 [EL 4; NE]). The clinical utility of these measures is limited by availability, cost, and lack of outcomes data, but they have been applied extensively in research settings. Body fat percentage cut points for obesity have been proposed by the World Health Organization (WHO) to be 25% for men and 35% for women (174 [EL 4; NE]).

Recommendation 6.

WC should be measured in all patients when screening for obesity and obesity-related comorbidities, especially when BMI is <35 kg/m², using currently recommended ethnic-specific cutoffs as advocated in the 2009 Joint Interim Statement of the International Diabetes Federation Task Force on Epidemiology and Prevention; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); AHA; World Heart Federation; International Atherosclerosis Society; and International Association for the Study of Obesity (Table 3) (32 [EL 4; NE]). This is consistent with guidelines established by the NHLBI, National Institutes of Health (16 [EL 4; NE]), AHA/ACC/TOS (20 [EL 4; NE]), NLA (175 [EL 4; NE]), CTFPHC (99 [EL 4; NE]), and NICE (176 [EL 4; NE]). A 2007 consensus statement titled “Shaping America’s Health: Association for Weight Management and Obesity Prevention” from TOS, the American Society for Nutrition, and the American Diabetes Association (ADA) (177 [EL 4; NE]) concluded that WC measurement would identify a “nontrivial” number of patients who are at increased cardiometabolic risk not otherwise identified by BMI but most likely would not affect management if NHLBI guidelines were followed based upon BMI and BMI categories (i.e., overweight and class I, II, and III obesity). In a recent scientific statement and systemic review from the AHA on “Identification of Obesity and Cardiovascular Risk in Ethnically and Racially Diverse Populations,” annual WC measurements were recommended to gauge cardiovascular (CV) risk in diverse populations using WHO thresholds, due to the questionable utility of BMI (see Table 2 for disease risks relative to weight and WC) (178 [EL 4; NE]).

WC estimates visceral adipose tissue and is the most common and simplest anthropometric measurement of abdominal obesity. With progressive weight gain in insulin-resistant individuals, there is a relatively greater accumulation of fat in the visceral adipose tissue depot. This reflects a dysfunctional ability of adipose tissue in general to store fat (particularly subcutaneous fat) with a redistribution to intra-abdominal adipose tissue. This is accompanied by an influx of macrophages, inflammation, and dysregulation of secreted adipocytokines that adversely influences systemic metabolism. It is not surprising then that WC consistently and strongly predicts components of metabolic syndrome, T2DM, CVD risk factors, and CVD events in cross-sectional studies and prospective cohorts. The predictive value of WC is generally independent of, and stronger than, BMI and is evident at BMI <25 kg/m² (179 [EL 3; CSS]; 180 [EL 3; CSS]; 181 [EL 2; PCS]; 182 [EL 3; SS]; 183 [EL 3; CSS]; 184 [EL 3; CSS]; 185 [EL 3; CSS]; 186 [EL 3; CSS]; 187 [EL 3; CSS]; 188 [EL 3; CSS]; 189 [EL 2; PCS]; 190 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 191 [EL 3; CSS]; 192 [EL 2; RCCS]). Long-term follow-up of the Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults (CARDIA) cohort using time-varying excess BMI ≥25 kg/m² and WC (≥94 cm for men and ≥80 cm for women) predicted risk of CVD better than either alone (193 [EL 2; PCS]). WC is correlated with mortality more positively and linearly than BMI and is a stronger independent predictor of mortality at all levels of BMI (194 [EL 3; SS]; 195 [EL 2; PCS]; 196 [EL 2; PCS]; 197 [EL 2; PCS]; 198 [EL 3; SS]; 199 [EL 2; PCS]; 200 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 201 [EL 2; MNRCT]). WC is also a better predictor of mortality in the elderly and in those with lower BMI, established CAD, or heart failure (202 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 203 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 204 [EL 2; PCS]; 205 [EL 2; PCS]; 206 [EL 3; CSS]; 207 [EL 2; PCS]; 208 [EL 2; PCS]).

Risks conferred by WC are continuous despite the use of categorical cutoff values. Thus, at any given BMI (above and below 35 kg/m²), risks of diabetes and CVD increase progressively with additional increments in WC (200 [EL 2; MNRCT]). However, when the BMI exceeds 35 kg/m², most patients will exceed categorical WC cutoff values by virtue of a high body mass whether they are insulin resistant and have manifestations of cardiometabolic disease. Thus, above a BMI of 35 kg/m², WC cutoff values become less effective in differentiating cardiometabolic disease risk.

Not all studies definitively show WC or measures of abdominal adiposity to be superior to measurement of BMI alone in gauging cardiometabolic risk (209 [EL 2;
PCs); 210 [EL 3; CSS]). BMI and WC similarly predicted CVD and fatal CVD in a middle-aged cohort from the Netherlands when comparing BMI values ≥30 kg/m² with those <25 kg/m² and WC values ≥88 cm versus <80 cm in women and ≥102 cm versus ≥94 cm in men (115 [EL 2; PCS]). As independent risk factors, WC was superior to BMI for predicting CVD events in women with a BMI of 25 to 29.9 kg/m²; however, in all other subgroups of men and women, WC and BMI were equally strong risk predictors in a Framingham Study cohort (211 [EL 2; PCS]). In an analysis of 4 U.K. cohorts, WC was only independently associated with mortality when BMI was <22.5 kg/m² and for diabetes in women but not men (212 [EL 2; MNRCT]).

WHR appeared to predict risk of cardiometabolic disease better than BMI and WC in 2 meta-analyses. Lee et al (213 [EL 2; MNRCT]) performed a meta-analysis of mostly cross-sectional studies showing WHR had better discriminatory power for cardiometabolic risk variables than BMI based on receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves, albeit with a small advantage over WC alone and of questionable clinical significance. The meta-analysis by Ashwell et al (214 [EL 2; MNRCT]) included some prospective studies, also using ROC, and again showed greater discriminatory power of WHR over BMI and even WC for diabetes and CVD. A systematic review of WHtR suggested an approximate WHtR cutoff value of 0.5 across different sex and ethnicities (215 [EL 2; MNRCT]), and similar values of 0.47 in men and 0.51 in women were reportedly ideal for Chinese individuals with normal BMI and WC (216 [EL 3; CSS]). WHtR and waist-hip ratio (WHR) were also shown to be positively related to mortality, compared to a flat J-shape curve for WC and a U-shape curve for BMI, in a meta-regression analysis (217 [EL 2; MNRCT]). These results were similar to an analysis of WHR in National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys (NHANES) (218 [EL 2; PCS]). However, a recent meta-analysis concluded that WHtR did not significantly predict diabetes better than WC and questioned its utility beyond simply measuring WC (219 [EL 2; MNRCT]).

Recommendations 7 and 8.

BMI cutoffs for identifying excess adiposity and risk of cardiometabolic disease are lower for some ethnicities and should be taken into account when screening (220 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 221 [EL 3; CSS]; 222 [EL 3; CSS]). Specifically, a lower BMI threshold for screening of obesity is recommended in South Asian, Southeast Asian, and East Asian adult populations. Based on the evidence that lower BMI values are correlated with risk of T2DM, the ADA recommends that screening for diabetes should be considered for all Asian American adults who present with BMI ≥23 kg/m² (223 [EL 4; NE]). This recommendation is consistent with guidance from a WHO Expert Consult group (224 [EL 4; NE]), the Japan Society for the Study of Obesity (225 [EL 4; NE]), and an extension of Asian-Pacific recommendations (226 [EL 2; MNRCT]). The body of evidence addressing this issue, including meta-analyses performed by the Working Group on Obesity in China, suggests that using a BMI cutoff of ≥23 kg/m² would be the optimal single criterion for screening all Asian ethnicities for obesity based upon correlations with cardiometabolic risk factors and increased risk of mortality (226 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 227 [EL 3; CSS]; 228 [EL 3; CSS]; 229 [EL 2; PCS]; 230 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 231 [EL 2; PCS]; 232 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 233 [EL 2; PCS]; 234 [EL 2; MNRCT]). Based on epidemiologic data, the WHO has proposed the following weight classifications in adult Asians: BMI <18.5 kg/m² indicates underweight, 18.5 to 22.9 kg/m² normal weight, 23 to 24.9 kg/m² overweight, 25 to 29.9 kg/m² obese class I, and ≥30 kg/m² obese class II (224 [EL 4; NE]).

WC cutoff points for predicting cardiometabolic disease exhibit ethnic variation, including a consistently lower threshold in South Asian, Southeast Asian, and East Asian adults. WC predicted increased risk with values starting at ≥84 cm for men and ≥74 cm for women in a large Hong Kong cohort, while a WC of 85 cm for men and 80 cm for women were recommended as cutoffs for central obesity in Chinese adults, according to the Cooperative Meta-Analysis Group of the Working Group on Obesity in China (226 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 235 [EL 3; CSS]). WC values also do not consistently correspond to BMI cutoff points as shown in white, black, and Hispanic adults from NHANES data (236 [EL 3; SS]). Further research is needed to identify specific cutoffs for individual metabolic and cardiovascular (CV) risk in a variety of ethnic populations (237 [EL 2; MNRCT]). Many cross-sectional studies have shown variation in cutoff values indicative of increased cardiometabolic risk among geographically defined ethnic groups.

• **Q3. What are the weight-related complications that are either caused or exacerbated by excess adiposity? (Fig. 3 in Executive Summary)**
  - **Q3.1. Diabetes risk, metabolic syndrome, and prediabetes (IFG, IGT)**

Executive Summary

- **R9.** Patients with overweight or obesity and patients experiencing progressive weight gain should be screened for prediabetes and T2DM and evaluated for metabolic syndrome by assessing WC, fasting glucose, A1C, blood pressure, and lipid panel, including triglycerides and HDL-c (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high clinical relevance).

- **R10.** Due to variable risk for future diabetes, patients with overweight or obesity should be evaluated for risk of T2DM, which can be estimated or stratified using indices or staging systems that employ clinical data, glucose tolerance
testing, and/or metabolic syndrome traits (Grade B; BEL 2).

**Evidence Base**

There is a close association between obesity and cardiometabolic disease risk, which is the result of a pathophysiological process involving insulin resistance, progressing to clinically identifiable prediabetic states, including metabolic syndrome and prediabetes, and culminating in T2DM and/or CVD (238 [EL 4; NE]; 239 [EL 4; NE]; 240 [EL 2; PCS]; 241 [EL 3; SS]; 242 [EL 4; NE]). Prevalence rates of T2DM have been increasing worldwide, resulting in a huge burden of patient suffering and social costs, which underscores the importance of finding effective strategies for prevention (243 [EL 3; SS]). To prevent T2DM, it will be necessary to intervene early in the cardiometabolic disease process, particularly in people with metabolic syndrome and prediabetes.

The most common diagnostic criteria for metabolic syndrome are those advocated by the Adult Treatment Panel III (ATP III) of the National Cholesterol Program and include abnormal values for WC, blood pressure (BP), triglycerides, HDL-c, and fasting glucose (32 [EL 4; NE]; 244 [EL 4; NE]). Prediabetes is present when either the fasting glucose and/or the 2-hour glucose following oral glucose challenge are above normal but below the threshold of diabetes, referred to as impaired fasting glucose (IFG) and impaired glucose tolerance (IGT), respectively (245 [EL 4; NE]). Because one trait used to identify metabolic syndrome is IFG, many patients meet criteria for both metabolic syndrome and prediabetes. Consensus statements by the ADA (246 [EL 4; NE]) and the AACE (247 [EL 4; NE]) recommend lifestyle intervention for patients with prediabetes, including use of diabetes medications (i.e., metformin) in patients at highest risk of T2DM.

Obesity can worsen insulin resistance and impel disease progression to metabolic syndrome and prediabetes and ultimately to diabetes and CVD (248 [EL 3; SS]; 249 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 250 [EL 4; NE]; 251 [EL 4; NE]). Ford et al (252 [EL 3; CSS]) found that the prevalence of metabolic syndrome increased by 28% in the National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys from 1988-1994 to 1999-2000, and that this was attributable to 2 factors. One was the prevalence of obesity that increased from 22.5 to 30.5% over the same time (253 [EL 3; CSS]), and the other was an aging population with age-related increments in BP and glucose (254 [EL 3; CSS]).

Several meta-analyses have examined the relationship between BMI and metabolic syndrome or prediabetes, and, while BMI confers risk, most studies demonstrate that measures of central adiposity are superior to BMI. Van Dijk et al (255 [EL 2; MNRCT]) analyzed 20 studies that included 21,618 males and 24,139 females and found that both BMI and WC were correlated with all CVD risk factors. However, when comparing BMI with WC, the latter showed significantly better correlations to CVD risk factors, except for DBP in women and HDL-c and total cholesterol in men (255 [EL 2; MNRCT]). Savva et al (256 [EL 2; MNRCT]) conducted a meta-analysis of 24 cross-sectional studies and 10 prospective studies with 512,809 participants and found that WHtR had a stronger association with metabolic syndrome (relative risk [RR]: 0.92, 95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.89-0.96) and diabetes (RR: 0.71, 95% CI: 0.59-0.84) than BMI in cross-sectional studies. In addition, in prospective studies, WHtR appeared to be superior to BMI in detecting several outcomes, including incident CVD, CVD mortality, and all-cause mortality (256 [EL 2; MNRCT]). Kodama et al (219 [EL 2; MNRCT]) assessed 15 prospective cohort studies and determined that the pooled RR for diabetes was 1.62 (95% CI: 1.48, 1.78) for WHR, 1.55 (95% CI: 1.43, 1.69) for BMI, 1.63 (95% CI: 1.49, 1.79) for WC, and 1.52 (95% CI: 1.40, 1.66) for WHR. Finally, Friedermann et al (257 [EL 2; MNRCT]) analyzed 63 studies of 49,220 children and reported a worsening of risk parameters for CVD in patients with overweight or obesity, including greater BP, blood lipids, fasting insulin, and left ventricular mass of 19.12 g (12.66 to 25.59 g, n = 223), compared to normal-weight children.

Despite strong associations, the precise mechanisms that link obesity with insulin resistance and cardiometabolic disease risk have not been clearly elucidated (258 [EL 4; NE]). Predisposition to insulin resistance and the progression of cardiometabolic risk factors to overt T2DM and CVD events involves the convergence of genetic factors, behavior, and the environmental milieu, including poor diet and sedentary lifestyle (258 [EL 4; NE]). While BMI is also an important factor, obesity is neither necessary nor sufficient as a predictor of diabetes because lean individuals can develop T2DM and most individuals with obesity do not develop diabetes (259 [EL 2; PCS, N = 22]).

In those individuals who develop diabetes, progressive weight gain and obesity are accompanied by preferential fat accretion in the intra-abdominal compartment, dysregulated secretion of adipocytokines (e.g., decreased adiponectin), an increase in systemic inflammation marked by elevated circulating IL-6, intracellular lipid accumulation in myocytes and hepatocytes, and oxidative stress responses (242 [EL 4; NE]; 250 [EL 4; NE]; 260 [EL 4; NE]; 261 [EL 4; NE]; 262 [EL 4; NE]; 263 [EL 4; NE]; 264 [EL 2; PCS]). These patients with dysfunctional adipose tissue will also develop clinical manifestations of metabolic syndrome, such as glucose intolerance, elevated BP, and dyslipidemia (238 [EL 4; NE]; 239 [EL 4; NE]; 242 [EL 4; NE]; 250 [EL 4; NE]; 260 [EL 4; NE]; 265 [EL 2; NRCT]). These clinical and molecular markers are indicative of underlying insulin resistance, which can afflict individuals who are lean or have obesity (259 [EL 2; PCS, N = 22]). Insulin sensitivity varies over 5-fold in individuals in a manner that is largely independent of BMI (266
glucose tolerance test (i.e., post-OGTT), or by an elevation in hemoglobin A1C (245 [EL 4; NE]). Additionally, IFG is part of the metabolic syndrome, and many patients satisfy criteria for prediabetes and metabolic syndrome.

However, these entities alone will not identify significant proportions of at-risk patients (274 [EL 3; SS]; 278 [EL 2; PCS]). Various indices using information from history and physical examination (279 [EL 4; NE]); 280 [EL 2; PCS]; 281 [EL 3; SS]; 282 [EL 3; SS]; 283 [EL 3; SS]) such as the Framingham Risk Score (279 [EL 4; NE]) or commercial products that employ biomarkers (284 [EL 2; PCS]; 285 [EL 4; NE]; 286 [EL 4, NE]; 287 [EL 3; SS]) can also be used to stage risk in insulin-resistant patients, whether they meet diagnostic criteria for metabolic syndrome or prediabetes. Cardiometabolic disease staging has been validated to stratify diabetes risk over 40-fold based on the presence and absence of metabolic syndrome traits in the CARDIA and Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities cohort studies (241 [EL 3; SS]; 271 [EL 3; SS]). These risk-staging strategies can be used to identify patients at greatest risk for T2DM and CVD who may benefit from more aggressive preventive interventions.

• Q3.2. Type 2 diabetes

Executive Summary

• R11. Patients with T2DM should be evaluated for the presence of overweight or obesity (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high relevance).

Evidence Base

There is a close association between obesity and T2DM, and there have been increments in prevalence of both diabetes and obesity worldwide. Currently, among U.S. adults, 34% have obesity (3 [EL 3; CSS]) and over 11% have diabetes (288 [EL 4; NE]), and the prevalence of diabetes is estimated to increase to 21% by 2050 (289 [EL 3; SS]). The close relation between obesity and T2DM is underscored by the term “diabesity,” a term originated by Sims and coworkers in 1973 after they demonstrated that young, lean men developed elevations in blood glucose, insulin, and triglycerides, together with IGT, after 6 months of overfeeding resulting in a BMI increase to 28 kg/m² (290 [EL 4; NE]). Temporal relationships, racial aggregation, and geographic colocalization underscore the links between obesity and diabetes. In the U.S., 1980 was an inflection point characterized by a marked and progressive increase in obesity prevalence (291 [EL 3; SS]). This was followed 10 years later by a sharp increase in diabetes rates (292 [EL 3; SS]). Regarding racial or ethnic aggregation, rates of both obesity and diabetes are increased in African Americans and Hispanic Americans when compared with non-Hispanic whites (3 [EL 3; CSS]; 288 [EL 4; NE]). Finally, elevated rates of obesity and diabetes
The mechanisms that link obesity with diabetes are not fully known. T2DM represents end-stage disease arising from insulin resistance and the progression of cardiometabolic disease as discussed in Section Q3.1. Insulin resistance occurs early in life and may be exacerbated by the development of obesity, particularly abdominal obesity. This causes metabolic stress in β-cells, which hypersecrete insulin to maintain glucose homeostasis. T2DM results when insulin secretory capacity begins to fail, creating a state of relative insulin deficiency that can no longer compensate for insulin resistance. Obesity can worsen insulin resistance and exacerbate a metabolic milieu that can be directly toxic to beta cell function including inflammation, lipotoxicity, and glucose toxicity (258 [EL 4; NE]). In addition to obesity and insulin resistance, risk factors for developing T2DM include increasing age, lack of physical activity, a positive family history, and inheritance of multiple susceptibility genes, most of which appear to influence beta cell function (258 [EL 4; NE]).

Obesity has also become more common in children and adolescents with type 1 diabetes (T1DM) (301 [EL 2; PCS]). This can induce insulin resistance (302 [EL 2; PCS]) and worsen lipid parameters and BP (303 [EL 1; RCT]). A meta-analysis of 9 studies (8 cohort, 1 case-control) observed that childhood obesity increased risk of T1DM, and the pooled odds ratio was 2.03 (95% CI: 1.46, 2.80) (304 [EL 2; MNRCT]).

**Q3.3. Dyslipidemia**

**Executive Summary**

- **R12.** All patients with overweight or obesity and individuals experiencing progressive weight gain should be screened for dyslipidemia with a lipid panel that includes triglycerides, HDL-c, calculated low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-c), total cholesterol, and non-HDL cholesterol; all patients with dyslipidemia should be evaluated for the presence of overweight or obesity (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high relevance).

**Evidence Base**

In cohort and nested case-control studies, patients with obesity have been observed to exhibit increased plasma triglycerides, total cholesterol, and LDL-c, together with lower HDL-c levels (108 [EL 2; PCS]; 305 [EL 2; PCS]; 306 [EL 2; PCS]; 307 [EL 2; PCS]; 308 [EL 4; NE]; 309 [EL 3; SS]). In a study comparing younger and older men, these differences in lipids compared to age-matched controls were greater in younger men with obesity than the differences between older adults with obesity compared to their lean counterparts (305 [EL 2; PCS]). In fact, in a longitudinal study of young adults (CARDIA), dyslipidemia (low HDL-c and high triglycerides) was the first risk factor to appear over the subsequent 20 years (i.e., more than
obesity, hypercholesterolemia, hypertension, diabetes) and the only risk factor to occur first and be followed by clustering of the other risk factors more often than expected (310 [EL 2; PCS]). In other words, dyslipidemia was the first of the CV risk factors to appear in young adults gaining weight. However, the relationship between BMI and circulating lipids is complex. For example, the Framingham Heart Study documented an increase in HDL-c and a decrease in triglycerides among 1,666 participants over 10 years, despite a modest increase in BMI, although those with the largest increase in BMI had the least favorable changes in lipids (311 [EL 2; PCS]). Some of the effects of obesity on lipids may result from high carbohydrate consumption that can drive hepatic very low-density lipoprotein (VLDL) production (312 [EL 1; RCT, nonblinded]). High alcohol intake can be associated with elevated triglycerides, particularly in patients with obesity (313 [EL 2; RCCS]).

Other effects are more directly attributable to insulin resistance (175 [EL 2; PCS]; [238, [EL 2; PCS]; 239 [EL 4; NE]; 265 [EL 4; NE]; 306 [EL 4; NE]; 308 [EL 4; NE]; 309 [EL 4; NE]; 314 [EL 2; NRCT]). The dyslipidemia associated with insulin resistance is characterized by elevated triglyceride levels, as a result of an excess of large, triglyceride-laden VLDL, and decreased concentrations of HDL-c (265 [EL 2; NRCT]). Levels of LDL-c may not be primarily affected; however, the cholesterol is packaged into smaller, denser low density lipoprotein (LDL) particles (265 [EL 2; NRCT]), which are more atherogenic (315 [EL 1; RCT]; 316 [EL 2; PCS]; 317 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 318 [EL 2; PCS]). This results in a higher LDL particle concentration for any given level of LDL-c. High triglycerides and low HDL-c constitute 2 of the 5 diagnostic criteria for metabolic syndrome, which is associated with increased risk of CVD (314 [EL 4; NE]). While there is accumulating evidence that elevated triglycerides constitute a direct or independent risk factor for CVD, it is uncertain whether the associations are due to indirect effects or links to other lipoprotein abnormalities and risk factors. For example, elevated concentrations of small, dense LDL particles are associated with high triglycerides and confer increased risk of CVD events independent of overall LDL-c levels (316 [EL 2; PCS]; 317 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 318 [EL 2; PCS]). After correction for other risk factors, the associations between high triglycerides and low HDL-c may (319 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 320 [EL 1; RCT]; 321 [EL 2; PCS]) or may not (322 [EL 2; PCS]) remain statistically significant.

High levels of LDL-c represent a major risk factor for CVD and can occur in patients with or without insulin resistance and obesity (323 [EL 4; NE]; 324 [EL 2; PCS]; 325 [EL 2; PCS]). Therefore, LDL-c should be measured and brought to recommended targets in all individuals, particularly in patients with obesity who are at additional risk for CVD (19 [EL 4; NE]; 326 [EL 4; NE]; 327 [EL 4; NE]). In patients with triglycerides ≥500 mg/dL, clearance mechanisms for triglyceride-enriched lipoproteins are saturated and chylomicronemia is likely or can be rapidly induced upon consumption of fatty meals or alcohol (327 [EL 4; NE]). These patients are at risk of pancreatitis when triglyceride levels approach 1,000 mg/dL (328 [EL 4; NE]).

- Q3.4. Hypertension

**Executive Summary**

- **R13.** BP should be measured in all patients with overweight or obesity as a screen for the presence of hypertension or prehypertension; all patients with hypertension should be evaluated for the presence of overweight or obesity (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high relevance).

**Evidence Base**

Obesity and hypertension (HTN) frequently coexist, with an estimated 60 to 70% of HTN in adults attributable to excess weight, particularly when this involves increased visceral adiposity (329 [EL 4; NE]). Mechanisms of obesity-related HTN include sodium retention, increased sympathetic nervous system activity, activation of the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone pathway, insulin resistance, and vascular endothelial dysfunction (329 [EL 4; NE]). Multiple cross-sectional and longitudinal studies have demonstrated an association between BMI or body weight and increased risk of HTN as a function of the degree of weight gain over time (329 [EL 4; NE]; 330 [EL 3; SS]; 331 [EL 2; PCS]; 332 [EL 3; SS]; 333 [EL 3; SS]).

Japanese men and women (68,205 adults) with normal BP aged 40 to 79 years were followed in a prospective, population-based cohort study to examine the association between BMI and risk of incident HTN defined as systolic BP (SBP) >140 mm Hg and diastolic BP (DBP) >90 mm Hg, or HTN medication. HTN developed in 45% of subjects during the mean follow-up of 3.9 years. Compared to subjects with a BMI <19 kg/m², adjusted hazard ratios (95% CI) for HTN in adults with a baseline BMI of at least 25 kg/m² and age >40 or >60 years in men were 1.42 (1.17-1.73) and 1.34 (1.19-1.51) and for women 1.47 (1.33-1.62) and 1.29 (1.18-1.41), respectively (334 [EL 2; PCS]). A meta-analysis of 19 cross-sectional studies compared the performance of BMI against WC and WHR as indicators of HTN risk in ethnically diverse populations. The incremental increases in BP and the additional risk of HTN (SBP/DBP ≥140/90 mm Hg) were broadly similar for all 3 measures of adiposity (335 [EL 2; MNRCT]). Additional cross-sectional data from 16 cohorts compared BMI to WC and WHR in 9,095 men and 11,732 women of different ethnicities, aged 35 to 74 years (336 [EL 3; CSS]). Age-adjusted odds ratios for HTN in men for 1 standard deviation increase in BMI, WC, and WHR were 1.68, 1.66, and 1.45, respectively, and for women were 1.55, 1.51, and 1.28, respectively. HTN
in men had a stronger association with BMI than WHR (P<0.001) and in women stronger than WC (P<0.05) and WHR (P<0.001).

Mean clinic BP and BP upon awakening were recorded for 2 weeks in 2,554 ambulatory patients with HTN (defined as clinic SBP/DBP >140/90 mm Hg and awakening BP >135/85 mm Hg). Compared with patients without obesity or T2DM, those with both obese and had significantly higher morning BP (138.8 ± 10.5 mm Hg vs. 133.1 ± 11.9 mm Hg, P<0.0001) and a higher incidence of morning HTN (73.0% vs. 49.9%, P<0.0001) (337 [EL 2; PCS]). A cross-sectional study of 300 people with overweight or obesity, who reported for a medical examination to a large semurban area hospital, found HTN in 8.2% and 22.2% of those with overweight and obesity, respectively (338 [EL 2; PCS]; 341 [EL 2; PCS]; 342 [EL 2; NRCT]). Either prehypertension or HTN was found in 91% of 1,508 patients referred to a single institution (18-78 years old, 79% women) with a median BMI of 29.2 kg/m²; n = 1,256), overweight (25.0 to 29.9 kg/m²; n = 3,058), and obesity (≥30.0 kg/m²; n = 4,772). Patients who had obesity or T2DM were younger (<65 years) and more likely to have higher baseline BP (P<0.05), dyslipidemia (P<0.05), and T2DM (P<0.001) (339 [EL 2; RCCS]).

HTN is common in patients seeking bariatric surgery (340 [EL 2; PCS]; 341 [EL 2; PCS]; 342 [EL 2; NRCT]). HTN in pre-operative bariatric surgery patients included 43% of 1,106 patients (mean age 43 ± 11 years, 79% women) with a mean BMI of 45.1 kg/m² in a multicenter international study (340 [EL 2; PCS]), 68% of 2,458 subjects (18-78 years old, 79% women) with a median BMI of 45.9 kg/m² in The Longitudinal Assessment of Bariatric Surgery multicenter observational cohort study in the U.S. (341 [EL 2; PCS]), and 79% of 71 patients with nocturnal HTN evaluated by 24-hour ambulatory BP monitoring (342 [EL 2; NRCT]). Either prehypertension or HTN was found in 91% of 1,508 patients referred to a single institution for bariatric surgery (343 [EL 2; RCCS]).

- **Q3.5. Cardiovascular disease and cardiovascular disease mortality**

**Executive Summary**

- **R14.** Risk factors for cardiovascular disease should be assessed in patients with overweight or obesity (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high relevance).

- **R15.** Patients with overweight or obesity should be screened for active cardiovascular disease by history, physical examination, and with additional testing or expert referral based on cardiovascular disease risk status (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high relevance).

**Evidence Base**

The association between obesity and CVD has been extensively investigated. These studies have examined this relationship using the endpoints of CVD events, CVD mortality, and all-cause mortality, which are interrelated given that CVD is the most common cause of death in many societies. Mortality data for individuals with obesity has been controversial. Many epidemiologic cohort studies have used BMI as the surrogate for excess adiposity and reported a U-shaped or J-shaped relationship between mortality and BMI (122 [EL 4; NE]; 123 [EL 3; SS]; 124 [EL 3; CSS]; 126 [EL 2; PCS]; 208 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 344 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 345 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 346 [EL 3; CSS]; 347 [EL 2; PCS]). In all studies, there is a value at which increasing BMI begins to be associated with progressively increasing rates of mortality. Similarly, low values of BMI are also associated with increased mortality.

The controversy essentially involves BMI in the overweight range (25 to 29.9 kg/m²). Various studies have reported that the overweight subgroup either is associated with decreased or unchanged mortality (126 [EL 3; SS]; 345 [EL 3; CSS]; 346 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 347 [EL 3; CSS]; 348 [EL 3; SS]) or with increased risk of mortality (122 [EL 2; PCS]; 123 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 124 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 208 [EL 2; PCS]) when compared to lean subgroups (18.5 to 24.9 kg/m²). Therefore, the optimal BMI with respect to mortality has not been identified over a range that includes both normal and overweight. The optimal BMI, and the impact of overweight status on mortality, varies as a function of gender, ethnicity, age, and body fat distribution. Studies reporting that overweight status is associated with reduced mortality have been criticized along several lines including: (1) confounding effects of reverse causality where pre-existing diseases that increase mortality also cause weight loss (e.g., cigarette smoking, cancer) (349 [EL 2; MNRCT]); (2) underestimation of the effect of BMI by overcontrolling for weight-related risk factors and complications; and (3) bias resulting from wide ranges of BMI in comparator subgroups, particularly the reference group of lean subjects (18 to 24.9 kg/m²), where higher mortality rates may apply to individuals with lower BMIs within the overall lean reference group (344 [EL 4; NE]). Finally, the use of BMI as a measure of obesity is problematic in this regard because it is not a direct measure of body fat, is particularly inaccurate as a measure of adiposity in elderly populations, and does not reflect relative fat accumulation in the intra-abdominal compartment (147 [EL 2; PCS]; 350 [EL 4; NE]).

Flegal and colleagues (345 [EL 3; SS]; 346 [EL 3; CSS]; 348 [EL 3; SS]) have published a key series of papers addressing the relationship between BMI and mortality involving the series of NHANES cross-sectional...
population surveys. In NHANES I-III (years 1971-2000), the number of excess deaths and the relative risk of mortality attributable to overweight status was reduced in the overweight subgroup (BMI 25 to 29.9 kg/m²) and unaltered in the obesity class I subgroup (30 to 34.9 kg/m²) in comparison to the normal weight (18.5 to <25 kg/m²) subgroup, while the number of excess deaths was elevated in obesity class II and III and underweight (<18.5 kg/m²) categories (123 [EL 2; PCS]). This work was criticized for failing to control for reverse causality due to smoking and not taking into account differences in follow-up time.

However, subsequent analyses of these data did not alter the relative risks of mortality among the BMI subgroups after controlling for cigarette smoking, pre-existing illness, early deaths, and measurement of BMIs late in life (346 [EL 3; CSS]). By contrast, Adams et al (123 [EL 2; PCS]) studied 527,265 individuals (age range 50-71 years) enrolled in the NIH-AARP Diet and Health Study and found that mortality risk was significantly elevated in the overweight subgroup among never-smokers, in those without pre-existing conditions, or after exclusion of the first 5 years of follow-up when compared to normal weight (123 [EL 2; PCS]).

Flegal et al (126 [EL 2; MNRCT]) also conducted a meta-analysis involving 97 studies and 2.88 million participants that reported hazard ratios for mortality using standard BMI categories and reported hazard ratio (HR) of 0.94 (95% CI, 0.91-0.96) for overweight, 1.18 (CI, 1.12-1.25) for obesity (all grades combined), 0.95 (CI, 0.88-1.01) for grade I obesity, and 1.29 (CI, 1.18-1.41) for grades II and III obesity (126 [EL 2; MNRCT]).

The Prospective Studies Collaboration also conducted a meta-analysis assessing the association between BMI and mortality among 894,576 participants in 57 prospective studies and observed that mortality was lowest at BMI 22.5 to 25 kg/m² (124 EL 2; MNRCT). Above this range, each 5 kg/m² increase in BMI was on average associated with approximately 30% higher overall mortality, including significant increments in mortality risk within the overweight subgroup. Below the range 22.5 to 25 kg/m², BMI was inversely associated with overall mortality, largely due to increased mortality from respiratory disease and lung cancer.

Berrington de Gonzalez et al (122 [EL 2; MNRCT]) conducted a pooled analysis of 19 prospective studies involving 1.46 million white adults with a mean follow-up of 10 years and found that a BMI of 20 to 24.9 kg/m² was associated with the lowest mortality rate while HRs were 1.47 (CI, 1.07-1.22) for BMI 15 to 18.4 kg/m², significantly elevated at 1.13 (CI, 1.09-1.17) for overweight BMI 25 to 29.9 kg/m², 1.44 (CI, 1.38-1.50) for class I obesity BMI 30 to 34.9 kg/m², 1.88 (CI, 1.77-2.00) for class II BMI 35 to 39.9 kg/m², and 2.51 (CI, 2.3-2.7) for class III BMI 40 to 49.9 kg/m². The rise in mortality rates with progressive overweight and obesity above a BMI of 25 kg/m² became more marked when cigarette smokers were excluded from the analysis.

The studies described above address obesity and mortality but not disease-specific mortality. In the NHANES analyses, overweight was associated with significantly decreased mortality from noncancer and non-CVD causes, which explains the small decrease in mortality in comparing overweight and normal weight subgroups (348 [EL 3; SS]). Furthermore, the decrease in mortality due to noncancer/non-CVD events in the overweight group was opposed by an increase in mortality from diabetes and kidney disease. Obesity (BMI ≥30 kg/m²) was associated with significantly increased mortality from CVD, diabetes, and obesity-related cancers.

These data underscore the contention that, while overweight is not consistently associated with increased mortality, this does not indicate that overweight is not a serious health concern. Mortality is not necessarily indicative of health, disease burden, disability, or quality of life (QOL). In addition, all-cause mortality could represent the net balance of effects to increase and decrease mortality risk due to different diseases (348 [EL 3; SS]).

Unlike the discrepant results reported for all-cause mortality, overweight is more consistently associated with coronary heart disease or CVD mortality in comparison with normal weight subgroups (121 [EL 2; PCS]; 127 [EL 2; PCS]; 232 [EL 2; PCS]; 351 [EL 2; PCS]; 352 [EL 2; PCS]; 353 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 354 [EL 2; PCS]; 355 [EL 2; PCS]; 356 [EL 2; MNRCT]). While obesity is associated with increased CVD events and CVD mortality, the optimal BMI range and the BMI value at which risks begin to escalate remain uncertain. HRs for BMI values in the higher range of overweight (i.e., 27.5 to 29 kg/m²) have been observed to range between 1.1 to 2.8 over 10 to 26 years of follow-up (121 [EL 2; PCS]; 351 [EL 2; PCS]; 352 [EL 2; PCS]; 353 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 354 [EL 2; PCS]; 355 [EL 2; PCS]; 356 [EL 2; PCS]). While mortality is associated with increased CVD events and CVD mortality, the optimal BMI range and the BMI value at which risks begin to escalate remain uncertain. HRs for BMI values in the higher range of overweight (i.e., 27.5 to 29 kg/m²) have been observed to range between 1.1 to 2.8 over 10 to 26 years of follow-up (121 [EL 2; PCS]; 351 [EL 2; PCS]; 352 [EL 2; PCS]; 353 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 354 [EL 2; PCS]; 355 [EL 2; PCS]; 356 [EL 2; PCS]). Moreover, rather than a U-shaped or J-shaped curve, the relationship between BMI and CVD outcomes are generally more linear (344 [EL 4; NE]).

Two additional series of observations are relevant in considering the relationship between BMI and CVD outcomes. First, risks of CVD and CVD mortality are more highly attributable to manifestations of insulin resistance (WC, metabolic syndrome traits, fasting and 2-hour OGTT glucose values) than the independent effects of BMI per se (192 [EL 2; PCS]; 213 [EL 2; RCCS]; 241 [EL 2; PCS, selection bias]; 275 [EL 3; SS]; 276 [EL 2; MNRCT]). Physiologic studies have demonstrated that people with obesity but without metabolic syndrome traits are relatively
insulin sensitive (259 [EL 2; PCS, N = 22]; 266 [EL 3; SS]; 267 [EL 2; PCS]; 269 [EL 4; NE]; 274 [EL 2; PCS]; 277 [EL 2; PCS]), and epidemiologic data indicate low risk of progression to diabetes and CVD (192 [EL 2; PCS]; 241 [EL 2; RCCS]; 275 [EL 2; PCS, selection bias]; 276 [EL 3; SS]; 278 [EL 2; PCS]). Thus, overweight and obesity may not affect risk of CVD outcomes in a uniform manner but may exert greater unfavorable effects in those individuals who have greater underlying insulin resistance.

Second, the impact of overweight and obesity on CVD outcomes and mortality may be protective in the presence of certain concurrent diseases, referred to as the “obesity paradox.” One example is congestive heart failure (CHF). An elevated BMI is associated with increased risk for developing CHF in part by predisposing to hypertension, diabetes, sleep apnea, and CVD (357 [EL 4; NE]; 358 [EL 3; SS]; 359 [EL 2; PCS]; 360 [EL 2; PCS]; 361 [EL 2; PCS]). The risk of CHF has been observed to increase by 5% in men and 7% in women for each unit increment of BMI (359 [EL 2; PCS]). However, once the patient presents with CHF, the presence of overweight and/or obesity may be protective regarding risks of future CVD mortality and hospitalizations (159 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 362 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 363 [EL 2; PCS]; 364 [EL 2; PCS]; 365 [EL 2; PCS]; 366 [EL 2; RCCS]; 367 [EL 2; PCS]; 368 [EL 2; PCS]; 369 [EL 2; RCCS]). Similarly, the obesity paradox may apply to other illnesses as illustrated by meta-analyses pertaining to acute coronary syndrome (370 [EL 2; MNRCT]) and existing CVD (371 [EL 2; MNRCT]).

Whether the obesity paradox applies to T2DM is controversial. Individual cohort studies and meta-analyses indicate that overweight and/or obesity can be associated with reduced mortality in patients with T2DM (157 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 372 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]; 373 [EL 3; SS]; 374 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 375 [EL 2; RCCS]). However, many of these studies are characterized by few participants and inadequate control for cigarette smoking and other pre-existing conditions (i.e., reverse causality). In fact, the obesity paradox for T2DM was eliminated after proper control or elimination of smokers and participants with a BMI <22 kg/m² in the comparator lean subgroup, suggesting that the paradox can be explained by a “sicker” underweight referent population (376 [EL 2; PCS]; 377 [EL 4; NE]; 378 [EL 4; NE]). Tobias et al (109 [EL 2; PCS]) studied 11,427 participants in the Nurses’ Health Study and Health Professionals Follow-up Study who were free of CVD at the time of incident diabetes and who were then followed for a mean 15.8 years. A J-shaped curve was observed for all-cause mortality across BMI categories; compared to the referent subgroup with BMI 22.5 to 24.9 kg/m², the HR was 1.29 (CI, 1.05-1.59) for BMI 18.5 to 22.4 kg/m²; 1.12 (CI, 0.98-1.29) for BMI 25 to 27.4 kg/m²; 1.09 (CI, 0.94-1.26) for BMI 27.5 to 29.9 kg/m²; 1.24 (CI, 1.08-1.42) for BMI 30 to 34.9 kg/m²; and 1.33 (CI, 1.14-1.55) for BMI ≥35 kg/m². The relationship became linear when smokers were excluded from the analysis and L-shaped when only smokers were assessed. In those who had never smoked and after exclusion of early deaths, the HR rose progressively from 0.92 for BMI 18.5 to 22.4 kg/m², 1.00 referent BMI 22.5 to 24.9 kg/m², 1.14 for BMI 25 to 27.4 kg/m², 1.27 for BMI 27.5 to 29.9 kg/m², 1.34 for BMI 30 to 34.9 kg/m², and 1.58 for BMI ≥35 kg/m² (P for linear trend <0.001).

### Evidence Base

Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) afflicts over 30% of adults in developed countries and is the most common cause of chronic liver disease (379 [EL 3; CSS]; 380 [EL 4; NE]). NAFLD represents an early stage along a spectrum that can progress through nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), hepatic cirrhosis, liver failure, and even hepatocellular carcinoma. NAFLD, or ectopic liver fat, represents one anatomic site of ectopic fat (abnormal fatty deposits not conventionally associated with storage, such as in subcutaneous and visceral adipose tissue) (381 [EL 4; NE]; 382 [EL 4; NE]), which also includes peri-nephric, pericardial, and intramuscular depots. Etiologic drivers and pathogenic mechanisms for the development of NAFLD include obesity and insulin resistance (383 [EL 2; PCS]), metabolic syndrome, and newer associated disorders, including disruption of intestinal microbiota (384 [EL 4; NE]) and decreased choline intake (385 [EL 3; CSS]). Of note, the data are not clear whether ingested fat content (e.g., saturated vs. polyunsaturated) plays a significant role in humans within the complex network of etiologic drivers (386 [EL 4; NE]), although Leslie et al (387 [EL 3; SS]) demonstrated that patients with NAFLD consume more prepared foods than fresh foods.

It has been difficult to determine the relative contributions of insulin resistance, obesity, or a combination along with other risk factors (dyslipidemia, inflammation, etc.) as part of metabolic syndrome in the initiation of NAFLD. In fact, Zeb et al (388 [EL 3; CSS]) found that the associated risk for NAFLD increases as the number of metabolic syndrome components increase, and Pagadala and McCullough (389 [EL 2; PCS]) observed that it was the distribution of adipose tissue, and not the BMI per se, that...
was associated with NAFLD, especially in certain ethnicities such as Asians (390 [EL 4; NE]). Nevertheless, the association of NAFLD with obesity is profound, with over 60% of patients undergoing gastric bypass (bariatric) surgery having histologically confirmed NAFLD (391 [EL 2; RCCS]; 392 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 393 [EL 2; PCS, N = 48]).

While 70% of patients with obesity and PCOS have NAFLD, with hyperandrogenism being a specific risk factor (394 [EL 3; CSS, N = 51]), only 20% of patients with obesity and Cushing’s have NAFLD (395 [EL 2; PCS, N = 50]) possibly due to suppression of inflammation by glucocorticoids (396 [EL 4; NE]). Moreover, Lee et al (397 [EL 3; CSS, N = 50]) found that obesity was an independent risk factor for NAFLD diagnosed by ultrasound, but hypertriglyceridemia, IFG, silent myocardial infarction (MI), and abnormal liver function tests were not. Specific factors mediating the presumed primary effects of adiposity on NAFLD include free fatty acids, inflammatory cytokines, and adipokines, particularly leptin, glypican-4, and adiponectin (398 [EL 4; NE]; 399 [EL 2; PCS]; 400 [EL 4; NE]; 401 [EL 3; CSS]) the last of which may act through glutathione peroxidase 1 gene expression (402 [EL 2; PCS]).

Based on the results of many small-scale clinical studies, Koliaki et al (403 [EL 4; NE]) concluded that, in the obese state, hepatic lipid overload is compensated for by upregulated hepatic oxidative capacity (increased mitochondrial β-oxidation, ketogenesis, anaerolysis) that may eventually lead to decompensation with evolving insulin resistance. A potential marker for impaired mitochondrial function as a harbinger of NAFLD in obesity is the cyto- kine nicotinamide phosphoribosyltransferase/visfatin—a cellular protector due to nicotinamide adenosine dinucleotide biosynthetic function (404 [EL 2; PCS, N = 38]). Many other mitochondrial factors contribute to pathogenesis and serve as biomarkers, as reviewed by Paradies et al (405 [EL 4; NE]) and Gusdon et al (406 [EL 4; NE]). These studies implicate oxidative stress, inflammation, and mitochondrial dysfunction in the pathophysiology of NAFLD.

There are various hepatic and extrahepatic sequelae of NAFLD that can potentially exacerbate obesity-related complications, such as increased prevalence of gallstone disease (407 [EL 3; CSS]) or augmentation of inflammation and atherosclerosis, which contribute to CVD and chronic kidney disease (397 [EL 3; CSS, N = 50]). In NAFLD, the net increase in hepatic fat content associated with increased cholesterol synthesis and decreased cholesterol absorption may be independent of body weight and adiposity (408 [EL 2; PCS]). Once NAFLD is established, the presence of T2DM and the severity of hyperglycemia are associated with the development of fibrosis (409 [EL 3; CSS]). Moreover, insulin resistance can be promoted by NAFLD, thus fueling a vicious cycle leading to T2DM and increased morbidity (410 [EL 2; NRCT, N = 14]; 411 [EL 2; NRCT, N = 8]; 412 [EL 2; NRCT, N = 48]; 413 [EL 2; PCS, N = 10]).

The diagnosis of NAFLD is considered in patients with hepatic abnormalities (biochemical or with ultrasound) in the absence of significant alcohol consumption (>21 drinks per week for men, >14 drinks per week for women, for 2 years) and absence of other etiologies for hepatic steato- sis or chronic liver disease, including exposure to hepatotoxic medications or agents, hepatitis C and chronic viral hepatitis, hemochromatosis and Wilson’s disease, certain hereditary diseases affecting the liver, malnutrition or severe weight loss, refeeding syndrome, or autoimmune/ immunological diseases (414 [EL 4; NE]). Optimal screening strategies for NAFLD have not been established. Liver biochemistries, including aspartate aminotransferase and alanine aminotransferase (ALT), may be within normal limits in patients with NAFLD and NASH, therefore lacking a desirable degree of sensitivity for screening (415 [EL 3; CSS]).

Liver ultrasound is a noninvasive procedure that has higher sensitivity for steatosis but is expensive and requires specific appointment scheduling (414 [EL 4; NE]). The American College of Gastroenterology recommends that routine “screening for NAFLD in adults attending primary care clinics or high-risk groups attending diabetes or obe- sity clinics is not advised at this time due to uncertainties surrounding diagnostic tests and treatment options, along with lack of knowledge related to the long-term benefits and cost-effectiveness of screening” (414 [EL 4; NE]). However, the presence of obesity, metabolic syndrome, and/or T2DM are powerful predictors of NAFLD (383 [EL 2; PCS]; 416 [EL 2; PCS]; 417 [EL 2; PCS, N = 46]; 418 [EL 3; CSS]; 419 [EL 2; MNRCT]) and warrant the measurement of hepatic transaminases followed by liver ultrasound when transaminases are elevated (397 [EL 4; NE]; 414 [EL 3; CSS, N = 50]). These measures identify patients with overweight or obesity with presumed NAFLD who could benefit from weight-loss therapy (see Q5.6).

Additional noninvasive strategies have been proposed to screen for patients with presumed NASH (420 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 421 [EL 4; NE]). Persistent elevation of liver biochemistries identifies those patients who would benefit from a liver biopsy for diagnostic and prognostic purposes (414 [EL 4; NE]). The NAFLD Fibrosis Score provides an area-under-the-curve value in ROC analyses of 0.85 for predicting bridging fibrosis or cirrhosis, and incorporates age, BMI, glycemia, platelet count, albumin, and AST/ALT ratio (420 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 422 [EL 3; SS]). The Enhanced Liver Fibrosis panel provides an ROC area-under-the-curve of 0.90 for detecting advanced fibrosis and incorporates levels of 3 matrix turnover proteins (hyaluronic acid, tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase-1 [TIMP-1], and amino terminal propeptide of type III procollagen [PIIINP]) in plasma (421 [EL 4; NE]; 423 [EL 3; SS]). Additional biomarkers exist to gauge risks for progression and need for liver biopsy (397 [EL 3; CSS, N = 50]) including cytokeatin-18 (421 [EL 4; NE]; 424 [EL 2; MNRCT]);
the rs8192678 A allele of proliferator–activated receptor-γ coactivator (PGC)-1α in Taiwanese children with obesity (425 [EL 3; SS]) and other ethnicities (426 [EL 3; SS]); imaging technologies (427 [EL 3; SS]), including ultrasound or magnetic resonance imaging elastography (428 [EL 4; NE]; 429 [EL 4; NE]; 430 [EL 4; NE]); and other composite scoring systems (420 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 421 [EL 4; NE]; 431 [EL 3; SS]). An interesting recent finding by Wong et al (432 [EL 3; CSS]) using fat-water magnetic resonance imaging was that fatty pancreas was moderately associated with NAFLD and, furthermore, that fatty pancreas and NAFLD were associated with greater insulin resistance than NAFLD alone. It is likely that in the future predictive markers for NAFLD and sequelae will be based on a systems approach using proteomics and gene regulatory networks (433 [EL 4; NE]).

Liver biopsy is the “gold standard” for diagnosis and assessment of liver histopathology. Because this invasive procedure entails some risk of morbidity and mortality, it should be performed in those who would derive clinical benefits regarding prognostication and therapeutic decision-making. This includes, for example, patients with metabolic syndrome plus an at-risk NAFLD Fibrosis Score and when the etiology of the chronic liver disease is uncertain (414 [EL 4; NE]).

• Q3.7. Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS)

Executive Summary

• R17. Premenopausal female patients with overweight or obesity and/or metabolic syndrome should be screened for PCOS by history and physical examination; all patients with PCOS should be evaluated for the presence of overweight or obesity (Grade B; BEL 2).

Evidence Base

The prevalence of polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) in various populations around the world is 4 to 18% depending on diagnostic criteria (434 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 435 [EL 3; CSS]; 436 [EL 3; CSS]; 437 [EL 3; CSS]; 438 [EL 2; PCS]; 439 [EL 3; CSS]; 440 [EL 3; CSS]). Two commonly used diagnostic criteria include the National Institutes of Health (NIH) 1990 criteria, which requires hyperandrogenism (clinical or biochemical), oligomenorrhea/oligo-ovulation, and polycystic ovaries, and the Rotterdam 2003 criteria established by the European Society for Human Reproductive and Embryology/American Society for Reproductive Medicine, which defines PCOS as having 2 of the following 3 criteria: hyperandrogenism (clinical and/or biochemical), oligo/anovulation, and polycystic ovaries (by ultrasound) (441 [EL 4; NE]; 442 [EL 4; NE]). Meanwhile, the Androgen Excess and PCOS Society criteria stress the importance of androgen excess with oligo/
In summary, an association exists between PCOS and obesity. Further, women with PCOS who have obesity have a more severe metabolic and reproductive phenotype than women with PCOS who are lean. Women who have overweight with PCOS also appear to have a more severe phenotype than lean women with PCOS, but this effect is attenuated when compared to women with obesity and PCOS.

• Q3.8. Female infertility

Executive Summary

• R18. Women with overweight or obesity should be counseled when appropriate that they are at increased risk for infertility and, if seeking assisted reproduction, should be informed of lower success rates of these procedures regarding conception and the ability to carry the pregnancy to live birth (Grade B; BEL 2). All female patients with infertility should be evaluated for the presence of overweight or obesity (Grade B; BEL 2).

Evidence Base

Infertility is defined as the inability to conceive after 12 months of unprotected intercourse. Several large retrospective studies have demonstrated that overweight and obesity in women increases infertility (464 [EL 2; PCS]; 465 [EL 2; PCS]; 466 [EL 2; PCS]; 467 [EL 2; PCS]; 468 [EL 2; RCCS]; 469 [EL 2; PCS]; 470 [EL 2; PCS]; 471 [EL 2; PCS]; 472 [EL 2; PCS, case-controlled]; 473 [EL 2; RCCS]). A recent prospective study followed 3,029 ovulatory subfertile women and found that the probability of spontaneous pregnancy decreased by ~5% for every 1.0 kg/m² increase in BMI >29 kg/m² (464 [EL 2; PCS]). Compared to women with BMI between 21 and 29 kg/m², the probability of spontaneous pregnancy was 26% lower in women with BMI ≥35 kg/m² and 43% lower in women with BMI ≥40 kg/m² (464 [EL 2; PCS]).

In the Nurses’ Health Study (NHS) (between 1989-1995), data reviewed from 20,417 women aged 25 to 46 years found that 25% of ovulatory infertility may be attributed to overweight and obesity (BMI ≥25 kg/m²) (465 [EL 2; PCS]). In a recent retrospective study of the Collaborative Perinatal Project data, prepregnancy BMI was examined in a cohort of 7,327 women at 12 U.S. centers between 1959 and 1965 (466 [EL 2; PCS]). The authors found that the probability of fecundity (pregnancy during a given cycle) was reduced by 18% in women with obesity (BMI >30kg/m²) (odds ratio [OR] 0.92, 95% CI: 0.84,1.01) and 8% in women with overweight (BMI 25 to 29.9kg/m²) (OR 0.82, 95% CI: 0.72, 0.95) (466 [EL 2; PCS]). The impact of overweight and obesity was even more pronounced in previously nulliparous women where fecundity was decreased by 34% in women with obesity (OR 0.84, 95% CI: 0.77, 0.92) and 16% in women with

lean BMI <23 kg/m², overweight BMI 23 to 25 kg/m², obesity BMI ≥25 kg/m²) (461 [EL 2; PCS]). In this study, women with PCOS and glucose intolerance (assessed by OGTT) were heavier (average BMI 26.8 kg/m²) as compared to women with PCOS and normal glucose tolerance (average BMI 22.3 kg/m²), and glucose intolerance was observed to increase as a function of BMI (P for trend <0.001) (460 [EL 2; RCCS]). In a prospective case-control study in Spain of 223 women (n = 85 lean, 47 with overweight, 65 with obesity) with PCOS (by Rotterdam criteria) and 25 women without PCOS, women with PCOS and obesity had significantly higher levels of total cholesterol, LDL-c, and triglycerides, and lower HDL-c, as compared to women with PCOS who were lean or overweight (453 [EL 2; PCS, case-controlled]). In a study conducted in Hong Kong, 295 premenopausal women with PCOS (by Rotterdam criteria) (n = 117 lean defined as BMI <23 kg/m², n = 178 with overweight or obesity defined as BMI ≥23 kg/m²) were compared to 98 women without PCOS (462 [EL 3; CSS]). Overall, nearly 25% of the women with PCOS met the definition for metabolic syndrome (defined by 2005 ATP III guidelines), whereas 3.1% of women without PCOS met the criteria; furthermore, metabolic syndrome was found to be more prevalent in PCOS patients with overweight or obesity (41.6%) as compared to lean women with PCOS (0.9%) (462 [EL 3; CSS]). A study in Germany of 184 women (n = 74 lean, 110 with overweight or obesity) with PCOS (by NIH criteria) and hirsutism (by modified Ferriman-Gallwey score) had significantly higher BMI, higher dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate, and Free Androgen Index, and significantly lower levels of SHBG (463 [EL 2; PCS]). Women with overweight or obesity (BMI ≥25 kg/m²) were older, had higher fasting plasma glucose, fasting insulin, and 1-hour and 2-hour insulin and glucose levels, and increased homeostatic model for assessment of insulin resistance and Free Androgen Index, and lower insulin sensitivity index, SHBG, and HDL-c.

A recent meta-analysis assessed the effect of weight on PCOS characteristics and identified 30 studies from a comprehensive search of the literature (9,874 citations yielded in initial search, 1,485 studies identified for assessment of full text) (447 [EL 2; MNRCT]). The authors concluded that being a woman with PCOS and overweight or obesity incurred worse reproductive and metabolic features of PCOS. More specifically, women with obesity and PCOS fared worse than lean women with PCOS in all reproductive and metabolic measures, except for hirsutism (447 [EL 2; MNRCT]). Among women with PCOS, women with overweight did not differ from lean women with respect to levels of total testosterone, total cholesterol, LDL-c, or hirsutism. However, women with overweight exhibited values of SHBG, total testosterone, and fasting lipids that were statistically similar to those observed in women with obesity and PCOS (447 [EL 2; MNRCT]).
overweight (OR 0.66, 95% CI: 0.49, 0.89). Notably, this decreased fecundity was found even in women with overweight or obesity with normal menstrual cycles (466 [EL 2; PCS]).

Additionally, obesity during childhood may be an important predictor of infertility in women. Data reviewed from the NHS found that overweight or obesity during adolescence may be a predictor of ovulatory infertility in women with and without PCOS (467 [EL 2; PCS]). Finally, a recent systematic review and meta-analysis of women who conceived spontaneously found an increased risk of miscarriage in women with obesity compared to normal weight women (OR 1.31, 95% CI: 1.18, 1.46) (474 [EL 2; PCS]).

A significant parallel was found between increasing BMI and cycle cancellation, and a rise in treatment failure to conceive and carry a pregnancy to live birth as women with overweight or obesity who undergo ART (including IVF, ICSI, and gamete intrafallopian transfer) found a significant linear reduction in fecundity in women with BMI ≥35 kg/m² compared to a BMI from 20 to 26.9 kg/m² (477 [EL 2; PCS]). An Australian study of 3,586 women undergoing IVF-intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI), with 6,500 cycles included in the analysis. It found that implantation, pregnancy, and live birthrate decreased in women with obesity; specifically, with each unit of BMI increase there was a decrease in both pregnancy (OR 0.984, 95% CI: 0.972, 0.997) and birthrate (OR 0.981, 95% CI: 0.967, 0.995) (478 [EL 2; RCCS]). An Australian study of 3,586 women who received ART (including IVF, ICSI, and gamete intrafallopian transfer) found a significant linear reduction in fecundity in women with BMI ≥35 kg/m² compared to a BMI from 20 to 24.9 kg/m² (P < 0.001), with a nearly 60% higher rate of fecundity in the latter (479 [EL 2; RCCS]).

In summary, although some trials did not find lower rates of implantation and pregnancy in women with overweight and obesity (480 [EL 2; RCCS]; 481 [EL 2; RCCS]; 484 [EL 2; RCCS]), the larger trials have shown an increase in cancellation rates and a decrease in fecundity and birthrate (477 [EL 2; PCS]; 479 [EL 2; RCCS]; 482 [EL 2; RCCS]). Furthermore, women with obesity undergoing ART may have higher rates of miscarriage (479 [EL 2; RCCS]; 480 [EL 2; RCCS]; 485 [EL 2; RCCS]; 486 [EL 2; RCCS]; 487 [EL 2; MNRCT]), although some studies did not find a difference in miscarriage rates (488 [EL 2; RCCS]; 489 [EL 2; RCCS]).

The mechanism by which obesity contributes to infertility may be multifactorial. Adipose tissue exerts an effect on gonadal function through adipokines (490 [EL 4; NE]). Notably, leptin, which is elevated in obesity, exerts effects on the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis (491 [EL 4; NE]), including the inhibition of ovarian follicle development (492 [EL 4; NE]), LH-stimulated estradiol production (492 [EL 4; NE]), and insulin-induced steroidogenesis in granulosa and theca cells (491 [EL 4; NE]). Adiponectin, which is decreased in obesity, is associated with hyperinsulinism (493 [EL 4; NE]), and hyperinsulinemia in turn results in decreased production of hepatic SHBG thus contributing to hyperandrogenism (490 [EL 4; NE]) and anovulation through granulosa cell apoptosis (494 [EL 4; NE]). These factors are not limited to women with PCOS (addressed in Section 3.7 of these guidelines).

**Q3.9. Male hypogonadism**

**Executive Summary**

- **R19.** All men who have an increased WC or who have obesity should be assessed for hypogonadism by history and physical examination and be tested for testosterone deficiency if indicated; all male patients with hypogonadism should be evaluated for the presence of overweight or obesity (Grade B; BEL 2).

- **R20.** All male patients with T2DM should be tested to exclude testosterone deficiency (Grade B; BEL 2).

**Evidence Base**

Male hypogonadism is traditionally classified as primary or secondary. In primary hypogonadism, the testis is unable to secrete adequate amounts of testosterone even if maximally stimulated by gonadotropins (i.e., hypergonadotropic hypogonadism). In secondary disorders, the testis is potentially functional but inadequately stimulated by gonadotropins (i.e., hypogonadotropic hypogonadism). A recently introduced term of “compensated hypogonadism”
refers to reduced testosterone production, although maintained in the normal range due to gonadotropin levels higher than normal to “compensate” for subclinical testicular function (495 [EL 2; PCS]).

In epidemiologic studies, serum testosterone has a predictive value for the development of metabolic syndrome and T2DM (496, [EL 2; PCS]; 497 [EL 3; SS]). However, the exact mechanisms responsible for reduced testosterone levels in obesity remain unclear. Hyperinsulinemia is shown to suppress serum testosterone levels (498 [EL 2; PCS, N = 20]), and both insulin (499 [EL 2; PCS, N = 21]) and leptin (500 [EL 2; PCS, N = 38]) exert suppressive effects on gonadal steroidogenesis and may disrupt LH pulse amplitude. Aromatization of testosterone to estradiol in adipose tissue results in elevated serum estradiol and may contribute to inhibition of the hypothalamic–pituitary–gonadal axis and may diminish testosterone production (501 [EL 4; NE]). During 8 years of follow-up in the Rancho Bernardo Study, a significant inverse correlation was demonstrated between baseline total testosterone and fasting glucose, insulin levels, and glucose tolerance (502 [EL 2; PCS]). Pooled baseline data from 2 lipid treatment studies evaluated the relationship among obesity, metabolic syndrome, and total serum testosterone levels in 864 men (mean age 52 years) (503 [EL 2; MNRCT]). Serum testosterone levels decreased with increasing BMI (P<0.0001) in subjects with and without metabolic syndrome. Each component of metabolic syndrome (defined by the National Cholesterol Education Program ATP III criteria) in this study was examined (multiple linear regression) as to their individual contribution to low testosterone levels. Fasting blood glucose >110 mg/dL, T2DM, triglycerides >150 mg/dL, and BMI ≥30 kg/m² each had a relevant association with low serum testosterone.

The prevalence of male hypogonadism, defined as symptoms associated with low testosterone, in the general population has been reported to be 6% at baseline in the Massachusetts Male Aging Study (N = 1,691; aged 40-69 years) and 12% with a 7- to 10-year follow-up (504 [EL 2; PCS]); 5.6% in the Boston Area Community Health Survey in a multiethnic sample population over a broad age range (30-79 years; African American, Hispanic, and Caucasian men; N = 1,475) (505 [EL 3; SS]); and 2.1% in the European Male Aging Study prospective, cohort study (N = 3,369; mean age 60 ± 11 years) conducted in 8 European centers (506 [EL 2; PCS]). The Hypogonadism in Males study reported a 38.7% prevalence of laboratory-based hypogonadism using a single morning blood sample and diagnostic threshold for total testosterone <10.4 nmol/L (<300 ng/dL; normal reference range, 350 to 1,030 ng/dL by radioimmunoassay) among 2,162 men aged ≥45 years presenting for any reason to a U.S. primary care physician (507 [EL 3; CSS]).

Higher rates of clinical hypogonadism have been reported at 10 to 80% in selected patient groups (508 [EL 2; PCS]; 509 [EL 2; PCS, case-controlled]; 510 [EL 3; CSS]; 511 [EL 2; PCS, N = 33 men]; 512 [EL 2; PCS, only 21 of 75 patients studied in follow-up]; 513 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 514 [EL 3; CSS]; 515 [EL 2; MRCT, subanalysis of RCTs included]; 516 [EL 3; CSS]) including bariatric surgery (511 [EL 2; PCS, N = 33 men]), sexual or erectile dysfunction (ED) (504 [EL 2; PCS]; 505 [EL 3; SS]), and T2DM (509 [EL 2; MRCT, subanalysis of RCTs included]; 515 [EL 2; PCS, case-controlled]; 516 [EL 3; CSS]). In all these studies, the total testosterone level in men with obesity has been shown to be significantly and inversely related to one or more parameters of BMI, WC, and body fat mass. Age-adjusted risk for late onset hypogonadism, according to European Male Aging Study criteria, was evaluated in 3,293 ambulatory men with symptoms of sexual dysfunction at a single center (513 [EL 2; MNRCT]). Obesity (BMI >30 kg/m²) and WC >102 cm were found to strongly predict CV risk (>20% at 10 years) in this cohort. In 33 men presenting for bariatric surgery with BMI 50.3 ± 6.1 kg/m², the prevalence of hypogonadism, as defined by total testosterone <300 ng/dL or free testosterone <65 pg/mL, was found to be 78.8% and 51.5%, respectively (511 [EL 2; PCS, N = 33 men]). Ippersiel et al (512 [EL 2; PCS, only 21 of 75 patients studied in follow-up]) reported symptoms of androgen deficiency in 93% of male subjects being evaluated for bariatric surgery, with low total serum testosterone reported in 39% of these men. In a consecutive series of 2,435 men (mean age 52 ± 13 years) with ED, 42% were at normal weight, while 42, 12, and 4% had a BMI of 25 to 29.9, 30 to 34.9, and ≥35 kg/m², respectively. Both SHBG and bound and unbound testosterone decreased as a function of obesity class, and lower testosterone levels were independently associated with greater BMI after multivariate analysis (514 [EL 3; CSS]). Obesity was also significantly associated with a higher organic contribution to ED as assessed by Structured Interview on Erectile Dysfunction (SIEDY scale 1) scores, compared to relational (SIEDY scale 2) and intrapsychic (SIEDY scale 3) determinants of ED.

In a systematic review and meta-analysis of prospective and cross-sectional studies, patients with T2DM had significantly lower testosterone levels compared to individuals without T2DM, and obesity increased these differences between individuals with and without T2DM, while aging decreased them (515 [EL 2; MRCT, subanalysis of RCTs included]). The prevalence of hypogonadism was found to be 15% in 100 consecutive Asian Indian men with T2DM aged 25 to 50 years, with a nonsignificant trend toward a higher prevalence in patients who had obesity in this small study group (509 [EL 2; PCS, case-controlled]). In other reports, the prevalence of testosterone deficiency in men with obesity and T2DM is reported to be as high as 50% (516 [EL 3; CSS]). From 2 independent observational registries, Saad et al (517 [EL 4; NE]) identified 411
men with obesity and hypogonadism and examined their cardiometabolic status as a function of obesity severity. In patients with class I obesity (BMI 30 to 34.9 kg/m², n = 214), 3.2% had prediabetes (defined by A1C 5.7 to 6.4%), 32.7% had T2DM, and 2.8% had a history of MI. In class II obesity (35 to 39.9 kg/m², n = 150), 19.3% had prediabetes, 51.3% had T2DM, and 11.5% had a history of MI. In patients with class III obesity (≥40 kg/m², n = 47), 6.3% had prediabetes, 55.3% had T2DM, and 23.4% had a history of MI (517 [EL 4; NE]). Thus, there are strong associations among obesity, hypogonadism, and cardiometabolic disease, and sufficient evidence exists to include measurement of serum testosterone in the diagnostic evaluation of metabolic syndrome and T2DM (518 [EL 3; SS]; 519 [EL 4; NE]). The 2010 Endocrine Society Clinical Practice Guidelines recommend that all men with T2DM be tested for hypogonadism (519 [EL 4; NE]).

Evidence Base

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) results from sleep-related repetitive collapses of the upper airway producing decreased airflow and oxygenation. OSA continues to be underdiagnosed in the general population (520 [EL 3; SS]) and even more so in those with obesity. Even a 10% increase in body weight is associated with significant risk of developing OSA (521 [EL 2; PCS]). The prevalence of OSA is particularly high in patients with obesity and diabetes in whom prevalence rates as high as 86% have been reported (522 [EL 3; SS]). OSA has been associated with CVDs, metabolic disorders, insulin resistance, and diabetes, and, therefore, its associated comorbidities result in a large population-level burden of morbidity (523 [EL 4; NE]). Symptoms include loud snoring, interruptions (apneic or hypopneic pauses) in breathing, and sleep-cycle fragmentation that in turn produce daytime fatigue, morning headache, lack of concentration, ED, and general decrease in QOL. Polysomnography is typically used to diagnose and gauge the severity of OSA. Neck circumferences >16 inches in women and >17 inches in men are associated with increased risk of OSA.

There are several key studies that demonstrate an association between excess weight and OSA with roughly 70% of patients with OSA also having obesity (524 [EL 4; NE]; 525 [EL 4; NE]; 526 [EL 4; NE]; 527 [EL 4; NE]; 528 [EL 2; PCS]; 529 [EL 2; PCS]; 530 [EL 2; PCS]; 531 [EL 4; NE]; 532 [EL 3; CCS]; 533 [EL 3; CSS]; 534 [EL 4; NE]; 535 [EL 4; NE]; 536 [EL 2; PCS post-hoc modeling]; 537 [EL 4; NE]; 538 [EL 4; NE]; 539 [EL 3; SS]; 540 [EL 2; PCS]; 541 [EL 3; CCS]; 542 [EL 2; PCS]). In fact, having a BMI >29 kg/m² increases the risk for OSA 10-fold (543 [EL 4; NE]). The context of this pathophysiologic association is significant because patients with OSA are also at higher risk, owing to independent associations, with CVD, T2DM, metabolic syndrome, reduced QOL, and mortality (522 [EL 3; CSS]; 526 [EL 4; NE]; 544 [EL 2; PCS]; 545 [EL 2; PCS]; 546 [EL 3; SS]; 547 [EL 3; SS]; 548 [EL 3; CSS]; 549 [EL 3; CSS]; 550 [EL 2; PCS]). This feed-forward pathway is made even more complicated by the vicious cycle of obesity leading to OSA and reciprocally OSA leading to obesity (524 [EL 4; NE]; 526 [EL 4; NE]; 543 [EL 4; NE]).

Pathologic mechanisms contributing to the influence of obesity on OSA include adipokine effects on the lung, mechanical effects on upper airway collapsibility and chest wall compliance, effects on respiratory drive, and hormonal derangements. Conversely, OSA is associated with decreased leptin and increased ghrelin, which increases hunger, leading to weight gain. Another mediator of obesity and brain function in the context of sleep disorders that may figure prominently is the central orexin system (551 [EL 4; NE]; 552 [EL 4; NE]; 553 [EL 4; NE]). These manifold relationships among signals and organ systems may explain the differential effects of weight gain (in patients with or without overweight or obesity) or weight loss (just in patients with overweight or obesity) on OSA (525 [EL 4; NE]; 526 [EL 4; NE]; 554 [EL 2; PCS]) and the critical importance of prevention of weight gain (555 [EL 4; NE]).

Executive Summary

• R21. All patients with overweight or obesity should be evaluated for obstructive sleep apnea during medical history and physical examination; this is based on the strong association of these disorders with each other (Grade B; BEL 2). Polysomnography and other sleep studies, at home or in a sleep lab, should be considered for patients at high risk for sleep apnea based on clinical presentation, severity of excess adiposity, and symptomatology (Grade D). All patients with obstructive sleep apnea should be evaluated for the presence of overweight or obesity (Grade B; BEL 2).

Executive Summary

• R22. All patients with overweight or obesity should be evaluated for asthma and reactive airway disease based on the strong association between these disorders (Grade B; BEL 2). Based on medical history, symptomatology, and physical examination, spirometry and other pulmonary function tests should be considered for patients at high risk for asthma and reactive airway disease (Grade D). All patients with asthma should be evaluated for the presence of overweight or obesity (Grade D).
Evidence Base

Obesity is associated with increased asthma prevalence, severity, and recalcitrance to medical therapy (556 [EL 4; NE]; 557 [EL 3; SS]; 558 [EL 4; NE]; 559 [EL 3; SS]; 560 [EL 3; retrospective analysis of 4 PRCT]; 561 [EL 3; SS]; 562 [EL 3; retrospective analysis of 4 PRCT]; 563 [EL 3; retrospective analysis of cohorts]; 564 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 565 [EL 2; PCS]; 566 [EL 3; SS]; 567 [EL 3; SS]; 568 [EL 2; PCS]; 569 [EL 2; PCS]; 570 [EL 2; PCS]; 571 [EL 3; SS]). As adolescents transition into early adulthood, progressive obesity is associated with increased airway obstruction as manifested by significant decreases in forced expiratory volume in the first second and forced vital capacity (572 [EL 2; PCS, post-hoc analysis]). Classically, asthma is associated with chronic inflammation (via CD4 T helper 2 [T_H2] cells, cytokines [e.g., interleukin-5, -9], eosinophilia, and mast cells), mucous production, and abnormal bronchoconstriction and muscle reactivity (573 [EL 4; NE]). However, obesity may affect the pathophysiologic state via inflammatory and noninflammatory ways (mechanical, hormonal, beta 2-adrenergic receptor, vitamin D, leptin, protein kinase C-alpha, and other nonatopic mechanisms) (572 [EL 2; PCS, post-hoc analysis]; 573 [EL 4; NE]; 574 [EL 4; NE]).

• Q3.12. Osteoarthritis

Executive Summary

● R23. All patients with overweight or obesity should be screened by symptom assessment and physical examination for OA of the knee and other weight-bearing joints (Grade B; BEL 2). All patients with OA should be evaluated for the presence of overweight or obesity (Grade D).

Evidence Base

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a common disorder of the joints and is a leading cause of pain, disability, and loss of productivity. In 2006, OA was responsible for 97% of knee replacements and 83% of total hip replacements and was estimated to account for $10.5 billion in U.S. hospital charges (575 [EL 4; NE]). OA has been increasing in prevalence for 2 reasons. The first pertains to aging populations; OA is highly prevalent among the elderly and affects more than 37% of individuals over age 60 (576 [EL 3; SS]). Second, obesity is well-recognized as a risk factor for OA, particularly OA of the knee, and sharp increments in mean BMI in recent decades have contributed to higher OA prevalence (577 [EL 4; NE]; 578 [EL 4; NE]).

Excess body weight augments the load on the joints, such as the knee, which increases stress and hastens breakdown of cartilage (579 [EL 4; NE]). Forces transmitted across the knee joint approximate 2 to 3 times the body weight during walking due to kinetics of acceleration and muscle contractions and will increase commensurately with any weight gain (580 [EL 4; NE]). These stresses lead to erosion of smooth cartilage and degeneration in weight-bearing joints such as the knee, hip, and spine, resulting in pain, tenderness, and inflammation. Notably, obesity is also associated with increased OA in non-weight-bearing joints such as the hand (581 [EL 2; RCCCS]; 582 [EL 2; PCS]), indicating that influence of obesity on OA may involve a complex interaction of genetic, metabolic, and inflammatory factors, in addition to biomechanical stress (583 [EL 4; NE]; 584 [EL 4; NE]).

Most research examining the relationship between obesity and OA has focused on the knee joint. Estimating prevalence across populations can be problematic due to variations in the definitions for obesity and knee OA among investigators. Even so, prospective studies consistently indicate that obesity increases relative risk of OA by 2- to 10-fold (585 [EL 2; PCS]; 586 [EL 2; PCS]; 587 [EL 3; SS]; 588 [EL 3; SS]; 589 [EL 2; PCS]; 590 [EL 2; PCS]; 591 [EL 3; CSS]; 592 [EL 2; PCS]), and cross-sectional and case-control studies have repeatedly demonstrated an association between obesity and OA in multiple populations (593 [EL 2; PCS, case-controlled]; 594 [EL 3; CSS]; 595 [EL 3; CSS]; 596 [EL 2; PCS]; 597 [EL 2; PCS]; 598 [EL 2; PCS]; 599 [EL 2; PCS]; 600 [EL 2; PCS, case-controlled]). The NHANES I demonstrated that women with obesity had nearly 4 times the risk of knee OA as compared to women who did not have obesity. In men with obesity, the risk was nearly 5 times greater than in their counterparts without obesity (587 [EL 3; SS]). The NHANES data further revealed that people in the highest quintile of body weight have up to 10 times the risk of knee OA as those in the lowest quintile (588 [EL 3; SS]). In the Framingham Study cohort, individuals with overweight who did not have knee OA at baseline were at greater risk of later developing the disease (585 [EL 2; PCS]; 590 [EL 2; PCS]). Other investigations, which performed repeated X-rays over time, also have found that being overweight significantly increased the risk of developing knee OA on the basis of both radiographic and symptomatic manifestations (589 [EL 2; PCS]). In a longitudinal study of men and women aged 40 to 64 years, Manninen et al (592 [EL 2; PCS]) reported that for every standard deviation increase in BMI (3.8 kg/m²), there was a 40% increase in relative risk for developing OA of the knee. Blagojevic et al (601 [EL 2; MNRCT]) conducted a systematic review of 36 papers and reported all studies demonstrated that obesity and overweight were risk factors for knee OA and found that the random effects pooled OR for obesity compared to normal weight was 2.63 (95% CI: 2.28-3.05) (601 [EL 2; MNRCT]).
Executive Summary

- **Q3.13. Urinary stress incontinence**

Evidence Base

Obesity is recognized as a major risk factor for urinary incontinence in women. This relationship has been well-documented in multiple cross-sectional, case-control, and prospective cohort studies as delineated in systematic reviews by Hunskaar (602 [EL 2; MNRCT]) and Subak et al (603 [EL 2; MNRCT]). In the aggregate, there is a dose-response relationship with higher risk of urinary incontinence as BMI increases, with multivariate adjusted ORs for urinary incontinence ranging from 1.5 to 2 up to 4 to 5 in those with severe obesity. In the NHS II, 43% of 83,355 middle-aged women reported urinary incontinence, and the odds of severe urinary incontinence in individuals with BMI ≥30 kg/m² was 3.1 times greater (95% CI: 2.9, 3.3) than those with a BMI of 22 to 24 kg/m² (604 [EL 3; SS]). The EPINCONT study surveyed 34,755 Norwegian women and reported that there was a significant association between BMI and stress, urge, and mixed subtypes of urinary incontinence, although the relationship was strongest for stress and mixed types of incontinence (605 [EL 3; SS]). Similar findings were reported for data from Heart and Estrogen/Progestin Replacement Study (606 [EL 3; SS]) and the 1946 British Birth Cohort (607 [EL 3; SS]), with the associations with BMI being greater for stress or mixed urinary incontinence compared with urgency incontinence. Women with high BMI not only are more likely to develop incontinence, but they also tend to have more severe incontinence than women with lower BMI (605 [EL 3; SS]; 606 [EL 3; SS]).

The temporal association between BMI and urinary incontinence was demonstrated in the 1946 British Birth Cohort (608 [EL 2; PCS]), the Study of Women's Health Across the Nation (SWAN) (609 [EL 2; PCS]), the Leicestershire MRC Incontinence Study (610 [EL 3; SS]), and the NHS II (611 [EL 3; SS]). These studies show that earlier onset of obesity is associated with increased risk for urinary incontinence (608 [EL 2; PCS]), and that both higher BMI and greater weight gain as an adult are associated with increased risk of incident incontinence (609 [EL 2; PCS]; 610 [EL 3; SS]; 611 [EL 3; SS]). Regarding progressive weight gain, each 5-unit increase in BMI increases the risk of daily incontinence by approximately 60% (606 [EL 3; SS]; 612 [EL 3; SS]; 613 [EL 2; MNRCT]).

The associations with BMI and weight gain are stronger for incident stress urinary incontinence and mixed incontinence, compared with incident urgency incontinence (609 [EL 3; SS]; 610 [EL 2; PCS]).

In addition to BMI, WC is an independent risk factor for urinary incontinence. In a study of 769 Korean women, it was found that in comparison with women in the lowest quartile of WC, ORs for stress incontinence increased significantly in a dose-dependent relationship (1.79, 3.50, and 6.07) for the next highest quartiles, respectively, after adjustments for BMI (614 [EL 3; CSS]). In the NHS, multivariate analyses that adjusted for BMI indicated that WC was independently associated with stress incontinence (615 [EL 3; SS]). Consistent with this observation, WC and WHR appeared to be associated only with stress incontinence and not with urgency incontinence in the SWAN (609 [EL 2; PCS]) and Heart and Estrogen/Progestin Replacement studies (606 [EL 3; SS]). However, data from the Boston Area Community Health Survey (616 [EL 3; CSS]) and the Korea National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (617 [EL CSS]) indicated that measures of central adiposity are also correlated with urgency incontinence, and multiple investigators have established an association between metabolic syndrome and urge urinary incontinence (616 [EL 3; CSS]; 618 [EL 3; CSS]; 619 [EL 3; CSS]; 620 [EL 4; NE]).

Regarding mechanisms that link BMI and urinary incontinence, strong correlations have been observed between BMI, intra-abdominal pressure, and intravesical pressure predisposing to stress incontinence (621 [EL 2; RCCS]; 622 [EL 2; PCS, N = 12]; 623 [EL 3; CSS]). Furthermore, weight loss was associated with favorable changes in urodynamic indices including decreased initial intravesical pressure, decreased intravesical pressure at maximum capacity, and increased Valsalva leak point pressure (622 [EL 2; PCS, N = 12]; 623 [EL 3; CSS]; 624 [EL 1; RCT, N = 48]).

- **Q3.14. Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD)**

Executive Summary

- **R25.** Patients with overweight or obesity or who have increased WC should be evaluated for symptoms of GERD (Grade B; BEL 2); all patients with GERD should be evaluated for the presence of overweight or obesity (Grade C; BEL 3).

- **R26.** Patients with obesity and GERD symptoms should be evaluated by endoscopy if medical treatment fails to control symptoms (Grade B; BEL 2).

- **R27.** Endoscopy should be considered in patients with obesity and GERD symptoms prior to bariatric surgery (Grade B; BEL 2).
Evidence Base

Epidemiologic data have supported a strong association between excess adiposity and GERD. The prevalence of GERD in patients with overweight or obesity is significantly higher than in the general population and has been reported to be present in 15 to 65% of patients with obesity who seek weight-loss therapy, depending on the criteria for the diagnosis of GERD (625 EL 2; PCS; 626 [EL 2; PCS]; 627 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 628 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 629 [EL 3; SS]; 630 [EL 2; PCS]; 631 [EL 2; PCS]; 632 [EL 2; PCS]; 633 [EL 2; PCS]; 634 [EL 2; RCCS]; 635 [EL 2; PCS]). There is evidence that obesity is associated with complications related to longstanding reflux such as erosive esophagitis and Barrett’s esophagus. Central obesity, rather than BMI, appears to be more closely associated with these complications (636 [EL 4; NE]), but the underlying mechanisms for GERD in patients with obesity are not entirely clear and are likely multifactorial.

GERD has been associated with metabolic syndrome. GERD and metabolic syndrome were reported in 604 (16%) and 477 (12.6%) of 3,775 Japanese adults, respectively, who reported for their regular medical checkups (637 [EL 3; CCS]). GERD was diagnosed by endoscopy-proven reflux esophagitis, GERD symptoms (by standardized questionnaire scoring), or current medical therapy. Multiple logistic regression analysis showed that male gender, presence of hiatal hernia, metabolic syndrome, visceral adiposity, and gastric mucosal atrophy were significant predictors for the prevalence of GERD in this population. A cross-sectional study of 100 consecutive patients who had 24-hour pH-monitoring were assessed for the presence of metabolic syndrome (638 [EL 3; CSS]). Among these subjects, 54 were GERD-acid-positive and 46 were GERD-acid-free, and the gender distribution was comparable between groups. GERD-acid-positive patients were older (44.6 vs. 37.6 years, \( P = 0.006 \)), had more overweight or obesity (83.3% vs. 60.9%, \( P = 0.01 \)), and were more likely to have metabolic syndrome (50% vs. 20%; \( P = 0.002 \)) with an OR of 4.11 (95% CI: 1.66-10.14). Multivariate regression analysis showed that metabolic syndrome and age >30 years, but not BMI, were independent factors associated with GERD. However, the only metabolic syndrome traits that were independently associated with GERD were increased WC and fasting blood glucose >100 mg/dL.

In patients with proven GERD or Barrett’s esophagus randomly selected from a data registry and screened for metabolic syndrome (639 [EL 3; CSS]), obesity was present in 36% of patients with Barrett’s esophagus (n = 118) and 38% of age- and gender-matched GERD controls (n = 113), with a similar pattern of trunk fat mass (13 kg and 14 kg, respectively) in both groups. Metabolic syndrome was more common in the Barrett’s esophagus cohort using the National Cholesterol Education Program criteria (30% vs. 20%, \( P < 0.05 \)), but there was no significant difference when using the International Diabetes Federation criteria (42% vs. 37%, \( P = 0.34 \)).

Among residents of Olmsted County, Minnesota, case patients (n = 103) with Barrett’s esophagus were matched for age, gender, and duration of follow-up and compared to 2 control groups, 1 with and 1 without validated GERD symptoms (103 subjects in each group and none with known Barrett’s esophagus) (640 [EL 2; PCS, case-controlled]). Using univariate and multivariate logistic regression for each control group, 64% of Barrett’s cases, 47% of controls with GERD symptoms, and 50% of controls without GERD symptoms had metabolic syndrome. Metabolic syndrome was associated with a 2-fold increased risk of Barrett’s esophagus compared to those with (OR, 2.00; \( P = 0.02 \)) and without (OR, 1.90; \( P = 0.04 \)) GERD symptoms and was independent of BMI, smoking, and alcohol intake.

In a study of men who presented for colorectal cancer screening and who were recruited for upper endoscopy, Barrett’s esophagus was diagnosed in 70 of 822 (8.5%) subjects (641 [EL 3; CSS]). When mutually adjusting for covariates, Barrett’s esophagus was associated with weekly GERD symptoms (OR, 2.33; CI, 1.34-4.05), age (OR per 10 years, 1.53; CI, 1.05-2.25), WHR (OR per 0.10, 1.44; CI, 0.898-2.32), and cigarette pack years. A model including these 4 factors was more likely to be associated with Barrett’s esophagus in these men than a model based on GERD frequency and duration alone (0.72 vs. 0.61, \( P < 0.001 \)). A structured interview and anthropometric measures were conducted within a population-based, case-control study to match 247 controls with 237 cases of Barrett’s esophagus (70% men, matched by age and gender) (642 [EL 2; PCS, case-controlled]). Using multivariable logistic regression analysis, all measures of abdominal obesity to include WC, WHR, and sagittal abdominal diameter (SAD) were strongly associated with risk of Barrett’s esophagus in both the overall cohort (OR overall: WC 2.2, CI 1.4-3.5; WHR 1.8, CI 1.2-2.9; SAD 2.3, CI 1.4-3.7) and the men-only cohort (OR males only: WC 2.5, CI 1.4-4.3; WHR 2.4, CI 1.3-4.2; SAD 2.5, CI 1.4-4.3). In men, these associations were minimally attenuated by adjusting for symptoms of GERD, which suggests that non-GERD factors related to abdominal obesity may be important in the development of Barrett’s esophagus. In women, there was modest association between measures of abdominal obesity and risk of Barrett’s esophagus, but these were all abolished after adjusting for GERD symptoms.

To evaluate the possible association between BMI and esophageal adenocarcinoma, a nationwide population-based Swedish study of patients with newly diagnosed esophageal (n = 189) and gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma (n = 262) were matched to controls (n = 816) and included data on BMI 20 years before study inclusion (643 [EL 2; RCCS]). BMI appeared to have the largest
effect on gastroesophageal reflux frequency (i.e., >3 times per week). However, there was no increased risk of cancer among patients with BMI <25 kg/m² or ≥25 kg/m² 20 years before inclusion, with or without adjustment for gastroesophageal reflux frequency, severity, or duration.

The relationship between obesity and GERD is not readily evident in all studies. A prospective cross-sectional study to assess the presence of GERD and GERD-related esophageal lesions (i.e., erosive esophagitis and Barrett’s esophagus) was performed in 250 patients (mean age, 38.8 years; range, 18–64 years) with obesity (mean BMI, 45.3 kg/m²; range, 35 to 76.2 kg/m²) who were candidates for bariatric surgery (635 [EL 2; PCS]). All patients completed a validated GERD symptom questionnaire and had an upper endoscopy before surgery. GERD symptoms occurred in 38% of the patients (heartburn 29%, regurgitations 34%, or both 26%), 55% reported minor symptoms (defined as frequency <1/week and low intensity), and 16% were taking a PPI. The frequency and intensity of GERD symptoms were similar in patients with or without PPI use, and no relationship between WC and GERD symptoms was found. Endoscopy was normal in 49% of subjects and identified esophagitis in 5% (Los Angeles classification grade A, 92%; grade B, 0%; grade C, 8%), hiatal hernia in 13% (mean length, 4 cm), gastritis in 33% (Helicobacter pylori in 15%), and no evidence for Barrett’s esophagus or esophageal adenocarcinoma. In addition, in patients with BMI <45 kg/m² or ≥45 kg/m², there was no difference observed in the prevalence of GERD symptoms or esophageal lesions.

In a cohort study of 25 patients (9 men and 16 women) referred for bariatric surgery, visceral adipose tissue (VAT) was quantitatively assessed by means of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (644 [EL 3; CSS, N = 16]). GERD symptoms were evaluated using a standardized questionnaire, and upper endoscopy and esophageal manometry assessed anatomic pathology and lower esophageal sphincter (LES) pressure, respectively. The cohort BMI ranged between 35.2 and 59.1 kg/m², and compared to women, men had significantly higher WHR (P <0.0001) and VAT (P = 0.0021). Of interest, LES pressure and GERD-related symptoms were not dependent on anthropometric measures or VAT, and VAT did not correlate with BMI, indicating increased adiposity in the subcutaneous tissue.

In addition, not all studies in patients with GERD show a clear association between acid reflux and an increased BMI or WC (645 [EL 2; RCCS]; 646 [EL 2; PCS]; 647 [EL 2; RCCS]). In a retrospective review of 122 consecutive multichannel intraluminal impedance-pH (MII-pH) studies, reflux was classified as acid reflux or nonacid reflux episodes among patients divided into normal weight, overweight, and obese weight groups (645 [EL 2; RCCS]). Patients showed a clear association between increased nonacid reflux and higher BMI, but there was no significant difference among the groups in the frequency of acid reflux.

In 582 patients with obesity and GERD symptoms referred for manometry and ambulatory pH studies, the prevalence of obesity was greater in women (23% vs. 16%, P = 0.056), although more men had abdominal obesity (WC >99 cm, 41% vs. 28%, P = 0.001) (646 [EL 2; PCS]). Greater WC was associated with lower LES pressure, reduced abdominal LES length, peristaltic dysfunction, and increased exposure to esophageal acid (all P <0.001). However, multivariable analysis demonstrated that the effects of increasing WC on esophageal function did not explain increased acid reflux in the patients with obesity, suggesting independent effects of obesity and esophageal dysfunction on acid exposure.

Esophageal manometry and 24-hour pH results were extracted from a prospectively collected database in 245 patients (mean age, 52.2 ± 14 years; 54% men) and compared to subject anthropometric and endoscopy data (647 [EL 2; RCCS]). Supine acid exposure was significantly higher in patients with overweight and obesity than in normal-weight patients (both P = 0.02). In the normal-weight group (n = 87), the median acid exposure time was 1.1% (0 to 8.1%) supine, 7.7% (2.5 to 14.8%) upright, and 7.4% (2.7 to 11.7%) over 24 hours. In the overweight group (n = 104), the median acid exposure time was 4.9% (0.3 to 13.3%) supine, 11.1% (5.4 to 16.9%) upright, and 8.9% (4.7 to 15.8%) for 24 hours. In the obesity group (n = 54), the median acid exposure time was 4.1% (0.7 to 14.3%) supine, 10.5% (5 to 17.5%) upright, and 8.3% (5.3 to 17.4%) over 24 hours. Although an association between increasing BMI and acid exposure was observed, BMI was not independently predictive of acid reflux in this study. Multiple regression analysis showed that in the normal weight group, no contributing factor (i.e., hiatal hernia, LES pressure, intragastric pressure) was statistically significant in exposure to esophageal acid. In patients with overweight, presence of a hiatal hernia significantly predicted supine and total esophageal acid exposure (P = 0.005 and P = 0.01, respectively), as did decreasing LES pressure for the supine and the upright positions (P = 0.002 and P = 0.04, respectively). Increased intragastric pressure significantly contributed to total acid exposure in the obesity group (P = 0.05).

An important factor associated with GERD is the presence of a hiatal hernia (630 [EL 2; PCS]; 632 [EL 2; PCS]; 647 [EL 2; RCCS]; 648 [EL 2; RCCS]). GERD can occur with or without a hiatal hernia, and the latter is recognized as an obesity-related comorbidity. In 382 patients undergoing bariatric surgery, GERD was diagnosed pre-operatively in 170 patients (44.5%), and hiatal hernia was detected intra-operatively in 142 patients (37.2%) (632 [EL 2; PCS]). In another cohort study of 378 patients, where a standard pre-operative workup was done before bariatric surgery, 60 patients were diagnosed with GERD (15.8%) and 42 with hiatal hernia (11.1%) prior to sleeve gastrectomy (630 [EL 2; PCS]). At surgery, 55 of these patients...
A positive association between obesity and acid reflux has been documented in many studies (652 [EL 2; PCS]; 653 [EL 2; PCS, N = 46]; 654 [EL 2; PCS]; 655 [EL 2; PCS]; 656 [EL 2; PCS, N = 24]), although not all (645 [EL 2; RCCS]; 646 [EL 2; PCS]; 647 [EL 2; RCCS]). A retrospective analysis of 460 patients suspected for GERD who underwent MII-pH were analyzed at least 10 days free from PPI therapy using a standardized symptom-based questionnaire (651 [EL 1; MRCT]). Positive predictors for pathology in MII-pH included GERD symptoms, a positive symptom index score, male gender, and obesity. Positive predictors of response to PPI therapy were typical GERD symptoms (heartburn and regurgitation), a positive symptom index score, and abnormal MII-pH measurements, in addition to atypical symptoms such as hoarseness and fullness. Persistent abnormal acid exposure, hypertensive esophagus, and functional heartburn were evaluated in 151 patients with overweight or obesity and 95 normal-weight patients (mean age, 55 years; range, 18-75 years) with persistent GERD symptoms despite twice-daily PPI therapy (653 [EL 2; PCS]). All patients had normal endoscopy and underwent MII-pH monitoring, and reflux was classified as acid or nonacid episodes. A positive symptom index score was defined when >50% of symptoms were preceded by reflux episodes. Persistent abnormal acid exposure (% time pH <4) was found in 39 patients (BMI increased in 31, normal in 8), hypertensive esophagus in 77 patients (BMI increased in 43, normal in 34), and functional heartburn in 118 patients (BMI increased in 69, normal in 49). In all 3 groups, patients with increased BMI were more likely to have acid reflux than hypertensive esophagus or functional heartburn (P = 0.03). The total number of reflux episodes and nonacid reflux episodes significantly increased as BMI increased, but there was no significant difference in acid reflux among groups.

In a prospective study of 46 individuals with overweight or obesity (mean age, 49 years; mean BMI, 30.6 kg/m²; range, 25.1 to 45.6 kg/m²) and asymptomatic for GERD, endoscopy revealed esophagitis in 13 of 28 subjects (Los Angeles grade A, n = 10; grade B, n = 3) (654 [EL 2; PCS, N = 46]). A significant positive correlation was seen between BMI and both total and supine acid reflux episodes (pH <4, via ambulatory impedance-pH monitoring) and time of acid reflux. In a group of patients seeking bariatric surgery, 124 patients were compared to 15 normal-weight volunteers, and all patients completed a standardized questionnaire for GERD symptoms severity, upper endoscopy, and MII-pH monitoring (655 [EL 2; PCS]). Participants were grouped according to symptoms and endoscopy findings (negative for both, positive for symptoms and negative for endoscopy, and positive for both). Subjects without GERD symptoms or endoscopy findings did not have a significant increase in reflux. Subjects with symptomatic GERD had significantly increased esophageal acid exposure and total number of refuxes, with a higher grade of reflux in patients with both GERD symptoms and endoscopy findings. Abdominal MRI, esophageal endoscopy, and manometry with MII-pH were performed in upright and supine subjects before and after a meal in 24 healthy volunteers with small (n = 24) and large (n = 27) WC (656 [EL 2; PCS, N = 24]). The cardiac mucosa was
significantly longer in the large WC group (2.5 vs. 1.75 mm; \( P = 0.008 \)) and its length correlated with both intra-abdominal \( (P = 0.045) \) and total abdominal \( (P = 0.034) \) fat. The squamocolumnar junction was closer to the LES upper border (2.77 vs. 3.54 cm, \( P = 0.02 \)), the LES was shorter (3.0 vs. 4.5 cm, \( P = 0.43 \)), and gastric acidity extended more proximally within the LES in the large WC group.

Total and visceral obesity have recently been linked to GERD-related esophageal inflammation. To determine the correlation between GERD, esophageal inflammation, and obesity, 458 subjects receiving a comprehensive health examination also completed a standard GERD questionnaire, an upper endoscopy, and 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) positron emission tomography/computed tomography scanning \( (657 \ [EL 2; PCS]) \). Erosive esophagitis was scored using the Los Angeles classification system and inflammatory activity was represented by standardized uptake values of FDG. Subjects with erosive esophagitis identified by endoscopy \( (n = 178, 38.9\%) \) had significantly higher FDG uptake at the middle esophagus and esophagogastric junction \( (P<0.001 \) for both) and marginally higher uptake at the upper esophageal sphincter \( (P = 0.062) \), but no significant uptake in the stomach or duodenum. Heartburn was positively correlated with higher esophageal FDG values \( (P = 0.003) \), and the severity of erosive esophagitis seen at endoscopy also correlated with FDG uptake. Multivariate regression analyses showed that age \( (P = 0.027) \), alcohol intake \( (P = 0.03) \), subcutaneous adipose tissue \( (P<0.001) \), BMI \( (P<0.001) \), and WC \( (P<0.001) \) were all independently associated with higher esophageal FDG uptake.

- **Q3.15. Depression**

**Executive Summary**

- **R28.** Patients with overweight or obesity should be screened for depression; all patients with depression should be evaluated for the presence of overweight or obesity (Grade B; BEL 2).

**Evidence Base**

Depressive disorders are characterized by “the presence of sad, empty, or irritable mood, accompanied by somatic and cognitive changes that significantly affect the individual’s capacity to function.” Symptoms include depressed mood, anhedonia, weight changes, sleep disturbances, fatigue, feelings of worthlessness and/or hopelessness, and potentially suicidal ideation \( (658 \ [EL 4; NE]) \). Multiple studies have demonstrated that an association exists between obesity and depression \( (658 \ [EL 4; NE]; 659 \ [EL 3; SS]; 660 \ [EL 3; SS]; 661 \ [EL 4; NE]; 662 \ [EL 4; NE]; 663 \ [EL 2; PCS]; 664 \ [EL 4; NE]; 665 \ [EL 3; SS]; 666 \ [EL 2; MNRCT]) \). Recently, data from the NHANES (2005-2010) found that 43% of adults with depression had obesity and that adults with depression were more likely to have obesity \( (662 \ [EL 4; NE]) \). Additionally, studies find that mood disorders, including major depression, are associated with weight gain, overweight, and obesity \( (661 \ [EL 4; NE]) \).

Studies have varied as to causality and temporal association. Thus, whether depression and other mental disorder lead to obesity \( (667 \ [EL 2; PCS]; 668 \ [EL 2; MNRCT]) \) or whether obesity results in the development of depression \( (669 \ [EL 2; PCS]) \) is yet to be fully elucidated, and both scenarios are likely operative. A recent meta-analysis of 15 studies \( (N = 58,745) \) found that obesity increased risk for depression and that depression increased the odds of developing obesity \( (666 \ [EL 2; MNRCT]) \). Another study \( (N = 487) \) found that weight loss was associated with a significant fall in Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) scores at 1 year and 4 years after the gastric banding procedure and that the greatest decrease in BDI scores was found in younger women with greater excess weight loss \( (670 \ [EL 3; SS]) \).

The association between obesity and depression may be mediated by a number of mechanisms. Obesity is associated with insulin resistance \( (671 \ [EL 2; PCS]; 672 \ [EL 4; NE]) \) and systemic inflammation \( (673 \ [EL 2; PCS]; 674 \ [EL 3; CCS]; 675 \ [EL 3; CSS]) \), as well as dysregulation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis \( (676 \ [EL 4; NE]; 677 \ [EL 4; NE]) \), and these factors have been implicated in the pathogenesis of depression. On the other hand, obesity can lead to social stigmatization, body dissatisfaction, diminished self-esteem, and stress in societies where thinness is equated with beauty \( (678 \ [EL 3; SS]; 679 \ [EL 4; NE]) \). Disordered eating patterns, disability, and pain associated with obesity can also increase risk of depression \( (680 \ [EL 3; SS]; 681 \ [EL 3; CSS]; 682 \ [EL 3; SS]) \).

- **Q4. Do BMI or other measures of adiposity convey full information regarding the impact of excess body weight on the patient’s health?**

**Executive Summary**

- **R29.** All patients with overweight or obesity should be clinically evaluated for weight-related complications because BMI alone is not sufficient to indicate the impact of excess adiposity on health status; therefore, the diagnostic evaluation of patients with obesity should include an anthropometric assessment of adiposity and a clinical assessment of weight-related complications (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high relevance). Patients with overweight or obesity should be re-evaluated at intervals to monitor for any changes in adiposity and adiposity-related complications over time (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high relevance).
Evidence Base

The following evidence addresses whether BMI alone is sufficient to indicate health status in evaluating patients with obesity, as a function of specific weight-related complications.

- **Diabetes risk, metabolic syndrome, and prediabetes (IFG, IGT).** A proportion of individuals with obesity are insulin sensitive, do not exhibit metabolic syndrome traits, and have been referred to as “metabolically healthy obese” ([241 [EL 2; PCS, N = 22]; 259 [EL 3; SS]; 272 [EL 3; SS]; 274 [EL 2; PCS]). While obesity can exacerbate insulin resistance ([683 [EL 4; NE]), insulin sensitivity largely varies independent of BMI ([266 [EL 4; NE]; 268 [EL 2; PCS]), and the risk of diabetes is largely conferred by the presence of traits associated with insulin resistance (e.g., waist, triglycerides, HDL-c, BP, abnormal glucose tolerance) rather than BMI per se ([192 [EL 3; SS]; 241 [EL 2; PCS]; 272 [EL 2; PCS]; 275 [EL 2; RCCS]; 276 [EL 2; PCS, selection bias]). Therefore, obesity as assessed by BMI is neither sufficient nor necessary as a pathogenic factor in the development of insulin resistance, metabolic syndrome, and prediabetes.

- **Type 2 diabetes.** The proportion of adults who were normal weight at the time of incident diabetes ranged from 9 to 21% (overall 12%) across a substantial number of large cohort studies (Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities [ARIC], CARDIA, Cardiovascular Health Study [CHS], Framingham Heart Study, and Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis [MESA]) ([374 [EL 2; MNRCT]). In the Behavior Risk Factor Surveillance System, the prevalence of diabetes is 4.1% in normal-weight individuals, 7.3% in overweight, 14.9% in class II obesity, and 25.6% in severe class III obesity; thus, the clear majority of individuals with obesity do not have diabetes ([333 [EL 3; SS]). While BMI is a strong risk factor for T2DM, the data indicate that BMI is a poor indicator of the presence or absence of diabetes.

- **Dyslipidemia (including VLDL, LDL, and HDL).** Elevated BMI per se does not have a pronounced effect on concentrations of circulating LDL-c. High levels of LDL-c represent a major risk factor for CVD and can occur in patients with or without obesity ([684 [EL 2; PCS]). However, in those patients with insulin resistance and metabolic syndrome, obesity can be associated with a dyslipidemia characterized by elevated triglyceride levels, as a result of an excess of large triglyceride-laden VLDL particles, as well as decreased concentrations of HDL-c ([265 [EL 2; NRCT]). While levels of LDL-c may not be primarily affected, the cholesterol is packaged into smaller, denser LDL particles ([315 [EL 1; RCT]), which are more atherogenic ([316 [EL 2; PCS]; 317 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 318 [EL 2; PCS]). This dyslipidemia is a function of insulin resistance, which is not present in all individuals with obesity ([274 [EL 2; PCS]; 275 [EL 3; SS]). High triglycerides and low HDL-c constitute 2 of the 5 diagnostic criteria for metabolic syndrome, which is associated with increased risk of CVD and T2DM ([244 [EL 4; NE]).

- **Hypertension.** There is a strong association between elevated BMI and hypertension, with 23% of female and male patients with normal weight, 34 to 39% with overweight, 48 to 49% with class I obesity, 55 to 65% with class II obesity, and 63 to 64% with class III obesity having hypertension in the serial National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey III cross-sectional surveys from 1988 to 1994 ([330 [EL 3; SS]). Thus, not all patients with obesity are hypertensive. Hypertension has other risk factors independent of obesity, including age, ethnicity/race, sedentary lifestyle, cigarette smoking, high sodium intake, heavy alcohol use, stress, family history, and genetic factors ([685 [EL 4; NE]). Elevated BP is a criterion for metabolic syndrome and is associated with increased WC and insulin resistance ([244, [EL 2; PCS, N = 13]; 686 [EL 4; NE]).

- **CVD events and CVD mortality.** BMI is associated with increased risk of CVD events, principally through its association with other risk factors, such that independent risk conferred by BMI is usually minimized in multivariate analyses. For example, when adjusted for WC or the presence of metabolic syndrome, BMI is no longer a significant independent risk factor for CVD or becomes a much weaker predictor ([192 [EL 3; SS]; 241 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 255 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 256 [EL 2; PCS]; 275 [EL 2; RCCS]; 276 [EL 2; PCS, selection bias]). BMI has minimal effect on other major CVD risk factors such as LDL-c, smoking, family history, and genetic factors ([684 [EL 2; PCS]).

- **NAFLD and NASH.** NAFLD is recognized as the most common chronic liver disease in many countries, including the United States where it occurs in an estimated 23 to 30% of adults when diagnosed by ultrasound plus serum enzymes ([687 [EL 4; NE]; 688 [EL 4; NE]). Seventy percent of patients with obesity have NAFLD, while 30% do not, and only 15 to 20% of patients with obesity have NASH ([689 [EL 3; CCS, N = 23]). While the factors that predict which patients with NAFLD will progress to NASH and cirrhosis have not been elucidated, factors other than generalized obesity appear to predominate ([690 [EL 2; RCCS]; 691 [EL 3; CCS, retrospective analysis]). In addition
to obesity, metabolic syndrome and insulin resistance have been implicated as major contributors to NAFLD and NASH. The risk of NAFLD increases as the number of metabolic syndrome traits increases (388 [EL 3; CSS]), and the distribution of adipose tissue and not BMI is a strong independent predictor of NAFLD (390 [EL 4; NE]), particularly in certain ethnicities, such as Asians (391 [EL 2; RCCS]).

- Male hypogonadism. The Hypogonadism in Males Study indicated that, for men with obesity the prevalence of hypogonadism (defined as total testosterone <300 ng/dL) was 52.4% (507 [EL 3; CSS]). Among all men >45 years of age, 38.7% had hypogonadism, including 32.3% of men with obesity, while only 17% of eugonadal men had obesity. T2DM, insulin resistance, and metabolic syndrome are also strong risk factors for hypogonadism (692 [EL 4; NE]). Metabolic syndrome is frequently associated with reduced testosterone and sex hormone–binding globulin levels (693 [EL 2; PCS, case-controlled, N = 52 cases, 20 controls]; 694 [EL 3; CSS]), and WC is an independent and stronger predictor of low testosterone than BMI (695 [EL 3; CSS]; 696 [EL 3; CSS]).

- Female infertility and PCOS. There is a U-shaped association between BMI and infertility, with increased risk at BMI <20 kg/m² and a progressive increase as the BMI rises above 24 kg/m², with 25% of infertility in women estimated to be attributable to obesity (465 [EL 2; PCS]). The prevalence rates of PCOS in women with underweight, normal-weight, overweight, and obesity were 8.2, 9.8, 9.9, and 9.0%, respectively, with rates rising to 12.4% when the BMI is >35 kg/m² (458 [EL 2; RCCS]). Thus, the majority of women with overweight and obesity do not experience infertility or PCOS, and these problems can also afflict normal-weight women (442 [EL 4; NE]). Central adiposity is an independent risk factor associated with decreased probability of conception independent of BMI in women with and without PCOS involving both natural and assisted reproductive technology (446 [EL 4; NE]; 697 [EL 2; PCS]; 698 [EL 2; PCS]).

- Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA). Obstructive sleep apnea affects ~70% of patients with obesity, and prevalence rates rise progressively as the BMI exceeds 29 kg/m² (523 [EL 4; NE]; 543 [EL 4; NE]). Clearly, not all patients with obesity have OSA (525 [EL 3; SS]; 546 [EL 4; NE]). Insulin resistance, abdominal obesity, enlarged neck circumference, and T2DM are also risk factors for OSA (522 [EL 3; CSS]; 545 [EL 2; PCS]; 546 [EL 3; SS]).

- Osteoarthritis. Increasing BMI is associated with progressive increments in the OR for OA of the knee up to an OR of 10 in patients with severe obesity when compared with normal weight individuals. However, OA can afflic individuals a lean or who have obesity, and not all patients with overweight and obesity have OA (587 [EL 3; SS]; 588 [EL 3; SS]; 591 [EL 3; CSS]; 592 [EL 2; PCS]). Other independent risk factors for OA include age, work history, knee trauma, participation in certain sports, and elevated adipocytokines (583 [EL 3; SS]; 587 [EL 3; SS]; 588 [EL 3; CSS]; 591 [EL 2; PCS]; 592 [EL 4; NE]).

- Urinary stress incontinence. BMI increases risk for stress urinary incontinence (602 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 604 [EL 3; SS]) associated with increased intra-abdominal and intravesical pressure (623 [EL 3; CSS]), although the majority of women with obesity and overweight do not experience incontinence, and this disorder affects normal-weight individuals as well (602 [EL 3; SS]; 604 [EL 3; SS]; 699 [EL 2; MNRCT]). Other factors in addition to BMI constitute independent risk factors for urinary incontinence including age, WC, parity, previous hysterectomy, metabolic syndrome, and depression (699 [EL 3; SS]).

- Gastroesophageal reflux disease. Most (700 [EL 4; NE]; 701 [EL 3; SS]; 702 [EL 2; RCCS]) but not all (703 [EL 2; RCCS]) studies show a significant association between elevated BMI and presence of GERD. GERD is common in both individuals who are lean and those who have obesity, with the result that ORs attributable to obesity are somewhat modest in the range of 1.22 to 2.8 (701 [EL 3; SS]; 702 [EL 2; RCCS]). The pathophysiology involves abnormal functioning of the LES (704 [EL 4; NE]). Other risk factors include positive family history, cigarette smoking, hiatal hernia, delayed gastric emptying, H. pylori infection, and alcohol consumption (700 [EL 4; NE]; 701 [EL 3; SS]; 702 [EL 2; RCCS]); 703 [EL 2; RCCS]; 704 [EL 4; NE]; 705 [EL 4; NE]).

Q5. Do patients with excess adiposity and related complications benefit more from weight loss than patients without complications? Can weight loss be used to treat weight-related complications, and, if so, how much weight loss would be required? (Table 8 in Executive Summary)
though weight loss associated with these medications may produce clinical benefits.

- Q5.1. Is weight loss effective to treat to diabetes risk (i.e., prediabetes, metabolic syndrome) and prevent progression to type 2 diabetes? How much weight loss would be required?

**Executive Summary**

- **R30.** Patients with overweight or obesity and with either metabolic syndrome or prediabetes, or patients identified to be at high risk of T2DM based on validated risk-staging paradigms, should be treated with lifestyle therapy that includes a reduced-calorie healthy meal plan and a physical activity program incorporating both aerobic and resistance exercise to prevent progression to diabetes (Grade A; BEL 1). The weight-loss goal should be 10% (Grade B; BEL 2).
- **R31.** Medication-assisted weight loss employing phentermine/topiramate ER, liraglutide 3 mg, or orlistat should be considered in patients at risk for future T2DM and should be used when needed to achieve 10% weight loss in conjunction with lifestyle therapy (Grade A; BEL 1).
- **R32.** Diabetes medications, including metformin, acarbose, and thiazolidinediones, can be considered in selected high-risk patients with prediabetes who are not successfully treated with lifestyle and weight-loss medications and who remain glucose intolerant (Grade A; BEL 1).

**Evidence Base**

The goals of therapy in patients with insulin resistance and cardiometabolic disease risk are to prevent progression to T2DM and to improve CV risk by treating hypertension and dyslipidemia (18 [EL 4; NE]; 246 [EL 4; NE]; 247 [EL 4; NE]). Effective prevention of T2DM is critical for reducing patient suffering and the escalating social costs resulting from the rising prevalence rates of diabetes. In patients who have overweight or obesity, weight loss is highly effective in preventing or delaying progression to T2DM (706 [EL 1; RCT]; 707 [EL 1; RCT]; 708 [EL 1; RCT]; 709 [EL 1; RCT]; 710 [EL 1; RCT]; 711 [EL 1; RCT]), particularly in high-risk patients with prediabetes (706 [EL 1; RCT]; 707 [EL 1; RCT]; 708 [EL 1; RCT]) or metabolic syndrome (244 [EL 1; RCT]; 712 [EL 4; NE]; 713 [EL 4; NE]). Due to the high prevalence of overweight and obesity (~70% in the United States) and large individual variation in risk, risk stratification is required to target more aggressive weight-loss therapy to higher risk patients. Prediabetes and metabolic syndrome are 2 clinical constructs that effectively identify individuals at high risk of T2DM (18 [EL 4; NE]; 246 [EL 4; NE]; 247 [EL 4; NE]). Other risk-staging approaches (241 [EL 3; SS]; 271 [EL 3; SS]; 279 [EL 4; NE]; 280 [EL 2; PCS]; 281 [EL 3; SS]; 282 [EL 3; SS]; 283 [EL 3; SS]; 284 [EL 2; PCS]; 285 [EL 4; NE]; 286 [EL 4; NE]; 287 [EL 3; SS]), such as Cardiometabolic Disease Staging (241 [EL 3; SS]; 271 [EL 3; SS]), can be used to provide a more granular and quantitative stratification of diabetes and CVD risks.

Three major, randomized, clinical trials, the Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP) (708 [EL 1; RCT]; 714 [EL 2; PCS]; 715 [EL 1; RCT]), the Finnish Diabetes Prevention Study (707 [EL 1; RCT]; 716 [EL 1; RCT]; 717 [EL 1; RCT]), and the Da Qing Diabetes Prevention Study (706 [EL 1; RCT]; 718 [EL 1; RCT]) all demonstrated the impressive efficacy of weight loss accompanying lifestyle/behavioral therapy to prevent T2DM. At the same time, weight loss also ameliorated insulin sensitivity and reduced CVD risk factors, including improvements in BP, lipids, and markers of inflammation. In these studies, lifestyle modifications generally involved reductions in caloric intake (by 500 to 1,000 calories/day), behavioral interventions, and increases in physical activity. The DPP study randomized subjects with IGT to control, metformin, and lifestyle intervention subgroups over 4 years, and lifestyle modification was found to reduce progression to T2DM by 58% and metformin by 31%, compared with placebo (708 [EL 1; RCT]). Subjects achieved approximately 6% mean weight loss at 2 years and 4% weight loss at 4 years in the lifestyle intervention arm, and, in post-hoc analysis, a progressive 16% reduction in T2DM risk was seen with every kilogram of weight loss (708 [EL 1; RCT]; 714 [EL 2; PCS]). With observational follow-up after termination of the study, there was still a significant reduction in the cumulative incidence of T2DM in the lifestyle treatment group at 10 years, despite the fact that BMI levels had equalized among the 3 treatment arms (715 [EL 1; RCT]). In addition to the reductions in T2DM, there was evidence in the Da Qing study that CVD events and mortality were reduced after 23 years when comparing the combined subgroups treated with diet and physical activity with the controls (718 [EL 1; RCT]). A meta-analysis of 12 RCTs concluded that lifestyle was effective in preventing diabetes compared with controls, with RR of 0.60 (95% CI: 0.35, 1.05) after 1 year and 0.63 after 3 years (95% CI: 0.51, 0.79) with equal benefits noted in both men and women (719 [EL 1; MRCT]).

Weight loss through lifestyle changes alone can be difficult to maintain (720 [EL 1; MRCT]), and pharmacotherapy or surgery, employed as an adjunct to lifestyle therapy, can be considered. In RCTs comparing weight-loss medication plus lifestyle with lifestyle alone, orlistat (721 [EL 1; RCT]), phentermine/topiramate ER (712 [EL 1; RCT]; 722 [EL 1; RCT]), and liraglutide (3 mg/day) (68 [EL 1; RCT]) produced greater weight loss and more profound reductions in incident diabetes. Treatment with lifestyle therapy plus phentermine/topiramate ER achieved 12.1% weight loss after 2 years (compared to 2.5% weight...
loss in lifestyle alone), as well as a 79% reduction in the annualized T2DM incidence rate in patients with metabolic syndrome or prediabetes at baseline (712 [EL 1; RCT]). Diabetes prevention trials employing lorcaserin or naltrexone ER/buproprion ER have not been published. Rates of incident diabetes were also reduced in patients treated with a variety of bariatric surgical procedures (723 [EL 2; RCCS]; 724 [EL 2; PCS]; 725 [EL 2; NRCT]; 726 [EL 3; CSS]; 727 [EL 2; NRCT]; 728 [EL 2; PCS, case-controlled]), which vary in their efficacy for weight loss.

The ability to prevent T2DM has been shown to be dependent on the magnitude of weight loss; however, is there a threshold for the degree of weight loss above which there is no additional benefit? In the DPP, maximal prevention of diabetes was observed at about 10% weight loss (714 [EL 2; PCS]). This is consistent with the study employing phentermine/topiramate ER where weight loss of 10% reduced incident diabetes by 79% and any further weight loss to ≥15% did not lead to additional prevention (712 [EL 1; RCT]). The bariatric surgery studies produced greater weight loss than observed following lifestyle and pharmacotherapy interventions, yet, in 2 studies, there was a maximum of 76 to 80% reduction in diabetes rates (725 [EL 2; NRCT]; 728 [EL 2; PCS, case-controlled]), similar to that observed in the phentermine/topiramate ER intervention, which had lesser weight loss.

These combined data suggest that 10% weight loss will reduce the risk of future T2DM by ~80%, and this represents a threshold above which further weight loss will not result in additional preventive benefits. Thus, residual risk for T2DM may exist that cannot be eliminated by weight loss. T2DM is a heterogeneous disease, and some individuals may have a heavy burden of genetic/environmental interactions that lead inexorably to T2DM regardless of weight loss. In any event, based on studies employing lifestyle (714 [EL 2; PCS]), weight-loss medications (712 [EL; 1; RCT]), and bariatric surgery (725 [EL 2; NRCT]; 728 [EL 2; PCS, case-controlled]), an 80% reduction in progression to T2DM among high-risk individuals can be achieved if the intervention results in ≥10% weight loss.

Regular physical activity by itself (729 [EL 2; NRCT]; 728 [EL 2; PCS, case-controlled]), similar to that observed in the phentermine/topiramate ER intervention, which had lesser weight loss.

These combined data suggest that 10% weight loss will reduce the risk of future T2DM by ~80%, and this represents a threshold above which further weight loss will not result in additional preventive benefits. Thus, residual risk for T2DM may exist that cannot be eliminated by weight loss. T2DM is a heterogeneous disease, and some individuals may have a heavy burden of genetic/environmental interactions that lead inexorably to T2DM regardless of weight loss. In any event, based on studies employing lifestyle (714 [EL 2; PCS]), weight-loss medications (712 [EL; 1; RCT]), and bariatric surgery (725 [EL 2; NRCT]; 728 [EL 2; PCS, case-controlled]), an 80% reduction in progression to T2DM among high-risk individuals can be achieved if the intervention results in ≥10% weight loss.

Regular physical activity by itself (729 [EL 2; NRCT]; 730 [EL 2; PCS]) or as part of a comprehensive lifestyle plan (706 [EL 1; RCT]; 707 [EL 1; RCT]; 708 [EL 1; RCT]; 714 [EL 2; PCS]; 716 [EL 1; RCT]) can also prevent progression to T2DM in high-risk individuals. Structured exercise improves fitness, muscle strength, and insulin sensitivity (731 [EL 1; RCT]; 732 [EL 2; PCS]; 733 [EL 1; RCT]). In the context of an overall lifestyle intervention, regular physical activity can contribute to weight loss and prevention of weight regain and improve CVD risk factors such as lipids and BP (706 [EL 1; RCT]; 707 [EL 1; RCT]; 708 [EL 1; RCT]). Studies have demonstrated beneficial effects of both aerobic and resistance exercise and additive benefits when both forms of exercise are combined (734 [EL 1; RCT]; 735 [EL 1; MRC, 8 controlled trials with unclear randomization]; 736 [EL 1; RCT]). For cardiometabolic conditioning, evidence-based guidelines proposed by the ADA, AHA, and the American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) are well aligned (28 [EL 4; NE]; 29 [EL 4; NE]) in their recommendations for a combination of regular aerobic and resistance exercise. In patients who are unable to engage in optimal physical activity, studies have shown that a walking program is associated with reductions in diabetes incidence (737 [EL 3; SS]; 738 [EL 2; PCS]; 739 [EL 2; PCS]). Reductions in sedentary behavior may also be beneficial (740 [EL 2; PCS]).

Oral glucose-lowering agents have also been studied for their ability to prevent diabetes. RCTs have demonstrated efficacy for metformin (708 [EL 1; RCT]), acarbose (741 [EL 1; RCT]; 742 [EL 1; MRCT]), rosiglitazone (743 [EL 1; RCT]; 744 [EL 1; RCT]; 745 [EL 1; RCT]), and pioglitazone (746 [EL 1; RCT]). Hopper et al (747 [EL 1; RCT]) conducted a meta-analysis of 10 RCTs encompassing 20,872 subjects, including both weight-loss/lifestyle and pharmacologic interventions, and found that lifestyle approaches not involving diabetes drugs were superior to drug-based approaches in diabetes prevention (0.52, 95% CI: 0.46-0.58 vs. 0.70, 95% CI: 0.58-0.85, P<0.05). Metformin (first-line), acarbose, and thiazolidinediones have been recommended for consideration to prevent diabetes by the AACE (247 [EL 4; NE]) and the ADA (246 [EL 4; NE]) in patients with both prediabetes and metabolic syndrome traits.

• Q5.2. Is weight loss effective to treat type 2 diabetes? How much weight loss would be required?

**Executive Summary**

• R33. Patients with overweight or obesity and T2DM should be treated with lifestyle therapy to achieve 5 to 15% weight loss or more as needed to achieve targeted lowering of A1C (Grade A; BEL 1). Weight-loss therapy should be considered regardless of the duration or severity of T2DM, both in newly diagnosed patients and in patients with longer-term disease on multiple diabetes medications (Grade A; BEL 1).

• R34. Weight-loss medications should be considered as an adjunct to lifestyle therapy in all patients with T2DM as needed for weight loss sufficient to improve glycemic control, lipids, and BP (Grade A; BEL 1).

• R35. Patients with obesity (BMI ≥30 kg/m²) and diabetes who have failed to achieve targeted clinical outcomes following treatment with lifestyle therapy and weight-loss medications may be considered for bariatric surgery, preferably Roux-en-Y gastric bypass, sleeve gastrectomy, or biliopancreatic diversion; also see recommendations.
Evidence Base

While the relationship between obesity and pathogenesis of T2DM is complex, weight loss represents highly effective therapy for glycemic control and improving CV risk factors in individuals with overweight/obesity and T2DM (748 [EL 4; NE]). The value of weight-loss therapy as a primary treatment approach in T2DM, whether at initial diagnosis or in conjunction with medical therapy at any time over the course of the disease, is emphasized in recent guidelines advocated by the AACE (15 [EL 4; NE]; 18 [EL 4; NE]), the Endocrine Society (22 [EL 4; NE]), and the American Society for Metabolic and Bariatric Surgery (11 [EL 4; NE]).

Lifestyle intervention is a critical component of weight-loss therapy in patients with obesity and T2DM. An analysis of response to nutritional intervention in the United Kingdom Prospective Diabetes Study (UKPDS) demonstrated that decrements in fasting glucose were correlated with degree of weight loss (749 [EL 1; RCT]), and, in another study, T2DM patients losing >6.9 kg (or at least 10% of baseline weight) over the course of 48 months experienced significant improvements in glucose, A1C, and lipid profiles (750 [EL 4; NE]). A systematic review and meta-analysis of 10 RCTs assessing lifestyle interventions in patients with T2DM found that the pooled effect of weight loss averaging 3.33 kg (95% CI: 5.06, 1.60) was a decline in A1C of 0.29% (95% CI: 0.61%, 0.03%) compared with standard care (751 [EL 1; MRCT]). Franz et al (752 [EL 1; MRCT]) conducted a meta-analysis of 11 RCTs employing lifestyle interventions with duration of at least 1 year encompassing 6,754 subjects. In the majority of studies considered, lifestyle intervention produced <5% weight loss, together with little or no beneficial effects on A1C, lipids, or BP. However, those treatment arms resulting in weight loss >5% experienced significant benefits regarding A1C, lipids, and BP. These later interventions employed more intense lifestyle programs, including energy restriction, regular physical activity, and frequent contact with health professionals.

An older meta-analysis assessed 22 RCTs of lifestyle interventions of variable intensity conducted before 2004 involving 4,659 participants with follow-up lasting 1 to 5 years (753 [EL 1; MRCT]). The pooled weight loss in comparison with usual care was 1.7 kg (95% CI: 0.3 to 3.2 kg); however, mean weight loss in the individual studies was variable, and changes in A1C corresponded to changes in weight.

More recently, the benefits of an intensive lifestyle and behavioral weight-loss intervention in T2DM was rigorously examined in the Look AHEAD (Action for Health in Diabetes) trial (754 [EL 1; RCT]; 755 [EL 1; RCT]). This study randomized T2DM patients to an intensive lifestyle intervention versus standard diabetes support and education. The intensive lifestyle intervention resulted in 4.7% weight loss after 4 years, accompanied by lower glycemia and A1C values with less need for diabetes medications, diabetes remission in ~10% of patients, lower DBP and SBPs, improved lipids (higher HDL, lower triglycerides), improvements in sleep apnea as reflected by lower apnea hypopnea index scores, increased mobility, slower progression of nephropathy, and improved QOL (754 [EL 1; RCT]; 755 [EL 1; RCT]; 756 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]; 757 [EL 1; RCT]; 758 [EL 1; RCT, secondary observational analysis]; 759 [EL 1; RCT]; 760 [EL 1; RCT, hidden Markov models]; 761 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]; 762 [EL 1; RCT, secondary analysis]). However, the principal outcome measure in Look AHEAD was CVD events, and the study was discontinued prematurely after an interim analysis showed no difference between treatment groups.

Increased physical activity is an important component of lifestyle therapy in diabetes. Structured physical activity can improve glycemic control in T2DM without a change in BMI (763 [EL 1; MRCT]) and can improve fitness, muscle strength, and insulin sensitivity in both T2DM and type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) (763 [EL 1; MRCT]). In the context of an overall lifestyle intervention, regular exercise can contribute to weight loss and prevention of weight regain, lower A1C values, enhance mobility, and improve CV risk factors such as lipids and BP (760 [EL 4; NE]; 764 [EL 1; MRCT]; 765 [EL 1; RCT, hidden Markov models]). Studies have demonstrated beneficial effects of both aerobic and resistance exercise, and additive benefits when both forms of exercise are combined (760 [EL 1; RCT, hidden Markov models]; 766 [EL 4; NE]). Two meta-analyses of RCTs have concluded that structured physical activity programs featuring aerobic and/or resistance training can substantially lower A1C values in T2DM with minimal or no weight loss (767 [EL 1; RCT]; 768 [EL 1; MRCT]). Physical activity guidelines proposed by the ADA, the AHA, and the ACSM are well aligned and advocate aerobic and resistance exercise (28 [EL 1; MRCT]; 763 [EL 4; NE]). Physical activity will need to be specifically designed to accommodate patients with autonomic neuropathy, retinopathy, and diabetic foot disease (769 [EL 4; NE]; 770 [EL 4; NE]; 771 [EL 2; PCS]; 772 [EL 4; NE]).

The addition of weight-loss medications has been shown to achieve more weight loss than lifestyle interventions alone and to produce greater benefits regarding A1C lowering and improvements in cardiometabolic risk factors. All weight-loss medications approved for chronic
therapy of obesity have been studied in RCTs enrolling T2DM patients (71 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]; 773 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]; 774 [EL 1; RCT]; 775 [EL 1; RCT]; 776 [EL 2; RCT]; 777 [EL 1; RCT]; 778 [EL 1; RCT]; 779 [EL 1; RCT]). In these studies, all T2DM patients were treated with a lifestyle intervention and then randomized to placebo versus weight-loss medication. Weight loss in T2DM patients treated with orlistat (773 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]; 774 [EL 1; RCT]; 775 [EL 1; RCT]), phentermine/topiramate ER (776 [EL 1; RCT]; 777 [EL 1; RCT]); lorcaserin (71 [EL 1; RCT]), naltrexone ER/bupropion ER (778 [EL 1; RCT]), and high-dose liraglutide (3 mg/day) (779 [EL 1; RCT]) consistently led to lower A1C, together with the reduced need for conventional diabetes medications in actively managed patients, when compared with patients treated with lifestyle modification alone.

Medication-assisted weight loss in many of these studies also resulted in reductions in BP, lower triglycerides, higher HDL-c, decreased levels of hepatic transaminases, and improvements in biomarkers of CV risk such as C-reactive protein, fibrinogen, and adiponectin. By way of example, treatment with phentermine/topiramate ER resulted in 9 to 10% weight loss in T2DM at 1 year, and reduced A1C by 0.4% in patients with mild diabetes (with a mean A1C value of 7.0% at baseline) and by 1.6% in patients with more severe, long-standing diabetes on multiple medications (with A1C value of 8.6% at baseline) (776 [EL 1; RCT]). Importantly, these improvements were significantly greater than the lifestyle intervention alone and occurred despite greater reductions in the need for conventional diabetes drugs. In a meta-analysis of 7 RCTs involving 1,249 patients with overweight/obesity and T2DM, Ruof et al (780 [EL 1; RCT]) found that those patients responding to orlistat (i.e., ≥5% weight loss) exhibited pooled mean weight loss of 8.6 kg and decrements of 1.16% in A1C, 5.3% in total cholesterol, and 5.2 mm Hg in SBP.

Weight loss achieved by lifestyle alone or with medications will lead to lowering of A1C at all phases of T2DM, both in recent-onset patients and in patients with chronic disease on multiple medications. This was observed with lifestyle therapy in the UKPDS study enrolling patients with newly diagnosed T2DM (749 [EL 1; RCT]) and in the Look AHEAD study in which 84% of patients were taking diabetes medications, nearly half on multiple medications and 15% on insulin, with an average duration of known diabetes of 6.8 years (781 [EL 1; MRCT]). In both the UKPDS and Look AHEAD studies, greater degrees of weight loss led to progressive lowering of A1C values (749 [EL 1; RCT]; 754 [EL 1; RCT]). In clinical trials of phentermine/topiramate ER, the medication plus lifestyle treatment arm in patients with T2DM experienced lower A1C and less need for diabetes medications than in the placebo plus lifestyle arm (776 [EL 1; RCT]; 777 [EL 1; RCT]). These benefits were observed both in the OB-202/DM-230 study featuring more recent-onset patients with disease duration of 5 years, more mild hyperglycemia with baseline A1C of 6.8%, and an average of 0.6 diabetes medications per patient, and in the CONQUER study in which the T2DM patients had diabetes for 8 to 9 years, higher baseline A1C of 8.7%, and 1.6 medications per patient (776 [EL 1; RCT]).

Bariatric surgery can be considered in T2DM when the BMI is ≥35 kg/m², particularly if the diabetes or associated comorbidities are difficult to control with lifestyle and pharmacologic therapy (11 [EL 4; NE]). The Surgical Treatment and Medications Potentially Eradicate Diabetes Efficiently trial was a randomized, controlled, single-center study comparing outcomes of intensive medical therapy alone versus intensive medical therapy plus Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) or sleeve gastrectomy (SG) with 50 T2DM patients randomized to each arm (782 [EL 3; CSS, baseline characteristics of a planned RCT]; 783 [EL 1; RCT]). One-year and 3-year outcomes showed that a significantly higher percentage of bariatric surgery patients met the primary endpoint of A1C ≤6%, and this was associated with a decrease in the number of diabetes medications when compared to the patients treated by medical therapy alone.

When comparing medical versus surgical therapy, these data should be interpreted cautiously, because glycemic control in the medically treated patients was not optimal, and the study did not include a weight-loss arm using intensive lifestyle/behavior therapy plus weight-loss medications. The Swedish Obese Subjects (SOS) study was a nonrandomized, prospective, controlled of 4,047 subjects with obesity who who underwent bariatric surgery or received conventional treatment (784 [EL 1; RCT]; 785 [EL 2; PCS]). In a subgroup analysis of 343 patients with T2DM at baseline, bariatric surgery brought 72% into remission (i.e., blood glucose ≤110 mg/dL on no diabetes drugs) compared to 16% in remission in medically treated controls at 2 years, decreasing to remission of 30% in the bariatric group versus 7% in the medically treated controls at 15 years (784 [EL 1; RCT]). Additional trials and cohort studies have demonstrated clinical benefits of bariatric surgery procedures in T2DM (727 [EL 2; NRCT]; 786 [EL 1; RCT]; 787 [EL 4; NE]; 788 [EL 4; NE]; 789 [EL 1; RCT]; 790 [EL 1; RCT]; 791 [EL 1; RCT]).

Ribaric et al (792 [EL 1; RCT]) conducted a meta-analysis of 5 RCTs and 11 nonrandomized studies comparing bariatric surgery and conventional treatment in T2DM patients and determined that surgery led to lower BMI (-8.3 kg/m²), A1C values (-1.1%), and fasting glucose levels (-24.9 mg/dL), and resulted in a 63.5% diabetes remission rate at 17 months compared with 15.6% remission in the conventional treatment group. Systematic reviews and meta-analyses by Gloy et al (793 [EL 1; MRCT]) and Buchwald et al (794 [EL 1; RCT]), involving nonrandomized
interventional trials, single-arm observational studies, and a few RCTs, concluded that bariatric surgery procedures led to T2DM remission rates of 60% and 78% accompanied by weight loss of 26.0 kg and 38.5 kg, respectively. Yu et al (794 [EL 1; RCT]) analyzed 2 RCTs and 24 cohort studies and determined that bariatric surgical procedures produced pooled mean decrements of 13.4 kg/m² in BMI, 1.8% in A1C, and 59.7 mg/dL in fasting glucose; the diabetes remission rate was 64.7% with the following order of effectiveness: biliopancreatic/duodenal switch, gastric bypass, gastric sleeve, gastric band. A meta-analysis of 27 studies of surgical outcomes following SG demonstrated a diabetes remission rate of 66% (795 [EL 1; RCT]). The relative effectiveness of individual procedures producing diabetes remission is controversial, with some meta-analyses favoring gastric bypass over gastric sleeve (794 [EL 1; RCT]; 796 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 797 [EL 2; MNRCT]) and others concluding that these procedures are equally effective, while the gastric band is consistently found to be less effective.

Many (794 [EL 1; RCT]; 796 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 797 [EL 2; MNRCT]) but not all (798 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 799 [EL 2; MNRCT]) studies indicate that greater degrees of weight loss following surgery are more likely to result in diabetes remission. In any event, remission is the proper terminology as opposed to cure since overt diabetes returns in over half of these patients in less than 10 years (784 [EL 1; RCT]). Bariatric surgery must be balanced against the inherent risks of surgical complications and mortality, and also against potential nutritional deficiencies, weight regain in some patients, and the need for lifelong lifestyle support and medical monitoring (11 [EL 4; NE]).

Iatrogenic weight gain in diabetes. While the clinical benefits of weight-loss therapy in T2DM have been documented, individuals with T2DM tend to have more difficulty achieving and maintaining weight loss than those without diabetes (797 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 800 [EL 2; MNRCT]). One reason that weight-loss attempts may sometimes be slightly less effective in diabetes is that several medications used to treat diabetes result in weight gain (18 [EL 4; NE]; 22 [EL 4; NE]; 801 [EL 2; NRCT]). The classes of drugs most likely to cause weight gain are insulin, insulin secretagogues (sulfonylureas and meglitinides), and thiazolidinediones. Other glucose-lowering medications are weight neutral (dipeptidyl peptidase 4 [DPP-4] inhibitors, alpha-glucosidase inhibitors, colestevelam, bromocriptine) or may lead to a modest degree of weight loss (metformin, pramlintide, glucagon-like peptide 1 [GLP-1] receptor agonists, sodium glucose co-transporter-2 inhibitors).

While clinicians should not refrain from prescribing insulin or other medications when needed to achieve A1C targets, the medication options that are weight neutral or associated with modest weight loss are preferable for patients with obesity and T2DM (18 [EL 4; NE]; 22 [EL 4; NE]).

Q5.3. Is weight loss effective to treat dyslipidemia? How much weight loss would be required?

Executive Summary

- **R37.** Patients with overweight or obesity and dyslipidemia (elevated triglycerides and reduced HDL-c) should be treated with lifestyle therapy to achieve a 5 to 10% weight loss or more as needed to achieve therapeutic targets (Grade A; BEL 1). The lifestyle intervention should include a physical activity program and a reduced-calorie healthy meal plan that minimizes sugars and refined carbohydrates, avoids trans fats, limits alcohol use, and emphasizes fiber (Grade B; BEL 1, downgraded due to evidence gaps).

- **R38.** Patients with overweight or obesity and dyslipidemia should be considered for treatment with a weight-loss medication combined with lifestyle therapy when necessary to achieve sufficient improvements in lipids (i.e., elevated triglycerides and reduced HDL-c) (Grade A; BEL 1).

Evidence Base

A dyslipidemia characterized by elevations in triglyceride levels (e.g., 150 to 400 mg/dL), reduced HDL-c, and increased concentrations of small, dense LDL particles is commonly observed in patients with obesity, particularly when obesity is accompanied by insulin resistance, metabolic syndrome, or prediabetes (244 [EL 4; NE]; 802 [EL 4; NE]). Hypertriglyceridemia is largely due to excess production of large triglyceride-enriched VLDL particles by the liver. The dyslipidemia of insulin resistance is responsive to lifestyle therapy, including alterations in macronutrient composition, weight loss in patients with overweight or obesity, physical activity, restriction of alcohol intake, and limited intake of sugars and refined carbohydrates. Since carbohydrates can drive hepatic VLDL production, the ingestion of carbohydrates, particularly sugars and refined carbohydrates, should be reduced and replaced with unsaturated fats and protein (29 [EL 4; NE]; 175 [EL 1; RCT, non-blinded]; 312 [EL 4; NE, analysis of diet composition]; 803 [EL 4; NE]; 804 [EL 4; NE]; 805 [EL 4; NE]; 806 [EL 2; MNRCT, randomization not a stipulated inclusion criterion]).

Healthily, reduced-calorie meal plans can be used to effectively treat dyslipidemia in patients with overweight or obesity, and the improvements in lipid profiles are proportional to the extent of weight loss. However, not all healthy meal patterns are appropriate for all patients with dyslipidemia. The dietary prescription will differ depending on the degree of elevation in fasting serum triglyceride
to decrease triglycerides. In large amounts (2 to 6 g/day), some plant products (e.g., flax seed), have a unique impact. Fatty acids (n-3 PUFAs), derived mainly from fatty fish and lipoproteins (816 [EL 4; NE]) as well as increase the risk of CVD (817 [EL 4; NE]). Omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids should be eliminated from the diet since their consumption can increase triglycerides and atherogenic glycerides in patients on higher CHO diets. Dietary trans CSS]; 815 [EL 2; MNRCT]) can negate the increase in triglycerides, a 15% reduction in LDL-c, and an 8 to 10% increase in HDL-c (831 [EL 1; MRCT]). However, greater degrees of weight loss can achieve progressive improvements in dyslipidemia (754 [EL 1; RCT]). The weight-loss goal should be commensurate with that needed to achieve the clinical target for reductions in triglycerides and the correction of dyslipidemia (832 [EL 2; MNRCT]). Meta-analyses have reported that for every kilogram of weight loss, triglyceride levels decrease by approximately 1.9% or 1.5 mg/dL (833 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 834 [EL 2; MNRCT]). Furthermore, there are beneficial effects of weight loss on LDL subclasses, characterized by reductions in small, dense LDL particle concentrations and an increase in the concentration of medium and large LDL particles, coupled to a mean increase in LDL particle size and reductions in total LDL particle concentration (835 [EL 1; RCT]; 836 [EL 2; PCS]; 837 [EL 1; RCT]; 838 [EL 1; RCT]; 839 [EL 1; RCT]; 840 [EL 2; PCS]). The Preventing Obesity Using Novel Dietary Strategies (POUNDS LOST) trial evaluated 4 weight-loss diets that varied in macronutrient composition (841 [EL 1; RCT]). After 2 years, weight loss was similar among participants assigned to low and high protein (15% vs. 25% protein), low and high fat (20% vs. 40% fat), or low and high CHO (65% vs. 35% CHO) dietary treatments. Irrespective of macronutrient composition, all diets decreased triglyceride levels similarly (12 to 17%). These data suggest that during active weight loss, when patients are hypocaloric, there is less of an effect of macronutrient composition on lipids (i.e., fat vs. CHO intake) than what is observed during weight-maintenance or isocaloric diets. However, another

The relative dietary content of total fat and carbohydrate (CHO) can impact triglyceride and HDL-c levels. Three meta-analyses of controlled-feeding trials comparing low-fat (high-CHO) diets versus higher-fat (low-CHO) diets have conclusively demonstrated that high CHO consumption augments serum triglycerides and decreases HDL-c (806 [EL 2; MNRCT, randomization not a stipulated inclusion criterion]; 808 [EL 4; NE]; 809 [EL 2; MNRCT, randomization not a stipulated inclusion criterion]). Isocaloric replacement of each 1% of daily CHO calories with either saturated fat, polyunsaturated fat, or monounsaturated fat (MUFA) resulted in a 1 to 2% reduction in triglycerides (806 [EL 2; MNRCT, randomization not a stipulated inclusion criterion]). These findings have underscored recommendations to limit dietary CHO in patients with elevated triglycerides (327 [EL 4; NE]; 29 [EL 4; NE]; 802 [EL 4; NE]; 805 [EL 4; NE]).

Several dietary changes can prevent or mitigate the ability of CHO to increase triglycerides in the absence of weight loss. Dietary sugars and refined carbohydrates should be minimized, as the 1999-2006 cross-sectional study by the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) showed that lower triglyceride levels were associated with a sugar consumption below 10% of total calories (810 [EL 3; CSS]), and a meta-analysis has substantiated that triglycerides will begin to rise when fructose consumption exceeds 50 to 100 kcal/day (811 [EL 1; MRCT]). Heavy alcohol intake should also be avoided (812 [EL 4; NE]). Randomized trials have also demonstrated that high fiber intake (813 [EL 4; NE]; 814 [EL 3; CSS]; 815 [EL 2; MNRCT]) can negate the increase in triglycerides in patients on higher CHO diets. Dietary trans fatty acids should be eliminated from the diet since their consumption can increase triglycerides and atherogenic lipoproteins (816 [EL 4; NE]) as well as increase the risk of CVD (817 [EL 4; NE]). Omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids (n-3 PUFAs), derived mainly from fatty fish and some plant products (e.g., flax seed), have a unique impact to decrease triglycerides. In large amounts (2 to 6 g/day), these fatty acids can lower triglycerides by 40% or more (818 [EL 4; NE, extensive literature review]; 819 [EL 4; NE]; 820 [EL 1; RCT]). These doses of n-3 PUFAs are difficult to achieve in the diet, and supplementation with purified capsules is usually necessary (327 [EL 4; NE]; 805 [EL 4; NE]).

Several healthy meal plans are associated with either no change or a decrease in triglycerides together with an increase in HDL-c despite featuring a low fat intake, including the DASH diet (821 [EL 1; RCT]; 822 [EL 1; RCT]), the OmniHeart Study diet that emphasizes protein and avoiding saturated fat (312 [EL 1; RCT, non-blinded]), and the Mediterranean diet (823 [EL 1; RCT]; 824 [EL 1; RCT]; 825 [EL 2; PCS]; 826 [EL 2; PCS]; 827 [EL 2; PCS]; 828 [EL 1; RCT]). For example, participants in the Framingham Heart Study Offspring Cohort who were scored in the highest quintile for the Mediterranean-style dietary pattern had the lowest triglyceride levels over 7 years of follow-up (825 [EL 2; PCS]).

Weight loss has a beneficial effect on lipids and lipoproteins (175 [EL 4; NE]; 805 [EL 4; NE]; 807 [EL 4; NE]; 829 [EL 3; CSS]; 830 [EL 4; NE]). Weight loss of 5 to 10% has been shown to amplify the benefits of changes in macronutrient composition resulting in a 20% decrease in triglycerides, a 15% reduction in LDL-c, and an 8 to 10% increase in HDL-c (831 [EL 1; MRCT]). However, greater degrees of weight loss can achieve progressive improvements in dyslipidemia (754 [EL 1; RCT]). The weight-loss goal should be commensurate with that needed to achieve the clinical target for reductions in triglycerides and the correction of dyslipidemia (832 [EL 2; MNRCT]). The macronutrient composition, all diets decreased triglyceride levels by approximately 1.9% or 1.5 mg/dL (833 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 834 [EL 2; MNRCT]). Furthermore, there are beneficial effects of weight loss on LDL subclasses, characterized by reductions in small, dense LDL particle concentrations and an increase in the concentration of medium and large LDL particles, coupled to a mean increase in LDL particle size and reductions in total LDL particle concentration (835 [EL 1; RCT]; 836 [EL 2; PCS]; 837 [EL 1; RCT]; 838 [EL 1; RCT]; 839 [EL 1; RCT]; 840 [EL 2; PCS]).
popular weight-loss alternative is a very low-CHO diet, defined as an intake of <30 to 35 g of CHO per day (842 [EL 4; NE]). A meta-analysis of RCTs that evaluated low-CHO versus low-fat (<30% of energy) diets found greater reductions in triglyceride levels on low-CHO diets (831 [EL 1; MRCT]). Consistent with these findings, Bando and Eckel (842 [EL 4; NE]) concluded that low-CHO diets produced a more robust triglyceride-lowering effect than low-fat diets, despite a similar magnitude of weight loss after 1 year.

Three classic weight-loss RCTs employing lifestyle interventions are illustrative of effects on lipids. Dansinger et al (843 [EL 1; RCT]) compared 4 diets varying widely in macronutrient composition (Atkins, Zone, Weight Watchers, and Ornish) and found that weight loss was similar among the diet groups (~3 kg) at 1 year. After 2 months, the lower carbohydrate diets (Atkins, Zone) resulted in lower triglycerides and higher HDL-c but higher LDL-c compared with the high carbohydrate diet (Ornish); however, at 1 year, modest improvements in lipid parameters (e.g., total cholesterol/HDL-c ratio, LDL-c/HDL-c ratio) were similar among all subgroups.

The DPP randomized patients with impaired glucose tolerance to placebo, metformin, and lifestyle intervention treatment and determined that lifestyle intervention was most effective for weight loss (~4 kg) and diabetes prevention after 4 years (708 [EL 1; RCT]). While LDL-c was essentially unaffected, a reduction in triglycerides, an increase in HDL, and a decrease in the percentage of subjects exhibiting “pattern B” dyslipidemia (i.e., small, dense LDL particles) were only noted in the lifestyle intervention group (844 [EL 1; RCT]). In addition, weight loss associated with the lifestyle intervention reversed metabolic syndrome in 38% of those who met the criteria at baseline and prevented the development of metabolic syndrome by 28% in those who did not meet criteria at baseline (845 [EL 1; RCT]). In the Look AHEAD trial involving patients with T2DM, the intensive lifestyle intervention at 4 years resulted in more weight loss than standard diabetes support and education (6.2% vs. 0.9%) (755 [EL 1; RCT]). Together, greater reductions in triglycerides (25.6 mg/dL vs. 19.7 mg/dL) and increases in HDL-c (3.7 mg/dL vs. 1.9 mg/dL), while LDL-c was largely unaffected (754 [EL 1; RCT]).

Both aerobic and resistence exercise can lower triglycerides and increase HDL-c whether or not these activities are accompanied by weight loss (846 [EL 2; PCS; 847 [EL 3; CSS]; 848 [EL 1; RCT]; 849 [EL 1; RCT]; 850 [EL 1; RCT]; 851 [EL 4; NE]; 852 [EL 4; NE]; 853 [EL 1; RCT]). The effect of physical activity on triglyceride levels varies depending on level of intensity, caloric expenditure, and duration of activity, and is most consistently observed in individuals with fasting triglycerides levels that are ≥150 mg/dL (846 [EL 2; PCS]; 848 [EL 1; RCT]; 850 [EL 4; NE]; 851 [EL 1; RCT]). In a trial involving endurance exercise, an optimal fasting triglyceride level (e.g., <100 mg/dL) was associated with minimal (i.e., <5%) reductions in postexercise triglyceride levels, while reductions were much greater in individuals with high fasting triglyceride levels (≥150 mg/dL), low HDL-c, and abdominal obesity at baseline (846 [EL 2; PCS]). Higher baseline triglyceride levels (mean, 197 mg/dL) also translated into significant triglyceride reductions (26%) in a 6-month trial of subjects with overweight who walked 12 miles weekly at 40 to 55% of peak oxygen consumption (848 [EL 1; RCT]).

The ability of physical activity to reduce triglyceride levels can vary with the frequency and intensity of the physical activity (847 [EL 3; CSS]; 848 [EL 1; RCT]; 849 [EL 1; RCT]; 850 [EL 1; RCT]). The toning of large muscle groups (abdomen, back, legs, and arms) and exercise-induced improvements in insulin sensitivity augment the clearance of triglyceride-rich lipoproteins via induction of lipoprotein lipase, resulting in a lowering of triglyceride levels (837 [EL 4; NE]; 852 [EL 1; RCT]; 853 [EL 4; NE]; 854 [EL 1; RCT]; 855 [EL 1; RCT]). In addition, when used together with weight loss, physical activity has the particular ability to produce substantial and disproportionate increments in HDL-c relative to changes in other lipids (837 [EL 1; RCT]). Overall, exercise is most effective in lowering triglycerides (e.g., 15 to 30%) when baseline levels are elevated (i.e., >150 mg/dL), activity is moderate to intense, and total caloric intake is reduced (851 [EL 4; NE]).

Medication-assisted weight loss can also be used to effectively treat dyslipidemia. The RCTs involving orlistat (721 [EL 1; RCT]; 856 [EL 1; RCT]), lorcaserin (69 [EL 1; RCT]; 857 [EL 1; RCT]), phentermine/topiramate ER (71 [EL 1; RCT]; 858 [EL 1; RCT]), naltrexone ER/bupropion ER (67 [EL 1; RCT]; 779 [EL 1; RCT], 857 [EL 1; RCT]), phentermine/topiramate ER (71 [EL 1; RCT]; 858 [EL 1; RCT]), naltrexone ER/bupropion ER (67 [EL 1; RCT]; 779 [EL 1; RCT]; 859 [EL 1; RCT]), and liraglutide (68 [EL 1; RCT]; 780 [EL 1; RCT]) all demonstrate that the ensuing weight loss is accompanied by reductions in triglycerides and increases in HDL-c, and that these effects are more marked in individuals randomized to the weight-loss medication compared to those undergoing lifestyle changes plus placebo. With orlistat, there are also substantial reductions in LDL-c (9.4 to 11.4%), which exceed decreases observed in the patients treated with lifestyle changes alone (1.1 to 1.6%) (721 [EL 1; RCT]; 856 [EL 1; RCT]). In trials involving phentermine/topiramate ER and liraglutide 3 mg, modest reductions in LDL-c were observed that may (68 [EL 1; RCT]; 858 [EL 1; RCT]) or may not (71 [EL 1; RCT]; 780 [EL 1; RCT]) have exceeded those in the lifestyle changes plus placebo treatment arms. In one trial involving naltrexone ER/bupropion ER and a very intensive lifestyle intervention, increases in LDL-c were observed in both the medication (10%) and lifestyle (7.1%) treatment arms (859 [EL 1; RCT]); however, modest decreases in LDL-c were observed in all other trials of naltrexone ER/bupropion ER (67 [EL 1; RCT]; 779 [EL 1; RCT]). In lorcaserin clinical trials, LDL-c levels were minimally affected (69 [EL 1; RCT]; 857 [EL 1; RCT]).
Thus, regarding dyslipidemia, the main benefits of weight-loss medications are greater reductions in triglycerides and increases in HDL-c.

Bariatric surgery also improves dyslipidemia (860 [EL 4; NE]). Two meta-analyses have demonstrated that RYGB results in substantial decreases in LDL-c and triglycerides and increases in HDL-c, with improvement or normalization of hyperlipidemia in most patients (861 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 862 [EL 2; MNRCT]). In the Utah-Obesity study (863 [EL 1; NE]), LDL-c was decreased by 28 mg/dL, triglycerides were decreased by 65 mg/dL, and HDL-c was increased by 13 mg/dL at 6 years post RYGB, and these results are in agreement with findings published by other authors (341 [EL 2; PCS]; 864 [EL 2; PCS]; 865 [EL 4; NE]; 866 [EL 2; PCS]). Reductions in LDL-c were also accompanied by a decrease in the concentration of apoB-containing lipoproteins and reduced levels of oxidized LDL (866 [EL 2; PCS]).

For decreasing LDL-c concentrations, the AHA recommends reducing saturated fat intake to <7% of calories and eliminating trans fats in conjunction with a healthy meal plan (29 [EL 4; NE]). The latest Dietary Guidelines for Americans have withdrawn the previously recommended limits on cholesterol (i.e., <300 mg/day) due to a lack of evidence that consumption of dietary cholesterol can affect serum cholesterol (867 [EL 4; NE]). Given the proven cardioprotective effects of statin therapy, high-risk patients with metabolic syndrome, prediabetes, hypertension, and/or dyslipidemia should be strongly considered for statin therapy, high-risk patients with metabolic syndrome, prediabetes, hypertension, and/or dyslipidemia should be strongly considered for statin therapy in addition to lifestyle therapy, particularly when levels of LDL-c are ≥100 mg/dL (326 [EL 4; NE]; 327 [EL 4; NE]). The Jupiter study demonstrated reductions in CVD events in patients with elevated C-reactive protein, most of whom had metabolic syndrome, following a statin-induced lowering of LDL-c to below 70 mg/dL (868 [EL 1; RCT]).

Q5.4. Is weight loss effective to treat hypertension? How much weight loss would be required?

Executive Summary

• R39. Patients with overweight or obesity and elevated blood pressure or hypertension should be treated with lifestyle therapy to achieve a 5 to 15% weight loss, or more as necessary, to achieve blood pressure reduction goals in a program that includes caloric restriction and regular physical activity (Grade A; BEL 1).
• R40. Patients with overweight or obesity and elevated blood pressure or hypertension should be considered for treatment with a weight-loss medication, combined with lifestyle therapy when necessary, to achieve sufficient weight loss for blood pressure reduction (Grade A; BEL 1).
• R41. Patients with hypertension considering bariatric surgery should be recommended for Roux-en-Y gastric bypass or sleeve gastrectomy, unless contraindicated, due to greater long-term weight reduction and significantly improved remission of hypertension than with laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding (Grade B; BEL 1, downgraded due to evidence gaps).

Evidence Base

Dietary changes can be used to lower BP independent of weight loss. A randomized, parallel-design study compared the effects of a fiber-containing healthy diet and a fiber-supplemented diet on SBP over 3 months in patients with overweight or obesity (869 [EL 1; RCT]). SBP was lower in the fiber-containing healthy diet group compared to both the control and fiber-supplemented groups. In an RCT that assigned breakfast biscuits supplemented with 100 g soy fiber/day for 12 weeks, a significant improvement in body weight and BMI was observed, together with a reduction in diastolic blood pressure (DBP) of 4.8 mm Hg and a modest nonsignificant decrease in SBP (1.2 mm Hg) (870 [EL 1; RCT]). A 1,500 kcal/day diet supplemented with cheese containing probiotic Lactobacillus plantarum was assessed in 40 subjects during a 3-week, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study with 25 subjects consuming probiotic cheese and 15 eating control cheese (50 grams of cheese each, providing 175 kcal) (871 [EL 1; RCT]). A positive association was observed between probiotic colonization and decreases in BMI and morning DBP, with a trend toward lower morning SBP after adjusting for BMI, age, and gender. Fruits, vegetables, and other whole foods contain numerous flavonoids and antioxidants which may reduce oxidative stress, improve endothelial function, and lower BP (872 [EL 1; RCT, N = 24]). People with hypertension enrolled in the DASH study consumed a diet rich in fruits and vegetables, low in sodium, and high in potassium, and had lower BP without weight loss (821 [EL 1; RCT]).

A systematic review and meta-analysis of cohort studies reported on the longitudinal effects of a DASH-like diet on the incidence of CVD (873 [EL 2; MNRCT]). Cohort studies were excluded from review if they included subjects with specified CVD risk factors (i.e., T2DM, metabolic syndrome, obesity, or hypertension). Only 6 studies met the criteria for review with a range of 21,000 to 88,500 subjects per study and 7 to 24 years of follow-up. The meta-analysis showed that a DASH-like diet significantly reduced the risk of CVD and stroke by 20% and 19%, respectively. A prospective cohort study evaluated the association between diet and mortality in 5,532 adults with hypertension in the third NHANES with an average follow-up of 8.2 years (874 [EL 2; PCS]). Hypertension was determined by self-reported diagnosis, antihypertensive medication use, or BP measurement, and food intake was assessed by a 24-hour dietary recall. Using a Cox proportional hazard model to account for multiple confounders,
consumption of a DASH-like diet (7.1% of subjects, n = 391) was associated with lower hazard ratios for all-cause mortality (HR 0.69, CI 0.52-0.92; P = 0.01) and stroke (HR 0.11, CI 0.03-0.47; P = 0.003). Mortality risk from CVD and cancer did not reach statistical significance. The mechanisms underlying BP reduction with increased intake of fruits and vegetables is unknown. In an attempt to separate the effects of minerals and fiber from other components of the DASH diet, 30 adults (15 with obesity and hypertension, and 15 lean with normal BP) received a baseline usual diet for 3 weeks and then were randomized to a DASH diet or a usual diet supplemented to match the DASH diet in potassium, magnesium, and fiber (875 [EL 1; RCT]). All 3 diets were administered for 3 weeks, were isocaloric, and were matched for nutrients (50% carbohydrate, 35% fat, and 15% protein, with 3,000 mg sodium and 700 mg calcium daily). In patients with obesity, SBP and DBP were lower on the DASH diet when compared to both the baseline usual diet (7.6 ± 1.4 vs. 5.3 ± 1.4 mm Hg, P<0.001 / P<0.02) and the supplemented usual diet (6.2 ± 1.4 vs. 3.7 ± 1.4 mm Hg, P<0.005 / P<0.006), whereas BP was not significantly different between any diet in lean adults with normal BP.

The Mediterranean diet food pattern has also been suggested to have beneficial effects on hypertension and CVD risk factors. A cross-sectional study of 3,204 asymptomatic patients evaluated the benefit of a Mediterranean diet on the prevalence of CVD risk factors using standard diagnostic criteria as assessed by their primary care physicians (876 [EL 3; CSS, baseline for RCT]). A diettitian interviewed each participant (using a dietary 14-point scoring system) for their degree of adherence to a Mediterranean diet plan. The consumption of a Mediterranean diet was found to be inversely associated with the clustering of obesity, hypertension, T2DM, and hypercholesterolemia.

Elevated BP is an established consequence of overweight and obesity. It is therefore not surprising that one of the associated benefits of weight reduction is the lowering of BP. A meta-analysis of 8 studies including over 2,100 participants who were randomized to either a weight-reducing diet or a control intervention demonstrated that weight loss was consistently associated with BP reductions (877 [EL 1; MRCT]). Weight-loss diets led to decrements in SBP/DBP of 4.5/3.2 mm Hg together with a 4.0 kg decrease in body weight compared with the control groups after a follow-up of 6 to 36 months. The results of this meta-analysis are consistent with earlier analyses suggesting that BP (SBP/DBP) decreased by 1.2/1.0 mm Hg for every kilogram of weight lost (878 [EL 4; NE]). Ultimately, a weight-reducing diet based on the DASH dietary pattern in combination with a lower sodium intake and moderate to no alcohol intake is one of the most comprehensive strategies for producing nonpharmacologic BP reduction.

An RCT to examine the effects of a reduced-calorie DASH diet on insulin sensitivity was performed in 144 adults with overweight or obesity and hypertension (879 [EL 1; RCT]). Subjects were randomly assigned to a DASH diet, a DASH diet with weight management (i.e., with aerobic exercise and caloric restriction) or a usual (control) diet. The DASH diet weight management group lost weight (8.7 kg, CI 2.0-9.7), whereas the DASH diet alone and usual diet groups maintained their weight. Greater reductions in BP (DBP and SBP) were observed in the DASH diet weight management subjects (16.1 and 9.9 mm Hg) compared to the DASH diet alone (11.2 and 7.5 mm Hg) and usual diet (3.4 and 3.8 mm Hg) groups (P<0.001). Also observed was a greater improvement in left ventricular mass (P<0.05) compared to participants consuming the DASH diet alone and usual diet. Thus, weight loss in patients on a reduced-calorie DASH diet may increase benefits over that in patients randomized to an isocaloric DASH diet.

In a prospective 1-year study, 222 of 376 patients with overweight (BMI 25 to 29.9 kg/m²) and hypertension followed a low-calorie diet for the entire study period (880 [EL 2; PCS]). A mean body weight reduction of 8.1 kg was associated with reductions in SBP and DBP (4.2 and 3.3 mm Hg, respectively, P<0.05) and a significant decrease in aldosterone levels (P<0.05). Greater BP reduction was observed in patients who reached a normal BMI (SBP 5.0 mm Hg, DBP 4.5 mm Hg; n = 106) compared to those who did not (SBP 3.3 mm Hg, DBP 1.6 mm Hg; n = 116) (P<0.01), and half (52/106) of the patients who reached a normal BMI also normalized BP.

A systematic review and meta-analysis of RCTs addressed 1-year outcomes from weight-loss lifestyle interventions in patients with overweight/obesity and T2DM (752 [EL 1; MRCT]). Eleven trials with 6,754 subjects were included in the analysis, 8 of which compared 2 weight-loss interventions and the remaining 3 compared a weight-loss group with a usual diet (control) group (754 [EL 1; RCT]; 755 [EL 1; RCT]; 881 [EL 1; RCT]; 882 [EL 1; RCT]; 883 [EL 1; RCT]; 884 [EL 1; RCT]; 885 [EL 1; RCT]; 886 [EL 1; RCT]; 887 [EL 1; RCT]; 888 [EL 1; RCT]). Most of these lifestyle intervention studies resulted in <5% weight loss (mean 4.39 kg) at 1 year (752 [EL 1; MRCT]). Eight trials reported BP outcome, with no significant decrease in either mean SBP or DBP if weight loss was <5% from baseline (752 [EL 1; MRCT]).

However, the individual RCTs from this meta-analysis that employed meal replacements achieved greater declines in weight compared to the usual diet group (5.8 ± 6.8 kg vs. 1.7 ± 6.5 kg) and did achieve significant decreases in SBP (881 [EL 1; RCT]). Another study involving 99 adults (BMI 27 to 40 kg/m²) randomized to a high-protein versus high-carbohydrate diet demonstrated similar decrements in weight and WC, and a trend toward lower SBP (5.03 vs. 0.76 mm Hg, P = 0.05), with the high-protein diet (884 [EL 1; RCT]). Two RCTs reported a weight loss of ≥5% over 1 year; these studies assessed the effectiveness of a Mediterranean
diet (887 [EL 1; RCT]) and intensive lifestyle intervention (ILI) in the Look AHEAD trial (754 [EL 1; RCT]; 888 [EL 1; RCT]). Both of these studies included regular physical activity and frequent health professional contact for participant behavioral support. Both the Mediterranean diet (n = 108, mean age 52 years, mean BMI 30 kg/m²) and ILI (n = 5,145; 45-74 years; BMI >25 kg/m²) reported a significant decline in SBP (5.1 mm Hg and 6.8 mm Hg, respectively; both P < 0.001) and DBP (4.0 mm Hg and 3.0 mm Hg, respectively; both P < 0.001) at 1 year.

Subjects on the Mediterranean diet had statistically significant reductions in SBP at 1 year compared to those on a low-fat diet (5.1 vs. 2.0 mm Hg), and more patients on the Mediterranean diet reached the BP goal (66% vs. 59%) (887 [EL 1; RCT]). However, the between-group differences in SBP were no longer statistically significant after 4 years, with 65% and 63% meeting the BP goal in the Mediterranean and low-fat diet groups, respectively. In this study, BP reductions were linked to the degree of weight loss, with a significantly lower BMI at 1 year in the Mediterranean group, but this difference was no longer statistically significant at years 3 and 4.

In the Look AHEAD trial, the magnitude of BP improvement was also directly associated with the degree of weight loss; the odds ratio for a 5 mm Hg decline in SBP was 1.24 for 2 to 5% weight loss, 1.56 for 5 to 10% weight loss, and even greater odds for >10% weight loss (887 [EL 1; RCT]). Progressive weight loss up to >15% of body weight also led to increasing reductions in DBP and SBP. In addition, during 4 years of ILI, subjects had significantly greater weight loss (6.15% vs. 0.88%, P < 0.001), treadmill fitness (12.74% vs. 1.96%, P < 0.001), SBP reductions (5.33 vs. 2.97 mm Hg, P < 0.001), and DBP reductions (2.92 vs. 2.48 mm Hg, P = 0.01) than the usual care (control) group (888 [EL 1; RCT]). Thus, RCTs show that a weight loss of >5% is usually necessary for beneficial effects on BP for most patients. An ILI program that includes caloric restriction, regular physical activity, and frequent ongoing support from health professionals will be needed for a greater and sustained reduction in BP.

Physical activity is an important component of lifestyle interventions in patients with hypertension. The effects of resistance training on central BP was studied in 36 sedentary men with obesity who were randomized to either high-intensity resistance training 3 times per week or no training for 3 months (889 [EL 1; RCT]). Neither group had a significant decline in weight or WC, but the intervention group had significantly decreased central and brachial SBP and DBP. A 3-month randomized parallel-group study examined the effects of exercise on BP in 97 sedentary adult men and women (40-66 years, 10 with hypertension) with obesity (mean BMI 33 kg/m²) (890 [EL 1; RCT]). Subjects were randomized to a control group (no exercise) or 1 of 3 exercise groups (aerobic treadmill walking, weight machine resistance, and combination of aerobic/resistance exercise) performed 30 minutes daily 5 days per week. There were no significant changes in BP among groups, although a secondary analysis in a subgroup of responders had improved SBP with the combination of aerobic/resistance exercise at 3 months compared to the baseline (6.3% lower, P = 0.005) (890 [EL 1; RCT]).

In examining data from over 5,000 individuals in a meta-analysis, endurance training reduced SBP/DBP in hypertensive individuals by 8.3/5.2 mm Hg, whereas lower reductions of 4.2/1.7 mm Hg were observed for prehypertensive individuals (891 [EL 1; MRCT]). Several studies suggest that the rate of developing hypertension in prehypertensive individuals is reduced by increased physical activity leading to greater fitness (892 [EL 4; NE]; 893 [EL 2; PCS, N = 4,884]; 894 [EL 2; MRCT]). Many major health organizations, including the AHA, the Centers for Disease Control, and the ACSM, emphasize the importance of physical activity training including both aerobic and resistance exercise for lowering resting BP in hypertensive and prehypertensive individuals (20 [EL 4; NE]; 895 [EL 4; NE]; 896 [EL 4; NE]).

Medication-assisted weight loss is also associated with BP lowering. In these studies, subjects are placed on lifestyle interventions, randomized to medication versus placebo, and followed for 1 to 4 years. In 2 RCTs, orlistat at 1 year led to greater reductions in BP compared with placebo for both DBP (3.6 vs. 2.6 mm Hg and 4.5 vs. 2.7 mm Hg) and SBP (6 vs. 3 mm Hg and 7.3 vs. 5.2 mm Hg) in addition to greater degrees of weight loss (9.6% vs. 5.6% and 9.7% vs. 6.6%) (721 [EL 1; RCT]; 857 [EL 1; RCT]). Differences attesting to greater efficacy for orlistat versus placebo were still present after 4 years for BP reductions (DBP 2.6 vs. 1.9 mm Hg, SBP 4.9 vs. 3.4 mm Hg) and weight loss (5.2% vs. 2.7%) (721 [EL 1; RCT]). In the EQUIP and CONQUER trials, reductions in BP in patients randomized to phentermine/topiramate ER were greater than those observed in the placebo group for both diastolic (EQUIP, 1.5 vs. 0.4 mm Hg; CONQUER, 3.8 vs. 3.4 mm Hg) and systolic (EQUIP, 2.9 vs. 0.9 mm Hg; CONQUER, 5.6 vs. 2.4 mm Hg) at 1 year, and this was accompanied by ~9% placebo-subtracted weight loss in the phentermine/topiramate ER treatment group (71 [EL 1; RCT]; 858 [EL 1; RCT]).

Modest BP reductions were observed following treatment with lorcaserin versus placebo in the Behavioral Modification and Lorcaserin for Overweight and Obesity Management (BLOOM) study (DBP 1.1 vs. 0.6 mm Hg; SBP 1.4 vs. 0.8 mm Hg) (857 [EL 1; RCT]). In contrast, similar decrements in BP were observed in the lorcaserin and placebo treatment groups in the Behavioral Modification and Lorcaserin Second Study for Obesity Management (BLOSSOM) study (69 [EL 1; RCT]). Placebo-subtracted weight loss was 2.9% and 3.6% in the BLOSSOM and BLOOM studies, respectively. Liraglutide 3 mg resulted in 4.5% and 5.4% placebo-subtracted weight
loss in 2 clinical trials, and it lowered BP to a greater extent than placebo (DBP 2.9 vs. 1.1 mm Hg and 2.6 vs. 1.9 mm Hg; SBP 6.9 vs. 4 mm Hg and 4.5 vs. 1.5 mm Hg) (68 [EL 1; RCT]; 897 [EL 1; RCS]). Studies employing naltrexone ER/bupropion ER have failed to achieve greater BP reductions than placebo despite greater weight loss in patients taking the medication. In the Contrave Obesity Research I (COR-I) trial, placebo-subtracted weight loss at 1 year was 4.8%, while BP did not change in the naltrexone ER/bupropion ER arm, but was modestly reduced by 0.9 mm Hg diastolic and 1.9 mm Hg systolic in the placebo arm (67 [EL 1; RCT]). In the COR-BMOD trial, decreases in DBP and SBP were smaller in naltrexone ER/bupropion ER-treated patients than in the placebo group (DBP 1.4 vs. 2.8 mm Hg; SBP 1.3 vs. 3.9 mm Hg) despite a 4.2% placebo-subtracted weight loss (859 [EL 1; RCT]).

Bariatric surgery is effective in lowering BP in patients with obesity. In a controlled clinical trial comparing the effect of RYGB to intensive lifestyle therapy on obesity-related outcomes, the number of patients with nocturnal hypertension at 1 year decreased from 42 to 14 after RYGB (P=0.001) and from 29 to 27 (P=0.79) with lifestyle intervention (342 [EL 2; NRCT]). Patients undergoing laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding (LAGB) with a mean BMI of 45.7 kg/m² were compared to patients who refused surgery but agreed to be followed on a conventional diet (341 [EL 2; NRCT]). In the COR-BMOD trial, decreases in DBP and SBP were smaller in naltrexone ER/bupropion ER-treated patients than in the placebo group (DBP 1.4 vs. 2.8 mm Hg; SBP 1.3 vs. 3.9 mm Hg) despite a 4.2% placebo-subtracted weight loss (859 [EL 1; RCT]).

In a meta-analysis of 57 studies (31 prospective and 26 retrospective) using various bariatric surgery procedures (vertical gastric banding, LAGB, SG, RYGB, and biliopancreatic diversion ± duodenal switch), 32 reported improvement of hypertension in 32,628 of 51,241 patients (odds ratio 13.24, P<0.0001), and 46 reported resolution of hypertension in 24,902 of 49,844 patients (odds ratio 1.70, P = 0.01) using a random-effects model due to heterogeneity between the studies (899 [EL 2; MNRCT]).

Bariatric surgery effectively produces weight loss and lowers BP at all levels of obesity. A systematic literature review identified 5 RCTs and 6 comparative observational studies (706 total patients) for a meta-analysis of surgical versus medical treatment outcomes over 1 to 3 years in patients with class 1 obesity (BMI 30 to 35 kg/m²) and T2DM (900 [EL 2; MNRCT]). Bariatric surgery was associated with a greater reduction in BMI (mean difference 5.5 kg/m², P<0.001) and lower rate of hypertension (odds ratio 0.25, P<0.001). Another systematic review of bariatric surgery in patients with class II obesity or greater (BMI ≥35 kg/m²) reported on long-term (>2 years) outcomes from 29 studies (n = 7,971 patients) employing RYGB (6 prospective and 5 retrospective cohorts), SG (2 retrospective cohorts), and LAGB (9 prospective and 5 retrospective cohorts) procedures (862 [EL 2; MNRCT]).

Greater than 50% excess weight loss was seen in all RYGB and SG studies, but in only 31% of LAGB studies. The mean percent excess weight loss (%EWL) for RYGB was 66% (n = 3,544) compared to 45% (n = 4,109) for LAGB, and hypertension remission rates (BP <140/90 mm Hg without medication) were 38.2% for RYGB and 17.4% for LAGB. Insufficient comparative evidence existed in this study to assess outcomes for SG.

Improvements in BP and hypertension following bariatric surgery are also observed in patients who are “super-obese,” which is often defined as having a BMI >50 kg/m². A 5-year prospective study of 55 adults following SG identified 27 patients as having super-obesity (901 [EL 2; PCS]). Reported mean %EWL for the cohort was 40% at year 5, and the combined improvement plus resolution rate for hypertension at the end of study was 61%. A 20-year outcome review of 2,615 patients receiving biliopancreatic diversion with duodenal switch (BPD-DS) at a single institution over an 18-year period (mean age 42; 69% women; mean BMI 52 kg/m²) included patients with super-obesity (902 [EL 3; SS, N = 2,615]). A mean weight loss of 71% EWL was maintained for 5 to 20 years. Hypertension was present in 68% of all patients pre-operatively (n = 1,789) and was resolved in 64% of these patients and improved in 31% following BPD-DS surgery. Effects of RYGB on obesity-related complications after surgery were compared in 30 patients with super-obesity (BMI 64.1 kg/m²) and 60 age- and gender-matched patients who did not have super-obesity (BMI 46.3 kg/m²) (903 [EL 2; RCS]). Baseline hypertension was more common in patients with super-obesity compared to those below the BMI threshold (77% vs. 53%, P = 0.03). At 5 years after surgery, the percent of total weight loss was comparable between subjects with and without super-obesity (27.4% VS. 29.7%), whereas %EWL was lower for patients who had super-obesity (44.9% vs. 66.5%); however, rates of remission (56.5% vs. 65.6%, P = 0.58) or improvement of HTN did not differ between the groups.

Lowered BP after bariatric surgery can be maintained long-term. In the Longitudinal Assessment of Bariatric Surgery multicenter observational cohort study, hypertension was present in 68% of 2,458 subjects with obesity (age 18-78 years, 79% women, median BMI 45.9 kg/m²) (341 [EL 2; PCS]). Actual median and percent total body weight loss 3 years after surgery was 15.9% for LAGB and 31.5%
for RYGB, with most of the weight loss occurring in the first year after both procedures. Remission of hypertension occurred in 17.4% and 38.2% of patients after LAGB and RYGB, respectively. Long-term effects of weight loss after SG in 443 patients were observed at year 1 (241 of 443 patients, 54.4%), year 3 (128 of 259 patients, 49.4%), and year 5 (39 of 56 patients, 69.6%); the %EWL was 77%, 70%, and 56%, respectively, and the remission of hypertension was maintained in 46%, 48%, and 46%, respectively (904 [EL 2; PCS, retrospective analysis]).

When different bariatric surgical approaches are compared, patients experiencing greater weight loss generally have better outcomes regarding BP and hypertension. A retrospective, matched cohort analysis was performed to assess outcomes of 150 patients who underwent SG versus LAGB (905 [EL 3; SS, retrospective matched cohort]). Both cohorts were matched for age, gender, BMI, and pre-operative comorbidities. The mean reduction in BMI was significantly higher for SG when compared to LAGB (11.9 kg/m² vs. 6.2 kg/m², P<0.01), as was the mean reduction in the number of medications used to control hypertension at 1 year (P<0.01). A prospective cohort study followed patients with hypertension undergoing SG or RYGB for 3 years (906 [EL 2; PCS]); 68% had remission of hypertension at 1 year, but 22% relapsed at year 3. The number of antihypertensive medications used before surgery was associated with a lower remission rate 1 year after surgery and a higher recurrence rate at 3 years. In both surgical subgroups, smaller weight loss during the first year was associated with a reduced likelihood of remission and increased recurrence of hypertension.

Another study randomized patients into SG or RYGB treatment arms and followed them for 3 months (907 [EL 1; RCT]). The mean values for age (36 and 31 years) and BMI (45.6 and 47.3 kg/m²) were similar for the SG and RYGB, respectively. Long-term effects of weight loss after SG in 443 patients were observed at year 1 (241 of 443 patients, 54.4%), year 3 (128 of 259 patients, 49.4%), and year 5 (39 of 56 patients, 69.6%); the %EWL was 77%, 70%, and 56%, respectively, and the remission of hypertension was maintained in 46%, 48%, and 46%, respectively (904 [EL 2; PCS, retrospective analysis]).

Executive Summary

• Q5.5. Is weight loss effective to treat or prevent cardiovascular disease (CVD)? How much weight loss would be required?

• Q5.5.1. Does weight loss prevent cardiovascular disease events or mortality?
• Q5.5.3. Does weight loss improve congestive heart failure and prevent cardiovascular disease events or mortality in patients with congestive heart failure?

Executive Summary

• R44. Weight-loss therapy is not recommended based on available data for the expressed purpose of preventing CVD events or to extend life in patients with congestive heart failure, although evidence suggests that weight loss can improve myocardial function and congestive heart failure symptomatology in the short term (Grade B; BEL 2).

Evidence Base

It is difficult to assess an independent effect of weight loss on CVD events and CVD mortality for several reasons: (1) the confounding effect of concurrent therapy specifically targeted to risk factors can affect mortality (e.g., statins, angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors), (2) the need for long-term interventions and follow-up given the nature of the outcome (i.e., lifespan), (3) studies that largely do not differentiate between patients with obesity, with and without CVD risk factors, which could be the basis of heterogeneity in the response to weight loss regarding CVD outcomes, and (4) the apparent likelihood that interventions should be initiated before development of clinical CVD or a substantial subclinical atherosclerotic burden. Thus, there are few, if any, long-term RCTs assessing the effects of weight loss on mortality as a predetermined primary outcome measure. However, there are post-hoc analyses of data from prospective studies and retrospective cohort studies involving lifestyle interventions and bariatric surgery that suggest that weight loss can be associated with reduced mortality. Cardiovascular outcome trials assessing all 4 weight-loss medications approved by the FDA between 2012 and 2014 are ongoing or planned. Weight loss, whether resulting from lifestyle intervention, medication, or bariatric surgery, is associated with improvements in CVD risk factors as indicated by improvements in BP, lipids, glyceremia, WC, and various biomarkers. However, the question remains whether these effects translate into reductions in CVD events and CVD mortality. The data that more consistently demonstrate reductions in mortality involve bariatric surgery, suggesting that weight loss >15% body weight is more likely to be associated with efficacy in this regard.

Williamson et al have prospectively studied the relationship between intentional weight loss and longevity, analyzing data from 43,457 women with overweight (912 [EL 2; PCS, retrospective analysis, N = 43,457]) and 49,337 men with overweight (913 [EL 2; PCS, retrospective analysis, N = 43,457]) who answered questionnaires describing weight-loss efforts in 1959-1960. In women with pre-existing weight-related complications, any weight loss was associated with a 20% reduction in all-cause mortality due to reduced mortality from cancers and diabetes. In women free of complications, ≥20% weight loss was associated with a 25% reduction in all-cause mortality while weight loss <20% was associated with a small to modest increase in mortality (912 [EL 2; PCS, retrospective analysis, N = 43,457]). Among men with health conditions, intentional weight loss had no effect on mortality; however, diabetes-associated mortality was reduced by 32% with <20% weight loss and by 36% in those losing ≥20% body weight (913 [EL 2; PCS, retrospective analysis, N = 43,457]). These same authors performed a prospective cohort study with a 12-year follow-up of 4,970 patients with overweight and diabetes enrolled in the American Cancer Society’s Cancer Prevention Study I. They found that intentional weight loss was associated with a 25% reduction in total mortality and a 28% reduction in CVD and diabetes mortality; these effects were largest among patients losing 9 to 13 kg (914 [EL 2; PCS]).

The Da Qing Diabetes Prevention Study randomized people with IGT to a control subgroup or to 1 of 3 lifestyle interventions (diet, physical activity, or diet + physical activity) (706 [EL 1; RCT]). After 23 years of follow-up, lifestyle intervention significantly reduced all-cause mortality from 38.4% in the controls to 28.1%; however, to achieve statistical significance, the 3 lifestyle treatment arms were combined in comparison with the controls (718 [EL 1; RCT]). Most RCTs assessing the effects of intentional weight loss achieved by lifestyle intervention do not demonstrate significant reductions in mortality when compared with the control group. One example is the Look AHEAD study in patients with T2DM randomized to intensive lifestyle therapy versus standard care, which prespecified mortality as an outcome. The Look AHEAD study was discontinued prematurely due to lack of effect of the ILI on mortality compared with standard care, despite the fact that the number of events was lower than planned (757 [EL 1; RCT]). However, a recent meta-analysis identified 15 RCTs (17,186 participants, BMI 30 to 46 kg/m², mean follow-up 27 months, and average weight loss 5.5 kg), and demonstrated a 15% reduction in all-cause mortality in those randomized to intentional weight loss compared with controls (915 [EL 1; MRCT]). Another meta-analysis of 12 studies and 14 cohorts involving 35,335 patients with CAD found that presumed intentional weight loss (4 cohorts) was associated with improved outcomes (RR, 0.67; 95% CI, 0.56-0.80; P<0.001), whereas observational weight loss unrelated to a weight-loss intervention (10 cohorts) was associated with worsened outcomes (RR, 1.62; 95% CI, 1.26-2.08; P<0.001; interaction P<0.001) (916 [EL 2; MNRCT]).
Other data addressing weight loss and mortality involves bariatric surgery. In comparison with usual care, various bariatric procedures were associated with a 29% lower all-cause mortality among 4,047 patients that were followed for an average of 10.9 years in the prospective SOS study (917 [EL 2; PCS]). The reduction in mortality was due to a decrease in deaths as a result of CVD as well as cancer. A retrospective cohort study in Utah of 7,925 patients receiving RYGB and a similar number of matched controls with 7.1 years of follow-up demonstrated a 40% reduction in all-cause mortality in the surgical group (918 [EL 3; SS, retrospective cohort, matched for age, sex, and BMI, N = 9,949]). A large retrospective cohort study involving 66,109 patients with obesity from Washington state (3,328 had bariatric surgery) observed a 33% lower all-cause mortality at 15 years of follow-up (919 [EL 2; PCS]).

However, a retrospective cohort study comparing outcomes in 847 U.S. veterans treated with bariatric surgery in 2000-2006 with 847 matched control patients did not find that bariatric surgery was associated with lower mortality (920 [EL 3; SS, retrospective cohort]). Due to recent improvements in bariatric outcomes and in order to incorporate a larger number of patients with a longer follow-up, these same authors studied 2,500 patients (74% men) who underwent bariatric surgery in Veterans Affairs bariatric centers from 2000-2011 and 7,462 carefully matched control patients. They found that mortality was significantly reduced at 1 to 5 years (HR = 0.45) and 5 to 14 years (HR = 0.47) following surgery (921 [EL 3; SS, retrospective cohort]).

Two meta-analyses of studies featuring bariatric surgery and nonsurgical controls demonstrated significant reductions in mortality in patients undergoing bariatric surgery. Kwok et al (922 [EL 2; MNRCT]) observed an OR of 0.48 for all-cause mortality and 0.54 for composite CVD events in the surgical patients, and Pontiroli et al (923 [EL 2; MNRCT]) observed an OR of 0.70 for all-cause mortality and 0.58 for CVD mortality. Pontiroli et al (923 [EL 2; MNRCT]) also compared gastric banding and gastric bypass and found that ORs were similar for all-cause mortality, but that the OR for CVD mortality favored gastric bypass (0.48 vs. 0.71).

In patients with T2DM, there is insufficient evidence to determine whether weight loss reduces mortality or CVD events. Nonrandomized cohort studies provide discrepant results (924 [EL 4; NE]) and are confounded by the inclusion of patients with unintentional weight loss and by variable specific therapy for comorbidities such as BP, lipids, and glycemia. As discussed, the Look AHEAD study was discontinued prematurely for lack of effect of ILI versus standard support and education on mortality and CVD outcomes, despite suboptimal event rates (757 [EL 1; RCT]). Harrington et al (925 [EL 2; MNRCT]) conducted a meta-analysis of 26 prospective studies involving people with and without diabetes and reported that intentional weight loss did not alter all-cause mortality (RR, 1.01; P = 0.89), while unintentional weight loss was associated with excess risk of 22% to 39%. However, intentional weight loss did produce a small benefit for individuals with obesity classified as unhealthy (with obesity-related risk factors), which included patients with diabetes (RR, 0.87; 95% CI, 0.77-0.99; P = 0.028). There was no evidence for weight loss conferring either benefit or risk among healthy people with obesity. Finally, a subanalysis of data in the SOS Study involving only patients with diabetes demonstrated that bariatric surgery reduced the incidence of myocardial infarctions compared with nonsurgical controls (HR, 0.56; CI, 0.34-0.93) (926 [EL 2; PCS]).

Regarding weight-loss therapy for CHF, there are insufficient clinical trial data available upon which to base a recommendation. Obesity increases the risk of CHF (357 [EL 2; PCS]; 358 [EL 3; SS]; 359 [EL 4; NE]) and is associated with structural and functional changes that impair myocardial function, including impaired left ventricle (LV) filling and increases in LV cavity size, LV end-systolic wall stress, and LV mass/height index (357 [EL 4; NE]; 927 [EL 2; PCS]). In addition, weight loss can improve myocardial function and symptomatology in the short term and enhance QOL (927 [EL 2; PCS]; 928 [EL 2; PCS, N = 9]; 929 [EL 2; PCS]; 930 [EL 2; PCS]; 931 [EL 4; NE]; 932 [EL 4; NE]; 933 [EL 2; PCS]; 934 [EL 2; PCS]; 935 [EL 3; SCR]; 936 [EL 1; RCT]; 937 [EL 1; RCT]). Unintentional weight loss and cardiac cachexia are associated with a poorer prognosis (931 [EL 4; NE]; 938 [EL 3; SS]). Clinical trials and RCTs are needed to assess longer-term outcomes, particularly given the “obesity paradox” in CHF that is evident in epidemiologic studies (369 [EL 2; RCCS]). Current guidelines for the management of heart failure provide conflicting directions for the prognosis and management of BMI. The ACC/AHA Guideline for the management of heart failure does not make any specific recommendation for management of BMI and acknowledges the lack of relevant data (939 [EL 4; NE]). The European Society of Cardiology in its 2001 guideline recommends weight loss for patients with overweight and obesity with heart failure, even though this recommendation is not supported by data from clinical trials (940 [EL 4; NE]), and its 2012 guideline recommends that obesity in CHF should be managed as recommended by “other guidelines” addressing obesity management in general, again without supportive data (941 [EL 4; NE]).

• **Q5.6. Is weight loss effective to treat nonalcoholic fatty liver disease and nonalcoholic steatohepatitis?**
  **How much weight loss would be required?**

**Executive Summary**

• **R45.** Patients with overweight or obesity and nonalcoholic fatty liver disease should be primarily
managed with lifestyle interventions, involving caloric restriction and moderate-to-vigorous physical activity, targeting 4 to 10% weight loss (a range over which there is a dose-dependent beneficial effect on hepatic steatosis) (Grade A; BEL 1).

- **R46.** Weight loss as high as 10 to 40% may be required to decrease hepatic inflammation, hepato-cellular injury, and fibrosis (Grade A; BEL 1). In this regard, weight loss assisted by orlistat (Grade B; BEL 2), liraglutide (Grade A; BEL 1), and bariatric surgery (Grade B; BEL 2) may be effective.

- **R47.** A Mediterranean-type dietary pattern or meal plan can have a beneficial effect on hepatic steatosis independent of weight loss (Grade A; BEL 1).

**Evidence Base**

The therapeutic imperative for patients with NAFLD is to slow down or abrogate disease progression from hepatic steatosis to NASH to cirrhosis to liver failure and adenocarcinoma. Evidence indicates that this can be accomplished in patients with hepatic steatosis and NASH using lifestyle intervention that achieves weight loss through caloric restriction and increased physical activity (942 [EL 3; SS]; 943 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]; 944 [EL 1; RCT]; 945 [EL 1; RCT]; 946 [EL 2; PCS]; 947 [EL 1; RCT]; 948 [EL 2; PCS]; 949 [EL 2; NRCT]; 950 [EL 2; PCS]; 951 [EL 1; RCT]; 952 [EL 2; PCS]; 953 [EL 1; RCT]; 954 [EL 3; SS]; 955 [EL 1; RCT]; 956 [EL 1; RCT]). This therapeutic approach reverses 2 of the root causes of NAFLD, namely, insulin resistance and overweight or obesity.

Kani et al (951 [EL 1; RCT]) found that a soy-based dietary pattern was associated with improved liver function tests in subjects with NAFLD and mild obesity, but with only a 4% weight loss. Hickman et al (952 [EL 2; PCS]) found that a 4 to 5% weight loss with lifestyle intervention produced a sustained improvement in liver function tests in subjects with overweight and NAFLD. Elias et al (950 [EL 2; PCS]) found that a 5% weight loss (through a 500 to 1,000 kcal daily calorie reduction over a 6-month period) was associated with improvement in hepatic steatosis in patients with obesity and NAFLD by computed tomography. Aller et al (953 [EL 1; RCT]) also demonstrated that a 5% weight loss was associated with improved liver function tests, as well as improvements in various metabolic markers in subjects with obesity and NAFLD. The Look AHEAD trial demonstrated that, on average, an 8% loss of weight was associated with a significant reduction in hepatic steatosis (943 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]). Goodpaster et al (947 [EL 1; RCT]) found that implementing a lifestyle plan that incorporated caloric restriction (producing 8 to 10% weight loss in 12 months) and moderate-intensity physical activity (e.g., brisk walking, progressing up to 60 minutes/day for 5 days/week) was associated with improvements in liver function tests in patients with NAFLD. This is consistent with the findings of Kechagias et al (957 [EL 2; PCS]), in which a 10% weight gain over 4 weeks was sufficient to increase liver fat (as triglycerides). However, Yoshimura et al (955 [EL 1; RCT]) found that a 7% weight loss with calorie restriction was associated with improved liver function in NAFLD, but there was no additive effect of exercise training. In a randomized controlled study of people with NAFLD and a mean BMI in the range of 25 to 26 kg/m², improvements in hepatic steatosis as measured by magnetic resonance proton spectroscopy was achieved through community-based lifestyle modification programs (958 [EL 1; RCT]). Furthermore, while only 13% of patients losing <3% body weight in this study had remission of NAFLD, 40% with <3% weight loss and 97% with ≥8% weight loss had remission of NAFLD (958 [EL 1; RCT]).

In programs employing special diets, male Asians with overweight and NAFLD were placed on diets based on olive and canola oils, both high in MUFAs, and this resulted in a 5 to 6% weight loss and improved fatty liver grading by ultrasound and insulin sensitivity (959 [EL 1; RCT]). Lewis et al (960 [EL 2; PCS]) reported that a 6-week interventional cohort study in patients with severe obesity placed on a commercial Optifast very low-calorie diet produced a 14.7% reduction in mean liver volume and a 43% reduction in liver fat by MRI spectroscopy associated with a 7.5% weight loss. Notwithstanding the above beneficial effects of weight loss, Ryan et al (62 [EL 1; RCT]) found that consuming a Mediterranean diet (high in MUFAs) improved hepatic steatosis (assessed by magnetic resonance proton spectroscopy) and insulin sensitivity (using 3-h hyperinsulinemic–euglycemic clamps), but without any significant change in weight or WC.

Medications have also been shown to reduce hepatic steatosis. Pharmacotherapy with metformin in patients with overweight or obesity, insulin resistance, and NASH, in conjunction with lifestyle intervention targeting weight loss, can be considered when weight-loss efforts alone have failed; however, the evidence is not conclusive that metformin has a direct salutary effect on NAFLD per se (398 [EL 4; NE]). Many other nutritional and/or pharmacologic interventions to specifically manage NAFLD independent of weight loss in patients with obesity have been investigated alone and in combination, but further confirmatory studies are required (961 [EL 4; NE]; 962 [EL 1; RCT, N = 34]; 963 [EL 4; NE]; 964 [EL 1; RCT]; 965 [EL 1; RCT]; 966 [EL 1; RCT]).

There is also evidence that weight loss can produce histologic improvements in hepatic steatosis, inflammation, and fibrosis, whether associated with lifestyle intervention, orlistat, or bariatric surgery. In an RCT, 31 patients with obesity and biopsy-proven NASH were randomized to a diet plus exercise treatment resulting in a 9.3% weight loss.
over 48 weeks (967 [EL 1; RCT]). While the diet plus exercise subgroup experienced significant improvements in the NASH histologic activity score, improvements in steatosis, lobular inflammation, and ballooning injury were only observed in those patients losing >7% body weight. In a study of orlistat-assisted weight loss, patients with NASH underwent a liver biopsy before and after treatment that involved a 6-month reduced-calorie diet plus orlistat, which resulted in a mean weight loss of 5.4%; out of 14 patients in this study. Weight loss led to a reduction in the histologic steatosis score in 10 patients, improvements in inflammation in 11 patients, and a reduction in the fibrosis score in 10 patients (968 [EL 2; PCS]).

Trials employing liraglutide (1.8 mg/day) in patients with T2DM demonstrated favorable effects on NAFLD. In an RCT involving patients with T2DM, obesity, and NAFLD, 39% of patients (9 of 23) who received liraglutide and underwent end-of-treatment liver biopsy had resolution of NAFLD, with 9% experiencing progression of fibrosis, compared with 9% (2 of 22) of patients in the placebo group showing histological resolution (P = 0.019) and 36% showing progressive fibrosis (969 [EL 1; RCT]). In other small RCTs and cohort studies, liraglutide therapy was associated with lowering of transaminases (970 [EL 1; RCT, small N = 14]; 971 [EL 2; PCS]; 972 [EL 2; PCS]; 973 [EL 1; MRCT]; 974 [EL 3; SS]), improvements in hepatic histology (971 [EL 2; PCS]), reductions in intrahepatic fat by MRI proton spectroscopy (973 [EL 1; MRCT]; 974 [EL 2; PCS]), and improvements in hepatic function (i.e., enhanced hepatic insulin sensitivity) (970 [EL 1; RCT, small N = 14]) in patients with NAFLD or NASH.

In 39 patients undergoing RYGB surgery, postoperative weight loss of 50 kg over 18 months led to marked improvements in histologic steatosis, hepatocellular ballooning, centrilobular fibrosis, lobular inflammation, and the fibrosis stage, while no significant change was noted in portal tract inflammation and fibrosis (975 [EL 3; SS]). Nineteen patients with biopsy-proven NASH at the time of RYGB surgery lost 40% of body weight after 21 months, and repeat biopsy demonstrated marked improvements in histologic steatosis, lobular inflammation, and portal and lobular fibrosis (976 [EL 2; PCS]). Importantly, histopathologic criteria for NASH were no longer present in 89% of patients.

Mummadi et al (977) conducted a meta-analysis of 15 interventional studies that included 766 paired liver biopsies. The reductions in BMI after bariatric surgery ranged from 19.11 to 41.76 kg/m², the pooled proportions of patients with improvement or resolution of steatosis, steatohepatitis, and fibrosis were 91.6%, 81.3%, and 65.5%, respectively, and a complete resolution of nonalcoholic steatohepatitis was observed in 69.5% of patients (977 [EL 2; MNRCT]).

**Q5.7. Is weight loss effective to treat polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS)? How much weight loss would be required?**

**Executive Summary**

- **R48.** Women with overweight or obesity and PCOS should be treated with lifestyle therapy with the goal of achieving 5 to 15% weight loss or more to improve hyperandrogenism, oligomenorrhea, anovulation, insulin resistance, and hyperlipidemia; clinical efficacy can vary among individual patients (Grade A; BEL 1).
- **R49.** Patients with overweight or obesity and PCOS should be considered for treatment with orlistat, metformin, or liraglutide, alone or in combination, because these medications can be effective in decreasing weight and improving PCOS manifestations, including insulin resistance, glucose tolerance, dyslipidemia, hyperandrogenemia, oligomenorrhea, and anovulation (Grade A; BEL 1).
- **R50.** Selected patients with obesity and PCOS should be considered for laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass to improve symptomatology, including restoration of menses and ovulation (Grade B; BEL 2).

**Evidence Base**

Studies have demonstrated that PCOS symptomatology is improved by weight loss achieved by a variety of lifestyle interventions including reduced-calorie diets (978 [EL 2; PCS, N = 20]; 979 [EL 1; RCT]; 980 [EL 1; RCT]; 981 [EL 2; PCS]; 982 [EL 1; RCT, small N = 11]; 983 [EL 2; PCS]; 984 [EL 2; PCS]; 985 [EL 2; PCS, BMI matched]; 986 [EL 2; PCS]; 987 [EL 2; PCS]; 988 [EL 2; PCS]; 989 [EL 2; PCS]; 990 [EL 2; PCS]), diets of various macronutrient composition with lifestyle interventions (991 [EL 1; RCT]; 992 [EL 2; PCS]; 993 [EL 1; RCT]; 994 [EL 2; PCS]; 995 [EL 2; PCS]), exercise and lifestyle programs (996 [EL 2; PCS]; 997 [EL 1; RCT]; 998 [EL 1; RCT, small N = 12]; 999 [EL 2; PCS]; 1000 [EL 1; RCT]; 1001 [EL 2; PCS]; 1002 [EL 2; PCS]; 1003 [EL 2; PCS]; 1004 [EL 1; RCT]), pharmacotherapy (1005 [EL 1; RCT]; 1006 [EL 1; RCT]; 1007 [EL 2; PCS]; 1008 [EL 2; PCS]), and bariatric surgery (1009 [EL 2; PCS]; 1010 [EL 3; SS]; 1011 [EL 3; CSS]; 1012 [EL 3; SS]). Thus, diet and lifestyle interventions should be an integral component in the treatment of patients with PCOS and overweight or obesity (441 [EL 4; NE]). In women with PCOS and obesity, the loss of intra-abdominal fat, but not subcutaneous fat, was associated with resumption of ovulation (1013 [EL 2; PCS]).
Multiple small, uncontrolled cohort studies have demonstrated beneficial effects of 5 to 15% weight loss attained with dietary intervention in PCOS (978 [EL 2; PCS; N = 20]; 979 [EL 1; RCT]; 980 [EL 1; RCT]; 981 [EL 2; PCS]; 982 [EL 1; RCT, small N = 11]; 983 [EL 2; PCS]; 984 [EL 2; PCS]; 985 [EL 2; PCS, BMI matched]; 986 [EL 2; PCS]; 987 [EL 2; PCS]; 988 [EL 2; PCS]; 989 [EL 2; PCS]; 990 [EL 2; PCS]). There have also been several RCTs examining the effect of weight loss with lifestyle interventions with or without exercise on PCOS symptomatology. The largest of these trials randomized 94 women with overweight or obesity (mean age 29.3 years, mean BMI 36.2 kg/m²) to 3 intervention groups: (1) 20 weeks of diet only (n = 31), (2) diet and aerobic exercise (n = 31), and (3) diet and aerobic plus resistance exercise (n = 33); these groups attained weight loss of 8.9%, 10.6%, and 8.7%, respectively (P<0.001) (1014 [EL 1; RCT]). Fat mass decreased to a greater extent in the 2 exercise groups than in the diet only group (P<0.03). All groups demonstrated improvements in hormonal abnormalities and CV risk factors associated with PCOS, including BP, testosterone, total cholesterol, LDL-c, triglyceride levels, fasting insulin, and fasting glucose; there were no statistically significant differences in the improvements in these parameters among the 3 intervention groups (1014 [EL 1; RCT]).

It is important to note that women with overweight and obesity and PCOS may have variable responses to weight loss. In a prospective, intervention trial of 65 women with PCOS (average age 22.5-23.7 years, mean BMI 33.3 to 36.2 kg/m²) to 3 intervention groups: (1) 20 weeks of diet only (n = 31), (2) diet and aerobic exercise (n = 31), and (3) diet and aerobic plus resistance exercise (n = 33); these groups attained weight loss of 8.9%, 10.6%, and 8.7%, respectively (P<0.001) (1014 [EL 1; RCT]). Fat mass decreased to a greater extent in the 2 exercise groups than in the diet only group (P<0.03). All groups demonstrated improvements in hormonal abnormalities and CV risk factors associated with PCOS, including BP, testosterone, total cholesterol, LDL-c, triglyceride levels, fasting insulin, and fasting glucose; there were no statistically significant differences in the improvements in these parameters among the 3 intervention groups (1014 [EL 1; RCT]).

A larger prospective 6-month trial of orlistat (120 mg 3 times daily) followed by a low-calorie diet compared the response of 101 women with PCOS (average age 26.1 years, average BMI 34.5 kg/m²) to BMI-matched women without PCOS (1016 [EL 2; PCS]). Weight loss was comparable in both groups, amounting to 12.9% in the orlistat-treated group and 30% in the metformin-treated group. Ovulation rate was 15% in the orlistat-treated group and 30% in the metformin-treated group, with no statistically significant difference between the groups (P = 0.108) (1018 [EL 1; RCT]). Resulting body weight loss (4.48% in the orlistat group vs. 4.55% in the metformin group) and decrements in BMI and WC were similar in both treatment groups. Ovulation rate was 15% in the orlistat-treated group and 30% in the metformin-treated group, with no statistically significant difference between the groups (P = 0.108) (1018 [EL 1; RCT]).

Another open-label trial of 40 women with PCOS who were randomized to 3 months of 120 mg orlistat twice daily (n = 20; average age 28.8 years, average BMI 38.4 kg/m²) or 1,000 mg metformin daily (n = 20; average age 30.6 years, average BMI 39.6 kg/m²) found that both groups had a significant decrease in BMI, WC, and testosterone levels compared to baseline, with no statistically significant difference between the 2 groups (1019 [EL 1; RCT]). Ovulation rate was 25% in the orlistat group and 40% in the metformin group, and the difference was not statistically significant (P = 0.31) (1019 [EL 1; RCT]). Thus, orlistat and metformin both promoted weight loss and improved lipid and hormonal measures, induced ovulation, and restored menstrual cycles.
Both sibutramine and rimonabant have been withdrawn due to adverse events (CVD and psychological events, respectively) but serve as proof-of-principle that medication-assisted weight loss can exert a therapeutic effect in PCOS. Both drugs improved metabolic parameters, reduced androgen levels, and improved hirsutism in PCOS patients (1020 [EL 1; RCT]; 1021 [EL 1; RCT]; 1022 [EL 1; RCT]). In an RCT randomizing PCOS patients to a hypocaloric diet with and without sibutramine, only those patients who lost >10% of body weight experienced a reduction in the free androgen index (1021 [EL 1; RCT]). While liraglutide at 3 mg/day has been approved for weight loss, the efficacy of lower doses (0.6 to 2.4 mg/day) to induce weight loss has been examined in PCOS patients. An uncontrolled prospective study of 84 women with PCOS (mean age 35.5 years, mean BMI 35 kg/m²) treated with 0.6 to 1.8 mg of liraglutide daily (titrated to 1.8 mg in 61.9% of the women in the sample) for an average of 27.8 weeks found that 81.7% of the women lost >5% of their body weight and 32.9% lost >10% of their body weight (1023 [EL 2; PCS]). This observational study did not report the effect of weight loss on hormonal levels and clinical manifestations of PCOS. Another study examined the effect of liraglutide on women with PCOS who had not lost weight with metformin therapy alone (1024 [EL 1; RCT]). This open-label study included 40 women who were then randomized to 1 of 3 arms: (1) 1.000 mg of metformin twice daily, (2) 1.2 mg of liraglutide twice daily, or (3) a combination of metformin and liraglutide at the same doses. Compared to the metformin and liraglutide alone groups, the group receiving the combination of these drugs lost the most weight (1.2 kg, 3.8 kg, and 6.5 kg, respectively; \( P < 0.001 \)) and had the largest corresponding decreases in BMI (\( P < 0.001 \)) and WC (\( P = 0.029 \)) (1024 [EL 1; RCT]). Further trials are required to assess the safety of the long-term use of weight-loss medications in women with PCOS, many of whom may be seeking fertility treatment.

Multiple clinical trials and meta-analyses, including RCTs and comparator trials versus clomiphene and orlistat, have established the efficacy of metformin in the improvement of metabolic parameters, ovulation, and pregnancy rates in patients with PCOS (1025 [EL 1; MRCCT]; 1026 [EL 1; MRCCT]; 1027 [EL 1; MRCCT]; 1028 [EL 2; MNRCCT]; 1029 [EL 1; MRCCT]). One meta-analysis assessing treatment with metformin demonstrated an improvement in both ovulation rates and pregnancy rates in women with PCOS versus placebo and in women taking metformin with clomiphene versus clomiphene alone (1025 [EL 1; MRCCT]). Metformin therapy has been consistently shown to result in modest weight loss; it is not clear the degree to which weight loss versus other actions of the drug are responsible for the therapeutic effects. Similarly, thiazolidinediones, another class of insulin-sensitizing drugs associated with modest weight gain, can improve androgen and gonadotropin levels, insulin sensitivity, ovulation, and pregnancy rates (1030 [EL 1; MRCT]; 1031 [EL 1; MNRCCT]). These data suggest that it is the insulin-sensitizing effect of weight loss that is largely responsible for the therapeutic efficacy of lifestyle interventions and weight-loss medications in PCOS.

Several small prospective trials have demonstrated that bariatric surgery is an effective intervention to produce significant weight loss and alleviate PCOS symptomatology. In a prospective, longitudinal, nonrandomized trial involving women who underwent surgery with either biliopancreatic diversion or by laparoscopic gastric bypass, 17 women were found to have PCOS (average age 29.8 years, average BMI 50.7 kg/m²) and, of those, the authors obtained follow-up data on 12 women (1009 [EL 2; PCS]). The 12 women lost an average of 41 kg (\( P < 0.001 \)) after a 12 ± 5-month follow-up and all were found to have restored menstrual cycles, with 10 having ovulatory cycles. All 12 women had improvements in androgen levels, hirsutism, and measures of insulin resistance (as assessed by HOMA-IR). In another study, 24 women (mean age 34 years, mean BMI 50 kg/m²) with PCOS underwent laparoscopic RYGB and were followed for an average of 27.5 ± 16 months; average %EWL was 56.7% and all of the women resumed menstruation. Hirsutism resolved in 52% of the women by 8 months and an additional 25% had moderate resolution of their hirsutism at 21 months (1010 [EL 3; SS]).

A retrospective review of 389 women with PCOS who underwent RYGB demonstrated improvements in LDL- c, triglycerides, A1C, and hepatic transaminases without differences in clinical response among Hispanic, non-Hispanic black, and white subgroups (1011 [EL 3; CSS]). In another cohort study in which 20 patients with PCOS underwent gastric bypass, menstruation was corrected in 82% and hirsutism had resolved in 29% of patients, and 77.8% of those with diabetes had complete remission (1012 [EL 3; SS]). All 6 patients who desired pregnancy following surgery conceived within 3 years of surgery. Larger, randomized trials are needed to assess response to bariatric procedures other than gastric bypass as well as to investigate long-term outcomes.

- **Q5.8. Is weight loss effective to treat infertility in women with overweight and obesity? How much weight loss would be required?**

**Executive Summary**

- **R51.** Weight loss is effective to treat infertility in women with overweight and obesity and should be considered as part of the initial treatment to improve fertility; weight loss of ≥10% should be targeted to augment likelihood of conception and live birth (Grade A; BEL 1).
Evidence Base

Small cohort studies have shown that weight loss is effective in improving fertility in women with overweight and obesity (1001 [EL 3; SS, retrospective cohort]; 1002 [EL 2; PCS]; 1032 [EL 2; PCS]; 1033 [EL 2; PCS]) and that a 10% decrease in body weight may improve rates of fertility. Clark et al (1001 [EL 2; PCS]) placed 67 anovulatory women on a diet and physical activity lifestyle intervention, resulting in a mean reduction in weight of 10.2 kg; 60 of the 67 women became ovulatory, 52 achieved pregnancy, and 45 had a live birth. A lifestyle intervention program including 58 women with obesity and menstrual irregularities resulted in a 10 kg weight loss over 32 weeks and resulted in return of regular menses in 80% of women and a pregnancy rate of 29% (1033 [EL 2; PCS]). A recent study of 52 women with overweight and obesity (average BMI 33 ± 6.7 kg/m², 56% with BMI ≥30 kg/m²) investigated the effect of “meaningful weight loss” (defined as 10% of body weight) on fertility (1032 [EL 3; SS, retrospective cohort]). Each woman was seen by an endocrinologist and received counseling on diet and exercise, with or without weight-loss medication. The 32% of women who lost ≥10% of their body weight were more likely to conceive versus women with <10% weight loss (88% vs. 54%, respectively). Additionally, women with >10% weight loss were more likely to have live births (71% vs. 37%, respectively) and one-third conceived spontaneously. Notably, in this study, there were more women diagnosed with PCOS in the group with <10% weight loss (1032 [EL 3; SS, retrospective cohort]). Additional studies have confirmed that weight loss <10% is not effective in increasing pregnancy rates (1034 [EL 2; PCS]; 1035 [EL 1; RCT]). Thus, a 10% reduction in body weight appears to result in increased rates of pregnancy, albeit larger prospective trials are required to confirm these findings.

In an RCT, 49 women with obesity who were infertile for >3 years were randomized either to a 12-week intervention with a very-low energy diet (6 weeks) followed by a low-calorie diet or to a control group given weight-loss advice (1036 [EL 1; RCT]). The intervention group lost 6.9% of their initial body weight compared with 1.5% weight loss in the control group and achieved a significantly higher pregnancy rate (48% vs. 14%, P = 0.007), required fewer assistive reproductive technology cycles to conceive (2.4 cycles vs. 3.7 cycles, P = 0.002), and had higher rates of live birth (48% vs. 14%, P = 0.02) (1036 [EL 1; RCT]). In an RCT comparing lifestyle intervention and metformin in anovulatory women with obesity and PCOS, weight loss irrespective of the randomization group resulted in an OR of 9.0 for ovulation (1037 [EL 4; NE]). In another RCT, 38 women with obesity and infertility for >4 years were randomized to an intervention consisting of a low-calorie diet of meal replacements plus exercise versus a control group given recommendations for lifestyle change (1035 [EL 1; RCT]). The study found that the intervention group lost only 3.8 ± 3.0 kg, which was more than the control group (-0.5 ± 1.2 kg, P < 0.001), but did not find a statistically significant difference in pregnancy rates at this level of weight loss (67% vs. 40%, P = 0.119) (1035 [EL 1; RCT]).

Weight loss associated with bariatric surgery has also been observed to induce ovulation, improve sexual function, and increase the likelihood of pregnancy and live births (1038 [EL 3; SS]; 1039 [EL 2; PCS]; 1040 [EL 3; SS]; 1041 [EL 2; PCS]; 1042 [EL 3; CSS]; 1043 [EL 2; PCS]; 1044 [EL 2; PCS]; 1045 [EL 2; PCS]). Most of these are case-control studies, cohort studies, or case series involving small numbers of patients. The data are insufficient to identify the optimal time interval for delay of pregnancy following bariatric surgery; however, the general consensus is that pregnancy should be delayed 12 to 18 months, primarily to avoid nutritional deficiencies (1046 [EL 4; NE]; 1047 [EL 4; NE]).

In a systematic review of maternal and obstetric outcomes following obesity surgery, Maggard et al (1048 [EL 4; NE]) included 75 articles, 54 of which were case studies or case series, 8 were cohort studies, and 3 were matched cohort studies. The 3 matched cohort studies by Ducarme et al (1049 [EL 2; RCCS]), Patel et al (1050 [EL 3; SS]), and Wax et al (1051 [EL 3; SS]) showed fewer maternal complications for women who had undergone bariatric surgery compared with control patients with obesity. Guelinckx et al (1052 [EL 4; NE]) reviewed many of these same studies and concluded that enhanced fertility outcomes and improvements in maternal and fetal obstetric complications characterized women who had undergone obesity surgery compared with similar women with obesity.

Additional cohort studies (and case reports) have also examined whether weight-loss interventions improve outcomes of assisted reproductive technology (ART) treatments. Using lifestyle interventions that featured reduced-calorie diets (1001 [EL 2; PCS]; 1002 [EL 2; PCS]; 1035 [EL 1; RCT]; 1036 [EL 1; RCT]; 1053 [EL 3; SS]; 1054 [EL 3; SS, abstract]; 1055 [EL 4; abstract]) or very low-calorie diets (1036 [EL 1; RCT]; 1056 [EL 2; PCS, very small N = 10]), 4 of 8 studies assessing the effects of diet-induced weight loss showed statistically significant improvement in pregnancy rates or live births (1001 [EL 2; PCS]; 1002 [EL 2; PCS]; 1036 [EL 1; RCT]; 1053 [EL 3; SS]), 2 reported a nonsignificant trend toward increased pregnancy (1035 [EL 1; RCT]; 1054 [EL 3; SS, abstract]), and 1 showed a decrease in live births (1055 [EL 4; abstract]). In a small prospective cohort of 10 women with obesity (4 of whom dropped out of the study) who were administered a very low-calorie diet, none of the women conceived (1056 [EL 2; PCS, very small N = 10]).

Bariatric surgery (1057 [EL 3; CCS]; 1058 [EL 3; SCR] and nonsurgical procedures (1059 [EL 3; SS]) have also been shown to improve outcomes of ART treatments. However, the evidence regarding bariatric surgery involves
only 2 case reports (n = 5 and n = 1) and therefore further studies are needed. In 1 small study examining gastric balloons, 15 of 27 women became pregnant (1059 [EL 3; SS]). A systematic review of 11 studies supported the clinical recommendation of advising women with overweight and obesity to lose weight before ART treatments, although RCTs are needed for the development of more definitive recommendations (1060 [EL 4; NE]). Thus, on balance, while additional studies are needed, the data support the contention that weight loss before fertility treatment can result in higher rates of conception and, at times, natural conception.

The position of the Practice Committee of the American Society for Reproductive Medicine in 2015 was that “obese women wishing to conceive should consider a weight management program that focuses on preconception weight loss (to a BMI <35 kg/m2), prevention of excess weight gain in pregnancy, and long-term weight reduction” (1047 [EL 4; NE]).

• Q5.9. Is weight loss effective to treat male hypogonadism? How much weight loss would be required?

Executive Summary

• RS2. Treatment of hypogonadism in men with increased waist circumference or obesity should include weight-loss therapy (Grade B; BEL 2). Weight loss of more than 5 to 10% is needed for significant improvement in serum testosterone (Grade D).

• RS3. Bariatric surgery should be considered as a treatment approach that improves hypogonadism in most patients with obesity, including patients with severe obesity (BMI >50 kg/m2) and T2DM (Grade A; BEL 1).

• RS4. Men with hypogonadism and obesity who are not seeking fertility should be considered for testosterone therapy in addition to lifestyle intervention since testosterone in these patients results in weight loss, decreased waist circumference, and improvements in metabolic parameters (glucose, A1C, lipids, and blood pressure) (Grade A; BEL 1).

Evidence Base

Multiple studies have demonstrated that weight loss accompanying bariatric surgery results in significant increases in serum testosterone in men (511 [EL 1; RCT]; 512 [EL 2; PCS, only 21 of 75 patients studied in follow-up]; 1061 [EL 2; PCS, N = 33 men]). Pellitero and colleagues (511 [EL 2; PCS, N = 33 men]) found that bariatric surgery was effective in reversing hypogonadism (defined as total testosterone <300 ng/dL) in patients (n = 33, age 40.5 ± 9.9 years) with marked obesity (mean BMI 50.3 ± 6.1 kg/m2), with a decline in hypogonadism from 78.8% to 6% of patients after 18.8% weight loss in 1 year. Percent weight loss was also significantly associated with positive changes in SHBG (P = 0.04), inhibin-B (P = 0.03), and anti-Mullerian hormone (P = 0.01).

In a randomized study comparing RYGB (n = 17), SG (n = 11), and medical anti-diabetes therapy (n = 14), surgically induced weight loss improved hypogonadism in 42 men (aged 49 ± 8 years) with obesity (BMI 37 ± 3 kg/m2) and T2DM (A1C 9.2 ± 1.4%) to a greater extent than medical diabetes therapy (1061 [EL 1; RCT]). In this study, weight at 1 year decreased 26% with RYGB, 27% with SG, and 5% with anti-diabetes therapy. None of the men received testosterone therapy. Measurement of adiposity was determined by DEXA and leptin levels in 19 subjects. Total testosterone increased with RYGB (468 vs. 243 ng/dL, P<0.001) and SG (418 vs. 287 ng/dL, P<0.01), but not with anti-diabetes therapy (265 vs. 254 ng/dL). There was also an increase in free testosterone that was strongly correlated with the decrements in body weight (P = 0.02), A1C (P = 0.04), leptin (P = 0.02), and abdominal fat (P = 0.009). A systematic review and meta-analysis of studies from January 1969 to September 2012 identified 22 studies evaluating the effect of diet or bariatric surgery and 2 studies that compared diet and bariatric surgery (515 [EL 2; MRCT, subanalysis of RCTs included]). Both low-calorie diet and bariatric surgery were associated with significant (P<0.0001) increases in plasma SHBG and (bound and unbound) testosterone, while bariatric surgery was more effective. The increase in serum testosterone was greater in younger and heavier patients, and also in those without T2DM, although multiple regression analysis showed that the degree of weight loss was the best determinant of the increase in testosterone (P = 0.029).

Reductions in body weight and WC have been reported in men with obesity and hypogonadism treated with testosterone. A double-blind RCT involving 211 men with T2DM administered long-acting testosterone undecanoate reported statistically significant reductions in body weight, WC, and BMI in men without depression (1062 [EL 1; RCT]). A 14-item Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) identified baseline depression in 31% and anxiety in 18% of these men, without differences in baseline HADS for depression or anxiety between the testosterone and placebo groups. In the men without baseline depression (n = 151), body weight, BMI, WC, and total cholesterol were all significantly improved versus placebo. There was no improvement in body weight, BMI, or WC at 30 weeks in men with baseline depression (n = 48).

Another single-center RCT randomized 50 patients with metabolic syndrome (mean age 57 ± 8 years) to receive either placebo or 1,000 mg of long-acting testosterone undecanoate every 3 months (1063 [EL 1; RCT]). At 1 year, testosterone therapy markedly improved HOMA-IR (P<0.001), carotid intima-media thickness (P<0.0001), and high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (P<0.001) compared to...
placebo. After 2 years, the prevalence of metabolic syndrome was reduced to 35% ($P<0.0001$) in testosterone-treated patients. The main determinants of change were declines in WC ($P<0.0001$), visceral fat mass ($P<0.0001$), and HOMA-IR. In middle-aged men (mean age 54.5 years) with obesity (mean BMI 42 kg/m$^2$) and hypogonadism, 54 weeks of testosterone therapy in addition to diet and exercise significantly improved cardiometabolic risk factors compared to diet and exercise alone, as indicated by primary cardiometabolic endpoints (cardiac ejection fraction, diastolic function, endothelial function, carotid intima-media thickness, and epicardial fat thickness; $P<0.01$ for all parameters) and secondary metabolic endpoints including glycemic (HOMA, $P<0.01$; microalbuminuria, $P<0.01$), lipid (total cholesterol, $P<0.05$), and inflammatory (fibrinogen, $P<0.05$) parameters ($1064$ [EL 2; PCS]). These cardiometabolic factors reverted back to baseline within 6 months after testosterone cessation.

From 2 large independent registry studies of 261 ($1065$ [EL 2; PCS]) and 255 ($1066$ [EL 2; PCS]) men with obesity and hypogonadism, long-term testosterone therapy in 411 men (mean age 58.6 years, range 33-84 years) was shown to be effective for sustained weight loss, irrespective of their baseline weight. Injectable testosterone undecanoate resulted in significant decreases in weight, WC, and BMI over an 8-year period (6 years mean duration of follow-up) ($518$ [EL 3; SS]). Improvements in weight and BMI were significant and progressive year to year over the entire study period. There were also significant improvements in glycemia (fasting glucose and A1C), lipids (increased HDL-c and decreased total plus LDL cholesterol and triglycerides), and SBP/DBP ($P<0.001$ for all parameters) in each of the 3 BMI categories (class I, II, and III obesity). In addition, the progressive yearly decrements in weight and WC were seen in all men from these 2 registries aged $\leq 65$ years ($n = 450$) and $>65$ years ($n = 111$), with total weight declines from baseline of 13.6 $\pm$ 7.6% and 13.3 $\pm$ 7.1% for the respective age groups ($518$ [EL 3; SS]). Treatment with parenteral testosterone undecanoate for up to 6 years also resulted in sustained improvements in body weight, WC, and glycemic control in 156 of these men with both obesity and T2DM ($1067$ [EL 2; PCS]). Serum A1C levels decreased from 8.1 $\pm$ 0.9% at baseline to 6.1 $\pm$ 0.7% ($P<0.0001$) following treatment, with significant declines for the first 5 years versus each previous year and approaching significance from years 5 to 6 ($P = 0.06$). In a systematic review and meta-analysis of RCTs in patients with T2DM, testosterone therapy was associated with significant reductions in fasting plasma glucose, A1C, fat mass, and triglycerides, although no significant change was seen in total and HDL cholesterol or BP ($515$ [EL 2; MRCT, subanalysis of RCTs included]).

In a cohort of 261 men (mean age 58 years) with late-onset hypogonadism treated every 3 months with long-acting testosterone undecanoate, the loss of 3% body weight at 1 year of treatment, a BMI $>30$ kg/m$^2$, and a WC $>102$ cm predicted sustained weight loss over the entire treatment period, regardless of age ($1066$ [EL 2; PCS]). The benefits of testosterone replacement in elderly men with hypogonadism (mean age 59 years) produced long-term benefits regarding weight loss and improvements in metabolic syndrome traits, including lipids, fasting glucose, A1C, HDL-c, hepatic transaminases, and blood pressure over 5 or more years in prospective observational cohort studies ($1065$ [EL 2; PCS]; $1068$ [EL 2; PCS]; $1069$ [EL 2; PCS]; $1070$ [EL 2; PCS]). Zitzman and colleagues ($1071$ [EL 4; NE, abstract]; $1072$ [EL 4; NE, abstract]) studied testosterone replacement in 381 men with hypogonadism over a period of up to 16 years. Serum testosterone increased from $5.3 \pm 2.1$ nmol/L to $15.6 \pm 4.1$ nmol/L, and body weight decreased from $106.8 \pm 16.4$ kg to $86.5 \pm 12.7$ kg by the end of the observation period. The weight loss was associated with a decline in BMI from $32.6 \pm 5.5$ kg/m$^2$ to $26.4 \pm 3.3$ kg/m$^2$ and significant improvements in glycemic control, lipids, BP, and heart rate. The prevalence of metabolic syndrome declined from 87% of subjects at baseline to 43% at 4 years ($P<0.001$). Long-term metabolic effects were associated with lower concentrations of SHBG, higher testosterone:estradiol ratios, and greater delta increases in serum testosterone.

Long-term testosterone therapy in men with obesity and hypogonadism appears to be safe and may have beneficial urologic outcomes. Significant increases were seen in prostate volume and prostate specific antigen (PSA), and significant decreases were observed in residual bladder volume and the International Prostate Symptoms Score (IPSS), in 162 men (mean age 59.7 $\pm$ 8.2 years) with obesity and hypogonadism treated for up to 5 years in a prospective registry study ($1073$ [EL 4; NE, abstract]). Three men developed prostate cancer after 18, 48, and 51 months of injectable testosterone undecanoate. Similar results for prostate volume, PSA, IPSS, and residual bladder volume were reported in another prospective registry study of 181 men treated for up to 5 years ($1074$ [EL 4; NE, abstract]). In a 4-year study of testosterone therapy in 20 men (mean age 57 years) with obesity, metabolic syndrome, and hypogonadism, there were no significant differences found in prostate size, PSA, maximal urinary flow, post-void residual volume, or hematocrit levels when compared to 20 matched controls without testosterone administration. Interestingly, the control group had a significantly higher incidence of prostatitis (30% vs. 10%, $P<0.01$) ($1075$ [EL 2; NRCT]).

To provide recommendations and standard operating procedures based on best evidence for diagnosis and treatment of hypogonadism in men, the endocrine subcommittee of the International Society of Sexual Medicine Standards Committee reviewed the medical literature and then had extensive internal discussions over 2 years, followed by public presentation and discussion with other
experts (1076 [EL 4; NE]). The committee concluded that although association does not mean causation, and follow-up of controlled trials was limited to 3 years, hypogonadism is associated with reduced longevity, risk of fatal CV events, obesity, sarcopenia, frailty, osteoporosis, and other chronic disease states. Their evidence-based recommendations included: (1) men with sexual dysfunction, visceral obesity, and metabolic diseases should be screened for hypogonadism and treated if diagnosed; (2) young men with hypogonadism should be treated; and (3) the risks and benefits of testosterone therapy should be carefully assessed in older men. They also concluded that there is no compelling evidence that testosterone therapy causes prostate cancer or its progression.

**Q5.10. Is weight loss effective to treat obstructive sleep apnea? How much weight loss would be required?**

**Executive Summary**

**R55.** Patients with overweight or obesity and obstructive sleep apnea should be treated with weight-loss therapy including lifestyle interventions and additional modalities as needed, including phentermine/topiramate ER or bariatric surgery; the weight-loss goal should be at least 7 to 11% or more (Grade A; BEL 1).

**Evidence Base**

Obesity or overweight and obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) are related, and a bidirectional causality has been supported by many clinical studies. The unidirectional effects of weight loss in patients with overweight or obesity on improvement of OSA are provided by certain key clinical studies. The severity of sleep apnea is quantified by the apnea-hypopnea index (AHI), which reflects the average number of apneic/hypopneic episodes per hour during a polysomnography study. The AHI is correlated with the odds ratio for stroke and CVD events and, therefore, predicts adverse clinical outcomes (1077 [EL 2; MNRCT]).

Tuomilehto et al (555 [EL 4; NE]) have reviewed strong evidence–level studies (RCTs and select nonrandomized trials) (760 [EL 1; RCT]; 1078 [EL 1; RCT]; 1079 [EL 2; PCS]; 1080 [EL 1; RCT, post-intervention follow-up data]; 1081 [EL 2; PCS]; 1082 [EL 2; PCS]; 1083 [EL 2; RCCS]; 1084 [EL 2; PCS, small N = 8]; 1085 [EL 1; RCT]; 1086 [EL 2; PCS]; 1087 [EL 2; PCS]; 1088 [EL 2; RCT]; 1089 [EL 2; PCS]; 1090 [EL 2; PCS]; 1091 [EL 2; PCS]; 1092 [EL 2; PCS]; 1093 [EL 2; PCS]; 1094 [EL 2; PCS, only 4 patients in cohort]) and found that lifestyle change (including very low-calorie diet and/or cognitive-behavior intervention) resulting in 7 to 17% weight loss produced a 3 to 68% reduction in the AHI. The strongest of these studies demonstrated OSA improvement with at least 7 to 11% weight loss (759 [EL 1; RCT]; 1080 [EL 1; RCT, post-intervention follow-up data]). However, in the Sleep AHEAD study, significant reductions in the AHI were observed only in the subgroup losing 10% or more body weight (759 [EL 1; RCT]). The 10% weight-loss threshold for AHI reductions of >10 units was corroborated by a meta-analysis by Araghi et al (1095 [EL 2; MNRCT]). In addition, the higher the AHI at baseline, the greater the absolute decrease in AHI with weight loss (1095 [EL 2; MNRCT]).

Medication-assisted weight loss can also be effective in treating OSA. When compared to placebo plus lifestyle intervention, the addition of phentermine/topiramate ER led to greater weight loss and improvements in the AHI from a score of 44.2 at baseline (severe category) to 14.0 (mild category) (1096 [EL 1; RCT]). Liraglutide therapy in 158 patients with diabetes was associated with a 4.3% weight loss over 3 months, together with significant reductions in neck circumference and daytime sleepiness as measured by the Epworth Sleepiness Scale (1097 [EL 3; SS]). Bariatric surgery resulted in 27 to 47% weight loss and a 49 to 98% reduction in the AHI (555 [EL 4; NE]). In another study, LAGB resulted in 20.2% weight loss and a 54% improvement in sleepiness scores (1098 [EL 2; PCS]). However, Dixon et al (1099 [EL 1; RCT]) found that LAGB was not superior to conventional weight-loss programs in patients with OSA as measured by the AHI score. In a post-hoc analysis of an existing RCT on OSA, Sahlman et al (1100 [EL 1; RCT]) demonstrated improvements in several inflammatory mediators with weight loss (mean -10.7 kg weight and -5.1% total fat). The beneficial effects of lifestyle interventions and weight loss on OSA appear to be durable for at least 4 years, according to an analysis of Look AHEAD data performed by Kuna et al (1103 [EL 1; RCT]).

**Q5.11. Is weight loss effective to treat asthma/reactive airway disease? How much weight loss would be required?**

**Executive Summary**

**R56.** Patients with overweight or obesity and asthma should be treated with weight loss using lifestyle interventions; additional treatment modalities may be considered as needed including bariatric surgery; the weight-loss goal should be at least 7 to 8% (Grade A; BEL 1).

**Evidence Base**

There are several clinical trials supporting the beneficial effects of weight loss on asthma in patients with obesity. Johnson et al (1102 [EL 2; PCS]) found that alternate-day calorie restriction (with an average of 8% weight loss) was associated with improvements in asthma symptoms, QOL, and peak expiratory flow, along with markers of oxidative stress and inflammation. Dandona et al (1103 [EL
2; PCS)) also found significant reductions in expression of key asthma-related genes (interleukin-4, disintegrin, and metalloproteinase 33), tumor necrosis factor (ligand) superfamily member 14, matrix metallopeptidase-9, C-C chemokine receptor type-2, and nitric acid metabolites with a weight loss of approximately 23% after RYGB. In another study, Leao da Silva et al (1104 [EL 2; PCS]) found that leptin levels were a marker for improvements in lung function in adolescents with obesity and asthma undergoing moderate-to-massive weight loss. Weight loss (average 7.5%) can also be associated with improvement in forced vital capacity in patients with obesity and severe asthma through mechanisms unrelated to inflammation (1105 [EL 1; RCT, relatively small sample size N = 22]).

• **Q5.12. Is weight loss effective to treat osteoarthritis? How much weight loss would be required?**

**Executive Summary**

• **R57.** Patients with overweight or obesity and OA involving weight-bearing joints, particularly the knee, should be treated with weight-loss therapy for symptomatic and functional improvement and reduction in compressive forces during ambulation; the weight-loss goal should be ≥10% of body weight (Grade A; BEL 1). A physical activity program should also be recommended in this setting since the combination of weight-loss therapy achieving 5 to 10% loss of body weight combined with physical activity can effectively improve symptoms and joint function (Grade A; BEL 1).

• **R58.** Patients with overweight or obesity and OA should undergo weight-loss therapy before and after total knee replacement (Grade C; BEL 2, downgraded due to evidence gaps).

**Evidence Base**

Given the strong association between obesity and OA, investigators have examined whether weight loss is effective for primary prevention and for treatment to improve pain and functionality in patients with the disease. These studies have largely involved OA of the knee (585 [EL 2; PCS]; 1108 [EL 1; RCT]). One study that addressed primary prevention was the Framingham Knee Osteoarthritis Study, which was a nested, case-control study of women who developed symptomatic and radiographic knee OA during a 12-year longitudinal follow-up (1107 [EL 2; PCS]). The subgroups were compared for naturally occurring changes in body weight (i.e., no intervention); both high baseline weight and weight gain significantly increased the odds ratio for OA, and weight loss in women whose BMI was >25 kg/m² at baseline significantly diminished OA risk. Specifically, a weight loss of 5.1 kg was associated with a more than 50% reduction in the odds for developing OA.

Several RCTs have been conducted examining the effects of weight-loss interventions on knee OA. These RCTs often employ validated indices of OA severity as a primary outcome measure that includes findings and symptoms related to pain, stiffness, walking distance, stair climbing, and ability to squat (e.g., the Lequesne Index, the Knee Society Score, and the Western Ontario and McMaster Universities osteoarthritis index [WOMAC]). Toda et al (1108 [EL 2; PCS]) observed that diet-induced weight loss significantly improved the Lequesne score, and the improvement was best correlated with reductions in percentage of body fat. Christensen et al (1106 [EL 1; RCT]) found that a reduced-calorie diet produced an 11.1% weight loss and a significant improvement in the WOMAC index score compared with patients randomized to the control diet who experienced a 4.3% weight loss. The authors concluded that for every percent of body fat lost there was a 9.4% improvement in the WOMAC index, and that a weight reduction of 10% was needed to improve functionality. In another study by these authors, patients with obesity and OA were randomized to a very low-calorie diet of 415 kcal/day versus 810 kcal/day; these groups lost 13% and 12% of their body weight, respectively, and both groups noted similar marked improvements in knee and/or hip pain (1109 [EL 1; RCT]). Messier et al (1110 [EL 1; RCT]) randomized OA patients to diet plus exercise or exercise alone, which produced a mean weight loss of 8.5 kg and 1.8 kg, respectively, leading to significant improvements in self-reported disability, knee pain, physical performance measures, and knee strength without significant differences between the diet plus exercise and exercise only groups.

In the Arthritis, Diet, and Activity Promotion Trial (ADAPT), 316 patients with OA were randomized to healthy lifestyle control, diet only, exercise only, and diet plus exercise treatment groups. The diet plus exercise group (weight loss 5.7%) experienced greater benefits than the other treatment arms with significant improvements in physical function, walking distance, stair climb, and knee pain (1111 [EL 1; RCT, single-blinded]). The diet alone (4.9% weight loss) and exercise alone groups were no different from healthy lifestyle controls for most measures. In a subgroup of patients with extensive biomechanical testing, there were significant associations between the degree of weight loss and follow-up values of knee compressive force, resultant force, and abduction and medial rotation moment (1112 [EL 1; RCT, single-blinded]). The results indicated that for each unit of weight loss there was a 4-fold reduction in the load exerted on the knee during walking.

Finally, in the Intensive Diet and Exercise for Arthritis (IDEA) randomized clinical trial, 454 older adults with obesity with OA were randomized to diet and exercise, diet alone, or exercise alone treatment groups, which resulted in weight loss of 11.3%, 9.5%, and 1.9%, respectively (1113...
Knee compressive forces were lowered only in the diet alone and diet plus exercise groups, and the diet plus exercise group had the largest reduction in the WOMAC index pain score. Importantly, when weight-loss categories of >10%, 5 to 9.9%, and <5% were considered independent of treatment group, it was only those subjects losing >10% body weight who experienced significant improvements in knee compressive force, IL-6 level, pain, and function.

Several meta-analyses have been conducted assessing the efficacy of weight loss in the treatment of OA. Christensen et al (1114 [EL 1; MRCT]) conducted a meta-analysis of RCTs and concluded that a weight loss of >5% at a rate of 0.25% per week (i.e., over 20 weeks) could achieve improvements in the physical disability of OA. A systematic review of all related articles published in 2013 identified 36 prospective controlled studies enrolling participants with a diagnosis of knee or hip OA that were largely nonrandomized (1115[EL 4; NE]). It was concluded that a high quality of evidence supports the use of diet-induced weight loss combined with exercise to improve the biomechanical outcome measures of OA. Evidence-based guidelines developed by the American College of Rheumatology (1116 [EL 4; NE]), the European League Against Rheumatism (1117 [EL 4; NE]), the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons (1118 [EL 4; NE]), the Osteoarthritis Research Society International (1119 [EL 4; NE]), and a systematic review of recommendations and guidelines (1120 [EL 4; NE]) all advocate aerobic and resistance exercise, as well as weight loss, in patients with overweight/obesity and OA.

There are limited data assessing the efficacy of medication-assisted weight loss in the treatment of OA (1121 [EL 4; NE]). In contrast, there are multiple studies examining the effects of bariatric surgery on OA. In 59 consecutive patients followed prospectively after bariatric surgery, there was a significant increase in medial joint space on knee X-rays and clear improvements in the Knee Society Score (KSS) (1122 [EL 2; PCS]). A meta-analysis of studies assessing the effects of bariatric surgery on OA included 13 studies and 3,837 patients, but only 2 studies had a control group; 11 were uncontrolled prospective studies (1123 [EL 4; NE]). All studies measuring intensity of knee pain, knee physical function, and knee stiffness showed a significant improvement after bariatric surgery with weight loss ranging from 14.5 to 35.2%. The quality of evidence was considered low for most of the included studies and moderate for 1 study. The conclusion was that bariatric surgery with subsequent marked weight loss is likely to improve knee pain, physical function, and stiffness in adult patients with obesity, but stressed the need for high-quality studies. A study by Peltonen et al (1124 [EL 3; SS, post-hoc comparison of random sample with previously published sample]) was the one deemed to be of moderate quality in this meta-analysis. It was a case-control study that included bariatric surgery cases enrolled in the SOS study. Weight loss associated with bariatric surgery was associated with a significant improvement in pain, including work-restricting pain, in knees and ankles of men and women with odds ratios of 1.4 to 4.8.

A second systematic review of the literature in patients with obesity undergoing bariatric surgery (1125 [EL 4; NE]) identified 6 studies for analysis; 5 were case series and 1 was the case controlled trial by Peltonen et al (1124). All studies demonstrated improvements in pain, functional scores, and/or joint space width, resulting in a conclusion by these authors that bariatric surgery can benefit patients with knee and hip OA, but that RCTs are also needed.

Obesity is associated with higher rates of treatment involving arthroplasty or knee and hip replacement (1126 [EL 3; SS]; 1127 [EL 3; SS]). Patients with obesity undergoing total knee replacement can experience significant improvements in pain and functionality as assessed using the KSS, the WOMAC index score, or other instruments (1128 [EL 3; SS]; 1129 [EL 3; SS]; 1130 [EL 2; RCCS]; 1131 [EL 3; SS]; 1132 [EL 4; NE]). The clinical and functional scores in patients with obesity are often lower both pre- and postoperatively, but the net improvement after knee replacement can be similar to that in controls without obesity. However, knee replacement surgery in patients with obesity is more often associated with complications such as deep prosthetic infections, impaired wound healing, superficial infections, and deep vein thrombosis (1127 [EL 3; SS]; 1128 [EL 3; SS]; 1129 [EL 3; SS]; 1130 [EL 2; RCCS]; 1131 [EL 3; SS]; 1132 [EL 4; NE]). Patients with severe obesity can experience inferior survival of the prosthesis after total knee replacement compared with patients without obesity (1133 [EL 2; PCS]; 1134 [EL 3; SS]; 1135 [EL 3; SS]), although this has not been consistently observed (1136 [EL 3; SS]; 1137 [EL 4; NE]). For these reasons, weight loss is recommended both before and after knee replacement surgery in patients with overweight and obesity. The evidence base addressing efficacy and safety of knee replacement consists of observational and retrospective analyses.

**Q5.13. Is weight loss effective to treat urinary stress incontinence? How much weight loss would be required?**

**Executive Summary**

- **R59.** Women with overweight or obesity and stress urinary incontinence should be treated with weight-loss therapy; the weight-loss goal should be 5 to 10% of body weight or greater (Grade A; BEL 1).

**Evidence Base**

Intervention studies have reported that weight loss is associated with improvement or resolution of urinary incontinence, with the probability of resolution correlated
to the degree of weight loss once >5% weight loss is achieved. Two prospective cohort studies demonstrated that lifestyle interventions improve the symptoms of stress incontinence in most individuals but that >5% weight loss is required for efficacy (1138 [EL 2; PCS]; 1139 [EL 2; PCS]). Four RCTs have assessed the efficacy of weight loss for the treatment of urinary stress incontinence. In 1 RCT, women with overweight and obesity who were randomized to a 3-month liquid diet lost 16 kg compared with no weight loss in the control group, and experienced a 60% reduction in weekly leakage episodes compared with a 15% reduction in the controls (624 [EL 1; RCT, N = 48]). The benefits were largely confined to those women losing >5% body weight.

In the DPP, the prevalence of urinary incontinence at end of study was 38% in the lifestyle group (greatest amount of weight loss), 48% in the metformin group (intermediate weight loss), and 46% in the placebo group (essentially no change in body weight) (1140 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]). The difference between lifestyle and the metformin or placebo groups was greatest in women with stress incontinence as opposed to urge incontinence. In the Look AHEAD study, 27% of T2DM participants reported urinary incontinence (1141 [EL 1; RCT, post-intervention follow-up data]). When comparing the ILI group (8 kg weight loss) versus the diabetes support and education control group (1 kg weight loss) at 1 year, fewer women in the intensive group reported urinary incontinence (25.3% vs. 28.6%, P = 0.05), and fewer participants without urinary incontinence at baseline experienced urinary incontinence in the intensive group (10.5% vs. 14.0%, P = 0.02). Each kilogram of weight loss was associated with a 3% reduction in the odds of developing urinary incontinence (P = 0.01), and a weight loss of 5 to 10% reduced these odds by 47% (P = 0.002) (1114 [EL 1; RCT, post-intervention follow-up data]).

Finally, the largest and most rigorous RCT was the Program to Reduce Incontinence by Diet and Exercise (PRIDE) study, which enrolled 338 women with overweight or obesity reporting ≥10 episodes of incontinence weekly (1142 [EL 1; RCT]). These patients were randomized to an intensive weight-loss program (including diet, exercise, and behavior modification) or to a structured education control program. After 6 months, the intervention group achieved a mean weight loss of 8.0% compared to 2% in controls, as well as a 47% reduction in incontinence episodes compared to 28% in the control group (P = 0.01). This improvement was most marked in women with stress incontinence (57% vs. 33% in controls); the improvement in urge incontinence was not significant. At 12 months in the PRIDE study, the intervention group continued to report greater reductions in weekly stress urinary incontinence episodes (65% vs. 47%, P < 0.001), and a greater proportion achieved ≥70% decrease in weekly total and stress urinary incontinence episodes (1143 [EL 1; RCT]). At 18 months, the percent weight loss in the intervention group had decreased from 8% at baseline to 5.5%, at which point a greater proportion of women in the weight-loss intervention group continued to have more than 70% improvement in urge incontinence episodes, but there were no significant differences between the groups for stress or total urinary incontinence (1143 [EL 1; RCT]).

Interventional cohort studies employing bariatric surgery have demonstrated improvements in urinary incontinence (622 [EL 2; PCS, N = 12]; 1039 [EL 2; PCS]; 1144 [EL 2; PCS]; 1145 [EL 3; SS]; 1146 [EL 2; PCS]; 1147 [EL 2; PCS]; 1148 [EL 2; PCS]). A systematic review identified 5 interventional cohort studies involving bariatric surgery, all of which reported improvements in stress incontinence symptoms in the clear majority of patients (602 [EL 2; MNRCT]). In 1 such study, gastric bypass surgery in 1,025 patients (78% women) produced a decrease in mean BMI from 51 to 33 kg/m² and a decrease in urinary incontinence from 23% of the patients affected at baseline to only 2% of patients 1 to 2 years postoperatively (1145 [EL 3; SS]).

**Q5.14. Is weight loss effective to treat gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD)? How much weight loss would be required?**

**Executive Summary**

- **R60.** All patients who have overweight or obesity and who have gastroesophageal reflux should be treated using weight loss; the weight-loss goal should be 10% of body weight or greater (Grade A; BEL 1).
- **R61.** PPI therapy should be administered as medical therapy in patients who have overweight or obesity and who have persistent gastroesophageal reflux symptoms during dietary and weight-loss interventions (Grade A; BEL 1).
- **R62.** Roux-en-Y gastric bypass should be considered as the bariatric surgery procedure of choice for patients who have obesity and moderate to severe gastroesophageal reflux symptoms, hiatal hernia, esophagitis, or Barrett’s esophagus (Grade B; BEL 2). Intragastric balloon for weight loss may increase gastroesophageal reflux symptoms and should not be used for weight loss in patients with established gastroesophageal reflux (Grade A; BEL 1).

**Evidence Base**

The standard dietary treatment for GERD is to refrain from eating before going to sleep, avoid foods and beverages that trigger gastroesophageal reflux symptoms, and lose weight (1149 [EL 4; NE]). Other treatment measures have been used for persistent GERD symptoms, including elevation of the head of the bed during sleep and administration of medical therapy to suppress gastric acid. A randomized trial used breathing exercises as intervention...
to induce a change from thoracic to abdominal breathing in an attempt to retrain the diaphragm and potentially strengthen the LES. Subjects had improvement in gastroesophageal reflux and esophageal pH with less PPI use and had an improved overall quality of life (1150 [EL 2; PCS]). In a 2006 systematic review of treatment modalities for GERD, only 16 of 100 clinical trials met inclusion criteria; trials had to contain a lifestyle intervention and outcomes of GERD measures (i.e., heartburn symptoms, ambulatory esophageal pH monitoring, and esophageal manometry) (1151 [EL 4; NE]). Evaluating the best available evidence at the time (cohort or case-controlled studies), head of bed elevation and left lateral decubitus position during sleep improved the overall time of esophageal pH <4, whereas weight loss improved both esophageal pH and GERD symptoms. In this review, there was no evidence found to support an improvement in gastroesophageal reflux after dietary interventions, alcohol cessation, or smoking cessation. Nadaleto and colleagues (1152 [EL 4; NE]) commented on 10 weight-loss trials for GERD treatment. Of these studies, 8 reported successful treatment of GERD (625 [EL 2; PCS]; 1153 [EL 1; RCT]; 1154 [EL 2; PCS]; 1155 [EL 1; RCT]; 1156 [EL 2; PCS]; 1157 [EL 1; RCT]; 1158 [EL 2; PCS]; 1159 [EL 1; RCT]) as determined by symptoms (625 [EL 2; PCS]; 1156 [EL 2; PCS]; 1157 [EL 1; RCT]; 1158 [EL 2; PCS]; 1159 [EL 1; RCT]). Two trials were not successful (1160 [EL 2; PCS]; 1161 [EL 1; RCT, small N = 20]). It is important to note that most of these studies had small subject numbers, and many were of short duration, with only 4 studies >6 months (625 [EL 2; PCS]; 1155 [EL 1; RCT]; 1156 [EL 2; PCS]; 1161 [EL 1; RCT, small N = 20]) and 3 studies ≥12 months (1157 [EL 1; RCT]; 1158 [EL 2; PCS]; 1159 [EL 1; RCT]).

Patients identified with GERD by standardized questionnaire scoring and having symptoms for at least 6 months were recruited to assess the effect of weight loss on symptoms. Singh and colleagues (625 [EL 2; PCS]) reported on a prospective cohort study of 332 subjects with obesity or overweight who were prospectively enrolled in a structured weight-loss program. Weight-loss strategies included dietary modifications, increased physical activity, and lifestyle behavioral changes. The baseline mean body weight (101 ± 18 kg), BMI (35 ± 5 kg/m²), and waist circumference (103 ± 13 cm) were reassessed at 6 months, and 97% of subjects lost an average of 13 ± 7.7 kg. Overall, there was a significant decrease in the prevalence of GERD (15% vs. 37%, P<0.01), an 81% reduction in gastroesophageal reflux symptom scores, and a significant correlation between weight loss and reduced gastroesophageal reflux symptom scores. A total of 15% and 65% of subjects had partial and complete resolution of reflux symptoms, respectively.

In contrast to diet-induced weight loss, there is a dearth of data addressing the efficacy of weight loss assisted by medications approved for the chronic treatment of obesity. Some medications with a high rate of GI side effects (e.g., orlistat, liraglutide) can be associated with symptoms of dyspepsia, but it is unclear if these symptoms are caused by gastroesophageal reflux.

Esophageal pH monitoring was performed before and after a 4-month treatment with an energy-restricted diet, physical exercise, and intragastric balloon or sham placement in a randomized double-blind study of 17 young patients with marked obesity (166.5 kg, BMI 55 kg/m²) (1154 [EL 1; RCT]). Five patients had pathologic gastroesophageal reflux at baseline, among which 3 reversed to normal and 2 remained abnormal, with 1 patient developing reflux de novo. Only marked weight loss appeared to have an effect on reflux in this short study. A double-blind
RCT studied 42 patients (BMI 43.4 kg/m²) with GERD who received an intragastric balloon or sham treatment for 13 weeks, followed by intragastric balloon placement in all subjects for the remaining year (1159 [EL 1; RCT]). Baseline 24-hour pH monitoring identified reflux in 52% of subjects, pathologic total time of gastroesophageal reflux in 40%, and 19% with combined total, upright, and supine reflux. Esophageal acid exposure was related to BMI and visceral fat distribution. At 13 weeks, a reduction in acid reflux was observed by pH monitoring in sham-treated subjects who lost weight, whereas supine and total gastroesophageal reflux increased in the balloon-treated group. In addition, in initial sham-treated subjects, acid reflux worsened upon balloon removal after 52 weeks, reflux improved. In another double-blind RCT of sham versus intragastric balloon placement, manometry and 24-hour pH measurements were performed in 32 patients at baseline and after 4 months, followed by 4 months of balloon treatment in all subjects (1155 [EL 1; RCT]). At baseline, LES dysfunction was identified in 22% of subjects, and increased upright and supine reflux was observed in 25% of patients. At 4 months, sham treatment resulted in 9.7% weight loss, improved LES function (increased LES length and higher LES pressure), and significantly decreased reflux. These values deteriorated in the subsequent 4 months after balloon placement, with a significant increase in gastroesophageal reflux (upright, supine, and total) and esophageal lesions, despite an overall 17.8% weight loss at 8 months. The initial balloon treatment group had a 9.9% weight loss at 4 months, similar to the sham-treated group, but with significantly increased (supine) reflux. During the second 4-month balloon period in this group, LES and reflux values returned toward baseline values, and the overall weight loss was 13.8% at 8 months.

PPI administration to decrease gastric acid production is the main pharmacologic treatment for gastroesophageal reflux symptoms. Several studies have assessed the efficacy of PPI therapy in patients with obesity and GERD. A study of patients with GERD who were all receiving the same PPI once or twice daily for at least 3 months were divided into 3 groups: patients who fully responded to once-daily PPI (group A); those who failed to respond to once-daily PPI therapy (group B); or those who received twice-daily PPI therapy (group C) (1162 [EL 3; SS]). A total of 245 patients were found to have significant cross-group differences (A vs. B vs. C) for hiatal hernia (33% vs. 51% vs. 52%), erosive esophagitis (19% vs. 51% vs. 30%), cough (24% vs. 44% vs. 43%), and H. pylori (25% vs. 33% vs. 48%). No differences were detected in BMI across patient groups, although group B had a greater proportion of subjects with obesity compared to groups A and C.

In another study of 1,888 patients with GERD and either normal or overweight status (mean BMI 26.4 ± 4.8 kg/m²), the presence of male gender, lower baseline anxiety and depression scores, erosive GERD, and greater BMI were all associated with a positive response to PPIs after 8 weeks of therapy (1163 [EL 2; PCS]). Patients with concurrent irritable bowel symptoms had a significantly poorer response, whereas age, H. pylori status, and esophagitis grade had no influence on response to PPI treatment. Predominant reflux symptom and symptom subgroups were not predictive of PPI effectiveness in a prospective parallel randomized study of 105 patients with normal endoscopy and negative H. pylori status (1164 [EL 1; RCT]). Subjects were assessed by esophageal manometry and 24-hour pH monitoring before randomization to PPI or placebo. The positive response rate was 35.7% for the PPI group and 5.7% for the placebo group, and the only independent predictors of PPI response were BMI and LES pressure.

Obesity did not appear to alter the effectiveness of a single dose of PPI in the suppression of acid reflux as assessed by gastric pH monitoring in a double-blind RCT involving 18 patients with obesity and asymptomatic GERD (1165 [EL 1; RCT]). PPI administration resulted in higher gastric pH (percent time >pH 3 and 4) and a lower number of nocturnal acid breakthrough episodes than placebo.

Two post-hoc analyses were performed on pooled data from multicenter, double-blind, RCTs of PPI therapy in patients with nonerosive (n = 704) and erosive (n = 11,027) GERD to evaluate the effect of obesity on symptom resolution and healing of erosions (651 [EL 1; MRCT]; 1167 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]). No significant association between baseline heartburn severity and BMI was observed in the group with nonerosive reflux. Significantly higher rates of erosive esophageal reflux were present in patients with overweight or obesity compared to those of normal weight. The percent of patients who achieved heartburn resolution and erosion healing with PPIs was similar across BMI categories. Heartburn resolution was significantly associated with PPI administration, increasing age, and male gender. Esophageal erosion healing was significantly associated with PPI therapy, increasing age, presence of a hiatal hernia, and lower erosion grade at baseline. Although PPI therapy is effective in treating GERD in patients with overweight or obesity, different PPIs can have variable effects on acid suppression (1165 [EL 1; RCT]; 1166 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]), esophageal erosion healing (651 [EL 1; MRCT]; 1167 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]), and heartburn symptom relief (651 [EL 1; MRCT]; 1167 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]). Two recent publications reviewed the literature on the efficacy of bariatric surgery for the treatment of GERD and reported that bariatric procedures have various outcomes on the symptomatic relief of GERD, with RYGB considered the most effective surgery for treatment of GERD (1152 [EL 4; NE]; 1168 [EL 4; NE]).

LAGB can result in normalization of esophageal pH and improve, and even resolve, GERD symptoms.
However, worsening or new GERD symptoms and esophagitis can occur during long-term follow-up. The effect of LAGB on GERD outcomes based on BMI status was reported by Woodman and colleagues (626 [EL 2; PCS]) after a 2-year follow-up of 395 patients (43% with GERD at baseline) in a prospective study. Complete resolution of GERD was reported in 80% of patients, and symptoms were reported as improved in 11%, unchanged in 7%, and worsened in 2% of patients. Baseline BMI was not significantly different among the GERD response categories (resolved, improved, and stable/worse), and there were no significant differences in the reduction of BMI or %EWL between responder groups. Patients randomly assigned to either LAGB or laparoscopic vertical banded gastroplasty (LVBG) were evaluated for GERD and esophageal function using a clinical GERD related QOL scale, esophageal manometry, 24-hour pH monitoring, and upper endoscopy (1169 [EL 1; RCT]). At 1 year, GERD had developed in 26% of LAGB patients and 22% of LVBG patients. In most of these patients, GERD resulted from pouch dilation or poor compliance, and 13 patients required reoperation (LAGB, 10; LVBG, 3). A total of 71 of these patients completed a 96-month follow-up, and 11.5% of LAGB patients and 9% of LVBG patients required PPI therapy.

In a review of 20 studies comprising a total of 3,307 patients with LAGB, the prevalence of GERD symptoms decreased from 32.9% (range, 16 to 57%) to 7.7% (range, 0 to 26.9%), and medication use declined from 27.5% to 9.5% after surgery (627 [EL 2; MNRCT]). In addition, LES pressures increased, LES relaxation decreased, pathologic gastroesophageal reflux decreased (from 55.8% to 29.4% of patients), and esophagitis declined (from 33.3% to 22.9% range, 0 to 38%) of study patients, respectively.

A systematic review of laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) in 2011 identified 2 primary GERD outcome studies and 13 secondary GERD outcome studies. Only 11 of these studies reported on both pre- and postoperative GERD, of which 7 reported a decrease and 4 reported an increase in GERD after LSG (628 [EL 2; MNRCT]).

Howard and colleagues (1170 [EL 3; SS]) reported on a retrospective review of the effect of LSG in patients with GERD. Using a GERD standardized questionnaire score, 28 patients (166 kg and BMI 55.5 kg/m²) were interviewed to evaluate their GERD symptoms, and all patients had both pre- and postoperative upper GI radiographic swallow studies. The mean %EWL was 40% (range, 17 to 83%) during a mean follow-up of 32 weeks (range, 8 to 92 weeks). After LSG, there was a 64% decline in GERD symptoms. However, 22% of patients reported new-onset GERD symptoms despite receiving daily anti-reflux therapy, and new-onset GERD was present on 18% of postoperative upper GI radiographs. In contrast, a 2-year prospective clinical study of 71 patients reported a low occurrence of new-onset reflux after LSG (1171 [EL 2; PCS]). Gastroesophageal function was evaluated using a validated symptom questionnaire, upper endoscopy, esophageal manometry, and 24-hour pH monitoring with patients divided into pathologic and normal pH groups. In the group with normal esophageal pH prior to LSG, de novo GERD occurred in only 5.4% of patients. In patients with pathologic reflux, the GERD symptom score significantly decreased from 53 to 13, as did total acid exposure (% pH <4) from 10.2% to 4.2%. No significant changes in LES pressure or esophageal peristalsis amplitude were found in either group.

Carabotti and colleagues (629 [EL 3; SS]) used a validated symptom questionnaire to separate upper GI symptoms in 97 patients after LSG into either GERD or dyspepsia, the latter subdivided into epigastic pain and postprandial distress. Before LSG, 53% of patients were asymptomatic, 27% had GERD, and 8% had dyspepsia. After a median of 13 months, 92% of patients reported upper GI symptoms, the most prevalent being postprandial distress (59%). The prevalence of GERD was not different before and after LSG. The only symptom strongly related to LSG was dysphagia (OR, 4.7; CI, 1.3-20.4; P = 0.015), which was present in 20% of the patients and more highly associated with postprandial distress than GERD. Both GERD and postprandial dyspepsia responded poorly to PPI therapy after LSG.

Hiatal hernia may affect GERD outcomes following LSG. In a study of 378 patients receiving pre-operative evaluation for LSG, symptomatic GERD was present in 15.8% and hiatal hernia in 11.1% of patients (630 [EL 2; PCS]). Intra-operatively, 14.5% of patients were diagnosed with hiatal hernia, for a total of 97 patients (26%) receiving LSG plus hiatal hernia repair. The mean follow-up was 18 months, and GERD remission occurred in 73.3% of patients after LSG. In the remaining patients, anti-reflux medications were diminished with complete control of symptoms in about one-third of these patients. Of note, de novo GERD symptoms developed in 23% of patients with LSG alone compared with no patients having LSG plus hiatal hernia repair. In this study, identification and repair of hiatal defects at the time of LSG had a significant impact on new-onset GERD after surgery. In a study evaluating GERD symptoms and erosive esophagitis in patients receiving LSG, the prevalence of hiatal hernias as evaluated by esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD) was reported to increase significantly after LSG (6.1% vs. 27.3%), and it occurred significantly more frequently in patients with erosive esophagitis after LSG (36.4% vs. 9.1%) (1172 [EL 2; PCS]). These 66 patients had significant decreases in mean values for BMI (36.3 vs. 25.8 kg/m²), WC (109.5 vs. 85.7 cm), and metabolic syndrome (54.5% vs. 7.6%). However, significant increments in the prevalence of GERD symptoms (12.1% vs. 47%) and esophageal erosions (16.7% vs. 66.7%) were observed after LSG.
Contrary results on the beneficial effects of LSG on GERD symptoms have been reported elsewhere (1173 [EL 2; PCS]). GERD outcomes were studied in 78 patients following LSG with hiatal hernia repair compared to 102 patients without hiatal hernia undergoing only an LSG procedure. All patients received a GERD standardized symptom questionnaire, a double-contrast barium swallow radiograph, and an upper endoscopy before and at least 6 months after surgery. The prevalence, frequency, and intensity of GERD symptoms did not differ between the 2 groups at baseline. At follow-up, the LSG-only group had a significant decrease in the prevalence of typical GERD symptoms ($P = 0.003$), while the LSG plus hiatal hernia repair group reported a significantly higher heartburn frequency and intensity score ($P = 0.009$).

Some authors suggest that the differences observed in the literature for LSG outcomes in GERD may be related to surgical technique resulting in differences in the resulting gastric sleeve shape. Routine upper GI imaging was performed on postoperative day 1 or 2, and the radiographs were reviewed and classified as upper pouch, lower pouch, tubular, or dumbbell shape by 4 radiologists blinded to outcomes (interobserver agreement for the sleeve shape classification was 76.3%) (1174 [EL 2; PCS]). Sleeve shapes for the 110 patients studied (mean age 46 ± 12 years, mean BMI 45.1 ± 6 kg/m²) were tubular (37%), dumbbell (32%), lower pouch (22%), and upper pouch (8%). The %EWL at 1, 3, and 6 months was 16.8%, 29.9%, and 39.1%, respectively, and was not affected by sleeve shape. After LSG, the mean reflux score was 5.7 ± 8, and the upper pouch shape was associated with greater severity of reflux symptoms.

Lazoura and colleagues (1175 [EL 2; PCS]) retrospectively studied upper GI gastrografin images obtained routinely on the third day after LSG to assess GERD symptoms and gastric sleeve shape. A total of 85 patients (82% women, mean age 40, mean BMI 42 kg/m²) were evaluated for symptoms of GERD (heartburn, regurgitation, and vomiting) before LSG and postoperatively at 1, 6, and 12 months. Three radiologic patterns of the gastric sleeve shape were identified as tubular (66%), upper pouch (26%), and lower pouch (8%). Patients reported a nonsignificant tendency toward relief of heartburn for any sleeve pattern, and regurgitation and vomiting were significantly increased in patients with the tubular gastric shape.

Daes and colleagues (631 [EL 2; PCS]) suggest that narrowing of the distal sleeve, hiatal hernia, and dilation of the fundus predispose to GERD after LSG, and careful attention to surgical technique can result in significantly reduced GERD symptoms after LSG without predisposing patients to de novo GERD symptoms. In their study group of 234 patients having LSG, 49.2% ($n = 66$) of patients were diagnosed with GERD pre-operatively, and 25.3% ($n = 34$) were found to have hiatal hernia intra-operatively. Only 2 patients (1.5%) had GERD symptoms at the 1-year follow-up. These authors more recently reported on 382 patients that completed a standard evaluation before LSG and were followed prospectively at a single center (632 [EL 2; PCS]). GERD was diagnosed in 44.5% ($n = 170$) of patients pre-operatively, and hiatal hernia was detected in 37.2% ($n = 142$) of patients intra-operatively. After 22 months, only 2.6% ($n = 10$) of patients had GERD symptoms, and 94% of patients with GERD symptoms before LSG became asymptomatic.

RYGB has been shown to provide excellent long-term treatment for symptomatic GERD in patients with obesity. A study of 152 patients assessed changes in GERD symptoms, QOL, and patient satisfaction after RYGB surgery (1176 [EL 3; SS]). The mean BMI was 48 kg/m² and the mean %EWL was 68.8% at 12 months. After surgery, there were significant decreases in GERD-related symptoms, including heartburn (87% to 22%, $P < 0.001$), water brash (18% to 7%, $P < 0.05$), wheezing (40% to 5%, $P < 0.001$), laryngitis (17% to 7%, $P < 0.05$), and aspiration (14% to 2%, $P < 0.01$). Medication use decreased significantly for both PPIs (44% to 9%, $P < 0.001$) and histamine-H2-blockers (60% to 10%, $P < 0.01$), physical function improved (87% vs. 71%; $P < 0.05$), and overall patient satisfaction was 97% after RYGB.

In a study of 150 Chinese patients, GERD questionnaires and EGD were used to define the efficacy of RYGB for the treatment of GERD among 300 age- and gender-matched controls (1177 [EL 2; PCS]). Patients with obesity before surgery had a higher frequency of gastroesophageal reflux symptoms (16% vs. 8%, $P = 0.01$) and erosive esophagitis (34% vs. 17%, $P < 0.01$) than controls. After RYGB, 26 patients completing reassessment at 1 year had significant reductions in weight, reflux symptoms (19% vs. 0%, $P = 0.05$), and erosive esophagitis (42% vs. 4%, $P < 0.01$). In another study, 20 patients (16 women, mean age 38.9 ± 6.9 years, mean BMI 48.5 ± 6.2 kg/m²) were assessed before and 6 months after RYGB for GERD symptoms using a standardized questionnaire, esophageal manometry, and ambulatory 24-hour pH monitoring (1178 [EL 2; PCS]). Mean weight loss was 42.5 ± 9.7 kg ($P < 0.001$) and mean BMI was 33.2 ± 4.5 kg/m² at 6 months, with a significant improvement in reflux symptoms, percent time pH <4, LES pressure, and esophageal body amplitude.

A prospective study defined reflux symptoms as esophageal or extra-esophageal based on the Montreal Consensus in 86 patients (61 women; mean age 38 ± 12 years, mean BMI 45 kg/m², range 35 to 68 kg/m²), and assessed patients before and 6 months after RYGB surgery (633 [EL 2; PCS]). Heartburn, regurgitation, and dysphagia were scored using a validated GERD symptoms questionnaire, and typical reflux syndrome was defined in the presence of either troublesome heartburn or regurgitation. Esophageal acid exposure and gastric pouch acidity were evaluated by endoscopy, esophageal manometry, and esophageal 24-hour pH monitoring. Extra-esophageal syndromes were present in 16 patients pre-operatively.
and in 1 after RYGB. The prevalence of GERD was 64% before and 33% after RYGB. Typical reflux syndrome was present in 55% (n = 47) of patients pre-operatively and resolved in 79% (n = 39) of patients, with symptom complaint changing from heartburn before surgery (96%) to regurgitation (64%) after surgery, and 4 (10%) patients developed symptoms de novo. Inflammation of the esophageal mucosa improved in 27, was unchanged in 51, and worsened in 8 patients. Total acid exposure decreased, use of PPIs decreased, and GERD-related well-being improved 6 months after RYGB surgery. Whether regurgitation post-RYGB corresponds to reflux or poor eating habits deserves further investigation.

Resiliency of RYGB surgery in the treatment of GERD was assessed by data gathered prospectively using a standardized questionnaire inquiring about the presence and frequency of GERD symptoms in 606 patients (mean age 43 years, mean BMI 51 kg/m²) (1179 [EL 2; PCS]). Of these, 239 patients (39%) reported GERD symptoms pre-operatively and 139 patients completed a long-term follow-up (mean 19 months). After RYGB, the %EWL was 18% at 3 months and progressed to 75% at 19 months. Frequency of GERD symptoms improved in 94% of patients, 2% reported no change, and 4% reported worse symptoms. There was no difference in GERD improvement or worsening at the long-term follow-up compared to symptoms at 3 months. Similarly, medication use decreased significantly at 3 months (30% to 3%) and was sustained long-term with only 5% of patients using anti-reflux medications at the end of the study.

Variable improvements in GERD have been reported following all bariatric procedures, but RYGB appears superior to both LAGB and LSG procedures. The Bariatric Outcomes Longitudinal Database is a prospective database of patients that underwent bariatric surgery by a surgeon in the American Society of Metabolic and Bariatric Surgery Center of Excellence program (1180 [EL 2; PCS]). GERD is graded on a 6-point scale, from 0 (no history of GERD) to 5 (prior surgery for GERD). Patients with GERD severe enough to require medications (grades 2, 3, and 4) are identified, and the resolution of GERD is noted based on a 6-month follow-up. Of a total of 116,136 patients, 36,938 patients had evidence of GERD pre-operatively. After excluding patients having concomitant hiatal hernia repair or fundoplication, a total of 22,870 patients remained with a 6-month follow-up (82% women, mean age 47.6 ± 11.1 years, mean BMI 46.3 ± 8.0 kg/m²). The mean pre-operative GERD score improved for all patients after bariatric surgery: RYGB score from 2.80 to 1.33, LAGB score from 2.77 to 1.63, and LSG score from 2.82 to 1.85 (all comparisons P<0.0001). GERD score improvement was best in patients after RYGB (56.5%; 7,955/14,078), followed by LAGB (46%; 3,773/8,207), and then LSG surgery (41%; 240/585).

A retrospective review of the Bariatric Outcomes Longitudinal Database compared GERD symptoms in patients having either LSG or RYGB surgery (634 [EL 2; RCCS]). GERD symptoms preexisted in 44.5% of the LSG cohort (n = 4,832), and 84% continued to have symptoms postoperatively, with 8.6% developing GERD de novo. In comparison, GERD preexisted in 50.4% of the RYGB cohort (n = 33,867) and resolved in 63% of patients within 6 months (P<0.001). Among the LSG cohort, the presence of pre-operative GERD was associated with increased postoperative complications (15.1% vs. 10.6%), adverse GI events (6.9% vs. 3.6%), and increased need for revision surgery (0.6% vs. 0.3%). Of importance, the presence of GERD had no effect on weight loss after RYGB but was associated with decreased weight loss in the LSG group. In summary, LSG did not reliably relieve or improve GERD symptoms and induced GERD in some previously asymptomatic patients, and thus, LSG may be a relative contraindication for patients with GERD.

Reoperative (redo) fundoplication has been the mainstay of treatment for failed fundoplication procedures. However, RYGB has been shown to provide excellent control of GERD as a redo procedure for patients with persistent symptoms after either previous bariatric or other anti-reflux procedures. Eight women (mean age 49.5 years and BMI 36.3 kg/m²) with prior LVBG (mean 132 months prior) with persistent symptoms of GERD were converted to RYGB, with acid reflux quantified using 48-hour (Bravo capsule) measurements (1181 [EL 2; PCS, only 8 patients]). The average time to follow-up after RYGB was 46.6 days and the resulting mean BMI was 32.7 kg/m². All patients had improved clinical symptoms (DeMeester scores), none returned to former PPI use, and the total time with pH <4 was reduced from 18.4% to 3.3%.

In another small group of patients having conversion from LSG to RYGB, a retrospective analysis was performed to assess outcomes for weight loss, T2DM resolution, and relief of gastroesophageal reflux symptoms (1182 [EL 3; SS]). The mean interval between the 2 procedures was almost 2 years for 18 patients who underwent operative conversion for reasons of insufficient weight loss (n = 9), severe reflux (n = 6), and persistence of T2DM (n = 3) with a median follow-up of 15.5 months. Weight loss was significantly improved (mean % excess BMI lost after RYGB was 65% vs. 47% before conversion) and all reflux symptoms were immediately relieved without any anti-reflux medication required at the end of follow-up.

A retrospective review of a prospective database identified 183 patients having either redo fundoplication (n = 119, 78 women, mean age 54.1 years) or RYGB (n = 64, 35 women, mean age 54.8 years) as the redo procedure for persistent symptomatic GERD (1183 [EL 2; PCS, retrospective review of database]). Data analyzed included demographics, esophageal manometry, 24-hour
pH monitoring, type of procedure, perioperative findings, complications, pre- and postoperative symptom (heartburn, regurgitation, dysphagia, and chest pain) scores (scale 0 to 3), and patient satisfaction score (scale 1 to 10, grade 2 and 3 scores considered to be significant). Patients who underwent RYGB had a significantly higher BMI and higher pre-operative severity of heartburn and regurgitation compared to the redo fundoplication group. Three-year follow-up data was available for 132 of the 183 patients (n = 89 fundoplication, n = 43 RYGB). Symptom severity significantly improved after both procedures, with the exception of more dysphagia in the RYGB group. Overall, there was no significant difference in patient satisfaction between the 2 groups, but satisfaction was greater with RYGB in a subset analysis of patients who had greater obesity or esophageal dysmotility.

Another retrospective review of 105 patients with prior anti-reflux operations assessed outcomes following RYGB as the redo surgery for intractable GERD (1184 [EL 3; SS]). During a mean follow-up time of 23.4 months, the median BMI decreased from 35 to 27.6 kg/m² (P<0.0001), the mean dysphagia score (ranging from 1 = no dysphagia to 5 = unable to swallow saliva) decreased from 2.9 to 1.5, and overall satisfaction was classified as excellent (using the GERD health-related quality of life [HRQL] instrument). The effect of surgery on the treatment of both short-segment and long-segment Barrett’s esophagus was studied prospectively after 3 procedures: (1) calibrated fundoplication + posterior gastropexy (CFPG), (2) fundoplication + vagotomy + distal gastrectomy + Roux-en-Y gastrojejunostomy (FVDG-RYGB), and (3) laparoscopic RYGB in patients with obesity (1185 [EL 2; PCS]). Acid reflux was diminished after all 3 procedures. Persistence of GERD symptoms and erosive esophagitis was observed in 15% and 20% of patients, respectively, with short-segment Barrett’s who had CFPG. Both GERD symptoms and erosive esophagitis improved in patients with long-segment Barrett’s after FVDG-RYGB and RYGB procedures, the latter without any significant change in LES pressure. RYGB also resulted in a significant reduction in BMI (41.5 ± 4.3 kg/m² to 25.7 ± 1.3 kg/m²) after 1 year. Thus, RYGB surgery has reported effectiveness for significantly improving reflux symptoms, erosive esophagitis, and Barrett’s esophagus, in addition to weight loss, and is the procedure of choice for recalcitrant GERD in patients with obesity.

• Q5.15. Is weight loss effective to improve symptoms of depression? How much weight loss would be required? (Table 8 in Executive Summary)

Executive Summary

• R63. Patients with overweight or obesity and depression interested in losing weight should be offered a structured lifestyle intervention (Grade A; BEL 1).

Evidence Base

There has been a long-standing debate regarding the relationship between weight loss and depression. Some studies suggest exacerbation of depression by obesity while others suggest attenuation of depressive symptomatology. Early studies conducted in the 1950s suggested that weight loss may be associated with increased depressive symptomatology (1186 [EL 2; PCS]; 1189 [EL 4; NE]), thus, a multitude of studies have been conducted over recent decades to assess the impact of weight loss on psychological outcomes, including depression in individuals with overweight and obesity seeking to lose weight (1188 [EL 4; NE]; 1191 [EL 4; NE]). Most of these studies have found that depressive symptoms improve with intentional weight loss (1190 [EL 1; MRCT]; however, challenges exist in interpreting the literature due to the variability in study design and the weight-loss intervention employed to test the hypothesis (1191 [EL 1; RCT]; 1192 [EL 1; RCT]; 1193 [EL 1; RCT]; 1194 [EL 1; RCT, N = 24]; 1195 [EL 1; RCT]; 1196 [EL 2; PCS]; 1197 [EL 1; RCT]; 1198 [EL 1; RCT]; 1199 [EL 2; PCS]; 1200 [EL 1; RCT]; 1201 [EL 1; RCT, N = 25]; 1202 [EL 1; RCT]; 1203 [EL 1; RCT]; 1204 [EL 1; RCT]; 1205 [EL 1; RCT]; 1206 [EL 1; RCT]; 1207 [EL 1; RCT]; 1208 [EL 1; RCT]; 1209 [EL 1; RCT]; 1210 [EL 1; RCT]; 1211 [EL 1; RCT]; 1212 [EL 1; RCT]; 1213 [EL 1; RCT]; 1214 [EL 2; PCS, post-hoc analysis]; 1215 [EL 1; RCT]; 1216 [EL 1; RCT]). These studies vary greatly with regard to: (1) the number of research subjects (ranging from 15 to 535, other than the Look AHEAD study that involved 5,145 patients) with overweight or obesity and T2DM; (2) BMI range (mean range 25.1 to 50.2 kg/m²); (3) age range (31.2 to 58.9 years); (4) interventions used (lifestyle modification, dietary intervention, including meal replacement, exercise, pharmacotherapy, and bariatric surgery); and (5) methodology used to assess depressive symptomatology (the 2 measures most frequently used were the Beck Depression Inventory I and II [BDI and BDI-II] and the HADS). Most studies have demonstrated that lifestyle modification, dietary intervention, exercise, and bariatric surgery all improve depressive symptoms (670 [EL 1; RCT]; 1191 [EL 1; RCT]; 1193 [EL 1; RCT, N = 24]; 1194 [EL 1; RCT]; 1195 [EL 2; PCS]; 1199 [EL 1; RCT]; 1200 [EL 1; RCT]; 1201 [EL 1; RCT]; 1202 [EL 1; RCT, N = 25]; 1203 [EL 1; RCT]; 1204 [EL 1; RCT, N = 25]; 1205 [EL 1; RCT]; 1206 [EL 1; RCT]; 1207 [EL 1; RCT]; 1208 [EL 1; RCT]; 1209 [EL 1; RCT]; 1210 [EL 1; RCT]; 1211 [EL 1; RCT]; 1212 [EL 1; RCT]; 1213 [EL 1; RCT]; 1214 [EL 2; PCS, post-hoc analysis]; 1215 [EL 1; RCT]; 1216 [EL 1; RCT]).
One early intervention trial, the Women’s Healthy Lifestyle Project, assessed change in depressive symptoms with weight-loss intervention in women with normal weight, overweight, and obesity (total N = 535, BMI 20 to 34 kg/m², age 44-50 years) (1191 [EL 1; RCT]). Women were randomized to a 20-week ILI with weekly meetings that included both education (decreasing fat intake and increasing physical activity) and behavior change strategies versus a control (no-treatment) group. Weight-loss goals were set based on each participant’s initial BMI. BDI was used to assess symptoms of depression at baseline and 6 months. Weight loss in the intervention group averaged 11 ± 10 lbs (women with BMI <24 kg/m² lost an average of 8 ± 6 lbs; women with BMI ≥24 kg/m² lost an average of 13 ± 12 lbs), while the control group lost an average of 0.5 ± 7 lbs (1191 [EL 1; RCT]). BDI score decreased significantly from baseline to 6 months in the intervention group (BDI score: baseline 4.95 ± 4.72, 6-month follow-up 3.91 ± 4.48) but did not change in the control group (BDI score: baseline 4.30 ± 4.23, 6-month follow-up 4.46 ± 4.76), demonstrating that depression symptomatology was ameliorated by the weight-loss intervention (1191 [EL 1; RCT]).

The larger, more recent Look AHEAD study randomized 5,145 adults with overweight or obesity and T2DM to ILI or diabetes support and education (DSE) (mean baseline BMIs in the 2 subgroups were 36.3 kg/m² and 36.6 kg/m²; and mean ages were 58.6 and 58.9 years, respectively); 5,129 of the participants completed the assessment of depression symptomatology with the BDI (1217 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]). Significant depressive symptoms were defined by a BDI score ≥10. At 1 year, participants in the ILI group in comparison to those in the DSE group: (1) lost a significantly higher percent of their initial body weight (8.6 ± 6.9% vs. 0.7 ± 4.8%; P<0.001, effect size = 1.33); (2) experienced a greater reduction in their BDI score (BDI score −1.4 ± 4.7 vs. −0.4 ± 4.5; P<0.001, effect size = 0.23); and (3) had fewer symptoms of depression (6.3% vs. 9.6%; RR, 0.66; 95% CI, 0.5-0.8; P<0.001). Individuals in the ILI group with BDI ≥10 had the greatest decrease in BDI scores (~5.3) compared to those in the ILI group who had a baseline BDI <10 (~0.6) (1217 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]). Thus, results from the Look AHEAD trial suggest that a weight loss of ~8% of body weight may confer a benefit with regard to attenuation of depressive symptomatology. A smaller study, the Patient-Reported Outcomes in the Practice-Based Opportunities for Weight Reduction (POWER) trial, included 451 individuals (average BMI 36.6 kg/m², average age 54 years) and also found that weight loss was associated with decreased depression symptomatology using a different measure, the Patient Health Questionnaire depression scale (PHQ-8) (1218 [EL 1; RCT]).

Results with regard to depressive symptomatology were more equivocal in the DPP trial that randomized 3,234 participants with impaired glucose tolerance and obesity (average BMI 34 kg/m², average age 50.6 years) to intensive lifestyle, metformin treatment, or placebo; 3,187 of the participants completed the BDI (1219 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]). A BDI of ≥11 was considered to be mild depression (at baseline 10.3% of the participants met this definition) (1219 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]). Participants taking antidepressant medications were included in the study (5.7% of the participants). Less than 1% of the participants at baseline who were taking antidepressant medication had a BDI score ≥11. At a mean follow-up of 3.2 years, the percent of participants in the study with BDI ≥11 decreased from 10.3% to 8.4%, and antidepressant medication use increased from 5.7% to 8.7%; however, the percent of individuals with either marker of depression did not change over the 3 years (1219 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]). A recent noninterventional cohort study in older adults from the English Longitudinal Study of Ageing included 1,979 participants with overweight or obesity (mean BMI 29 kg/m²; mean age 64 years) that were followed for 4 years and found that the proportions of participants developing depressed mood and low sense of well-being was greater in those who lost of ≥5% of body weight over this period compared with the weight stable or weight gain subgroups (1220 [EL 2; PCS]).

Several trials have demonstrated a decrease in depression symptoms following weight-loss intervention with bariatric surgery (670 [EL 2; PCS, post-hoc analysis]; 1214 [EL 2; PCS]; 1221 [EL 2; PCS]; 1222 [EL 3; SS]). The SOS registry includes 4,047 individuals with obesity (BMI ≥34 kg/m² in males and BMI ≥38 kg/m² in females, age range 37-60 years) who have either undergone surgical intervention (gastric bypass, vertical banded gastroplasty, fixed or variable banding; n = 655) or a conventional intervention (primary care follow-up with or without medications; n = 621). To assess effects after a 10-year follow-up, data analysis was conducted on 1,276 individuals in the cohort who had completed the HRQL, a battery of assessments, and the HADS to assess for depression and anxiety. The study found that, at the 10-year follow-up, depression had decreased more in the surgical group (~1.4, effect size 0.35; BMI change −6.7 kg/m²) than in the conventional group (~0.5, effect size 0.14; BMI change 0.7 kg/m²; P<0.005); however, it is important to note that the surgically treated group had higher depression at baseline compared to the conventionally treated group (HADS score 5.1 vs. 4.2) (1214 [EL 2; PCS, post-hoc analysis]). The authors note that this effect was more pronounced at the 1-year follow-up, with depression scores decreased by about one-half in the surgically treated group (1214 [EL 2; PCS, post-hoc analysis]). Additionally, using the HADS score to assess for depression at the 10-year follow-up, the percentage of patients with depression in the surgically treated group decreased from 24% to 15%, while remaining constant in
the conventionally treated group (16% to 14%) (1214 [EL 2; PCS, post-hoc analysis]).

An Australian study of 838 patients with obesity (average BMI 44 kg/m², range 35 to 86 kg/m²; average age 44 years, range 16-76 years) who underwent LAGB demonstrated a BMI decrease to 32 kg/m² at 24 months and 36 months (1223 [EL 2; PCS]). At baseline, 25% of the patients (n = 211) were deemed to have depression and were on antidepressant medications. At a mean follow-up of 13 months, 57% of the patients were either taking a decreased dose of antidepressant medication or were no longer taking an antidepressant (1223 [EL 2; PCS]). Additionally, BDI-II was assessed in 342 of the patients at baseline and at a mean follow-up of 13 months (range 6 to 36 months); BDI scores decreased from 17.3 to 7.2 over the follow-up period (P<0.001) (1223 [EL 2; PCS]).

Another study assessed BDI in 487 patients (BMI 43.3 to 44.7 kg/m², age 38.2 to 43 years) before and 1 year after LAGB and found that weight loss was associated with a significant decrease in BDI score. The largest decreases in BDI scores were seen in younger women and individuals who lost more weight (670 [EL 3; SS]).

At the same time, it has been reported that bariatric surgery can result in increased rates of suicide, divorce, and alcoholism (1224 [EL 3; SS]; 1225 [EL 2; PCS]; 1226 [EL 4; NE]; 1227 [EL 4; NE]; 1228 [EL 4; NE]; 1229 [EL 4; NE]). Risk factors for suicide include lack of improvement in QOL after surgery, ongoing mobility restrictions, persisting sexual dysfunction, problematic spousal relationships, low self-esteem, and history of abuse as a child (1229 [EL 4; NE]). Thus, psychological evaluation is critical in screening patients pre-operatively (1224 [EL 3; SS]; 1225 [EL 2; PCS]; 1226 [EL 4; NE]; 1227 [EL 4; NE]; 1228 [EL 4; NE]; 1229 [EL 4; NE]), and pre- and postoperative psychological counseling should be made available to patients (1227 [EL 4; NE]; 1228 [EL 4; NE]).

It is not known whether a specific amount of weight loss is required to achieve an improvement in symptoms of depression or whether the intervention itself may prove to be helpful in mitigating or attenuating depressive symptoms in individuals with overweight or obesity. Thus, further studies are needed to elucidate whether a clear relationship exists between these factors.

As discussed, a decrease in depression symptomatology was demonstrated with a weight loss of ~8% of body weight in the Look AHEAD trial. Additionally, a study of 203 women with obesity (average BMI 38.3 kg/m², average age 50.1 years) with depressive symptomatology at baseline examined the effect of a concurrent weight loss and depression intervention. The study found that women with improvement in depression demonstrated 5 kg more weight loss compared to women without improvement in depression; however, this effect was only seen over the initial 6-month period of the intervention, whereas changes in depression and weight were not associated over 12 to 24 months (663 [EL 2; PCS]).

Some studies suggest that nondietary interventions may improve depressive symptoms even if no weight loss is observed (1190 [EL 1; MRCT]). A community-based obesity prevention program designed to achieve weight stability for African American women in North Carolina (Shape Program, Duke) included 185 women (average BMI 30.2 kg/m², average age 35.4 years) who were randomized to a control group or provided with a weight-loss intervention that included individualized goals, interactive voice response calls, coaching phone calls, skills training materials, and a membership to the YMCA (1230 [EL 1; RCT]). Despite the fact that weight was essentially stable in both subgroups, the intervention subgroup experienced a significant decrease in the rate of depression (as assessed by PHQ-8). The rate of depression in the intervention group decreased from 19% at baseline to 10% at the 18-month follow-up, while the rate of depression in the control group was 21% at baseline and 19% at 18 months (1225 [EL 2; PCS]). The authors propose that this decrease in rates of depression may have been due to the intervention itself (calls, follow-up, etc.) or was perhaps related to differences in accepted norms for weight in specific populations rather than “body satisfaction” (1230 [EL 1; RCT]).

In summary, most studies have demonstrated that lifestyle, dietary, physical activity, and bariatric surgery interventions improve symptoms of depression in individuals with overweight or obesity who are seeking to lose weight (670 [EL 1; RCT]; 1191 [EL 1; RCT]; 1193 [EL 1; RCT, N = 24]; 1194 [EL 1; RCT]; 1195 [EL 2; PCS]; 1199 [EL 1; RCT]; 1200 [EL 1; RCT]; 1203 [EL 1; RCT]; 1206 [EL 1; RCT]; 1207 [EL 1; RCT]; 1208 [EL 1; RCT]; 1209 [EL 1; RCT]; 1210 [EL 1; RCT]; 1212 [EL 2; PCS, post-hoc analysis]; 1214 [EL 3; SS]). The amount of weight loss required to improve depression symptomatology is not known. Study results vary from 1 large trial demonstrating that an ~8% decrease in body weight results in attenuation of depressive symptomatology to smaller studies suggesting that it may be the intervention itself (without any predicted weight loss) that confers benefit. Future studies may seek to quantify this relationship.

Q6. Is lifestyle/behavioral therapy effective to treat overweight and obesity, and what components of lifestyle therapy are associated with efficacy? (Figure 4 in Executive Summary)

Executive Summary

R64. A structured lifestyle intervention program designed for weight loss (lifestyle therapy) consisting of a healthy meal plan, physical activity, and behavioral interventions should be available to patients who are being treated for overweight or obesity (Grade A; BEL 1).
Reduced-calorie meal plan and macronutrient composition (Table 9 in Executive Summary)

Executive Summary

• R65. Reducing total energy (caloric) intake should be the main component of any weight-loss intervention (Grade A; BEL 1).
• R66. Even though the macronutrient composition of meals has less impact on weight loss than adherence rates in most patients, in certain patient populations, modifying macronutrient compositions may be considered to optimize adherence, eating patterns, weight loss, metabolic profiles, risk factor reduction, and/or clinical outcomes (Grade A; BEL 1).

Evidence Base

Dietary or eating patterns represent the totality of a human diet over the course of a specified time period. Eating patterns reflect macronutrient distribution and other nutrients but also eating-related behaviors, which is distinct from traditional itemizations of particular foods or nutrients consumed at a meal. When designed for reduced caloric intake, there are multiple eating patterns that are associated with weight-loss efficacy (Table 4). On balance, taking into consideration the evidence of the strength, there are insufficient clinical data to support the recommendation of a preferred distribution of one macronutrient over another for the specific purpose of weight loss. This conclusion also applies for children and adolescents based on the systematic review by Gow et al (1231 [EL 4; NE]) of 14 randomized or quasi-randomized, controlled trials.

However, there may be rationale for the selection of specific meal patterns with defined macronutrient composition in select patient groups (e.g., DASH diet for hypertension or Mediterranean-style diets for cardiovascular risk reduction). The DASH dietary pattern consists of a diet rich in fruits, vegetables, and low-fat dairy foods, while being low in fat content (saturated fat, total fat, and cholesterol), red meat, salt, sweets, and sugar-containing beverages. In RCTs, participants randomized to the DASH dietary pattern resulted in average reductions in SBP and DBP of 5.5 and 3.0 mm Hg, respectively, at 8 weeks (1232 [EL 1; RCT]), and further reductions were observed with progressive decrements in dietary sodium intake (1233 [EL 1; RCT]). Individuals who were hypertensive at baseline and/or self-identified as African American had greater BP responses to the dietary pattern. These improvements in BP occurred without change in weight.

The DASH dietary pattern can also be the basis of a calorie-restricted weight-reduction diet. In the nonrandomized phase 1 portion of the LIFE study, all participants were instructed to adopt the DASH dietary pattern with a 500 kcal restriction, along with increasing physical activity by more than 180 minutes per week over a 26-week period (1234 [EL 2; NRCT, post-hoc analysis of phase I: nonrandomized]). The mean weight loss in this trial was 6.3 kg, with 60% of the participants losing at least 4.5 kg. Similarly, the PREMIER clinical trial, which utilized the DASH dietary pattern as part of a behavioral lifestyle intervention, reported a weight loss of ~5 kg over a 6-month period (1235 [EL 1; RCT]).

One meal plan that can be effective in patients with cardiometabolic risk is represented by Mediterranean diets that are characterized by a reliance on olive oil, which contains the monounsaturated fat oleic acid as ~75% of fatty acids, as a fat source. Epidemiologic studies show that Mediterranean diets have been known to be associated with reduced CVD and mortality when compared with diets consumed in northern European countries. Mediterranean diets have been shown to have favorable clinical effects in patients with cardiometabolic risk and insulin resistance, including long-term outcome studies demonstrating prevention of T2DM and primary and secondary prevention of CVD (39 [EL 1; RCT]; 823 [EL 1; RCT]; 828 [EL 1; RCT]; 1236 [EL 1; RCT]; 1237 [EL 1; RCT]; 1238 [EL 1; RCT]; 1239 [EL 4; NE]; 1240 [EL 2; PCS]; 1241 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 1242 [EL 4; NE]; 1243 [EL 1; RCT]; 1244 [EL 1; RCT]).

The Lyon Diet Heart Study was a clinical trial that assessed the efficacy of Mediterranean diets for the secondary prevention of CVD events that demonstrated reduced rates of reinfarction and mortality in the Mediterranean diet group at the 4-year follow-up (823 [EL 1; RCT]; 1239 [EL 4; NE]). Mediterranean diets have also been shown to prevent metabolic syndrome and reduce rates of progression to T2DM (828 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 1241 [EL 4; NE]; 1242 [EL 1; RCT]; 1243 [EL 1; RCT]; 1244 [EL 1; RCT]). Additionally, there are cognitive-behavioral components of implementing dietary recommendations that influence the effects of macronutrient recommendations. For instance, structured, food-based, “whole-of-diet” counseling was more effective than a general approach to healthy eating for beneficial changes in dietary fat content (1245 [EL 1; RCT]).

In the POUNDS LOST trial, there were no differences in total, fat, or lean mass, body composition, abdominal or hepatic fat mass, or significant food cravings among low-carbohydrate, low-fat, and low-protein diet groups. All groups lost more fat than lean mass (58 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]; 1246 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]), although loss in fat-free mass was greater with high-fat, low-carbohydrate intakes (1247 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]). In the landmark study by Shai et al (1238 [EL 1; RCT]), the Dietary Intervention-Randomized Controlled Trial [DIRECT], a low-fat diet was associated with less weight loss than a Mediterranean diet or low-carbohydrate diet, with greater lipid-lowering on the low-carbohydrate diet and better glycemic control with the Mediterranean diet. One emergent benefit of a healthy eating pattern,
such as the Mediterranean diet, is the decreased weight of food over time, primarily due to dietary increases in plant material and decreases in processed or fast foods and meats (1248 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]; 1249 [EL 2; NRCT]).

In another systematic review of the evidence and representing an integration of the data, Abete et al (1250 [EL 4; NE]) concluded that improved weight loss is accomplished by changing typical diets composed of 15% protein, <30% fat, and 50 to 55% carbohydrate in favor of diets composed of 30% protein, greater consumption of monounsaturated and n-3 polyunsaturated fats, and 40% carbohydrates with greater amounts of fiber, isoflavones, and antioxidants. In a study by Lin et al (1251 [EL 1; RCT, post-intervention observational data]), although macronutrient modifications of a DASH-type eating pattern did not affect weight-loss efficacy, higher plant protein and lower saturated fat intake was associated with greater weight-loss maintenance. Based on findings of the International Study of Macro-/Micronutrients and Blood Pressure (INTERMAP), lower energy intake is associated with lower body mass index (BMI) in both genders (1252 [EL 3; CSS]). In addition, the INTERMAP univariate analysis supports increasing the intake of fresh fruit, pasta, and rice, and lowering the intake of meat (1252 [EL 3; CSS]).

For many commercial diets with variable macronutrient percentages, micronutrient deficiencies are more likely. An eating pattern with only moderately lower carbohydrate and higher protein was found to have the most favorable micronutrient content, compared with lower carbohydrate, low fat, and/or low protein eating patterns (33 [EL 1; RCT]). In another systematic review, Foreyt et al (37 [EL 1; RCT]) affirmed the general concept that calorie intake and not the source of the calories is most important but also asserted that the story is more involved. Namely, that:

1. Higher protein intake, achieved through replacing carbohydrate and fat calories, can enhance satiety and therefore be useful in strategically addressing appetite triggers, without significant harm, especially renal;
2. Lower fat intake can reduce energy density and the potential for caloric overconsumption, with as yet unproven harm; and
3. Lower carbohydrate intake, especially with increased consumption of fiber and complex carbohydrates with lower calorie density, can reduce total daily caloric intake (37 [EL 4; NE]).

These statements are exemplified in a clinical study by Morenga et al (1253 [EL 1; RCT]) in which a relatively high-protein (30 g/day), high-fiber (>35 g/day) diet over 10 weeks produced significantly more weight loss than a conventional low-fat, high-carbohydrate diet. The statements are also supported by the finding by Dansinger et al (843 [EL 1; RCT]) that the efficacy of a particular commercial diet (Aktins, Ornish, Weight Watchers, and Zone) is determined by adherence, a behavioral metric, rather than macronutrient composition. Thus, these data strongly suggest that a reduced-calorie eating plan should be selected to reflect personal and cultural preferences in an effort to promote compliance.

The studies comparing diets of varying macronutrient composition extend over 1 to 2 years at most. The effects of different eating patterns on long-term clinical outcomes, such as weight-loss maintenance or progression to T2DM and CVD disease events, are very important but largely unknown.

Looking forward, there are indications that the salutary effects of certain macronutrient changes can affect hormonal profiles that have complex downstream metabolic effects (32 [EL 4; NE]; 1254 [EL 1; RCT]). Moreover, specific genotypes (1255 [EL 1; RCT]; 1256 [EL 2; PCS]; 1257 [EL 2; PCS]; 1258 [EL 2; PCS]; 1259 [EL 1; RCT]; 1260 [EL 1; RCT]; 1261 [EL 1; RCT]; 1262 [EL 1; RCT]) and molecular eating patterns (1263 [EL 4; NE]) cannot only modulate the weight-loss response to a specific eating pattern but also serve to guide personalized nutritional prescriptions. However, at least at the level of adipocyte gene expression, energy restriction still had more of an effect than macronutrient distribution (1264 [EL 1; RCT]).

In sum, the prime determinant of weight loss is energy balance and, from an eating pattern context, this is considered as total calorie intake. However, there are proven benefits of certain eating patterns with varying macronutrient distributions in select patient groups. There are also potential manipulations of macronutrient distributions that can address unhealthy eating behaviors. Last, all of the variables may in the future be modulated by molecular biology information to personalize nutritional approaches to weight loss.

- **Q6.2. Physical activity**

**Executive Summary**

- **R67.** Aerobic physical activity training should be prescribed to patients with overweight or obesity as a component of lifestyle intervention; the initial prescription may require a progressive increase in the volume and intensity of exercise, and the ultimate goal should be ≥150 min/week of moderate exercise performed during 3 to 5 daily sessions per week (Grade A; BEL 1).
- **R68.** Resistance training should be prescribed to patients with overweight or obesity undergoing weight-loss therapy to help promote fat loss while preserving fat-free mass; the goal should be resistance training 2 to 3 times per week consisting of single-set exercises that use the major muscle groups (Grade A; BEL 1).
- **R69.** An increase in nonexercise and active leisure activity should be encouraged to reduce sedentary behavior in all patients with overweight or obesity (Grade A; BEL 1).
- **R70.** The prescription for physical activity should be individualized to include activities and exercise regimens within the capabilities and preferences of the patient, taking into account health-related and physical limitations (Grade C; BEL 4, upgraded due to high relevance).
- **R71.** Involvement of an exercise physiologist or certified fitness professional in the care plan should be considered to individualize the physical activity prescription and improve outcomes (Grade A; BEL 1).

### Evidence Base

**Recommendation 67.**

Guidelines for treating or preventing obesity from the American College of Cardiology, the American Heart Association, The Obesity Society (20 [EL 4; NE]), and the ACSM (896 [EL 4; NE]) recommend physical activity or exercise prescription of at least moderate aerobic activity (such as brisk walking) ≥150 minutes per week (equal to ≥30 minutes daily 5 days per week) in addition to dietary and behavioral therapy for weight loss, with higher levels of physical activity to maintain weight loss or prevent weight gain.

Randomized trials (1265 [EL 1; RCU]; 1266 [EL 1; RCT]; 1267 [EL 1; RCT]; 1268 [EL 1; RCT]; 1269 [EL 1; RCT]) and meta-analyses (1270 [EL 4; NE]; 1271 [EL 1; MRCT]; 1272 [EL 1; MRCT]) have shown that exercise interventions can result in modest weight loss of about 1 to 3 kg utilizing aerobic training of ≥150 minutes/week at moderate intensity, and better outcomes with increasing amounts and intensity of exercise (1273 [EL 1; RCT]; 1274 [EL 1; RCT]; 1275 [EL 1; RCT]). A meta-analysis of pedometer interventions showed a modest weight loss of 1.3 kg with greater weight loss achieved in the longer duration studies (1276 [EL 2; MNRCT]). Another meta-analysis showed that aerobic training of moderate or high intensity has the highest potential to reduce visceral adipose tissue in males and females with overweight even in the absence of a hypocaloric diet (1277 [EL 2; MNRCT]).

When exercise is prescribed in addition to reduced-calorie dietary intervention there is an additional weight loss of about 1 to 3% of body weight, with greater loss associated with higher intensity and longer duration exercise programs (947 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 1277 [EL 1; MRCT]; 1278 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 1279 [EL 1; RCT]; 1280 [EL 1; RCT]; 1281 [EL 1; RCT]; 1282 [EL 1; RCT]), together with more fat mass loss and less fat-free mass loss (1283 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 1284 [EL 1; RCT]; 1285 [EL 1; RCT]; 1286 [EL 4; NE]; 1287 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 1288 [EL 2; MNRCT]). A systematic review looking at the effects of dietary energy restriction and exercise in middle-aged to older adults with overweight and obesity highlighted the importance of limiting the loss of fat-free mass in patients with sarcopenic obesity (1289 [EL 4; NE]). In postpartum women, structured exercise activities were shown to be associated with clinically relevant additional weight loss of ≥2.5 kg in a meta-analysis of RCTs (1290 [EL 1; MRCT]).

Clinical trials have shown that exercise can be employed to maintain weight loss, although more intensive programs are sometimes required for efficacy (1291 [EL 1; MRCT]; 1292 [EL 1; MRCT]; 1293 [EL 1; RCT]; 1294 [EL 1; RCT]; 1295 [EL 1; RCT]; 1296 [EL 1; RCT]). Other trials have shown a minimal benefit of exercise to maintain weight loss (1297 [EL 1; MRCT]; 1298 [EL 1; RCT]). A systematic review of RCTs showed that adding exercise to diet, or to diet and behavior therapy, was associated with improved weight loss for up to 36 months and improvements in cardiometabolic health (1299 [EL 1; MRCT]).

A prospective study of 4,558 premenopausal women who had lost ≥5% body weight in the previous 2 years showed that more physical activity (≥30 min/day) and increased jogging or running were associated with less weight regain (−3.26 kg) (1300 [EL 2; PCS]). Greater amounts of exercise were associated with longer-term weight-loss maintenance in the DPP (1301 [EL 1; RCT, post-intervention survey]) and the Look AHEAD study (1302 [EL 1; RCT]), and with long-term weight loss in the National Weight Control Registry (1303 [EL 3; SS]; 1304 [EL 3; SS]).

Prospective cohort studies have also shown that those who engage in higher amounts and intensities of physical activity gain less weight than those who are more sedentary or exercise less (1192 [EL 1; RCT]; 1305 [EL 2; PCS]; 1306 [EL 2; PCS]). The HUNT study was an observational prospective cohort conducted over 33 years that concluded that physical activity above the current recommendations (150 min moderate intensity/week or 60 min vigorous activity/week) are needed to attenuate weight gain (1307 [EL 2; PCS]).

Exercise prescription has been successfully utilized as part of intensive behavioral intervention studies of weight loss for the prevention of diabetes in large trials including the DPP (708 [EL 1; RCT]), Finnish Diabetes Prevention Study (707 [EL 1; RCT]), Da Qing Diabetes Prevention Study (706 [EL 1; RCT]), and also in those with T2DM in the Look AHEAD trial (755 [EL 1; RCT]; 1302 [EL 1; RCT]). Two Cochrane reviews concluded that physical activity helps promote modest weight loss in those with prediabetes, and intense physical activity achieves more weight loss (3.6%) than diet alone in those diagnosed with diabetes (1308 [EL 1; MRCT]; 1309 [EL 1; MRCT]). For patients with T2DM and obesity, exercise training was shown to lower A1C even without BMI changes in 1 meta-analysis (763 [EL 1; MRCT]), while another meta-analysis showed greater A1C lowering with structured exercise versus exercise advice, and for exercise >150 minutes per
Exercise (1325 [EL 1; RCT]). We endorse the resistance training prescription recommendations of the ACSM/ADA joint position statement (1310 [EL 4; NE]) for all patients with obesity. The general goal should be resistance training 2 to 3 times per week consisting of single-set exercises that use the major muscle groups with a load that permits 10 to 15 repetitions approaching fatigue and progressing over time to utilize heavier weight and more sets over time.

A meta-analysis of diabetes prevention trials was inconclusive regarding the role of resistance training due to lack of comprehensive and objective evaluation of the effects of muscular fitness (1326 [EL 2; MNRCT]), while another showed benefits of resistance training on all metabolic syndrome parameters (1327 [EL 1; MRC]). Weight training was associated with a reduced gain in WC with age in the Health Professionals Follow-up prospective cohort of 10,500 men, and the authors concluded that further study into the optimal frequency and intensity of resistance exercise was warranted (1328 [EL 2; PCS]).

Circuit training, which consists of alternating sets of major muscle movement groups with little rest in between to introduce an aerobic component to the exercise session, holds promise, although more research is needed to evaluate its role in obesity. Post-exercise oxygen consumption is higher after circuit training, but total volume must be taken into account for overall caloric expenditure (1329 [EL 1; RCT, very small study of 7 subjects]; 1330 [EL 2; PCS, very small study of 8 subjects]).

Recommedation 68.

RCTs and a related meta-analysis have compared the type, duration, and frequency of exercise for their effect on body composition and have demonstrated that weight training (resistance exercise) produced similar amounts of fat loss while preserving more fat-free mass when compared with aerobic training alone (1315 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 1316 [EL 1; MRC]; 1317 [EL 1; RCT]; 1318 [EL 1; RCT, N = 40]; 1319 [EL 1; RCT]). Thus, resistance training can promote weight loss. There is also evidence for improved weight maintenance with resistance training (1320 [EL 1; RCT]; 1321 [EL 1; RCT]).

Resistance training added to aerobic exercise has been shown to enhance fat loss and body composition, and the combination is recommended in patients with obesity and diabetes for promoting loss of body fat and for improving cardiometabolic risk factors based on results from several interventional trials (736 [EL 1; RCT]; 767 [EL 1; RCT]; 1322 [EL 1; RCT]; 1323 [EL 1; RCT]). A meta-analysis also demonstrated the benefits of combined aerobic and resistance training in patients with obesity and known coronary artery disease (1324 [EL 1; MRC]). One study randomizing participants to aerobic, resistance, or combination training for 8 months confirmed that the prescribed exercise was associated with modest weight loss, and showed that adding resistance training to aerobic training improved lean mass but doubled the time commitment for exercise (1325 [EL 1; RCT]). We endorse the resistance training prescription recommendations of the ACSM/ADA joint position statement (1310 [EL 4; NE]) for all patients with obesity. The general goal should be resistance training 2 to 3 times per week consisting of single-set exercises that use the major muscle groups with a load that permits 10 to 15 repetitions approaching fatigue and progressing over time to utilize heavier weight and more sets over time.

Leisure-time activity was shown to be an important determinant of long-term weight maintenance in the Sibutramine Trial on Obesity Reduction and Maintenance (STORM) trial, emphasizing the importance of nonexercise activity thermogenesis.
physical activity in lifestyle interventions (1340 [EL 1; RCT]).

A systematic review of pedometer studies along with a meta-analysis of pedometer-based walking programs, both including randomized trials and observational studies, indicated that there is a modest but meaningful reduction in weight and BMI as a result of incorporating more nonexercise movement into daily life (1276 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 1341 [EL 2; MNRCT]). A Cochrane review of pedometer studies in the workplace also showed improvements in BMI and WC but limited the strength of conclusions due to low-quality data and insufficient evidence (1342 [EL 1; MRCT]). In a Canadian prospective cohort study by Katzmarzyk et al (740 [EL 2; PCS]), sitting time was independently associated with mortality, stressing the importance of avoiding sedentary behavior. The recommendation for reducing sedentary behavior is that sedentary periods last 90 minutes or less and are interrupted by periods of activity (740 [EL 2; PCS]).

Since the workforce is becoming increasingly sedentary, finding ways to increase nonexercise activity at work has been a focus of many studies. For example, a Cochrane review of workplace interventions analyzed the efficacy of initiatives to reduce sitting at work (e.g., sit-stand desks, policy changes, and counseling) compared to no intervention and concluded that the evidence was of low quality; however, the authors were hopeful that many ongoing trials would provide higher quality data (1343 [EL 2; MNRCT]).

For those patients who have T2DM, the ACSM and ADA recommend that “persons with T2DM are encouraged to increase their total daily unstructured physical activity” (1302 [EL 1; RCT]), and that all patients with obesity should be counseled and encouraged to increase nonexercise activity thermogenesis.

**Recommendation 70.**

Many patients with obesity cannot adhere to the optimal recommendations for exercise prescription due to physical limitations. It is important to individualize the prescription for physical activity to include activities and exercise regimens within the capabilities and preferences of the patient to allow for the optimal amount of conditioning. Lifestyle therapy should include increased physical activity even though the patient is unable to engage in optimal physical activity. For example, studies have consistently shown that a walking program is associated with reductions in the incidence of diabetes (737 [EL 3; SS]; 738 [EL 2; PCS]; 739 [EL 2; PCS]). Elderly patients or people with disabilities should try to approach the levels of activity in the guidelines to the greatest extent possible; however, even reduced activity regimens should be encouraged. In patients with physical limitations, the health care provider and the patient should together establish the exercise prescription with the goal of long-term compliance.

**Recommendation 71.**

Many of the large successful trials showing improved fat loss with physical activity (cited above) utilized the participation of exercise physiologists and other fitness professionals. One trial showed that the use of personal trainers improved adherence but not long-term weight loss; however, post-hoc analysis showed that levels of exercise needed for success were much higher than was recommended (1344 [EL 1; RCT]). Exercise trainers can be beneficial to patients with obesity and arthritis of the knee or hip in improving symptoms and functionality (1345 [EL 4; NE]). Sessions with a personal trainer have been shown to enhance the client’s ability to progress through changes and intensification of the exercise program (1346 [EL 1; RCT; N = 20]; 1347 [EL 2; PCS]), and to augment adherence to exercise among women with obesity in a behavioral weight-loss program (1348 [EL 2; PCS]). Experienced and educated fitness professionals can assist in tailoring an exercise prescription to fit the needs, abilities, limitations, and desires of the patient, ultimately improving adherence and success.

**Q6.3. Behavior interventions**

**Executive Summary**

- **R72.** Lifestyle therapy in patients with overweight or obesity should include behavioral interventions that enhance adherence to prescriptions for a reduced-calorie meal plan and increased physical activity (behavioral interventions can include: self-monitoring of weight, food intake, and physical activity; clear and reasonable goal-setting; education pertaining to obesity, nutrition, and physical activity; face-to-face and group meetings; stimulus control; systematic approaches for problem solving; stress reduction; cognitive restructuring [i.e., cognitive behavioral therapy]; motivational interviewing; behavioral contracting; psychological counseling; and mobilization of social support structures) (Grade A; BEL 1).

- **R73.** The behavior intervention package is effectively executed by a multidisciplinary team that includes dietitians, nurses, educators, physical activity trainers or coaches, and clinical psychologists (Grade C; BEL 4, upgraded due to high relevance). Psychologists and psychiatrists should participate in the treatment of eating disorders, depression, anxiety, psychoses, and other psychological problems that can impair the effectiveness of lifestyle intervention programs (Grade B; BEL 2).

- **R74.** Behavioral lifestyle intervention and support should be intensified if patients do not achieve a 2.5% weight loss in the first month of
intervention packages have been described and developed.

 sis, nonexhaustive literature search) has been shown to be effective in treating lifestyle intervention programs unless addressed in a primary manner (1365 [EL 2; MNRCT, matched-study analysis, nonexhaustive literature search]). Effective behavioral intervention packages should teach skills for problem-solving and should evaluate outcomes (Grade A; BEL 1).

- R75. Behavioral lifestyle intervention should be tailored to a patient’s ethnic, cultural, socioeconomic, and educational background (Grade B; BEL 2).

**Evidence Base**

Recommendation 64 in these guidelines establishes that a reduction in caloric intake is the essential component of any lifestyle intervention in the treatment of obesity, and recommendations 66 through 70 attest to the important role of physical activity. In the current context, behavioral interventions represent a component of intensive lifestyle/behavior therapy that enhance adherence to diet and physical activity prescriptions. Behavioral treatment can include multiple interventions or strategies including: self-monitoring (keeping records of weight, food intake, and physical activity) (1349 [EL 2; PCS]; 1350 [EL 4; NE]; 1351 [EL 4; NE]; 1352 [EL 2; PCS]; 1353 [EL 1; RCT]); clear and reasonable goal setting; stimulus control (controlling cues associated with eating) (1354 [EL 2; NRCT]); meal portion control (1355 [EL 1; RCT]; 1356 [EL 1; RCT]); slower eating during meals; meal replacements or food provision (881 [EL 4; NE]; 1357 [EL 1; RCT]; 1358 [EL 1; RCT]; 1359 [EL 1; RCT]; 1360 [EL 1; RCT]; 1361 [EL 1; MRCT]); education pertaining to obesity, nutrition, and physical activity (1362 [EL 4; NE]); face-to-face meetings and group sessions; systematic approaches for problem solving; stress reduction; cognitive restructuring (i.e., cognitive behavioral therapy); motivational interviewing; behavioral contracting (1344 [EL 1; RCT]; 1363 [EL 1; RCT]); psychological counseling; a counseling approach that features the 5 A’s (ask, advise, assess, assist, arrange); and mobilization of social support structures (1364 [EL 1; MNRCT]).

The delivery of many of these interventions can be accomplished by one-on-one meetings, group sessions, and/or Internet, telephone, or other “remote” technologies. Potential venues for the interventions include the clinic office, community facilities, and commercial entities. The behavior intervention package often requires a multidisciplinary team, including dietitians, educators, exercise trainers or coaches, and clinical psychologists. Psychologists and psychiatrists will need to participate in the treatment of eating disorders, depression, anxiety, psychoses, and other psychological problems that impair the effectiveness of lifestyle intervention programs unless addressed in a primary manner (1365 [EL 2; MNRCT, matched-study analysis, nonexhaustive literature search]). Effective behavioral intervention packages have been described and developed by multiple authors (1362 [EL 4; NE]; 1366 [EL 4; NE]; 1367 [EL 4; NE]; 1368 [EL 4; NE]; 1369 [EL 4; NE]).

It is difficult to evaluate the effectiveness of behavior programs per se since they are combined with various dietary and physical activity interventions in the treatment of obesity, and the behavioral component of therapy will vary in approach and in the extent to which any of the multiple strategies described above are incorporated. Nevertheless, RCTs have been conducted to assess the impact of behavioral therapy in weight-loss interventions and provide some insight regarding those practices that are associated with efficacy and the intensity required to enhance weight-outcomes. A systematic review and meta-analysis of RCTs evaluated combined behavioral weight management programs with diet-only and physical activity-only treatment arms in patients with overweight or obesity that were studied for ≥12 months (1279 [EL 2; MNRCT]). Eight studies representing 1,022 patients were reviewed. Six studies showed no significant difference in weight loss at 3 or 6 months between the combined behavioral weight management programs and diet-only, while combined behavior therapy produced significantly more weight loss at 12 months. In the 5 studies comparing combined behavioral weight management and physical activity only, significantly greater weight loss occurred in the combined behavioral therapy groups.

Perri and colleagues (1370 [EL 1; RCT]) demonstrated that increasing the intensity of behavior lifestyle instruction resulted in greater weight loss. A total of 612 adult patients with obesity were randomly assigned to low, moderate, or high doses of behavioral treatment, defined as 16, 32, or 48 sessions over 2 years, respectively. These patients were compared to controls who received nutrition education without instruction in behavior modification strategies. The 2-year mean reductions in body weight were 2.9%, 3.5%, 6.7%, and 6.8% for the controls and the low-, moderate-, and high-dose behavior therapy groups, respectively. The number of participants who achieved ≥5% weight loss at 2 years was also significantly higher in the moderate- and high-dose behavior therapy groups (both 58%), compared to the low-dose behavior therapy and control groups. Another study compared the effectiveness of 3 behavioral interventions that varied in intensity (173 consecutive patients seen in 3 outpatient centers) with an observational cohort study (1371 [EL 2; PCS]). The programs implemented either cognitive behavioral strategies combined with patient exercise and nutrition, a semistructured approach with basic counseling, or unstructured advice. At the end of the 17- to 20-month intervention period, the highly structured behavior group showed an average weight loss of 5.4 kg, which was significantly more than that observed in the semistructured and unstructured groups (2.8 kg and 1.2 kg, respectively).
In 2011, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) approved intensive behavioral weight-loss counseling by primary care physicians (PCPs) and other primary care providers for approximately 14 brief (10- to 15-minute) face-to-face sessions over 6 months. The effectiveness of this program was reviewed through a search of RCTs that assessed weight-loss therapy to include behavioral counseling, dietary advice, and exercise for at least 3 months (1372 [EL 1; RCT]). The RCTs reviewed had to include at least 15 participants with an attrition rate of <30% at 1 year. In 12 trials including 3,893 participants, none of the counseling delivered by PCPs followed the CMS guidelines. Mean weight loss at 6 months for intervention groups ranged from 0.3 kg to 6.6 kg compared to weight loss of 0.9 kg to 2.0 kg seen in controls. Interventions that prescribed calorie intake reductions of ≥500 kcal/day, increased walking activity of ≥150 minutes/week, and behavioral therapy support generally produced greater weight loss than interventions with fewer components of such care. The evidence review concluded that more intensive behavioral counseling can help provide effective weight loss, but that PCPs may not be routinely providing such care.

A second review of RCTs found that behavioral weight-loss interventions by PCPs result in only very small declines in body weight over 12 months in patients with overweight or obesity (1373 [EL 1; MRCT]). The 15 RCTs included 4,539 patients, and the inclusion criteria and type of interventions were heterogeneous. Pooled meta-analysis results found significant but small reductions in body weight of 1.4 kg and 1.23 kg at 12 and 24 months, respectively.

A third systematic review and meta-analysis set out to determine the effectiveness of multicomponent behavioral weight management programs implemented in routine everyday clinical practice including commercially available programs (1374 [EL 2; MRRCT]). Inclusion criteria for these studies required interventions to be widely available and presented by the therapists who would deliver the intervention in routine practice. Only 8 trials met the inclusion criteria. In the systematic review, pooled results from 5 studies of commercial weight management programs detected significant weight loss at 1 year. Two studies of a commercial program with meal replacements also observed significant weight loss. In contrast, pooled results from 5 interventions delivered by PCP teams resulted in no weight loss. In total, compared to other weight-loss programs, there was no evidence in this review that treatment interventions delivered within general primary care teams produced meaningful weight loss. This does not mean that weight-loss interventions are futile, but rather, may be misdirected.

A systematic review of psychological mediation of obesity-related lifestyle change interventions found that, despite limited data, higher patient autonomous motivation, self-efficacy, and self-regulation skills are good predictors of increasing activity and losing weight (1375 [EL 2; MNRCT]). Studies were included in this review if they reported intervention effects on behavioral mediators (i.e., self-regulatory control) and the relationship between these mediators and health outcomes in persons with overweight or obesity. Thirty-five studies were included, 42 putative mediators were assessed, 10 studies used formal mediation analyses, and 28 studies were RCTs. Mediators associated with a longer duration of weight control included higher levels of autonomous motivation, self-efficacy/barriers, self-regulation skills (i.e., self-monitoring), flexible eating restraint, and positive body image. Autonomous motivation, self-efficacy, and use of self-regulation skills were associated with increased activity, but no mediators were identified for dietary intake.

The DPP randomized 3,234 patients with impaired fasting glucose to placebo, metformin (850 mg twice daily), or behavior/lifestyle modification over 4 years with the goal of at least a 7% weight loss (708 [EL 1; RCT]). The design for the lifestyle intervention was based on a systematic review of weight-loss interventions in individuals primarily without diabetes, which resulted in weight loss of 5 to 8% of body weight at 12 months (1376 [EL 1; MRCT]), and the evidence that weight loss could prevent progression to T2DM in adults with prediabetes (1308 [EL 1; MRCT]). The ILI resulted in the greatest amount of weight loss and a 58% reduction in the progression to T2DM (708 [EL 1; RCT]). The incidence of T2DM was 11.0, 7.8, and 4.8 cases per 100 person-years in the placebo, metformin, and lifestyle groups, respectively. During the DPP trial, for every kilogram of weight lost there was a 16% reduction in T2DM risk (714 [EL 2; PCS]). The lifestyle intervention in the DPP included a 16-lesson lifestyle change curriculum that provided education on healthy eating, regular exercise, and behavior modification to assist participants in achieving the study weight-loss goals. The behavior lifestyle program was presented to patients by case managers on a one-to-one basis during the first 24 weeks and was flexible, culturally sensitive, and individualized. Subsequent individual sessions usually occurred monthly, and group sessions with case managers were provided to reinforce behavioral changes. O’Brien and colleagues (1377 [EL 1; RCT, posthoc analysis]) stratified DPP patients by their educational attainment; 47% of participants had completed college. For patients in the behavior/lifestyle intervention, those who had completed college had a 68% decline in progression to T2DM, whereas those with less education had a 47% risk reduction. For patients taking metformin, there was a 49% versus 23% relative risk reduction in T2DM between college graduates and those with lesser education, respectively. These results raise the question of whether or not behavioral lifestyle intervention would be more effective if tailored to an individual’s educational background.
In the DPP, substantial weight loss early in the course of the lifestyle intervention was associated with improved long-term efficacy. Forty-nine percent of participants in the DPP achieved the 7% weight loss study goal early on, at the end of the intense 16-session core intervention (1378 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]). Patients who met the initial 6-month study goals were 1.5 to 3.0 times more likely to also meet these goals long term, indicating that weight loss in the first month of treatment proved to be a critical determinant of long-term weight loss. The 16-week DPP group-based intervention was adapted and randomly delivered to 32 adults with prediabetes and BMI >25 kg/m² (1379 [EL 1; RCT]). The percent weight loss at week 5 was significantly associated with greater weight loss at both 4 and 7 months. Only 12.5% of patients who failed to achieve a 2.5% weight loss during the first month were able to achieve ≥5% weight loss by month 7.

These results suggest that a stepped-care approach in the treatment of obesity could be beneficial, which would target more intensive interventions only to those individuals who did not lose sufficient weight early on following the initiation of a less intense program. A behavioral weight-loss program with or without stepped-care therapy was randomly assigned to 44 sedentary adults with obesity (1380 [EL 1; RCT]). Participants in the stepped-care behavior group received additional counseling, including problem-solving skills training, if they regained >1% body weight during the first 6 months of treatment. Patients were taught to use problem-solving skills to help resolve problems and evaluate outcomes. Patients in the stepped-care group lost significantly more weight and body fat, reported greater physical activity and dietary improvements, and had superior weight-loss maintenance at 12 months.

Other studies have found that early weight loss during a lifestyle intervention program predicted greater weight loss at the end of the study (1378 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]; 1383 [EL 1; RCT]; 1384 [EL 1; RCT, single-blinded primary study, secondary subset analysis]; 1385 [EL 2; PCS]). Wadden et al (1381 [EL 1; RCT]) reported that among 76 women with obesity, attending a higher percentage of treatment sessions and losing more weight during the first month were both strongly associated with greater weight loss at the end of 1 year. Hadziabdic et al (1382 [EL 1; RCT, single-blinded primary study, secondary subset analysis]) enrolled 124 patients with obesity in a 12-month weight reduction program involving behavioral therapy that included an intensive 5-day educational intervention followed by 5 two-hour follow-up visits. One-third of patients lost >5% body weight after 12 months, and initial weight loss was a strong predictor of weight loss after 1 year.

Weight reduction early in a weight-loss program is a key predictor of long-term weight-loss success even in studies without behavior lifestyle intervention (1384 [EL 1; RCT]). A 2-year dietary intervention RCT evaluated 322 adults with obesity, with patients randomized to a low-fat, low-carbohydrate, or Mediterranean diet (1384 [EL 1; RCT]). Independent predictors of study drop-out were a higher baseline BMI and less weight loss at 6 months. In addition, a greater weight loss achieved at 6 months was the main predictor of long-term success of >5% weight loss.

Given the relationship reported between early weight loss and long-term weight loss success, it is important to recognize the optimal time and weight-loss threshold for identifying patients who are less likely to succeed. Once identified, nonresponders could be offered a more intensive, stepped-care intervention, based upon studies that show additional contact for behavioral counseling and support results in more successful weight loss.

The 2013 Guideline for the Management of Overweight and Obesity from the American Heart Association, the American College of Cardiology, and The Obesity Society reported that in adults with T2DM, a weight loss of 2 to 5% or 5 to 10% from behavioral lifestyle interventions results in lowering of A1C by 0.2 to 0.3% or 0.6 to 1.0%, respectively (20 [EL 4; NE]). A large retrospective cohort study found that patients with newly diagnosed T2DM who lost 10% of body weight after diagnosis were more likely to achieve A1C and BP targets, even with weight regain after 4 years, compared to individuals with stable weight or weight gain (1385 [EL 3; SS, retrospective cohort N = 2,574]).

A meta-analysis assessed RCTs studying the effectiveness of behavioral lifestyle interventions lasting ≥12 months on long-term weight loss in patients with T2DM (753 [EL 1; MRCT]). Twenty-two studies with 4,659 patients included follow-ups ranging from 1 to 5 years. Behavioral therapy addressed barriers to diet or physical activity and used strategies such as stimulus control and social support. There were considerable differences in the care provided to the comparison groups. In 9 studies the comparison group received usual care, but in 6 studies they received dietary, activity, and behavioral therapy intervention and differed from the intervention group only in other factors (i.e., type of diet, amount of calories, glucose monitoring, etc.). Pooled weight loss for any intervention compared to usual care was 1.7 kg or 3.1% of body weight. Comparison groups often achieved substantial weight loss of up to 10 kg, minimizing between-group differences. For instance, among patients with similar physical activity and behavioral intervention, those who had greater calorie restriction with a very low-calorie diet lost 3.0 kg or 1.6% body weight more than people who received a low-calorie diet. For those who received identical dietary and behavioral interventions, patients with more intense physical activity lost 3.9 kg or 3.6% of body weight more than those with less intense or less frequent activity.
A 2015 review and meta-analysis addressed behavioral lifestyle weight-loss interventions and metabolic outcomes in patients with T2DM who also had overweight or obesity (752 [EL 1; MRCT]). Studies included 11 RCTs of ≥12-months duration with a total of 6,754 patients and ≥70% completion rate. A total of 19 study groups were generated from 8 trials that compared 2 weight-loss interventions and 3 trials that compared weight-loss intervention with usual care/controls. Seventeen study groups that included 5 trials comparing differing amounts of macronutrients reported a weight loss of <5% and no significant beneficial effects on A1C, BP, or blood lipids. In studies that observed <5% weight loss, the average changes reported were a 2.0 to 4.9% weight loss (1.9 to 4.8 kg), a 0.2% decline in A1C, and 2.2 and 3.5 mm Hg decreases in SBP and DBP, respectively, all values being nonsignificant.

Only 2 of the 19 study groups reported a weight loss of ≥5%, namely, a Mediterranean-style diet in adults with newly diagnosed T2DM (887 [EL 1; RCT]) and an ILI in the Look AHEAD trial (754 [EL 1; RCT]; 888 [EL 1; RCT]). Participants in both of these studies had frequent contact with health professionals (primarily registered dietitians), and regular physical activity was recommended and monitored (≥150 and ≥175 min/week for the Mediterranean-diet study and Look AHEAD study, respectively). The Mediterranean-style diet was rich in vegetables, whole grains, and olive oil, and patients had their calorie intake restricted to 1,500 kcal/day for women and 1,800 kcal/day for men, whereas the Look AHEAD study used meal replacements or a structured food plan as well as one-on-one and group counseling sessions. Respectively, these 2 studies reported significant changes at 12-months that included weight loss of 7.2% and 8.6% (6.2 and 8.6 kg), A1C decline of 1.2% and 0.6%, SBP lowering of 2.3 and 9.9 mm Hg, and DBP lowering of 4.0 and 3.1 mm Hg. When the Look AHEAD data were averaged across 4 years, the ILI group, when compared to the standard DSE, had significantly greater weight loss (6.2% vs. 0.9%), better treadmill fitness (13% vs. 2%), lower A1C levels (0.4% vs. 0.1%), lower SBP (5.3 vs. 3.0 mm Hg) and DBP (2.9 vs. 2.5 mm Hg), and higher HDL-c (3.7 vs. 2.0 mg/dL) with decreased triglyceride levels (25.6 vs. 19.8 mg/dL) (755 [EL 1; RCT]). While both the ILI and DSE groups had medication intensification over the course of the Look AHEAD trial, more medications were used for glucose, lipid, and BP control in the DSE group with subsequent higher health-care costs. Thus, the majority of lifestyle weight-loss interventions in patients with T2DM reviewed by Franz et al (752 [EL 1; MRCT]) resulted in weight loss of <5% and did not significantly improve metabolic outcomes. A weight loss of >5% appears necessary for beneficial effects on A1C, lipids, and BP in patients with T2DM. Even greater improvements in the CVD risk factors were observed in patients who lost up to ≥15% of their body weight (754 [EL 1; RCT]). However, to achieve a level of >5% weight loss, patients with T2DM have been shown to require intense behavioral lifestyle interventions and frequent contact with trained health professionals.

A number of studies have looked at the feasibility of using interventional technology support for weight loss. A group-based behavioral intervention study randomly assigned 692 women to receive supplemental telephone counseling and tailored newsletters or a less-intensive control intervention for 2 years (1386 [EL 1; RCT]). The intervention began with small groups of women that met weekly for a 1-hour group session for 4 months, tapered to every other week for another 2 months, and then monthly for the remainder of the year. The behavior strategies and guidance discussed in group sessions were reinforced by brief telephone and/or email contact. At 1 and 2 years, respectively, the intervention group realized significantly more weight loss of 6% and 3.7% compared to 1.5% and 1.3% in the control group. In total, 44% and 15% of the intervention group participants lost ≥5% and ≥10% of body weight, respectively, at 2 years.

The Tobacco, Exercise and Diet Messages (TEXT ME) trial was a parallel-group, single blind, RCT of 710 patients with CVD who were randomized to receive 4 weekly text messages compared to usual care (1387 [EL 1; RCT]). Text messages provided advice, motivational reminders, and support for lifestyle behavior change, but the program was not interactive. Most patients reported the text-message program to be useful (91%), easy to understand (97%), and appropriate in frequency (86%). After 6 months, the intervention group had significant beneficial outcomes for BMI, physical activity, SBP, and LDL-c. A tailored, interactive text-message intervention RCT was conducted in 124 African-American adults with obesity (1388 [EL 1; RCT]). Patients were randomized to either standard care alone (i.e., one-on-one counseling sessions with a dietitian and physician) or standard care plus daily tailored text messages. Text messages were delivered in 3 phases for preparation, reinforcement, and maintenance of diet and exercise goals, reflection, and goal integration. Mean weight loss was 2.5 kg greater in the intervention group at 3 months and 3.4 kg greater at 6 months, but a high rate of attrition was a primary study limitation. A systematic review and meta-analyses of text-messaging intervention studies have reported strong evidence that the majority of published text-messaging interventions were effective when addressing T2DM self-management, weight loss, and physical activity (1389 [EL 4; NE]). At present, more research is needed to assess the preferred intervention characteristics, long-term outcomes, and cost-effectiveness of interactive technology-driven behavioral support in achieving weight loss.

A mobile phone-based Diabetes Prevention Program (mDPP) used a mobile application and pedometer to augment behavioral lifestyle intervention modified from the original DPP curriculum in adults with overweight who
were at risk for T2DM (1390 [EL 1; RCT]). The mDPP mobile app was used to supplement in-person educational sessions and included electronic diaries for self-monitoring of body weight, activity, and calorie intake. Interactive content included daily messages, video clips, and quizzes to reinforce positive behaviors. The control group received educational material about prediabetes, was given a display pedometer to count steps, and otherwise received standard medical care. The intervention group lost 6.8% (6.2 kg) of body weight at 5 months compared to a 0.3% (0.3 kg) weight gain in the control group. Compared to controls, the intervention group had significantly improved outcomes for steps per day, BP, hip circumference, and dietary intake of saturated fat and sugar-sweetened beverages. There was no significant effect on fasting glucose or lipid levels. A fully automated behavioral 6-month RCT used email, Internet, and mobile phone support among persons with prediabetes to improve physical activity and eating habits (1391 [EL 1; RCT]). Emails suggested stepped-care goals and were linked to individual Web-based support tools. A mobile phone app and automated phone calls provided further behavioral support. The participant retention rate was 71%, and patients were still interacting with the program at 6 months. The interactive group achieved significant beneficial changes in fasting glucose, A1C, BMI, WC, and lipids compared to controls.

A 2015 systematic review and meta-analysis of 12 studies assessed mobile phone app interventions with weight-related health outcomes (1392 [EL 2; MNRCT]). Compared to control groups, the use of a mobile phone app was associated with significant changes in BMI. The effect of a Web-based behavior change program on weight loss was also assessed in an RCT involving 65 adults with overweight or obesity that were at high risk of developing CVD (1393 [EL 1; RCT]). One group of patients was randomly assigned to a Web-based program, which supported healthy eating and physical activity to assist in weight management. The second group performed self-care. The respective retention rates for the intervention and control groups were 66% versus 94% at 6 months and 53% versus 88% at 12 months. Using intention-to-treat analysis with baseline observations carried forward revealed that the intervention group lost more weight compared to controls at 3 and 6 months, but not at 12 months. More patients in the intervention group lost ≥5% of body weight at 3 and 6 months, but not at 12 months. A limitation of this study was the high attrition rate in the intervention group.

A large, interactive Web-based program assessed eating behaviors in 22,800 patients using an 18-item Three-Factor Eating Questionnaire revised to measure uncontrolled eating, emotional eating, and cognitive restrained eating (1394 [EL 2; PCS]). The Web-based weight-loss program included information on healthy lifestyle, weekly chats with experts, social networking features, databases for recipe searches, and features to track an individual’s weight, activity, and dietary intake. Subjects that completed the study decreased their uncontrolled eating score and increased their cognitive restrained eating. Men decreased their emotional eating, but no significant change was seen in women. The baseline cognitive restrained eating score was significantly and positively associated with weight loss in both men and women that completed the study.

The National Weight Control Registry, a U.S. database founded in 1993, has identified the lifestyle modifications practiced by free-living individuals who were able to successfully maintain weight loss. Thomas et al (1395 [EL 3; SS, registry analysis]) identified 2,886 participants with mean weight loss of 23.1 ± 0.4 kg at 10 years and found that ≥87% of these participants maintained a weight loss of ≥10%. The characteristics common to successful weight-loss maintainers included high levels of volitional physical activity (1396 [EL 3; SS, registry analysis]); reduced fat intake (1396 [EL 3; SS, registry analysis]); greater dietary restraint (1396 [EL 3; SS, registry analysis]); self-monitoring of weight, dietary intake, and physical activity (1396 [EL 3; SS, registry analysis]); consumption of low-/no-calorie sweetened beverages to limit total energy intake (1397 [EL 3; SS, registry analysis]); and limited television viewing time (≤10 hours per week) (1398 [EL 3; SS, registry analysis]).

Structured Lifestyle Intervention Programs. While the analysis of lifestyle/behavior therapy has been somewhat reductionist, in that diet, physical activity, and behavioral interventions were considered separately, it is clear that a surfeit of evidence has confirmed the efficacy of structured multidisciplinary programs that incorporate the combination of reduced-calorie meal plans, physical activity prescriptions, and a behavioral intervention package. The efficacy of structured multicomponent lifestyle therapy is amply demonstrated in RCTs that compare an intensive program of caloric reduction, physical activity, and behavior interventions with a standard or usual care control subgroup. Lifestyle therapy programs produced substantially greater weight loss in multiple such studies including the DPP (708 [EL 1; RCT]), the Look AHEAD study (888 [EL 1; RCT]), the ADAPT Study (1399 [EL 1; RCT]), the PREMIER Trial (1235 [EL 1; cRCT]), the Finnish Diabetes Prevention Study (707 [EL 1; RCT]), the Da Qing Diabetes Prevention Study (706 [EL 1; RCT]), the DIRECT study (1384 [EL 1; RCT]), the PRIDE study (623 [EL 3; CSS]), the POWER Study (1218 [EL 1; RCT]), and the Trial of Nonpharmacologic Intervention in the Elderly (TONE) Trial (1400 [EL 1; RCT]). While some patients do well with less intensive lifestyle interventions, the data strongly support the recommendation that structured lifestyle therapy programs should be available to patients who are being treated for the disease of obesity. The critical components of a reduced-calorie meal plan, physical activity, and behavioral interventions can be delivered in various
venues, including offices, clinics, community settings, work sites, and commercial entities, and can be delivered in face-to-face meetings and group sessions and/or using remote technologies (telephone, Internet, text messaging). RCTs have been conducted demonstrating the efficacy of several commercial programs (1401 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 1402 [EL 1; RCT]; 1403 [EL 1; RCT]; 1404 [EL 1; RCT]; 1405 [EL 1; RCT, extension study]). The studies referenced above demonstrate the efficacy of comprehensive structured programs that feature frequent contact between health care professionals and patients and that accommodate personal and cultural preferences of patients.

• Q7. Is pharmacotherapy effective to treat overweight and obesity?
  • Q7.1. Should pharmacotherapy be used as an adjunct to lifestyle therapy or alone?

Executive Summary
• R76. Pharmacotherapy for overweight and obesity should be used only as an adjunct to lifestyle therapy and not alone (Grade A; BEL 1).

Evidence Base
Comprehensive lifestyle modification is generally recommended for all individuals with overweight or obesity, either as the only initial approach to weight loss or in combination with weight-loss medications or bariatric surgery (1406 [EL 4; NE]). Lifestyle modification incorporates behavioral therapy, physical activity, and dietary modification. Most clinical trials assessing pharmacotherapy for obesity compare drug plus lifestyle modification to lifestyle modification plus placebo. The lifestyle interventions employed in these studies vary in intensity, frequency of contact, and in the extent of involvement of individual counseling, group counseling, printed materials, and/or recommendations for self-monitoring. For this reason, in comparing clinical trials, there is variable weight loss among participants randomized to the lifestyle plus placebo group. In essentially all studies of obesity medications, lifestyle modification is effective in achieving some weight loss; however, the addition of weight-loss medication consistently results in a greater degree of weight loss than lifestyle alone.

A few studies have compared the effects of pharmacotherapy without lifestyle modification to lifestyle alone or pharmacotherapy plus lifestyle. In a 20-week study of pharmacotherapy without lifestyle therapy, administration of benzphetamine and phenmetrazine resulted in significantly greater weight loss than placebo (1407 [EL 2; RCCS]). In studies that are more informative, lifestyle interventions in combination with either sibutramine, fenfluramine, or orlistat resulted in greater weight loss than in those patients randomized to drug alone or lifestyle alone (1353 [EL 1; RCT]; 1408 [EL 1; RCT]; 1409 [EL 1; RCT]; 1410 [EL 2; PCS]; 1411 [EL 1; RCT]; 1412 [EL 2; PCS]). Weight regain may be greater after stopping pharmacotherapy when behavior modification is not included (1410 [EL 2; PCS]). There are no studies evaluating phentermine/topiramate ER, naltrexone ER/bupropion ER, lorcaserin, or liraglutide alone in the absence of lifestyle modification.

While a limited number of studies have examined the effects of drug therapy alone in the absence of lifestyle modification, the available data indicate that pharmacotherapy alone does not result in as much weight loss as achieved by pharmacotherapy plus lifestyle therapy. Weight regain may be less likely when behavioral therapy is provided as part of a weight management program. In addition, lifestyle modification therapy, via facilitation and education regarding increased physical activity and adherence to a healthy meal plan, may entrain the patient in lifestyle practices leading to better long-term outcomes (1406 [EL 4; NE]).

• Q7.2. Does the addition of pharmacotherapy produce greater weight loss and weight-loss maintenance compared with lifestyle therapy alone?

Executive Summary
• R77. The addition of pharmacotherapy produces greater weight loss and weight-loss maintenance compared with lifestyle therapy alone (Grade A; BEL 1).
• R78. The concurrent initiation of lifestyle therapy and pharmacotherapy should be considered in patients with weight-related complications that can be ameliorated by weight loss (Grade A; BEL 1).

Evidence Base
The study design of phase 3 clinical trials leading to FDA approval has consistently placed all volunteers on a lifestyle intervention with randomization to either weight-loss medication or placebo. Orlistat is an intestinal lipase inhibitor that causes weight loss by inducing fat malabsorption. Orlistat results in clinically significant weight loss that exceeds that observed in patients randomized to lifestyle alone and helps maintain weight loss and prevent weight regain. Mean weight loss with 120 mg orlistat 3 times/day has ranged from 4.6 to 10.2% of body weight versus 1.6 to 6.6% of body weight with placebo in studies ranging from 1 to 2 years (70 [EL 1; RCT]; 776 [EL 1; RCT]; 856 [EL 1; RCT]; 1413 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 1414 [EL 2; RCT]; 1408 [EL 1; RCT]; 1409 [EL 1; RCT]; 1410 [EL 2; PCS]; 1411 [EL 1; RCT]; 1412 [EL 2; PCS]). Thus, the drugs alone resulted in only modest weight loss with inferior outcomes compared to the use of weight-loss medications as an adjunct to lifestyle (1353 [EL 1; RCT]; 1408 [EL 1; RCT]; 1409 [EL 1; RCT]; 1410 [EL 2; PCS]; 1411 [EL 1; RCT]; 1412 [EL 2; PCS]). Weight regain may be greater after stopping pharmacotherapy when behavior modification is not included (1410 [EL 2; PCS]). There are no studies evaluating phentermine/topiramate ER, naltrexone ER/bupropion ER, lorcaserin, or liraglutide alone in the absence of lifestyle modification.
Lorcaserin is a 5-hydroxytryptamine-2c (5-HT$_{2C}$) receptor agonist, which reduces appetite and food intake. Phentermine combined with topiramate ER, a carbonic anhydrase inhibitor, is approved for chronic treatment of obesity. In combination with a lifestyle intervention, phentermine/topiramate ER has been shown to be effective in weight loss and weight-loss maintenance to a greater extent than in patients randomized to lifestyle alone in several large, randomized, placebo-controlled trials ranging up to 108 weeks (71 [EL 1; RCT]; 722 [EL 1; RCT]; 777 [EL 1; RCT]; 858 [EL 1; RCT]; 1421 [EL 1; RCT]). Phentermine/topiramate ER was studied in patients with overweight plus complications (BMI 27.0 to 29.9 kg/m$^2$) or obesity (BMI ≥30 kg/m$^2$) with and without complications, including patients with T2DM. The mean change in body weight ranged from −1.2 to −2.5%, −7.8 to −9.3%, and −10.5 to −12.1% for the placebo, 7.5/46 mg dose, and 15/92 mg dose, respectively.

Lorcaserin is a 5-hydroxytryptamine-2c (5-HT$_{2C}$) receptor agonist, which reduces appetite and food intake. Lorcaserin has been studied in patients with BMI ≥27 kg/m$^2$ and complications or BMI ≥30 kg/m$^2$ in conjunction with lifestyle modification at a dose of 10 mg twice daily in studies ranging from 1 to 2 years. It has been studied in patients with and without diabetes. Mean percent weight loss has ranged from 4.5 to 5.8% in patients randomized to lorcaserin versus 1.5 to 2.8% with placebo (69 [EL 1; RCT]; 778 [EL 1; RCT]; 857 [EL 1; RCT]). In a 2-year study, patients randomized to lorcaserin maintained lower body weights than with lifestyle alone, and patients that received lorcaserin who were rerandomized to placebo at the end of the first year regained weight up to the level achieved in the lifestyle intervention arm by the end of year 2 (857 [EL 1; RCT]).

Bupropion is a dopamine and norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor, and naltrexone is a μ-opioid receptor antagonist. The combination of naltrexone ER/bupropion ER has been approved for chronic weight management and works synergistically to suppress appetite via a central mechanism. Naltrexone ER/bupropion ER taken twice daily at a total daily dose of 32/360 mg was studied in 3 clinical trials of 56-week duration in patients with BMI ≥27 kg/m$^2$ and with HTN, dyslipidemia, and/or T2DM, or a BMI ≥30 kg/m$^2$. Mean weight loss ranged from 5.0 to 6.4% with naltrexone ER/bupropion ER versus 1.2 to 1.8% with placebo (67 [EL 1; RCT]; 779 [EL 1; RCT]; 1422 [EL 1; RCT]). In a fourth trial employing a high intensity lifestyle intervention, greater weight loss was achieved and maintained in patients randomized to naltrexone ER/bupropion ER than to placebo (9.3% vs. 5.0%) (859 [EL 1; RCT]). In all trials, weight loss was maintained in the treatment groups after the initial weight loss (67 [EL 1; RCT]; 779 [EL 1; RCT]; 859 [EL 1; RCT]; 1422 [EL 1; RCT]).

Liraglutide is a GLP-1 receptor agonist approved for treatment of T2DM at doses up to 1.8 mg/day and for weight loss at a higher dosage of 3.0 mg/day. When injected subcutaneously once daily, liraglutide 3 mg reduces appetite, increases satiety, and lowers energy intake via a central mechanism. In vitro studies suggest that GLP-1 directly stimulates pro-opiomelanocortin and cocaine- and amphetamine-regulated transcript neurons and indirectly inhibits neurotransmission in neurons expressing neuropeptide Y and Agouti-related peptide via gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) in the arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus. In 4 studies of 56-week duration involving patients with obesity (BMI ≥30 kg/m$^2$) or overweight (BMI ≥27 kg/m$^2$) with dyslipidemia, hypertension, or diabetes, weight loss ranged from 6.0 to 8.0% with 3 mg of liraglutide versus 0.2 to 2.6% with placebo (68 [EL 1; RCT]; 780 [EL 1; RCT]; 897 [EL 1; RCT]; 1423 [EL 1; RCT]; 1424 [EL 1; RCT]). One study included a run-in that featured 5% weight loss on a low-calorie diet, at which point patients were randomized to liraglutide 3 mg or placebo plus continuation of lifestyle. The initiation of liraglutide 3 mg led to an additional ~6% weight loss compared with those patients who continued the lifestyle intervention alone (1424 [EL 1; RCT]). In another study with a second-year extension, 85% of patients who lost ≥5% of body weight maintained this weight loss by the end of the second year (897 [EL 1; RCT]).

When combined with lifestyle intervention, all drugs currently approved by the FDA for chronic weight management produced greater weight loss and sustained the weight loss for a greater length of time than did lifestyle intervention alone (1425 [EL 4; NE]). The degree of weight loss achieved with the addition of these medications has consistently been associated with greater health benefits.

**Q7.3. Should pharmacotherapy only be used in the short term to help achieve weight loss or should it be used chronically in the treatment of obesity?**

**Executive Summary**

**R79.** Pharmacotherapy should be offered to patients with obesity, when potential benefits outweigh the risks, for the chronic treatment of their disease (Grade A; BEL 1). Short-term treatment (3 to 6 months) using weight-loss medications has not been demonstrated to produce longer-term health benefits and cannot be generally recommended based on scientific evidence (Grade B; BEL 1, downgraded due to evidence gaps).
Evidence Base

Obesity is a disease with complications that include T2DM, CVD, metabolic syndrome, some types of cancer, OSA, OA, disability, GERD, urinary incontinence, NAFLD, depression, and decreased lung function (1426 [EL 4; NE]). These complications can be prevented or ameliorated by weight-loss therapy (1425 [EL 4; NE]). Medication-assisted weight loss can effectively improve BP, dyslipidemia, glycemia, markers of inflammation, and insulin resistance (67 [EL 1; RCT]; 68 [EL 1; RCT]; 69 [EL 1; RCT]; 71 [EL 1; RCT]; 712 [EL 1; RCT]; 721 [EL 1; RCT]; 722 [EL 1; RCT]; 777 [EL 1; RCT]; 778 [EL 1; RCT]; 779 [EL 1; RCT]; 780 [EL 1; RCT]; 856 [EL 1; RCT]; 857 [EL 1; RCT]; 858 [EL 1; RCT]; 859 [EL 1; RCT]; 897 [EL 1; RCT]; 1417 [EL 1; MRCT]; 1421 [EL 1; RCT]; 1422 [EL 1; RCT]; 1423 [EL 1; RCT]; 1424 [EL 1; RCT]; 1427 [EL 1; RCT]).

Short-term pharmacotherapy has been shown to be effective for weight loss (1428 [EL 4; NE]). When sympathomimetic drugs became available over 4 decades ago, obesity was not recognized as a chronic disease, and it was accepted that short-term pharmacotherapy may be appropriate. Most drugs were only studied in the short term and were FDA-approved for such use, which was generally a period of 12 weeks or less. Short-term trials of phentermine, diethylpropion, phendimetrazine, and benzphetamine demonstrated greater weight loss versus placebo (1429 [EL 1; MRCT]; 1430 [EL 1; RCT]; 1431 [EL 1; RCT, small group sizes: 12 to 13 for each of 3 groups]; 1432 [EL 1; RCT]). In a 36-week study, intermittent therapy with phentermine showed equal efficacy to continuous therapy (1433 [EL 2; NRCT, allocation concealment]). In a 16-week study, intermittent therapy with diethylpropion showed equal efficacy to continuous therapy as long as the active drug was initiated first (1434 [EL 2; NRCT, allocation concealment]). Short-term treatment with orlistat was also proven effective over 12 weeks, alone and in combination with sibutramine (1435 [EL 1; RCT]). It was generally accepted that short-term use of weight-loss medications (3 to 6 months) could be used to assist patients during the early phase of weight loss upon initiation of lifestyle therapy and a reduced-calorie meal plan. The medications used in this manner predictably resulted in greater weight loss than that achieved by lifestyle alone. However, patients would begin to regain weight upon discontinuance of the medication, and there are no data showing that short-term therapy produces long-term health benefits in terms of reversal of weight-related complications. As our scientific understanding of obesity has advanced, it has become clear that obesity is a chronic disease (12 [EL 4; NE]) that generally requires long-term therapy. For this reason, short-term use of weight-loss medications cannot be generally recommended based on available scientific evidence.

Weight loss as a result of clinical interventions, even with pharmacologic assistance, typically plateaus at around 6 to 9 months. Multiple pathophysiologic mechanisms act to restore weight to its elevated baseline during and after weight-loss interventions in patients with overweight or obesity. This is due to metabolic adaptations that counteract weight loss, including decreases in spontaneous physical activity (1436 [EL 1; RCT]), reduced physical activity (1436 [EL 1; RCT]), decreased resting energy expenditure (1437 [EL 2; PCS, weight-matched subjects]), efficiency of muscle metabolism (1438 [EL 1; RCT, only 10 subjects]), and changes in leptin, ghrelin, and other gut hormones that augment appetite and encourage weight regain (1439 [EL 2; PCS]). These mechanisms that drive weight regain are part of the pathophysiology of obesity as a disease and must be counterbalanced by efforts to maintain weight loss over an extended time.

In pharmacotherapy trials following the weight-loss plateau, weight is typically regained after the medication is stopped (780 [EL 1; RCT]; 857 [EL 1; RCT]; 1409 [EL 1; RCT]; 1418 [EL 1; RCT]). Increasing the duration of treatment does not typically lead to greater weight loss; however, the effect of the medication transitions from promotion of weight loss to assisting in weight maintenance. Current medications approved for long-term use all show efficacy in weight-loss maintenance (67 [EL 1; RCT]; 68 [EL 1; RCT]; 69 [EL 1; RCT]; 71 [EL 1; RCT]; 712 [EL 1; RCT]; 721 [EL 1; RCT]; 722 [EL 1; RCT]; 777 [EL 1; RCT]; 778 [EL 1; RCT]; 779 [EL 1; RCT]; 780 [EL 1; RCT]; 856 [EL 1; RCT]; 857 [EL 1; RCT]; 858 [EL 1; RCT]; 859 [EL 1; RCT]; 897 [EL 1; RCT]; 1417 [EL 1; MRCT]; 1421 [EL 1; RCT]; 1422 [EL 1; RCT]; 1423 [EL 1; RCT]; 1424 [EL 1; RCT]; 1427 [EL 1; RCT]).

Thus, available data support the need for long-term use of weight-loss medications in appropriate patients, consistent with the pathophysiology of obesity. Currently available medications have been prospectively studied with good success in randomized controlled trials for 1 to 4 years. However, the optimal duration of therapy is unknown. Additional studies are needed to establish the optimal long-term use of weight-loss medications including the assessment of intermittent therapy.

- Q7.4. Are there differences in weight-loss drug efficacy and safety? (Table 10 in Executive Summary)

Executive Summary

- R80. In selecting the optimal weight-loss medication for each patient, clinicians should consider differences in efficacy, side effects, cautions, and warnings that characterize medications approved for chronic management of obesity, as well as the presence of weight-related complications and medical history; these factors are the basis for individualized weight-loss pharmacotherapy; a generalizable hierarchical algorithm for medication preferences that would be applicable to all
patients cannot currently be scientifically justified (Grade A; BEL 1).
- R81. Clinicians and their patients with obesity should have available access to all approved medications to allow for the safe and effective individualization of appropriate pharmacotherapy (Grade D).

Evidence Base

Weight-loss medications are prescribed as an adjunct to lifestyle therapy and help to achieve a greater degree of weight loss than that produced by dietary changes and physical activity alone. The National Institutes of Health obesity treatment algorithm (16 [EL 4; NE]) embodies FDA-sanctioned indications for all weight-loss medications, which can be used in patients with overweight having a BMI of 27 to 29.9 kg/m² plus one or more complications (e.g., hypertension, hyperlipidemia, T2DM) or with obesity (BMI ≥30 kg/m²) regardless of whether complications are present. These criteria constitute the indications for drug use in the prescribing information for weight-loss medications.

The efficacy of all weight-loss medications has been assessed in RCTs randomizing patients with overweight or obesity to drug plus lifestyle intervention versus placebo plus lifestyle intervention. In most instances, the lifestyle intervention consisted of a caloric deficit of ~500 kcal/day in addition to increased physical activity. The primary outcome measures for the RCTs denote the amount of weight loss and reflect the FDA Obesity Drug Guidance for efficacy (17 [EL 4; NE]). For approval, RCTs must demonstrate that mean placebo-subtracted weight loss is ≥5% in patients taking the drug, and/or the proportion of drug-treated patients who lose ≥5% of baseline weight is ≥25% and approximately double the proportion that lose ≥5% in the placebo group. The RCT program for any given medication should include ≥4,500 participants, and efficacy and safety should be assessed over a study period of at least 1 year. Secondary endpoints of interest include BP and pulse, lipids, fasting glucose and insulin, WC, QOL, and A1C in patients with diabetes. All approved weight-loss medications have been evaluated under this level of scrutiny.

RCTs leading to the approval of currently available weight-loss medications have demonstrated differences in efficacy regarding mean percent weight loss and the proportion of patients who achieved 5% and 10% weight-loss thresholds (10 [EL 4; NE]; 1440 [EL 4; NE]). However, it is difficult to directly compare these parameters because there are no head-to-head trials of any significant size for the 5 medications approved for chronic management of obesity: orlistat, phentermine/topiramate ER, lorcaserin, naltrexone ER/bupropion ER, and liraglutide 3 mg. Note, the one exception is an RCT that included orlistat and liraglutide 3 mg treatment arms and demonstrated greater weight loss after 1 year in the liraglutide 3 mg treatment arm (7.8%) than in the patients randomized to orlistat (3.9%) (897 [EL 1; RCT]). Furthermore, weight-loss medications were generally tested in different study populations and employed lifestyle interventions that varied in intensity.

Until more reliable data are available from head-to-head trials, differences in efficacy can best be compared by examining placebo-subtracted weight loss across the various trials. Figure 1 shows weight loss achieved in both drug and placebo treatment arms for the key phase 3 RCTs leading to the approval of each of the weight-loss medications and features data obtained using the recommended treatment dose for each medication, not necessarily the maximal dose. The medication showing the greatest placebo-subtracted weight loss is phentermine/topiramate ER at 8%. Intermediate values were obtained for naltrexone ER/bupropion ER and liraglutide 3 mg at ~6%, followed by orlistat and lorcaserin at 4 to 4.5%. Table 10 shows the baseline characteristics of the patients in the drug and control groups in each of these RCTs, as well as the proportion of participants who achieved categorical weight loss of 5% and 10% for each drug. In conjunction with the lifestyle intervention (which varied in intensity between the different RCTs), all medications resulted in 1-year completers achieving a mean weight loss of 7.9 to 9.6% from baseline. Despite these apparent differences in efficacy, the amount of weight loss achieved by these medications was sufficient to improve the health of patients with obesity as reflected in greater improvements in WC, BP, lipids, fasting glucose and insulin, and QOL in most trials. It should be considered that even a modest sustained weight loss of 5% is likely to result in clinically meaningful reductions in triglycerides, blood glucose, A1C, and the risk for developing T2DM (20 [EL 4; NE]; 754 [EL 1; RCT]). Furthermore, the 5 approved weight-loss medications each represent a unique class of drug with different mechanisms of action, unlike other disease states where there may be several drugs with very similar mechanisms of action. Each drug also has its own side-effect profile with the potential for both mild and serious adverse reactions. For this reason, benefits and risks must be considered, and the clinician must individualize therapy based on each patient’s unique characteristics. As a consequence, a generalizable hierarchical algorithm for weight-loss medication preferences that would be applicable to all patients cannot be scientifically justified. Differences in efficacy, side effects, warnings and cautions, the presence of weight-related complications, and other clinical factors must be considered in selecting the optimal weight-loss medication for each individual patient.

Orlistat is a reversible inhibitor of GI lipases and specifically reduces the absorption of dietary fat due to the inhibition of triglyceride hydrolysis (1441 [EL 1; RCT]). Orlistat (120 mg) 3 times a day before meals is the standard prescription dose. Orlistat has also been approved in a reduced dosage form (60 mg) for over-the-counter sales. Orlistat exerts its therapeutic activities in the lumen of the
stomach and small intestine by forming a covalent bond with the active serine residue site of gastric and pancreatic lipases. Because of the inhibition of these enzymes, dietary fat remains undigested as triglycerides and cannot be converted to absorbable free fatty acids and monoglycerides. This leads to decreased calorie absorption.

Orlistat is primarily associated with GI side effects. Because it is active in the lumen of the GI tract and reduces the absorption of triglycerides, many adverse events are related to lipid malabsorption (1442 [EL 4; NE]). The most common issues after 1 year were oily spotting (26.6% vs. 1.3% in placebo), flatus with discharge, and fecal urgency. Orlistat, like all weight-loss medications, is contraindicated in pregnancy and hypersensitivity to the drug. Additional contraindications include malabsorption syndromes and cholestasis. Warnings include increased urinary oxalate with risk of oxalate stone formation and nephropathy, rare cases of hepatic failure, cholelithiasis, and interference with absorption of fat-soluble vitamins, cyclosporine, thyroid hormone, and anti-epileptic drugs (1442 [EL 4; NE]).

A randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, multicenter registration study was conducted comparing orlistat (120 mg) 3 times per day with a placebo plus lifestyle intervention control (70 [EL 1; RCT]). Patients in the orlistat (120 mg) group lost significantly more weight than those in the placebo group, 8.78% versus 4.26%, respectively, in year 1 among completers (P = 0.001). More participants treated with orlistat (120 mg) lost 5% or more of their initial weight in year 1 compared to those in the placebo group, 50.5% versus 30.7%, respectively (P < 0.001).

The combination of phentermine, an anorexigenic agent, and topiramate, a drug used for treatment of epilepsy and migraine prophylaxis, is approved for chronic weight management. While the mechanism of action of sympathomimetics such as phentermine has not been fully elucidated, weight loss is believed to be due to increased release of biogenic amines (mainly norepinephrine, but also possibly dopamine) from storage sites in nerve terminals (1443 [EL 4; NE]). Topiramate administration is associated with both appetite suppression and satiety enhancement although, again, the underlying mechanisms are unknown. These effects may be due to a combination of pharmacologic effects, including the augmentation of the activity of the neurotransmitter gamma-aminobutyrate, modulation of voltage-gated ion channels, inhibition of AMPA/kainate excitatory glutamate receptors, or inhibition of carbonic anhydrase. The most common side effects occurring with a greater frequency than in placebo groups are attributable to either phentermine, such as insomnna and dry mouth, or are due to the carbonic anhydrase activity of topiramate, such as paresthesia and dysgeusia (1444 [EL 4; NE]). Contraindications include glaucoma, hyperthyroidism, and monoamine oxidase inhibitor (MAOI) administration. Warnings include metabolic acidosis, cognitive impairment, elevated heart rate, nephrolithiasis, hypokalemia, and mood disorders. While phentermine/topiramate ER is contraindicated in pregnancy like all weight-loss medications, extra precaution should be taken because topiramate used to treat epilepsy has been associated with an increased risk of fetal cleft lip and palate among mothers taking the drug during the first month of pregnancy (1444 [EL 4; NE]). Women of reproductive potential should take a pregnancy test initially and every month while on the medication (can be performed using home pregnancy testing) and should use effective birth control. Co-administration of the maximal dose of phentermine/topiramate ER (15 mg/92 mg) with an oral contraceptive containing ethinyl estradiol and norethindrone reduced the estradiol level by 16% and increased the progestin component by 22% (1444 [EL 4; NE]), which could be associated with irregular menstruation or spotting.

A double-blind RCT compared the phentermine/topiramate ER standard dose of 7.5 mg/46 mg with placebo plus lifestyle (71 [EL 1; RCT]) and demonstrated that mean weight loss in the drug and placebo treatment arms were 9.6% and 1.6% (P < 0.0001), respectively, in the completer population. Weight loss of ≥5% was achieved in 62% of patients assigned to phentermine/topiramate ER and in 21% of patients in the placebo group.

Lorcaserin selectively acts as an agonist of the 5-HT2c receptor to suppress appetite (1445 [EL 4; NE]). Preclinical studies indicate that 5-HT2c receptors are located on the pro-opiomelanocortin (POMC) neurons in the arcuate nucleus and stimulate the release of alpha-melanocortin-stimulating hormone (alpha-MSH), which in turn acts on melanocortin-4 receptors in the paraventricular nucleus in the anorexigenic pathway. As a serotonergic agonist, lorcaserin has the potential to interact with other medications affecting serotonin to cause serotonin syndrome or neuroleptic malignant syndrome-like reactions (1445 [EL 4; NE]). Because of this, use of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs), tricyclic antidepressants, bupropion, triptans, MAOIs, lithium, dextromethorphan, and dopamine agonists should be avoided in patients taking lorcaserin. Patients with depression and taking SSRIs and SNRIs were excluded from RCTs involving lorcaserin; therefore, safety data for lorcaserin administration is lacking in these patients.

Side effects associated with lorcaserin include headache, dizziness, fatigue, nausea, and dry mouth. Warnings include cognitive impairment, euphoria, priapism, bradycardia, leucopenia, and elevated prolactin. Valvular heart disease has been reported in patients that take medications with 5-HT2b agonist activity such as fenfluramine. In a pooled analysis of 3 RCTs involving 7,794 patients receiving echocardiograms, lorcaserin was not significantly associated with the development of valvulopathy (RR 1.16; CI, 0.81, 1.67) (1445 [EL 4; NE]). Nevertheless, it is advised to stop the medication should valvulopathy
develop and to avoid its use in patients with existing valvulopathy.

In an RCT randomizing participants to lorcaserin (10 mg) twice daily or placebo plus lifestyle intervention (69 [EL 1; RCT]), completer analysis showed greater weight reduction with lorcaserin (7.9%) than in the placebo group (2.8%) (P < 0.001). Among patients receiving lorcaserin (10 mg) twice daily, 47.2% lost ≥5% of baseline body weight, whereas only 25.0% of patients receiving placebo achieved the same level of weight loss (P < 0.001).

Naltrexone ER/bupropion ER is a combination of 2 medications that were previously approved for other indications (1446 [EL 4; NE]). Bupropion is a weak inhibitor of neuronal reuptake of dopamine and norepinephrine, which has been used to treat depression and seasonal affective disorder and to aid in smoking cessation. Naltrexone is a μ-opioid antagonist used in the treatment of addiction. These 2 drugs exert complementary actions in the central nervous system to reduce food intake via activation of the anorexigenic pathway, dampening of reward pathways, and reducing compulsive feeding behavior and the pleasure of feeding. In the hypothalamus, bupropion stimulates POMC expressing neurons to increase alpha-MSH production, which results in reduced food intake (1447 [EL 1; RCT, human proof-of-concept trial; note there are also preclinical studies in this paper]). Naltrexone further augments alpha-MSH release by blocking opioid-receptor mediated POMC auto-inhibition. Preclinical data also suggest that both drugs reduce food intake by regulating reward pathways in the mesolimbic dopamine circuit.

The most common side effect in patients taking naltrexone ER/bupropion ER is nausea (32.5% vs. 6.7% with placebo), which generally occurs early and then diminishes with an infrequent need to discontinue the medication (1448 [EL 4; NE]). Other side effects associated with the medication are headache, vomiting, dizziness, insomnia, and dry mouth. Ideally, naltrexone ER/bupropion ER should not be taken with high-fat meals since this can result in significant increments in bupropion and naltrexone systemic exposure (1448 [EL 4; NE]). In patients taking naltrexone ER/bupropion ER, mean BP rises by 1 mm Hg during the first 8 weeks and then returns to baseline; however, the BP does not decrease below baseline when changes in BP commensurate with the weight loss achieved are considered. In addition, naltrexone ER/bupropion ER increases heart rate by 1.7 beats per minute. For these reasons, patients with uncontrolled HTN should avoid taking naltrexone ER/bupropion ER. Because naltrexone is an opioid receptor antagonist, naltrexone ER/bupropion ER should not be taken by patients who are regularly taking opioids or who are experiencing opiate withdrawal. Since bupropion is an antidepressant medication, it has a boxed warning of increased risk of suicidal thoughts and behaviors, especially in children, adolescents, and young adults. Bupropion can also lower the seizure threshold; therefore, it should not be used in people with a seizure disorder. Warnings include suicidal behavior and ideation, neuropsychiatric symptoms, seizures, increased BP and heart rate, and hepatotoxicity (1448 [EL 4; NE]). Contraindications include uncontrolled hypertension, seizure disorder, bulimia or anorexia nervosa due to seizure risk, chronic use of opioid drugs, abrupt discontinuation of alcohol, and MAOI use.

In a 56-week RCT randomized participants to naltrexone ER/bupropion ER (32 mg/360 mg daily) or placebo plus lifestyle (67 [EL 1; RCT]), weight loss in the completer population was greater in patients receiving the drug (8.0%) than in the placebo group (1.9%) (P < 0.001). Regarding categorical weight loss, the proportion of patients achieving ≥5% weight loss was 48% in the naltrexone ER/bupropion ER group and 16% in the placebo group (P < 0.001).

Liraglutide is an acylated human GLP-1 receptor agonist that is injected subcutaneously once per day. Doses up to 1.8 mg/day are approved for treatment of T2DM. However, the dose-response for weight loss is greater than that for glycemic control, and 3 mg of liraglutide per day is approved for a weight-loss indication. GLP-1 receptors are expressed in the brain, and liraglutide acts centrally to increase postprandial satiety and fullness ratings and to reduce hunger and prospective food consumption (1423 [EL 1; RCT]). Endogenous GLP-1 has a half-life of 1.5 to 2 minutes due to degradation by the dipeptidyl peptidase-4 enzyme, but liraglutide is stable against degradation by peptidases and has a half-life of 13 hours. The most common side effects associated with liraglutide 3 mg are nausea, diarrhea, vomiting, and constipation (1449 [EL 4; NE]). After initiation of the drug, nausea generally occurs early during the titration period and then diminishes. Liraglutide 3 mg administration is associated with a mean 2 to 3 beat/min increase in heart rate. Warnings include injection site reactions, pancreatitis, acute cholelithiasis and cholecystitis, tachycardia, acute kidney injury and chronic kidney disease, and suicidal behavior and ideation. Liraglutide causes thyroid C-cell tumors at clinically relevant exposures in both genders of rats and mice, and, while such a relationship has not been demonstrated in humans, the drug is contraindicated in patients with personal or family history of medullary thyroid carcinoma or with multiple endocrine neoplasia type 2 (1449 [EL 4; NE]). Acute pancreatitis, including fatal and non-fatal hemorrhagic or necrotizing pancreatitis, has been observed in patients treated with liraglutide, although it does not appear that pancreatitis events are more common as a result of liraglutide administration per se (1450 [EL 2; RCCS]). If patients exhibit symptoms of pancreatitis, liraglutide should be discontinued.

Liraglutide 3 mg was studied in a 56-week double-blind, placebo-controlled RCT (68 [EL 1; RCT]) that demonstrated greater weight loss in patients randomized
to liraglutide (9.2%) than in the placebo plus lifestyle group (3.5%) in a completers-only analysis (P<0.001). The proportion of patients achieving ≥5% weight loss was 63.2% in the liraglutide group and 27.1% in the placebo group.

Given the differences among weight-loss medications, clinicians and their patients with obesity should have available all medications to allow for safe and effective selection of the most appropriate medication in individual patients.

• Q7.5. Should combinations of weight-loss medications be used in a manner that is not approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration?

Executive Summary
• R82. Combinations of FDA-approved weight-loss medications should only be used in a manner approved by the FDA (Grade A; BEL 1) or when sufficient safety and efficacy data are available to assure informed judgment regarding a favorable benefit-to-risk ratio (Grade D).

Evidence Base
Combination therapy for obesity is logical in that appetite regulation involves multiple pathways and targeting more than 1 pathway concurrently may have additive or synergistic effects. In addition, using 2 drugs at lower doses may help avoid unwanted side effects so that each medication is better tolerated (1451 [EL 4; NE]; 1452 [EL 4; NE]). Combination therapies are generally more successful in clinical trials than monotherapies (1453 [EL 4; NE]). Medications have been used off label to treat obesity, sometimes in combination with approved weight-loss medications, and 2 FDA-approved medications have sometimes been used in nonapproved combinations (1454 [EL 4; NE]; 1455 [EL 3; SS]). In a survey of 473 obesity medicine physicians, off-label prescription of combinations of approved and non-FDA approved weight-loss medications was highly prevalent (1455 [EL 3; SS]).

While combination therapy has rationale, there is little data attesting to safety and efficacy for the combined use of weight-loss medications in the absence of the FDA approval process. The combination of phentermine and fenfluramine was the first widely used combination drug therapy for obesity. Even though each drug individually was approved for the treatment of obesity, the combination was not approved and did not undergo the FDA approval process assessing efficacy and safety. This combination resulted in synergistic weight loss (1456 [EL 1; RCT]; 1457 [EL 1; RCT]), but use was halted due to adverse events such as cardiac valvulopathy. Fenfluramine was subsequently withdrawn from the market. It has been suggested that phentermine increased exposure to fenfluramine or increased exposure to serotonin, which may have further increased the risk for valvulopathy (1458 [EL 4; NE]). This illustrates the potential danger of using non-approved combinations before safety can be established in carefully conducted RCTs. The combination of lorcaserin and phentermine is frequently prescribed (1455 [EL 3; SS]), but there is currently only a single published trial demonstrating the short-term safety and efficacy of this combination (i.e., 12 weeks) (1459 [EL 4; NE, abstract]). That study is the only published trial of drugs currently approved by the FDA for weight loss used in a non-FDA approved combination. Orlistat has also been used off label in combination with other drugs. However, even orlistat, which acts to inhibit lipase in the intestinal lumen, can interfere with the absorption of many drugs, and its combination with other obesity drugs has not been carefully studied (1460 [EL 4; NE]).

There are currently no long-term studies of approved weight-loss drugs in non-FDA approved combinations. Combination drug therapy for obesity is promising and deserves further study. However, until more data is available attesting to efficacy and safety, the use of nonapproved combinations of weight-loss drugs is not recommended.

• Q8. Are there hierarchies of drug preferences in patients with the following disorders or characteristics? (Table 11 in Executive Summary)

Note: Specific medications are mentioned or recommended below for use in different clinical settings based on efficacy, side effects, warnings and contraindications, organ clearance, mechanisms of action, and available data for use of the medication under these specific conditions. Medications may not be explicitly recommended if there are no data available for use in the specified clinical setting, even though weight loss associated with these medications may produce clinical benefits.

Q8.1. Chronic kidney disease

Executive Summary
• R83. Weight-loss medications should not be used in the setting of end-stage renal failure, with the exception that orlistat and liraglutide 3 mg can be considered in selected patients with a high level of caution (Grade B; BEL 2).
• R84. The use of naltrexone ER/bupropion ER, lorcaserin, or phentermine/topiramate ER is not recommended in patients with severe renal impairment (<30 mL/min) (Grade B; BEL 2).
• R85. All weight-loss medications can be used with appropriate cautions in patients with mild (50 to 79 mL/min) and moderate (30 to 49 mL/min) renal impairment, except that in moderate renal impairment the dose of naltrexone ER/bupropion ER should not exceed 8 mg/90 mg twice per day, and
the daily dose of phentermine/topiramate ER should not exceed 7.5 mg/46 mg (Grade B; BEL 2).

• R86. Orlistat should not be used in patients with, or at risk of, oxalate nephropathy (Grade C; BEL 3). Liraglutide 3 mg should be discontinued if patients develop volume depletion, for example, due to nausea, vomiting, or diarrhea (Grade B; BEL 2).

Evidence Base

Clinicians need to consider renal function in their selection of weight-loss medications for individual patients. The naltrexone ER/bupropion ER combination has not had a dedicated study of its use in renal impairment. Individually, both naltrexone and bupropion and their respective metabolites are premiumly excreted in the urine, and the limited data available indicate that clearances are impaired in chronic kidney disease. While naltrexone has been used to treat uremic pruritus, its peak plasma concentration was elevated at least 6-fold in patients with end-stage renal disease (1461 [EL 2; PCS, N = 8: HPLC methods paper]). A bupropion trial comparing normal participants to subjects with moderate to severe renal impairment (glomerular filtration rate 30.9 ± 10.8 mL/min) demonstrated a 2-fold greater exposure in the bupropion subgroup (1462 [EL 2; PCS, N = 27]). Consequently, the recommendation in moderate to severe renal impairment is to limit the maximum dose to 1 tablet twice per day (1448 [EL 4; NE]). Naltrexone ER/bupropion ER is not recommended in the setting of severe renal failure.

Liraglutide has been shown to be well tolerated in patients with mild renal insufficiency (1463 [EL 1; MRCT]). Dose adjustments have not been shown to be necessary with varying degrees of renal impairment from mild to severe (1464 [EL 2; PCS]). In patients treated with GLP-1 agonists such as liraglutide, there have been reports of acute kidney injury and worsening chronic kidney disease sometimes requiring dialysis (1464 [EL 4; NE]; 1465 [EL 2; PCS]; 1466 [EL 3; SCR]). These events have occurred both in patients without known renal disease as well as those with known disease. Most reported cases occurred in patients who had volume depletion due to nausea, vomiting, or diarrhea. Therefore, renal function should be monitored, and caution should be used when initiating or escalating doses of liraglutide in patients with renal impairment (1449 [EL 4; NE]). Liraglutide has been studied in an RCT involving patients with T2DM and end-stage renal disease (1467 [EL 1; RCT]). Plasma liraglutide levels were elevated in end-stage renal disease and were associated with increased GI side effects; therefore, reduced treatment doses and a more prolonged titration period were recommended.

Lorcaserin is metabolized in the liver resulting in 2 main metabolites: lorcaserin sulfamate metabolite (M1) and N-carbamoyl-glucuronide metabolite (M5). In mild, moderate, and severe renal impairment, the terminal half-life of M1 is prolonged by 26%, 96%, and 508%, and the half-life of M5 is prolonged by 0%, 26%, and 22%, respectively. Since the metabolites M1 and M5 accumulate in patients with severely impaired renal function, lorcaserin is not recommended for patients with severe renal impairment (creatinine clearance <30 mL/min) or patients with end-stage renal disease (1445 [EL 4; NE]).

Orlistat may cause some patients to develop increased levels of urinary oxalate (1442 [EL 4; NE]). Cases of oxalate nephrolithiasis and oxalate nephropathy with renal failure following the administration of orlistat have been reported. Orlistat administration has been associated with acute renal injury (1468 [EL 3; SS]) and a chronic decline in renal function (1469 [EL 3; SCR]). Renal function should be monitored in patients at risk for renal impairment. Orlistat should be used with caution in those with a history of hyperoxaluria or calcium oxalate nephrolithiasis (1442 [EL 4; NE]).

Phentermine/topiramate ER has been studied at the maximal treatment dose of 15 mg/92 mg in participants with varying degrees of renal failure (1444 [EL 4; NE]). Both phentermine and topiramate are largely excreted intact in the urine. In participants with mild (50 to 79 mL/min), moderate (30 to 49 mL/min), and severe (<30 mL/min) renal impairment, the phentermine area under the curve (AUC0-inf) was 22%, 45%, and 91% higher compared with healthy volunteers, respectively, and the topiramate AUC0-inf was 25%, 85%, and 126% higher in these same patients. In studies of topiramate as a single agent, serum topiramate levels were elevated in patients with renal impairment, and a half-dose was recommended in moderate and severe renal impairment (1470 [EL 2; PCS, age/sex/weight-matched]). The prescribing information indicates that in moderate (30 to 49 mL/min) or severe (<30 mL/min) renal impairment the dose of phentermine/topiramate ER should not exceed 7.5 mg/46 mg daily. The medication has not been studied in end-stage renal disease (1444 [EL 4; NE]).

• Q8.2. Nephrolithiasis

Executive Summary

• R87. Naltrexone ER/bupropion ER, lorcaserin, and liraglutide (3.0 mg) are the preferred weight-loss medications in patients at risk or with a history of nephrolithiasis (Grade D). Caution should be exercised in treating patients with phentermine/topiramate ER and orlistat who have a history of nephrolithiasis (Grade A; BEL 1).

Evidence Base

Nephrolithiasis is not a known adverse effect of treatment with naltrexone, bupropion, lorcaserin, or liraglutide, and there are no metabolic effects directly linked to their mechanisms of action to increase the risk of nephrolithiasis
Phentermine/topiramate ER has been associated with an increased risk of nephrolithiasis (1444 [EL 4; NE]), which is likely due to the topiramate component that reduces urinary citrate excretion via inhibition of carbonic anhydrase, thus increasing urine pH (1471 [EL 3; CSS]; 1472 [EL 2; MRCT]) and the risk of calcium phosphate stone formation (1471 [EL 3; CSS]). It is recommended to avoid concomitant use of other drugs that inhibit carbonic anhydrase and to use caution while on a ketogenic diet because of a theoretically increased risk of kidney stone formation. A retrospective cohort of children on a ketogenic diet, however, did not reveal an increased risk of nephrolithiasis when using carbonic anhydrase inhibitors, including topiramate, beyond a ketogenic diet alone (1473 [EL 3; SS, retrospective cohort]). Nephrolithiasis risk was increased during trials of phentermine/topiramate using the maximal treatment dose of 15/92 mg but not the lower doses (71 [EL 1; RCT]). Oxalate nephrolithiasis and nephropathy have also been reported with orlistat treatment, which was likely due to its potential for increased urinary oxalate excretion as a consequence of fat malabsorption secondary to its lipase inhibition. Caution is advised when prescribing orlistat to patients with a history of hyperoxaluria or calcium oxalate stones (1442 [EL 4; NE]; 1474 [EL 4; NE]).

• **Q8.3. Hepatic impairment**

**Executive Summary**

• **R88.** All weight-loss medications should be used with caution in patients with hepatic impairment and should be avoided in patients with severe hepatic impairment (Child-Pugh score >9) (Grade C; BEL 3).

• **R89.** Dose adjustments for some medications are warranted for patients with moderate hepatic impairment. For these patients, the maximum recommended dose of naltrexone ER/bupropion ER is 1 tablet (8 mg/90 mg) in the morning, and the maximum recommended dose of phentermine/topiramate ER is 7.5 mg/46 mg daily (Grade D).

• **R90.** Clinicians should maintain a high index of suspicion for cholelithiasis in patients undergoing weight-loss therapy regardless of the treatment modality. Liraglutide 3 mg should be used with caution in high-risk patients. Effective preventive measures include a reduced rate of weight loss, an increase in dietary fat, and administration of ursodeoxycholic acid (Grade A; BEL 1).

**Evidence Base**

No cases of transaminases greater than 3 times the upper limit of normal (ULN) with bilirubin greater than 2 times the ULN were reported in bupropion ER/naltrexone ER clinical trials (1448 [EL 4; NE]). Hepatitis and clinically significant liver dysfunction have been observed in patients taking naltrexone as a single agent for treatment of addiction. However, often other potential causative or contributory etiologies, including pre-existing alcoholic liver disease, hepatitis B and/or C infection, and concomitant usage of other potentially hepatotoxic drugs, were identified in patients with elevated transaminases. A clinical study of patients with alcoholism showed that naltrexone exposure did not significantly increase transaminases (1475 [EL 4; NE]).

The bupropion ER/naltrexone ER combination has not been evaluated in patients with hepatic impairment. Naltrexone, bupropion, and their respective metabolites are largely excreted in the urine. However, based on currently available information, systemic exposure is 2- to 3-fold higher for bupropion and its metabolites and up to 10-fold higher for naltrexone and its metabolites in subjects with moderate to severe hepatic impairment (1448 [EL 4; NE]). Therefore, the maximum recommended daily dose of the bupropion/naltrexone combination is 1 tablet in the morning for patients with hepatic impairment.

Liraglutide is metabolized as a large protein without a specific organ as a major route of elimination. Single-dose pharmacokinetics for liraglutide were evaluated in subjects with varying degrees of hepatic impairment, including subjects with mild (Child-Pugh score 5 to 6) to severe (Child-Pugh score >9) hepatic impairment (1449 [EL 4; NE]). Liraglutide AUC was 11%, 14%, and 42% lower in subjects with mild, moderate, and severe hepatic impairment, respectively, than in healthy subjects. Liraglutide at the 1.8-mg dose was associated with improved ALT in the setting of T2DM and elevated liver enzymes (973 [EL 1; MRCT]). Experience in patients with mild, moderate, or severe hepatic impairment is limited. Therefore, liraglutide labels suggest exercising caution in these settings but do not make recommendations for dose adjustments.

Lorcaserin is largely metabolized by the liver, and inactive metabolites are excreted in the urine. Lorcaserin has been evaluated in clinical trials of patients with normal and impaired hepatic function (1445 [EL 4; NE]). The half-life of lorcaserin is prolonged by 59% (to 19 hours) in patients with moderate hepatic impairment (Child-Pugh score 7 to 9). Serum lorcaserin AUC is approximately 22% and 30% higher after ingestion in patients with mild and moderate hepatic impairment, respectively. No adverse hepatic-related events have been reported in large clinical trials (69 [EL 1; RCT]; 1476 [EL 1; RCT]). Lorcaserin does not require a dose adjustment for patients with mild (Child-Pugh score 5 to 6) to moderate (Child-Pugh score 7 to 9) hepatic impairment (1445 [EL 4; NE]). However, lorcaserin has not been studied in patients with severe hepatic impairment, and use in this setting requires a high level of caution.
Absorption of orlistat from the GI tract is minimal, and the drug was approved without the requirement of a long-term study on safety (1442 [EL 4; NE]). Although rare, a few cases of post-marketing hepatic injury (1477 [EL 3; SCR]), including hepatocellular necrosis and acute hepatic failure, have been reported, with some resulting in liver transplantation or death (1478 [EL 3; SCR]). The prescribing information for orlistat recommends that patients report symptoms of hepatic dysfunction (anorexia, pruritus, jaundice, dark urine, light-colored stools, or right upper quadrant pain) and discontinue use of the medication immediately (1442 [EL 4; NE]).

Both phentermine and topiramate are largely excreted intact in the urine. The phentermine/topiramate ER combination was studied in a single-dose, open-label study that compared normal volunteers to patients with mild (Child-Pugh score 5 to 6) and moderate (Child-Pugh score 7 to 9) hepatic impairment (1444 [EL 4; NE]). Phentermine AUC was 37% and 60% higher, respectively, in patients with mild and moderate hepatic impairment than in healthy volunteers. The pharmacokinetics of topiramate were not affected by mild to moderate hepatic impairment in this study. No dose adjustments are needed for patients with mild hepatic impairment. In patients with moderate hepatic impairment (Child-Pugh score 7 to 9), dosing should not exceed 7.5 mg/46 mg once daily (1444 [EL 4; NE]). Phentermine/topiramate ER has not been studied in patients with severe hepatic impairment (Child-Pugh score 10 to 15), and prescribing for this population is not recommended.

Cholelithiasis. The incidence of cholesterol gallstone formation and symptomatic cholelithiasis is greater in people with obesity (particularly those with more marked elevations in body mass index [BMI]), and the risk of cholelithiasis is further augmented by weight loss (1479 [EL 4; NE]; 1480 [EL 4; NE]; 1481 [EL 4; NE]). Thus, acute weight loss could lead to an obstructive pattern of liver function test abnormalities by inducing cholelithiasis. The incidence of new gallstone formation is 10 to 12% after 8 to 16 weeks of a low-calorie diet and >30% in the first 1.5 years after gastric bypass surgery (1479 [EL 4; NE]). The minority (approximately one-third) of these stones are symptomatic. In a clinical trial, incidence of cholelithiasis was 2.9% (47/1,649) for patients randomized to orlistat and 1.8% (30/1,655) for patients randomized to placebo (721 [EL 1; RCT]). In clinical trials of liraglutide 3 mg, the incidence of cholelithiasis was greater in patients taking the drug than in those taking placebo (68 [EL 1; RCT]; 780 [EL 1; RCT]). Overall, cholelithiasis was reported in 1.5% of patients treated with liraglutide 3 mg versus 0.5% given placebo, and the incidence remained higher even after controlling for the amount of weight lost (1449 [EL 4; NE]).

Risk factors for gallstones during weight loss include weight loss >1.5 kg per week, a very low-calorie diet containing little or no fat, periods of absolute fasting, and elevated triglyceride levels (1479 [EL 4; NE]; 1480 [EL 4; NE]; 1481 [EL 4; NE]). For these reasons, clinicians should recommend a moderate rate of weight loss and inclusion of dietary fat for high-risk patients undergoing weight-loss therapy. In addition, multiple RCTs and meta-analyses have confirmed that cholelithiasis may be prevented by administering ursodeoxycholic acid (500 to 600 mg/day) during the first 4 to 6 months of weight loss (1482 [EL 1; MRCT]; 1483 [EL 1; MRCT]; 1484 [EL 1; RCT]; 1485 [EL 1; RCT]; 1486 [EL 1; RCT]) or following weight-loss diets high in fat content (1482 [EL 1; MRCT]).

- **Q8.4. Hypertension**

**Executive Summary**

- **R91.** Orlistat, lorcaserin, phentermine/topiramate ER, and liraglutide 3 mg are preferred weight-loss medications for patients with existing hypertension (Grade B; BEL 1, downgraded due to evidence gaps). Heart rate should be monitored carefully in patients receiving liraglutide 3 mg and phentermine/topiramate ER (Grade A; BEL 1). Naltrexone ER/bupropion ER should be avoided if other weight-loss medications can be used because weight loss assisted by naltrexone ER/bupropion ER cannot be expected to lower blood pressure and the drug is contraindicated in patients with uncontrolled hypertension (Grade B; BEL 1, downgraded due to evidence gaps).

- **R92.** Renin-angiotensin system inhibition therapy (angiotensin receptor blocker or angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor) should be used as the first-line drug for blood pressure control in patients with obesity (Grade A; BEL 1).

- **R93.** Combining antihypertension therapy with calcium channel blockers may be considered as second-tier treatment (Grade A; BEL 1). Beta-blockers and thiazide diuretics may also be considered in some patients but can have adverse effects on metabolism, and beta-blockers and alpha-blockers can promote weight gain (Grade A; BEL 1).

**Evidence Base**

Patients with obesity are prone to BP elevation and HTN (1487 [EL 3; CSS, N = 15,971 women and 13,846 men]; 1488 [EL 3; CSS, N = 6,931 in 1998 and 6,861 2008-2011]). BMI increases and decreases are associated with significant increases and decreases, respectively, in SBP and DBP, with the strongest effect shown in patients age ≥50 years (1487 [EL 3; CSS, N = 15,971 women and 13,846 men]). Pathophysiologic mechanisms of HTN may differ between individuals with and without obesity, which
Weight loss has been well-documented to reduce both SBP and DBP, whether achieved by lifestyle intervention, weight-loss medications, or bariatric surgery. The effect of lifestyle therapy was well-documented in the Look AHEAD study of patients with T2DM, which demonstrated that greater amount of weight loss, up to and including the highest category of weight loss (≥15%), progressively decreased SBP and DBP (754 [EL 1; RCT]). However, weight loss assisted by medications may not be uniformly beneficial for BP control. Sibutramine effectively reduced body weight but was associated with increases in BP above baseline (1491 [EL 1; MRCT]). The Sibutramine Cardiovascular Outcome Trial (SCOUT) trial later assessed the safety of sibutramine in patients with CVD and/or T2DM (a patient group for whom the drug was contraindicated), and showed that sibutramine administration was associated with an increased incidence of nonfatal myocardial infarction (MI) and strokes (1492 [EL 1; RCT]). For this reason, sibutramine was withdrawn from patient use in the U.S. and many other countries in 2010.

Weight loss assisted by orlistat reduces BP and pulse (721 [EL 1; MRCT]; 856 [EL 1; RCT]; 1414 [EL 1; RCT]; 1416 [EL 1; RCT]; 1442 [EL 1; RCT]; 1493 [EL 1; RCT]; 1494 [EL 1; RCT]; 1495 [EL 1; RCT]; 1496 [EL 4; NE]). A Cochrane Database Systematic Review of clinical trials demonstrated weight mean differences (WMDs) between orlistat and placebo of −2.5 mm Hg (95% CI, −4.0 to −0.9 mm Hg) for reductions in SBP and −1.9 mm Hg (95% CI, −3.0 to −0.9 mm Hg) for DBP (1491 [EL 1; MRCT]). Similarly, RCTs showed that lorcaserin was associated with reductions in BP and pulse (69 [EL 1; RCT]; 857 [EL 1; RCT]; 1445 [EL 4; NE]), although the overall reductions in BP were modest, amounting to −1.8 mm Hg for SBP (versus −0.7 mm Hg with placebo) and −1.6 mm Hg for DBP (versus 0.6 mm Hg with placebo) (1445 [EL 4; NE]).

Both phentermine/topiramate ER and liraglutide 3 mg yield weight loss associated with clinically significant reductions in BP, albeit with small increases in resting heart rate. In phase 3 clinical trials, treatment with phentermine/topiramate ER was associated with substantial reductions in BP and antihypertensive medications relative to placebo (71 [EL 4; NE]; 722 [EL 1; RCT]; 858 [EL 1; RCT]; 1444 [EL 1; RCT]). In the EQUIP trial (858 [EL 1; RCT]), the maximal dose of phentermine/topiramate ER (15 mg/92 mg) produced placebo-subtracted differences of −3.8 mm Hg in SBP and −1.9 mm Hg in DBP. In the CONQUER trial (71 [EL 1; RCT]), which included patients with HTN taking ≥2 HTN medications, the treatment dose 7.5 mg/46 mg produced placebo-subtracted reductions in BP of −2.3 mm Hg for SBP and −0.7 mm Hg for DBP, and the maximal dose (15 mg/92 mg) yielded placebo-subtracted differences of −3.2 mm Hg for SBP and −1.1 mm Hg for DBP. Phentermine/topiramate ER administration was also associated with increases in resting heart rate of 1 to 2 beats/min (1444 [EL 4; NE]). BP-lowering effects of phentermine/topiramate ER may be partially explained by the carbonic anhydrase activity of topiramate, which results in BP reductions when used as a single agent (1497 [EL 1; RCT]; 1498 [EL 1; RCT]).

Clinical trials of liraglutide 3 mg for treatment of obesity have also shown clinically significant reductions in BP (68 [EL 1; RCT]; 780 [EL 1; RCT]; 897 [EL 1; RCT]; 1424 [EL 1; RCT]; 1449 [EL 4; NE]). In a study of patients with overweight or obesity and comorbidities (68 [EL 1; RCT]), liraglutide 3 mg produced placebo-subtracted reductions of −2.8 mm Hg and −0.9 mm Hg in SBP and DBP, respectively. In patients with T2DM, liraglutide 3 mg produced placebo-subtracted reductions of −2.6 mm Hg in SBP and −0.4 mm Hg in DBP (780 [EL 1; RCT]). Administration of liraglutide 3 mg was associated with increases in resting heart rate of 2 to 4 beats/min (68 [EL 1; RCT]; 780 [EL 1; RCT]; 897 [EL 1; RCT]; 1424 [EL 1; RCT]; 1449 [EL 4; NE]), which may represent a class effect of GLP-1 receptor agonists as demonstrated in a recent meta-analysis (1499 [EL 1; MRCT]).

RCTs evaluating efficacy and safety of naltrexone ER/bupropion ER demonstrated little or no decrease in DBP and SBP in patients randomized to the drug, and any decreases in BP were less than those observed with placebo despite greater weight loss with naltrexone ER/buproprion ER treatment (67 [EL 4; NE]; 779 [EL 1; RCT]; 859 [EL 1; RCT]; 1422 [EL 1; RCT]; 1448 [EL 1; RCT]). In the Contrave Obesity Research I (COR-I) RCT, the reduction in SBP was −0.1 mm Hg in patients randomized to naltrexone ER/buproprion ER and −1.9 mm Hg in those randomized to placebo, and DBP did not change from baseline with the drug but decreased by −0.9 mm Hg with placebo (67 [EL 1; RCT]). Overall, in the placebo-controlled RCTs, administration of naltrexone ER/buproprion ER was associated with −1 mm Hg increase from baseline in both SBP.
and DBP at weeks 4 and 8, while the BP was similar to baseline at week 12 and slightly less than baseline at week 56 (1448 [EL 4; NE]). At the same time, patients randomized to placebo experienced decreases in mean BP of -2 to 3 mm Hg below baseline throughout the studies (1448 [EL 4; NE]). Thus, the largest mean differences between the groups were observed during the first 12 weeks. Naltrexone ER/bupropion ER administration was associated with an increase in resting pulse of ~1 beat/min (67 [EL 4; NE]; 779 [EL 1; RCT]; 859 [EL 1; RCT]; 1422 [EL 1; RCT]; 1448 [EL 1; RCT]). The prescribing information for naltrexone ER/bupropion ER states that the drug is contraindicated in patients with uncontrolled HTN and warns all patients to monitor BP and pulse (1448 [EL 4; NE]).

Preferred antihypertensive drugs in patients with overweight or obesity would lower BP while maintaining body weight and avoiding adverse effects on metabolism (e.g., glycemia, insulin sensitivity, and lipids). The total body of evidence suggests that the aldosterone axis plays a particularly prominent role in the pathophysiology of HTN with obesity and that antagonism of the mineralocorticoid receptor is equally or more effective than other antihypertensive drugs, notwithstanding differences in ethnicity, as the initial agent for lowering BP in patients with obesity and HTN (1500 [EL 4; NE]; 1501 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]; 1502 [EL 1; RCT]).

Insulin sensitivity does not change with the use of angiotensin receptor blockers (ARBs) for treatment of HTN in patients with obesity. A randomized crossover design study of ARB versus placebo showed that ARB significantly lowered BP but did not change insulin sensitivity assessed by intravenous glucose tolerance testing (1503 [EL 1; RCT]). In a similar study, the relative effects of different antihypertensive therapies on glucose metabolism were evaluated in 412 subjects with obesity (1504 [EL 1; RCT]). Baseline characteristics of patients included mean age 56 years, BMI 35 ± 7 kg/m², and mean SBP/DBP of 169/94 mm Hg. BP reductions were significant and similar in groups of patients administered hydrochlorothiazide combined with either a calcium channel blocker (amlodipine) or an ARB (valsartan). However, the combination of amlodipine and hydrochlorothiazide was associated with greater postprandial glucose excursions than the valsartan combination.

Combination beta-blocker/hydrochlorothiazide therapy has also been shown to limit the beneficial metabolic effects of drug-induced weight loss. A placebo-controlled randomized study in 171 patients with HTN and obesity evaluated how the interactions between sibutramine and different antihypertensive drugs affect insulin sensitivity (1505 [EL 1; RCT]). Relative to placebo, sibutramine treatment resulted in significantly greater decreases in body weight, BMI, and waist circumference (WC) but a greater increase in DBP. Sibutramine-induced weight loss, reduction of visceral obesity, and improvements in glucose tolerance and hypertriglyceridemia were attenuated more in the combination calcium channel blocker/ARB therapy group. Beta-blockers and alpha-blockers prescribed as antihypertensive agents may cause weight gain. Diet-induced thermogenesis, fat oxidation rate, and weekly activity were 50% (P<0.01), 32% (P = 0.04), and 30% (P<0.01) lower, respectively, in patients taking beta-blockers than in control patients (1506 [EL 3; CSS, 2 studies]). The adjusted mean body weight was significantly higher in patients taking beta-blockers who attended a diabetes clinic (9.2 ± 1.2 kg, P = 0.0002) or HTN clinic (17.2 ± 3.2 kg, P = 0.004) than in patients who attended these clinics and were not treated with beta-blockers. Weight-neutral agents used to control BP include ARBs, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors, and calcium channel blockers, although more robust studies are needed to investigate the effect of antihypertension drugs on weight change (1507 [EL 1; MRCT]).

In a study of HTN and left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH), 875 patients were randomized to receive losartan ARB therapy, and BMI classification was followed for 4.8 years (1508 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]). LVH was present in 54% of patients with class 1 obesity (BMI 30-34.9 kg/m²) and 79% of patients with more severe obesity (≥35 kg/m²) versus 31% of normal-weight individuals (P<0.01 for both comparisons). Regression analyses showed that higher BMI predicted poorer outcomes, with less reduction in LVH and greater reduction in left ventricle ejection fraction (both P<0.05) independent of BP reduction, T2DM status, and weight change. During follow-up, 91 patients had an MI, stroke, or cardiovascular (CV)-related death. In this study, an increase in baseline BMI of 1 kg/m² predicted a 5% higher incidence of CV events and 10% higher incidence of CV mortality (both P<0.05). A meta-analysis of 28 RCTs comprising 2,403 patients with HTN (mean age range, 44-67 years) showed that LVH regression with antihypertensive medications was greater in the overweight and obesity groups than in subjects of normal weight (1509 [EL 1; MRCT]). Improved LVH occurred even with less reduction of SBP (analyzed using WMDs) in obese (WMD 16.9 mm Hg) and overweight (WMD 20.3 mm Hg) groups relative to the normal-weight (WMD 24.9 mm Hg) group (P<0.001 from baseline for all groups). Renin-angiotensin system inhibitor therapy was the most effective treatment for reducing LVH in patients with overweight and obesity (P<0.001), followed by beta-blockers, calcium channel blockers, and diuretics.

• Q8.5. Cardiovascular disease and cardiac arrhythmia

Executive Summary

• R94. In patients with established atherosclerotic CV disease, orlistat and lorcaserin are the preferred weight-loss medications (Grade A; BEL
Evidence Base

Naltrexone ER/bupropion ER, lorcaserin, phentermine/topiramate ER, orlistat, and liraglutide 3 mg have no known association with an increased risk for CV events. Sibutramine, a norepinephrine and serotonin reuptake inhibitor, was removed from the market after a large trial of subjects with obesity and established atherosclerotic CVD and/or diabetes (SCOUT) demonstrated that sibutramine was associated with a slightly increased incidence of nonfatal MI and stroke (1492 [EL 1; RCT]). However, a subanalysis of these data demonstrated that CV risk was actually lower if moderate weight loss (3 to 10 kg) was achieved (1510 [EL 1; RCT]). Nevertheless, the results of the SCOUT trial in obese patients with known pre-existing CV risk introduces concern regarding weight-loss medication that adversely affects CV risk factors, and weight-loss benefits may not offset the increases in CVD risk caused by the addition of such agents. CV outcome trials are planned or ongoing for all weight-loss medications (with the exception of orlistat).

All FDA-approved agents for long-term treatment of obesity have been shown in clinical trials to improve certain modifiable CV risk factors, including WC, lipids, and glycemic measures. The remaining relevant considerations include effects on heart rate and BP. The Endocrine Society Clinical Practice Guideline on Pharmacologic Management of Obesity suggests using lorcaserin or orlistat and avoiding sympathomimetic agents for patients with established CVD (22 [EL 4; NE]). In support of this recommendation, orlistat’s mechanism of action has no known interaction that increases risk and has been consistently shown to improve CV risk factors in clinical trials (721 [EL 1; MRCT]; 856 [EL 1; RCT]; 1414 [EL 1; RCT]; 1416 [EL 1; RCT]; 1442 [EL 1; RCT]; 1493 [EL 1; RCT]; 1494 [EL 1; RCT]; 1495 [EL 1; RCT]; 1496 [EL 4; NE]). In addition, small decreases in pulse and BP were observed in clinical trials of lorcaserin (69 [EL 1; RCT]; 857 [EL 1; RCT]; 1445 [EL 4; NE]).

Bupropion is a dopamine and norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor and a component of the naltrexone ER/bupropion ER combination therapy. Bupropion alone was associated with slight increases in BP and heart rate in a small, short-term study of subjects with pre-existing left ventricular impairment, ventricular arrhythmias, and/or conduction disease, but did not yield any adverse effects beyond a slight elevation in supine BP (1511 [EL 2; NRCT, allocation concealment]). In a RCT of bupropion in patients with untreated stage 1 HTN (SBP 140-159 mm Hg and/or DBP 90-99 mm Hg), doses of 300 and 400 mg/day decreased BP less so than with placebo, and the 400 mg/day group had a small increase in mean heart rate relative to placebo (1512 [EL 1; RCT]). Smokers with known CVD who were prescribed bupropion 150 mg twice daily for 7 weeks and followed for 52 weeks did not show detrimental changes in heart rate or BP and did not have an increased incidence of serious adverse CV events (1513 [EL 1; RCT]). Two RCTs showed that bupropion 150 mg twice daily for 8 to 9 weeks did not result in any significant differences in BP, heart rate, or adverse CV events at 1-year follow-up versus placebo in smokers admitted for acute coronary syndrome (1514 [EL 1; RCT]; 1515 [EL 1; RCT]). In a recent meta-analysis evaluating smoking cessation therapies, bupropion appeared to have a cardioprotective effect against major adverse CV events relative to nicotine replacement, varenicline, and/or placebo, even in subjects at high CV risk (1516 [EL 1; MRCT]).

The naltrexone ER/bupropion ER combination for weight loss is contraindicated in patients with uncontrolled HTN and contains a warning to monitor BP and pulse in all patients (1448 [EL 4; NE]). This is because phase 3 clinical trials demonstrated that patients randomized to naltrexone ER/bupropion ER had little or no decrease in diastolic and SBP, and any decreases in BP were less than those observed with placebo despite greater weight loss with naltrexone ER/bupropion ER treatment (67 [EL 1; MRCT]; 1422 [EL 4; NE]; 1448 [EL 1; RCT]; 1516 [EL 1; RCT]). In addition, naltrexone ER/bupropion ER was associated with an increase in resting pulse of ~1 beat/min (67 [EL 1; RCT]; 779 [EL 1; RCT]; 859 [EL 1; RCT]; 1422 [EL 1; RCT]).

In post-hoc subanalyses, the differences in BP-lowering effects between medication and placebo groups was not significant for patients with baseline SBP ≥130 mm Hg, and greater weight loss was associated with greater reductions in BP in both subgroups (859 [EL 1; RCT]). The Light Study was a CV outcomes trial assessing patients randomized to placebo or naltrexone ER/bupropion ER but was halted early due to procedural irregularities necessitating the initiation of a new outcomes study.

Phentermine/topiramate ER also has a warning to monitor for potential increases in heart rate and use with caution in patients with stable arrhythmia because the clinical significance of the heart rate elevation is unknown.
Phentermine is a sympathomimetic amine, which increases central norepinephrine release to decrease appetite (1517 [EL 4; NE, preclinical]). Sympathomimetic agents such as phentermine could theoretically increase CV risk due to the effects of amplified adrenergic tone on heart rate and BP, although short-term trials of phentermine alone for weight loss have not substantiated these concerns (1430 [EL 1; RCT]; 1518 [EL 1; RCT]; 1519 [EL 1; RCT]). An observational study of patients ranging from normotensive to hypertensive (34%) demonstrated no significant increase in heart rate or reductions in DBP and SBP following 92 weeks of phentermine treatment (1520 [EL 3; SS]).

Topiramate is suspected to have arrhythmogenic potential based in vitro analyses (1521 [EL 4; NE, preclinical]) but has not been associated with an increased incidence of sudden death in patients with epilepsy (1522 [EL 4; NE]). Trials evaluating the efficacy and safety of topiramate monotherapy for obesity and diabetes showed improvements in CV risk factors and no increase in risk for CV events (1497 [EL 1; RCT]; 1498 [EL 1; RCT]; 1523 [EL 1; RCT]; 1524 [EL 1; RCT]; 1525 [EL 1; RCT]; 1526 [EL 1; RCT]). In phase 3 clinical trials, treatment with phentermine/topiramate ER was associated with increases in resting heart rate of 1 to 2 beats/min, but the combination also led to substantial reductions in BP with an accompanying decrease in antihypertensive medications relative to placebo (71 [EL 1; RCT]; 722 [EL 1; RCT]; 858 [EL 1; RCT]). In the EQUIP (858 [EL 1; RCT]) and CONQUER (71 [EL 1; RCT]) trials, the increase in pulse relative to the placebo group was observed in patients randomized to the maximal dose of phentermine/topiramate ER (15 mg/92 mg), but not in the subgroups receiving the initiation dose (3.75 mg/23 mg) or treatment dose (7.5 mg/46 mg). Subgroup analysis of the CONQUER RCT showed that reductions in triglycerides, non-HDL-c, and BP were correlated with the degree of weight loss in patients with dyslipidemia and HTN, respectively (1527 [EL 1; RCT]). Evaluation of CV safety during the clinical trials revealed low rates of major adverse cardiac events (MACE) in both placebo and treatment groups, and using broader MACE criteria (cardiovascular/neurovascular events) showed a significantly lower risk of events in the phentermine/topiramate ER treatment groups (1528 [EL 4; NE]). Larger trials evaluating CV outcomes are currently planned (1529 [EL 4; NE]).

Meta-analyses of GLP-1 receptor agonist trials used to treat T2DM do not suggest increased incidence of MACE (1530 [EL 1; MRCT]; 1531 [EL 1; MRCT]; 1532 [EL 1; MRCT]). However, a meta-analysis of albiglutide trials showed that more patients had atrial fibrillation or atrial flutter in the albiglutide (1.4%) group than in comparator groups (0.6%) (1533 [EL 1; MRCT]). Clinical trials of lixisenatide 3 mg for treatment of obesity have shown that reductions in both diastolic (0.9-3.7 mm Hg) and systolic (2.8-5.6 mm Hg) BP correlated with the amount of weight loss and led to an increase in resting heart rate of 2 to 4 beats/min (68 [EL 1; RCT]; 780 [EL 1; RCT]; 897 [EL 1; RCT]; 1424 [EL 1; RCT]; 1449 [EL 4; NE]). The increase in heart rate likely represents a class effect of GLP-1 receptor agonists, as acknowledged in a recent meta-analysis (1499 [EL 1; MRCT]). Another recent meta-analysis showed that GLP-1 receptor agonists generally have favorable effects on lipids in the treatment of T2DM (1534 [EL 1; MRCT]), and clinical trials involving lixisenatide 3 mg have also shown improvement in lipid profiles (68 [EL 1; RCT]; 780 [EL 1; RCT]; 897 [EL 1; RCT]; 1424 [EL 1; RCT]; 1449 [EL 4; NE]).

Although the SCALE Diabetes RCT had a low rate of cardiac arrhythmias, they occurred more frequently in the lixisenatide 3 mg treatment arm than in the placebo arm (5 events versus 2 events per 100 patient-years, respectively) (780 [EL 1; RCT]). Most of the arrhythmias were classified as sinus tachycardia, with 1 event each of atrial fibrillation and atrial flutter in the lixisenatide 3 mg group and a low number of adjudication-confirmed MACE occurring at a similar rate in treatment and placebo groups (780 [EL 1; RCT]). In another trial, 1 patient developed atrial fibrillation while taking lixisenatide 3 mg (897 [EL 1; RCT]). A patient-level pooled analysis of phase 2/3 lixisenatide clinical trials showed that the incidence ratio of adjudicated MACE associated with lixisenatide was 0.73 (95% CI 0.38-1.41) versus all comparator drugs and placebo (1535 [EL 1; MRCT]). The effects of GLP-1 agonists on CVD risk factors and myocardial function are encouraging (1536 [EL 1; NE]; 1537 [EL 4; NE]), a long-term trial assessing CV outcomes with lixisenatide is required and currently underway in patients with T2DM (1538 [EL 1; RCT]).

- **Q8.6. Depression with or without selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor therapy**

**Executive Summary**

- **R96.** All patients undergoing weight-loss therapy should be monitored for mood disorders, depression, and suicide ideation (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high relevance).

- **R97.** Orlistat, liraglutide 3 mg, and phentermine/topiramate ER at initiation (3.75 mg/23 mg) and low treatment (7.5 mg/46 mg) doses may be considered in patients with obesity and depression (Grade A; BEL 1).

- **R98.** Lorcaserin and naltrexone ER/bupropion ER should be used with caution in patients with obesity and depression or avoided if patients are taking medications for depression (Grade A; BEL 1).
**Evidence Base**

Obesity is associated with increased rates of depression and mood disorders (658 [EL 4; NE]; 659 [EL 3; SS]; 660 [EL 3; SS]; 661 [EL 4; NE]; 662 [EL 4; NE]; 663 [EL 2; PCS]; 664 [EL 4; NE]; 665 [EL 3; SS]; 666 [EL 2; MNRCT]). Therefore, the effects of weight-loss medications on mood and depression must be carefully considered and have been assessed as safety issues in clinical trials of each FDA-approved medication.

Orlistat and liraglutide 3 mg appear to have the safest profile for use in patients with depression. A 2-year trial showed that rates of depression with orlistat treatment were 3.4% and 2.5% in the orlistat (n = 613) and placebo (n = 524) groups, respectively (1442 [EL 4; NE]). The intra-intestinal action of orlistat, combined with its minimal systemic absorption, indicate that the presence of pharmacologic effects that alter psychological processes are highly unlikely. The rates of suicidal ideation were 0.2% in the liraglutide 3 mg group (n = 3,384) and 0% in the placebo group (n = 1,941) (1449 [EL 4; NE]). One patient in the liraglutide 3 mg group attempted suicide (1449 [EL 4; NE]). In the 2-year SCALE Maintenance study, depression was reported in 3.8% of patients randomized to liraglutide 3 mg and 3.4% of patients taking placebo, and the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9) scores for depression remained low and unaltered in both groups during the study (1424 [EL 1; RCT]). The prescribing information recommends monitoring for and discontinuing medication if suicidal ideation occurs and avoiding the medication in patients with a history of suicide ideation or attempt (1449 [EL 4; NE]).

In safety trials of lorcaserin 10 mg twice per day, overall rates of depression were 2.6% in the lorcaserin group and 2.4% in the placebo group in studies lasting up to 1 year, and the study drug was discontinued in 1.3% of the lorcaserin group and 0.6% of the placebo group due to depression, mood, or suicidal ideation (1448 [EL 4; NE]). In the Behavioral Modification and Lorcaserin for Overweight and Obesity Management (BLOSSOM) study, 3,182 adults with overweight and obesity were randomized to receive lorcaserin 10 mg twice daily (n = 1,538) or placebo (n = 1,499) (857 [EL 1; RCT]). Depression and depressive symptomatology were assessed at interval time points throughout the study using the Beck Depression Inventory II (BDI-II), and patients who had a history of depression or major psychiatric disorders within the last 2 years were excluded from study participation. Incidence of depression/depressive symptoms during the first year was 2.5% and 2.2% in the lorcaserin and placebo group, respectively, and 3.0% and 2.0% in the lorcaserin and placebo groups, respectively, during the second year. Suicidal thoughts were reported in 1.3% of participants in both the lorcaserin and the placebo groups, and BDI-II scores decreased over the duration of the study in both groups.

The Behavioral Modification and Lorcaserin Second Study for Obesity Management (BLOSSOM) trial included 4,008 adults with overweight or obesity randomized to receive lorcaserin 10 mg twice per day (n = 1,602), lorcaserin 10 mg daily (n = 801), or placebo (n = 1,601) (69 [EL 1; RCT]). Depression and depressive symptomatology were assessed at interval time points throughout the study utilizing the BDI-II. In the lorcaserin 10 mg twice per day, lorcaserin 10 mg daily, and placebo groups, incidence of depression was 1.9%, 1.1%, and 1.8%, respectively; incidence of depressed mood was 0.6%, 0.9%, and 0.9%, respectively; and incidence of suicidal ideation was 0.9%, 0.6%, and 0.7%, respectively (69 [EL 1; RCT]). All groups had lower BDI-II scores at 52 weeks (~0.8%, ~0.8%, and ~0.7%, respectively) (69 [EL 1; RCT]). In the BLOOM-DM (diabetes mellitus) study of patients with obesity and T2DM, the prevalence of depression was 2.3%, 5.3%, and 2.0% in the lorcaserin 10 mg twice daily (n = 256), lorcaserin 10 mg daily (n = 95), and the placebo groups (n = 252), respectively (778 [EL 1; RCT]). The emergence of depression or increased severity of depression symptoms, such as changes in mood or behavior, should be monitored with lorcaserin, and the medication should be discontinued if suicidal thoughts or ideation occur (1448 [EL 4; NE]).

Two other considerations are important in this regard for lorcaserin. Lorcaserin is “believed to selectively activate the 5-HT2C receptor on orexigenic proopiomelanocortin neurons in the hypothalamus,” based on receptor binding affinity values (i.e., Kᵢ) that are approximately 10-fold less than those observed for the 5-HT₂₅ and 5-HT₂₆ serotonin receptor subtypes (1445 [EL 4; NE]). Because lorcaserin is a serotonergic drug, minimizing exposure to other serotonin-active medications is important to prevent serotonin syndrome, which is caused by excessive agonism of serotonin receptors in the central and peripheral nervous systems. Symptoms range from mild to lethal and often, but not always, include a triad of autonomic hyperactivity (tachycardia, HTN, diarrhea, diaphoresis, and hyperthermia), neuromuscular abnormalities (hyperreflexia and clonus), and changes in mental status (1539 [EL 4; NE]). In the safety trials of lorcaserin, 2 patients (one of which was taking dextromethorphan) developed symptoms of serotonin excess, including tremor, confusion, chills, disorientation, and hyperhidrosis. The safety of lorcaserin with concurrent use of SSRIs, SNRIs, bupropion, tricyclic antidepressants (TCAs), or MAOIs has not been established because all of these medications were excluded from clinical trials of lorcaserin. Therefore, “extreme caution and careful observation” is recommended with concurrent use of lorcaserin and any of the above listed psychotropic agents (1445 [EL 4; NE]).

The second consideration is that euphoria and dissociative events can be induced at suprapharmacologic doses (e.g., 40 and 60 mg/day), and for this reason, lorcaserin has
the potential for drug dependence. In clinical trials assessing pharmacologic doses of lorcaserin (20 mg/day) in patients with overweight or obesity, euphoria was observed in 0.17% of patients taking lorcaserin and 0.03% taking placebo (1445 [EL 4; NE]). This euphoria may be due to cross-reactivity with 5-HT2A receptors (1540 [EL 4; NE]).

Antiepileptic medications, such as topiramate, increase suicidal thoughts and behaviors in patients with or without a history of depression (1541 [EL 2; MNRCT, meta-analysis of observational data, N = 5,130,795]). Composite data from 4 trials investigating phentermine/topiramate ER showed depression in 2.2% of the placebo group (n = 1,561), 3.3% of the phentermine/topiramate ER 3.75 mg/23 mg group (n = 240), 2.8% of the phentermine/topiramate ER 7.5 mg/46 mg group (n = 498), and 4.3% of the phentermine/topiramate ER 15 mg/92 mg group (n = 1,580) at 1 year (1444 [EL 4; NE]). In most cases, the depression occurred during the first 12 weeks of treatment, and the incidence was about twice as high in individuals with previous history of depression (1444 [EL 4; NE]). Depression as an adverse event led to the discontinuation of the study drug in 0.2% of the placebo group, 0% of the phentermine/topiramate 3.75 mg/23 mg group, 0.8% of the 7.5 mg/46 mg group, and 1.3% of the 15 mg/92 mg group (1444 [EL 4; NE]). The EQUIP trial of phentermine/topiramate ER utilized the PHQ-9 to monitor depressive symptoms and depression and the Columbia Suicidality Severity Rating Scale (C-SSRS) to assess suicidality. Notably, this trial included patients with a history of depression (1434 [EL 1; RCT]). Treatment scores improved similarly in all groups over the course of the study, and suicidality did not increase according to the C-SSRS (857 [EL 1; RCT]).

In the CONQUER trial, 2,487 patients with overweight or obesity and 2 or more comorbidities were randomized to a placebo group (n = 993), phentermine/topiramate ER 7.5 mg/46 mg group (n = 498), or phentermine/topiramate ER 15 mg/92 mg group (n = 994) for 56 weeks. Patients with depression or a history of depression, including those taking antidepressant medications (with the exception of TCAs and MAOIs), were included in the study, and baseline rates of depression/depressive symptoms were 16 to 18% in the study groups. Prevalence of depression was 4% in the placebo group, 4% in the phentermine/topiramate ER 7.5 mg/46 mg group, and 7% in the phentermine/topiramate ER 15 mg/92 mg group. Discontinuation of phentermine/topiramate ER 15 mg/92 mg group due to depression was statistically more frequent than in the placebo group (P = 0.0009) (71 [EL 1; RCT]). The SEQUEL trial was a 1-year extension of the CONQUER trial for a total of 108 weeks of treatment with phentermine/topiramate ER. The incidence of depression-related adverse events during treatment was 7.9% in the placebo group, 3.9% in the 7.5 mg/46 mg group, and 8.1% in the 15 mg/92 mg group. Suicidality was similar among the randomization groups (722 [EL 1; RCT]). Due to its phentermine component, phentermine/topiramate ER should not be taken within 14 days of taking an MAOI due to an increased risk of hypertensive crisis (1444 [EL 4; NE]).

The COR-I study investigating naltrexone ER/bupropion ER included 1,742 patients with overweight or obesity (BMI 27-45 kg/m²) with hyperlipidemia or hypertension and excluded patients with serious psychiatric illness (67 [EL 1; RCT]). In this study, depression as assessed by the Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology Self-Report (IDS-SR) was 1.1% in the placebo group (n = 569), 1.6% in the naltrexone ER/bupropion ER 16 mg/360 mg group (n = 569), and 0.5% in the naltrexone ER/bupropion ER 32 mg/360 mg group (n = 573). The study found that use of naltrexone ER/bupropion ER was not associated with increased frequency of depression, suicidality, or mood disorders (67 [EL 1; RCT]). The COR-II study, which included 1,496 patients with obesity (BMI 30-45 kg/m²) and hyperlipidemia or hypertension, also found no increase in incidence of depression or suicidality with naltrexone ER/bupropion ER. Specifically, depression occurred in 1.6% of the placebo group (n = 492) and 1.3% of the naltrexone ER/bupropion ER 32 mg/360 mg group (n = 992) (1422 [EL 1; RCT]). These studies did not assess use of naltrexone ER/bupropion ER in patients with severe psychiatric illness, as patients with history of major depression may have worsening symptoms and increased suicidal ideation and behavior (67 [EL 1; RCT]; 1422 [EL 1; RCT]; 1448 [EL 4; NE]).

Overall, no suicides or suicide attempts were reported in placebo-controlled trials of up to 56 weeks duration, and rates of suicidal ideation were 0.2% in the placebo group (n = 1,515) and 0.03% in the naltrexone ER/bupropion ER group (n = 3,239) (1448 [EL 4; NE]). Patient-reported rates of depression were 6.3% with naltrexone ER/bupropion ER and 5.9% with placebo (1448 [EL 4; NE]).

The prescribing information for naltrexone ER/bupropion ER states that patients should be monitored for depression or suicidal thoughts while taking the drug, and the drug should be discontinued if these symptoms arise (1448 [EL 4; NE]). Generally, antidepressants have the potential to initiate or worsen depression in any individual with or without a previous diagnosis and can precipitate manic or hypomanic episodes. Because patients with serious psychiatric illness were excluded from phase 3 clinical trials, more safety data is needed in patients with depression and other psychiatric illnesses.
Additionally, interactions between bupropion and other psychotropic medications may be problematic in patients requiring these therapies. While bupropion alone is used to treat depression and facilitate smoking cessation, the naltrexone ER/bupropion ER combination is not approved for these indications. Studies using bupropion for smoking cessation have reported mood changes, including depression and mania. Additionally, naltrexone ER/bupropion ER should not be used in younger patients because bupropion may increase suicidal thoughts in children, teenagers, and young adults. Lastly, naltrexone ER/bupropion ER should not be used within 14 days of taking an MAOI due to increased risk for hypertensive crisis (1448 [EL 4; NE]).

In summary, obesity and depression can occur together, and depression as well as concurrent use of antidepressants and other psychotropic medications should be considered when prescribing weight-loss medications. Orlistat and liraglutide 3 mg appear to have the least effect on mood and depression, although a decreased suicide confidence was reported in the liraglutide 3 mg group. Studies of lorcaserin, phentermine/topiramate ER, and naltrexone ER/bupropion ER have included assessment of depression, depressive symptoms, and suicidality. Clinical trials assessing efficacy and safety of phentermine/topiramate ER included patients with depression and those taking SSRIs, and found that the highest dose of phentermine/topiramate ER (15 mg/92 mg) was associated with an increased incidence of depression, although the overall incidences were low. Lorcaserin was not tested in any patients taking antidepressant medications (SSRI, SNRI, bupropion, TCA, or MAOI); thus, drug safety and risk of serotonin syndrome with concurrent use of these medications is unknown. Patients with serious psychiatric illness were excluded from clinical trials investigating naltrexone ER/bupropion ER. Therefore, extra caution is warranted when using lorcaserin and naltrexone ER/bupropion ER in patients with obesity and depression until more safety data are available. Furthermore, patients taking MAOIs cannot be treated with phentermine/topiramate ER or naltrexone ER/bupropion ER due to the risk of hypertensive crisis.

- Q8.7. Anxiety

**Executive Summary**

- R99. Maximal dose (15 mg/92 mg) phentermine/topiramate ER should be used with caution in patients with obesity and anxiety disorders (Grade A; BEL 1).

**Evidence Base**

Anxiety disorders are the most common class of mental health disorders in the United States with a 28.8% lifetime incidence (1542 [EL 4; NE]). Anxiety disorders often feature persistent symptoms of “excessive fear and anxiety” (658 [EL 4; NE]), and an association has been shown between obesity and anxiety. A recent meta-analysis examined data from 16 studies (2 prospective and 14 cross-sectional studies) (1543 [EL 2; MNRCT]). The 2 prospective studies showed mixed results (1544 [EL 2; PCS, N = 74,332]; 1545 [EL 2; PCS]), with the larger 10-year study of 33,777 individuals showing that obesity was associated with an increased risk of anxiety in men but not women (1544 [EL 2; PCS, N = 74,332]) and the other small study of 544 mothers interviewed 3 times over 30 years showing that obesity was positively associated with anxiety in women (1545 [EL 2; PCS]). The pooled odds ratio from the 14 cross-sectional studies was 1.4 (CI: 1.2-1.6), with a positive association between obesity and anxiety in both men and women (1543 [EL 2; MNRCT]).

Prevalence of anxiety has been assessed in safety trials of the FDA-approved weight-loss medications. Studies of orlistat treatment showed that prevalence of anxiety was 4.7% and 2.9% in the orlistat (n = 1,913) and placebo (n = 1,466) groups, respectively, at 1 year and 2.8% and 2.1% in the orlistat (n = 613) and placebo (n = 524) groups, respectively, at 2 years (1442 [EL 4; NE]). Safety trials of lorcaserin showed that anxiety was reported in 3.5% and 3.2% in the lorcaserin (n = 256) and placebo (n = 252) groups, respectively (1445 [EL 4; NE]). In the lorcaserin BLOSSOM study, 1 subject had a severe anxiety attack (69 [EL 1; RCT]). A 1-year trial showed that incidence of anxiety increased with higher doses of phentermine/topiramate ER, as anxiety was reported in 2.9% of the placebo group, 4.6% of the 3.75 mg/23 mg treatment group, 4.8% of the 7.5 mg/46 mg group, and 7.9% of the 15 mg/92 mg group (1444 [EL 4; NE]). In most cases, the anxiety occurred during the first 12 weeks of treatment with phentermine/topiramate ER. The 2-year SEQUEL study also showed a dose-dependent increase in the incidence of anxiety with phentermine/topiramate ER treatment, with 3.1% in the placebo group (n = 227), 6.5% in the 7.5 mg/46 mg group (n = 153), and 9.5% in the 15 mg/92 mg group (n = 295) reporting anxiety; furthermore, 3 subjects developed severe anxiety and one discontinued the medication in the high-dose group (722 [EL 1; RCT]). The EQUIP trial also showed a dose-dependent increase in anxiety with a statistically significant difference between the high-dose (15 mg/92 mg) and placebo groups; specifically, anxiety was reported in 1.2% of the placebo group (n = 513), 2.9% of the 3.75 mg/23 mg group (n = 241) (P = 0.128 vs. placebo), and 3.7% of the 15 mg/92 mg group (n = 511) (P = 0.0084 vs. placebo) (858 [EL 1; RCT]).

In a 1-year clinical trial of bupropion ER/naltrexone ER, the incidence of anxiety was 6.1% in the treatment group and 4.4% in the placebo group (1448 [EL 4; NE]). In the COR-I study, incidence of anxiety, as assessed by the IDS-SR, was not different between treatment and placebo groups and was 2.1% with bupropion ER/naltrexone ER 16 mg/360 mg (n = 569), 1.9% with bupropion ER/naltrexone ER 16 mg/360 mg (n = 569), and 1.2% with bupropion ER/naltrexone ER 16 mg/360 mg (n = 569), and 1% with bupropion ER/naltrexone ER 16 mg/360 mg (n = 569).
Incidence of anxiety was 2.0% in the liraglutide 3 mg group (n = 3,384) and 1.6% in the placebo group (n = 1,941) ([1449 [EL 4; NE]). In the safety and tolerability trial of liraglutide 3 mg, anxiety was reported in 2.2% of patients receiving liraglutide 2.4 or 3.0 mg/day (n = 93) and 1.0% of patients receiving placebo (n = 98), with 2 subjects in the placebo group withdrawing due to anxiety ([897 [EL 1; RCT]). Additionally, 1 case of acute stress disorder and 2 cases of nervousness were reported ([897 [EL 1; RCT]).

Because the prevalence of anxiety disorders is high in the general population, the potential for anxiety should be considered when prescribing weight-loss medications. Because a dose-dependent increase in anxiety has been demonstrated with phentermine/topiramate ER, caution should be used when prescribing phentermine/topiramate ER to an individual with anxiety disorder and the highest dose should be avoided especially if other options are available.

• Q8.8. Psychotic disorders with or without medications (e.g., lithium, atypical antipsychotics, and monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs))

Executive Summary

• R100. Patients with psychotic disorders treated with antipsychotic medications should be treated with a structured lifestyle intervention to promote weight loss or prevent weight gain (Grade A; BEL 1).

• R101. Treatment with metformin may be beneficial for promoting modest weight loss and metabolic improvement in individuals with psychotic disorders who are taking antipsychotic medications (Grade A; BEL 1).

• R102. Caution must be exercised when using any weight-loss medication for patients with obesity and a psychotic disorder due to insufficient evidence assessing safety and efficacy (Grade D).

Evidence Base

An association exists between obesity and serious mental health problems, including psychotic disorders such as schizophrenia ([1546 [EL 4; NE]; 1547 [EL 2; MRCT]). By definition, individuals with schizophrenia spectrum and other psychotic disorders experience at least one or more of the following: delusions, hallucinations, disorganized thinking, disorganized motor behavior, or negative symptoms (i.e., diminished emotional expression or avolition) ([658 [EL 4; NE]). Prevalence of obesity in patients with serious mental health disorders, including schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and depression, is higher than that observed in the general population ([1548 [EL 4; NE]; 1549 [EL 3; SS]), with a prevalence as high as 79% (27% overweight and 52% obese) ([1550 [EL 3; SS]). Other studies estimate 76% (29% overweight and 47% obese) of patients with psychosis ([1551 [EL 3; CSS]) and 46% (29% overweight and 17% obese) of patients with schizophrenia ([1552 [EL 3; SS]). The relationship between serious mental health disorders and obesity may be due to interactions between genetic, environmental, and disease-specific factors, as well as treatment with antipsychotic medications ([1546 [EL 4; NE]; 1553 [EL 4; NE]; 1554 [EL 1; MRCT]; 1555 [EL 2; MRCT]), such as clozapine, olanzapine, and risperidone, that are associated with obesity, metabolic syndrome, and diabetes ([1556 [EL 3; SS, N = 42,437]; 1557 [EL 4; NE]). Because obesity increases risk for weight-related complications in these patients ([1548 [EL 4; NE]), developing interventions to prevent and treat obesity is especially important for this high-risk population. In some cases, switching antipsychotic medications may alleviate some of the weight gain ([1558 [EL 1; MRCT]); however, focused efforts on the prevention and treatment of obesity are necessary for many patients.

Multiple RCTs that compare lifestyle interventions with control conditions for patients with psychoses have demonstrated that lifestyle interventions improve weight loss ([1559 [EL 1; RCT]; 1560 [EL 1; RCT]; 1561 [EL 1; RCT]; 1562 [EL 1; RCT]; 1563 [EL 1; RCT]; 1564 [EL 1; RCT]), reduce weight gain ([1560 [EL 1; RCT]; 1565 [EL 1; RCT, pilot study, N = 18]; 1566 [EL 2; PCS]; 1567 [EL 1; RCT]), improve cardiometabolic disease risk factors ([1559 [EL 1; RCT]; 1560 [EL 1; RCT]; 1562 [EL 1; RCT]; 1564 [EL 1; RCT]), and ameliorate depressive symptoms ([1561 [EL1;RCT];1568[EL1;RCT];1569[EL1;RCT]). The types of lifestyle interventions vary widely and include healthy eating approaches, physical activity, behavioral interventions, and/or reduced-calorie diets. Daumit et al ([1559 [EL 1; RCT]) randomized 291 outpatients with a psychotic disorder to an 18-month lifestyle intervention or a control group receiving standard care. Lifestyle modification resulted in a between-group difference in weight of −3.7 kg (P = 0.002), and 37.8% of the patients with lifestyle modification lost ≥5% body weight compared to 22.7% of the control group (P = 0.009) ([1559 [EL 1; RCT]). A lifestyle intervention that encouraged healthy eating and physical activity reduced the prevalence of metabolic syndrome and improved related risk factors in the absence of weight loss ([1562 [EL 1; RCT]). Wu et al ([1564 [EL 1; RCT]) found that a lifestyle intervention produced a modest weight loss of 0.5 kg and improved insulin sensitivity index, whereas the control group gained 1.2 kg. Alvarez-Jimenez et al ([1560 [EL 1; RCT]) compared a behavioral intervention with nonstructured routine care and found that the behavioral intervention resulted in less weight gain (mean difference −2.8 kg) over a 3-month time period in 61 patients with a psychotic disorder treated with antipsychotic drugs. A meta-analysis that included 25 RCTs demonstrated that
lifestyle interventions promoted weight loss (effect size −0.84, \( P = 0.0002 \)), prevented weight gain (effect size −0.46, \( P = 0.02 \)), and improved cardiometabolic disease risk factors in patients with psychotic disorders (1570 [EL 1; MRCT]).

Pharmaceutical studies of FDA-approved long-term weight-loss medications have excluded patients with psychotic disorders (1442 [EL 4; NE]; 1444 [EL 4; NE]; 1445 [EL 4; NE]; 1448 [EL 4; NE]; 1449 [EL 4; NE]). However, trials have assessed orlistat and, as proof-of-principle, other pharmacologic agents not approved by the FDA for weight loss in this patient population. These trials assessed the ability of these medications to counteract weight gain and the detrimental metabolic effects of antipsychotics for schizophrenia and other serious mental health disorders. A recent meta-analysis found that 19 agents have been investigated (1571 [EL 1; MRCT]), with metformin studied the most extensively in several RCTs (1564 [EL 1; RCT]; 1572 [EL 1; RCT]; 1573 [EL 1; RCT]; 1574 [EL 1; RCT]; 1575 [EL 1; RCT]; 1576 [EL 1; RCT]; 1577 [EL 1; RCT]; 1578 [EL 1; RCT]; 1579 [EL 1; RCT]; 1580 [EL 1; RCT]).

Several trials of topiramate varying in size and methodology (1581 [EL 1; RCT]; 1582 [EL 1; RCT]; 1583 [EL 1; RCT]; 1584 [EL 1; RCT]; 1585 [EL 1; RCT]; 1586 [EL 1; RCT]), and a trial assessing orlistat (1587 [EL 1; RCT]) have also been performed.

The largest RCT of metformin treatment randomized 148 individuals with overweight or obesity (average BMI 34.6 kg/m², average age 43.2 years) with diagnosed schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder treated with various antipsychotic medications to receive 16 weeks of metformin (titrated to 1,000 mg twice per day) or placebo (1575 [EL 1; RCT]). Both groups received weekly diet and exercise counseling. After 4 months of treatment, a statistically significant difference was observed between the metformin and placebo groups in terms of weight loss (metformin group: −3.0 kg, 95% CI = −4.0 to −2.0; placebo group: −1.0 kg, 95% CI = −2.0 to 0; between-group: −2.0 kg, 95% CI = −3.4 to −0.6; \( P = 0.0065 \)), change in BMI (between-group: −0.7 kg/m², 95% CI = −1.1 to −0.2; \( P = 0.0063 \)), change in triglyceride (between-group: −20.2 mg/dL, 95% CI = −39.2 to −1.3; \( P = 0.037 \)), and change in hemoglobin A1C (between-group: −0.07%, 95% CI = −0.14 to −0.004; \( P = 0.039 \)) (1575 [EL 1; RCT]). The authors concluded that 16 weeks of metformin induced modest weight loss in patients with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder, and the significant time-by-treatment interaction suggested longer duration of treatment may provide further benefit.

Another RCT conducted in China included 128 patients with schizophrenia who had gained >10% of their body weight from treatment with antipsychotic medication during their first psychotic episode (1564 [EL 1; RCT]). Patients were assigned to one of the following 4 groups for 12 weeks: (1) metformin 750 mg/day plus lifestyle, (2) metformin 750 mg/day, (3) placebo plus lifestyle, or (4) placebo. Weight, BMI, and insulin resistance decreased in the metformin, metformin plus lifestyle, and placebo plus lifestyle groups but increased in the placebo group (metformin plus lifestyle weight change: −4.7 kg, BMI change: −1.8 kg/m²; metformin weight change: −3.2 kg, BMI change: −1.2 kg/m²; placebo plus lifestyle weight change: −1.4 kg, BMI −0.5 kg/m²; placebo weight change: +3.1 kg, BMI change: +1.2 kg/m²) (1564 [EL 1; RCT]).

Specifically, metformin plus lifestyle was most effective for weight loss, and metformin alone was more effective than placebo plus lifestyle- and placebo alone treatments (1564 [EL 1; RCT]).

Smaller RCTs have examined whether metformin is effective for individuals treated for longer periods with olanzapine, a second-generation antipsychotic that antagonizes dopamine (D1-4) and serotonin (5-HT2A and 5-HT2C) receptors and is known to cause weight gain. One study randomized 40 patients taking olanzapine to receive 14 weeks of treatment with metformin 850 to 1,700 mg/day (n = 20, BMI 23 kg/m²) or placebo (n = 20, BMI 23 kg/m²) and showed that metformin did not prevent weight gain (1572 [EL 1; RCT]). Another study randomized 80 patients who were taking olanzapine (5-20 mg/day for ≥4 months) to receive 12 weeks of metformin 850 to 2,550 mg/day (n = 40) or placebo (n = 40) (1573 [EL 1; RCT]). The metformin group lost a mean of 1.4 kg (\( P = 0.01 \)), whereas, the placebo group remained relatively weight stable with a 0.18-kg loss (\( P = 0.7 \)).

Finally, studies have examined the ability of metformin to prevent weight gain in patients with schizophrenia by starting metformin simultaneously with olanzapine. One study randomized 40 normal-weight patients (average BMI 21.22 kg/m², average age 25 years) with schizophrenia to receive either 12 weeks with olanzapine plus metformin 750 mg/day (n = 20) or olanzapine plus placebo (n = 20) (1574 [EL 1; RCT]) and showed that the olanzapine plus placebo group gained more weight than the olanzapine plus metformin group (+6.9 kg versus +1.9 kg, respectively; \( t = −2.86, P < 0.02 \)). Several studies, including RCTs, suggest that metformin may be modestly beneficial for preventing weight gain or promoting weight loss in patients with schizophrenia taking antipsychotic medications.

Studies have also investigated the efficacy of topiramate for weight loss or prevention of weight gain in patients with schizophrenia treated with antipsychotics (1581 [EL 1; RCT]; 1582 [EL 1; RCT]; 1583 [EL 1; RCT]; 1584 [EL 1; RCT]). In an RCT, 72 patients were randomized to receive 12 weeks of treatment with olanzapine plus topiramate 100 mg/day or olanzapine plus placebo daily (1581 [EL 1; RCT]). The group that received olanzapine plus topiramate lost a mean of 1.27 kg (\( P = 0.003 \)), while the olanzapine plus placebo group gained a mean of 6.05 kg (\( P < 0.001 \)) (between group t-test \( t = 1.9, P = 0.05 \)) (1581 [EL 1; RCT]). Additionally, the group that received...
olanzapine plus topiramate demonstrated improvements in fasting plasma glucose, total cholesterol, triglyceride, and SBP and DBP, while these parameters increased in the olanzapine plus placebo group (1581 [EL 1; RCT]). In another trial, 66 hospitalized patients with schizophrenia (average BMI 27-29 kg/m², average age 34-37 years) were randomized to receive placebo, topiramate 100 mg/day, or topiramate 200 mg/day for 12 weeks (1582 [EL 1; RCT]). Weight loss was significantly greater in the topiramate 200 mg/day subgroup than in the topiramate 100 mg/day and placebo groups (F-distribution = 7.32, degrees of freedom [df] = 2, P = 0.002), with mean weight changes of −0.3 kg in the placebo group, -1.68 kg in the topiramate 100 mg/day group, and -5.35 kg in the topiramate 200 mg/day at 12 weeks (1582 [EL 1; RCT]). An open-label trial comparing olanzapine plus topiramate versus olanzapine alone for a cohort of patients with schizophrenia found less weight gain in the olanzapine plus topiramate group than the olanzapine alone group (2.66 kg versus 4.02 kg, P = 0.038) (1584 [EL 1; RCT]). Thus, topiramate may be beneficial for promoting weight loss or preventing weight gain in patients with schizophrenia treated with antipsychotics, but additional larger RCTs are needed to confirm these findings.

The utility of naltrexone has also been investigated for promoting weight loss in patients with schizophrenia. A pilot study randomized 24 women with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder (average BMI 40-42 kg/m², average age 41-50 years) to 8 weeks of treatment with naltrexone 25 mg/day (n = 11) or placebo (n = 12) (1585 [EL 1; RCT]; 1586 [EL 1; RCT]). Women in the naltrexone group lost 3.40 kg (95% CI: 5.16-1.65), whereas the placebo group gained 1.37 kg (95% CI: 0.30-3.03) (F-distribution = 14.79, P = 0.001). This pilot suggests a potential benefit of treatment with naltrexone for patients with schizophrenia, but larger and longer-term studies are needed. An ongoing trial is investigating the effect of naltrexone over 52 weeks of treatment in patients with schizophrenia (http://clinicaltrials.gov).

In a study investigating the efficacy of orlistat for weight loss in patients with schizophrenia (average BMI 32-33 kg/m², age 37-38 years) treated with antipsychotics (clozapine and olanzapine), 71 patients were randomized to receive orlistat or placebo for 16 weeks (1587 [EL 1; RCT]). Although men appeared to benefit from treatment with orlistat (−2.36 kg versus 0.62 kg, P = 0.011) women did not (1.94 kg versus 0.22 kg). The addition of orlistat to clozapine also reduces the frequency of constipation associated with taking clozapine (1588 [EL 1; RCT]). More studies are required to assess the efficacy of orlistat for weight loss in patients with schizophrenia that are taking antipsychotic medications. Lorcaserin was effective for managing olanzapine-induced weight gain in 1 of 2 patients with schizophrenia (1589 [EL 3; SCR]).

In summary, with the exception of orlistat, medications approved by the FDA for chronic treatment of obesity have not been studied in patients with schizophrenia and other psychotic disorders. As this patient population is at particularly high risk for obesity and metabolic perturbations, investigating and implementing strategies to minimize weight gain and promote weight loss in patients with serious mental health disorders is essential. These studies also emphasize that naltrexone ER/bupropion ER (1448 [EL4; NE]), phentermine, and phentermine/topiramate ER (1444 [EL 4; NE]) should not be used within 14 days of an MAOI and that caution must be exercised when combining lorcaserin with other serotonergic drugs (1445 [EL 4; NE]). Additionally, metformin may be beneficial for promoting modest weight loss in individuals with schizophrenia who are taking antipsychotic medications. Preliminary evidence indicates that single-agent topiramate and naltrexone may be beneficial for these patients, although further studies are needed to substantiate these preliminary results.

- **Q8.9. Eating disorders including binge eating disorder**

**Executive Summary**

- **R103.** Patients with overweight or obesity being considered for weight-loss therapy should be screened for binge eating disorder and night eating syndrome (Grade B; BEL 3, upgraded due to high relevance).
- **R104.** Patients with overweight or obesity who have a binge eating disorder should be treated with a structured behavioral/lifestyle program in conjunction with cognitive behavioral therapy or other psychologic interventions (Grade A; BEL 1).
- **R105.** In patients with overweight or obesity and binge eating disorder, treatment with orlistat or approved medications containing topiramate or bupropion may be considered in conjunction with structured lifestyle therapy, cognitive behavioral therapy, and/or other psychologic interventions (Grade A; BEL 1).
- **R106.** Structured lifestyle therapy and/or selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor therapy may be considered in patients with obesity and night eating syndrome (Grade B; BEL 1, downgraded due to evidence gaps).

**Evidence Base**

Eating disorders “are characterized by persistent disturbance of eating food and eating-related behavior that results in the altered consumption or absorption of food and significantly impairs physical health or psychological functioning” (658 [EL 4; NE]). Binge eating disorder...
(BED) and night eating syndrome (NES) are eating disorders commonly associated with obesity (1590 [EL 4; NE]).

BED is the most common eating disorder in the United States with prevalences of 2.8% overall (1591 [EL 4; NE]) and 2 to 47% in patients with obesity (1590 [EL 4; NE]). BED is defined as recurrent episodes of binge eating (at least 3 times per week) associated with at least three of the following features: eating more rapidly than usual, feeling uncomfortably full, eating a large amount of food when not hungry, eating alone because of embarrassment associated with one’s eating, feeling disgusted with oneself or guilty after a binge eating episode, and having distress regarding binge eating (658 [EL 4; NE]). The association between BED and obesity has been well-documented (1590 [EL 4; NE]; 1592 [EL 3; SS]; 1593 [EL 4; NE]), and primary treatment of BED is often associated with weight loss in patients with obesity.

Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) for BED may be associated with modest weight loss (1594 [EL 1; RCT]). A systematic review of RCTs indicated that combination therapies involving CBT and psychotropic medications for BED improve binge eating and promote weight loss (1595 [EL 1; MRCT]). However, a meta-analysis reviewed 26 phase 2/3 short-term trials (6-24 weeks in duration) assessing emerging pharmacotherapy for BED and generally concluded that the addition of medications specific for BED to psychological interventions modestly increased weight loss over psychological intervention alone (1596 [EL 4; NE]).

A matched-study meta-analysis demonstrated that patients with obesity and BED treated with lifestyle therapy tend to have less favorable weight-loss outcomes than patients with obesity alone (1365 [EL 2; MNRCT, matched-study analysis, non-exhaustive literature search]). In this meta-analysis, the pooled results indicated that patients with obesity and BED lost an average of 1.3 kg with lifestyle interventions, whereas patients with obesity and no BED lost 10.5 kg; however, both groups experienced similar reduction in depressive symptoms.

Several RCTs have concluded that lifestyle/behavioral therapy is more effective for weight loss than CBT, although the amount of weight loss tends to be modest (1594 [EL 1; RCT]; 1597 [EL 1; RCT]). In 2 trials of intensive lifestyle interventions (1598 [EL 1; RCT]; 1599 [EL 3; CSS]), including the Look AHEAD study (1598 [EL 1; RCT]), patients with BED achieved clinically significant weight loss equal to patients without BED. This was also the conclusion of an interventional cohort study that showed BED did not affect the amount of weight loss achieved by women participating in any of the 3 lifestyle interventions (1600 [EL 1; RCT]). In a RCT involving adolescents, lifestyle therapy and CBT were equally effective for producing weight loss (weight losses of 7% and 6.9%, respectively, at month 6 and 8.8% and 8.3%, respectively, at month 12) (1601 [EL 1; RCT]). Therefore, the data indicate that intensive structured lifestyle interventions effectively facilitate weight loss in patients with BED and obesity.

The role of weight-loss medication has not been rigorously studied in patients with obesity and BED. Several studies have been conducted with orlistat. Two RCTs that compared orlistat and diet to diet alone (1602 [EL 1; RCT]) and orlistat and CBT delivered using guided self-help to CBT alone (1603 [EL 1; RCT]) found that the groups randomized to orlistat experienced significantly greater weight loss than the respective control groups in each study (7.4% versus 2.3% and 3.3% versus 1.6% in the diet and CBT trials, respectively) (1602 [EL 1; RCT]; 1603 [EL 1; RCT]). However, one 12-week RCT found that taking orlistat with behavioral weight-loss therapy did not result in more weight loss than behavioral weight-loss therapy alone (1604 [EL 1; RCT]). A RCT randomized 44 patients with obesity and subclinical binge eating to treatment with liraglutide or control and showed that the liraglutide group had greater reductions in weight, WC, SBP, and fasting glucose, as well as a significant improvement in binge eating (1605 [EL 1; RCT]). Liraglutide also led to higher serum ghrelin levels, which may have diminished the weight-loss efficacy of the drug.

In the mesocorticolimbic reward system, opioids modulate the reward sensation from consumption of palatable foods while dopamine regulates food-seeking behavior (1606 [EL 4; NE]). In an RCT, naltrexone did not affect intensity of food cravings, but did eliminate the positive association between craving intensity and reward-driven eating (1607 [EL 1; RCT]) and decrease reward activation responses to foods on functional MRI studies (1608 [EL 1; RCT, N = 20]). Naltrexone reduced the subjective pleasure derived from eating certain foods (1607 [EL 1; RCT]; 1608 [EL 1; RCT, N = 20]) but did not affect body weight in placebo-controlled RCTs when given as a single agent (1447 [EL 4; NE]; 1606 [EL 1; RCT, human proof-of-concept trial; note there are also preclinical studies in this paper]).

Buproprion is a dopamine/norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor that reduces short-term food intake in rodents and is associated with modest weight reduction in humans when given as a single agent (1447 [EL 4; NE]; 1606 [EL 1; RCT, human proof-of-concept trial; note there are also preclinical studies in this paper]). A placebo-controlled, double-blind RCT of women with BED found that buproprion (300 mg/day) increased weight loss relative to placebo (1609 [EL 1; RCT]). Weight loss associated with the combination naltrexone ER/bupropion ER was associated with improved control over eating and reduced food cravings as assessed by the Control of Eating Questionnaire relative to placebo in all clinical trials (67 [EL 1; RCT]; 779 [EL 1; RCT]; 859 [EL 1; RCT]; 1422 [EL 1; RCT]).

These mechanisms of action and findings regarding the improved control of eating are promising; however, future trials should address clinical outcomes and therapeutic
efficacy of naltrexone ER/bupropion ER in patients with obesity and BED.

Three RCTs assessing topiramate therapy (starting dose 25 mg titrated up to 600 mg/day and study durations 14-21 weeks) in patients with BED found significantly greater weight loss with topiramate than with placebo (range −4.5 to −6.8 kg with topiramate and −0.2 to −1.2 kg with placebo) (1610 [EL 1; RCT]; 1611 [EL 1; RCT]; 1612 [EL 1; RCT]). Of these 3 RCTs, the greatest magnitude of weight loss was observed in the study that combined CBT with topiramate (1610 [EL 1; RCT]). Additionally, one 16-week RCT (n = 60) comparing zonisamide (100 mg/day titrated up to 600 mg/day) with placebo found greater weight loss with the drug (−4.8 kg) than with placebo (−1.0 kg) (P<0.001) (1613 [EL 1; RCT]).

NES is defined by “recurrent episodes of night eating,” including “excessive food consumption after the evening meal” with individuals awake and aware that they are eating (658 [EL 4; NE]). The prevalence of NES is approximately 1.5% in the general population and is higher in individuals with obesity, ranging from 8 to 43% (1590 [EL 4; NE]). Patients with obesity and NES treated with lifestyle therapy tend to lose less weight than their counterparts without NES (1614 [EL 2; PCS]; 1615 [EL 3; CCS]), although this was not the case in 1 study (1616 [EL 2; PCS, case-controlled]).

Studies have examined the effectiveness of SSRIs for the treatment of NES. An 8-week study found that individuals with overweight or obesity (n=14) with NES treated with sertraline (50-200 mg/day, n = 14) lost more weight than the placebo group (n = 14) (−2.9 kg vs. −0.3 kg) (1617 [EL 1; RCT]). One study investigating escitalopram showed no difference in weight change between the drug and placebo groups (1618 [EL 1; RCT]). More studies are needed to assess efficacy of weight-loss medications in patients with obesity and NES.

Lisdexamfetamine dimesylate, used to treat attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), has been approved for the treatment of BED with a recommended maintenance dose of 50 to 70 mg/day. Lisdexamfetamine reduced the number of binge days per week by an average of ~1.5 days, and, although not approved for weight loss, was associated with modest weight loss of 1 to 2 kg (1619 [EL 1; RCT]). No safety or efficacy data are available for the combination of lisdexamfetamine with weight-loss medications. A 10-week RCT showed that atomoxetine, an adrenergic transmitter uptake inhibitor also used for ADHD treatment, produced greater weight loss than did placebo (3.9 kg vs. 0.7 kg) (1621 [EL 1; RCT]), but other RCTs did not show a statistically significant difference in weight loss when fluoxetine was added to behavioral weight loss (1622 [EL 1; RCT]) or CBT (1623 [EL 1; RCT]; 1624 [EL 1; RCT, post-intervention follow-up]; 1625 [EL 1; RCT]). Additionally, small, short-term (6-12 weeks) RCTs showed a greater decrease in BMI with sertraline (1626 [EL 1; RCT]), citalopram (1627 [EL 1; RCT]), and escitalopram (1628 [EL 1; RCT]) than with respective placebos. Duloxetine, an SNRI, and imipramine, a tricyclic antidepressant, also resulted in more weight loss relative to their respective placebos (1629 [EL 1; RCT]; 1630 [EL 1; RCT]). However, current data do not support use of ADHD drugs, SSRIs, or SNRIs in patients with obesity and BED for the purpose of weight loss.

**Q8.10. Glaucoma**

**Executive Summary**

- R107. Liraglutide 3 mg, orlistat, and lorcaserin should be the preferred weight loss medications for patients with a history of or at risk for glaucoma (Grade B; BEL 2). In patients with glaucoma, phentermine/topiramate ER should be avoided and naltrexone ER/bupropion ER should be used with caution (Grade C; BEL 2, downgraded due to evidence gaps).

**Evidence Base**

Liraglutide 3.0 mg, orlistat, and lorcaserin have no known association with risk for glaucoma (1442 [EL 4; NE]; 1445 [EL 4; NE]; 1449 [EL 4; NE]). Although no case reports of lorcaserin-associated glaucoma have been published, bilateral angle-closure glaucoma was reported in a patient taking dexfenfluramine, another serotonin receptor agonist (1631 [EL 3; SCR]).

Phentermine/topiramate ER is contraindicated in patients with a history of glaucoma (1444 [EL 4; NE]). Topiramate has been implicated in multiple case reports of acute-onset glaucoma (1632 [EL 3; SS]). Recently, acute bilateral angle closure was detected in a 39-year-old female who had started phentermine/topiramate ER 1 week earlier and resolved upon cessation of the drug (1633 [EL 3; SC]). A case-control study of subjects seeing an ophthalmologist in Canada showed an increased relative risk of glaucoma (RR = 1.54) among new users of topiramate, whereas current users had no increase in risk (1634 [EL 2; RCCS]). Similarly, a retrospective population-based cohort study in Taiwan revealed that patients prescribed topiramate had greater than sevenfold higher risk for glaucoma during the first month than their matched controls, but the difference in risk was not significant after the first month (1635 [EL 3; SS]). The data were also consistent with a recent systematic review that analyzed the ophthalmologic...
effects of topiramate, including cases of angle-closure glaucoma (1636 [EL 2; MNRCT]). Phentermine monotherapy is also contraindicated in patients with a history of glaucoma (1637 [EL 4; NE]), and a case report was documented of a young adult female with acute myopia and angle closure that developed 3 weeks after starting phentermine and resolved after discontinuation (1638 [EL 3; SCR]).

Caution is advised regarding the use of naltrexone ER/bupropion ER due to the possible increase in risk for acute glaucoma with bupropion (1448 [EL 4; NE]). Epidemiologic studies have shown that antidepressants such as bupropion may increase the risk for angle-closure glaucoma. A recent case control study in the United States showed that patients prescribed topiramate had a fivefold increase in risk of glaucoma, and those prescribed bupropion had a twofold increase in risk (1639 [EL 2; RCCS]). However, a short-term randomized crossover study of patients showed that 300 mg bupropion daily did not increase ocular pressure in a cohort of healthy volunteers, and bupropion administration was associated with a lower risk of open-angle glaucoma over the long term in a large managed-care population (1640 [EL 1; RCT]; 1641 [EL 3; SS]). The prescribing information for naltrexone ER/bupropion ER carries a warning that states, “the pupillary dilation that occurs following use of many antidepressant drugs, including bupropion, … may trigger an angle-closure attack in a patient with anatomically narrow angles who does not have a patent iridectomy.” (1448 [EL 4; NE]).

- **Q8.11. Seizure disorder**

**Executive Summary**

- **R108.** Phentermine/topiramate, lorcaserin, liraglutide, and orlistat are the preferred weight-loss medications for patients with a history of or at risk for seizure/epilepsy (Grade B; BEL 1, downgraded due to evidence gaps). The use of naltrexone ER/bupropion ER should be avoided in these patients.

**Evidence Base**

Phentermine/topiramate ER, lorcaserin, liraglutide 3.0 mg, and orlistat have no known mechanistic or clinical data that supports an increased risk of seizure (1442 [EL 4; NE]; 1444 [EL 4; NE]; 1445 [EL 4; NE]; 1449 [EL 4; NE]). Naltrexone ER/bupropion ER is contraindicated in patients with a seizure disorder, history of seizures, and high risk of seizures, including patients with bulimia or anorexia nervosa, alcohol withdrawal or abrupt discontinuation of alcohol, and use of benzodiazepines, barbiturates, and antiepileptic drugs (1448 [EL 4; NE]). Caution should be used when prescribing naltrexone ER/bupropion ER with concomitant use of other drugs or metabolic conditions that may lower the seizure threshold. Co-administration with a high-fat meal should also be avoided because this approach can augment the circulating AUC following oral drug ingestion (1448 [EL 4; NE]).

Bupropion is a norepinephrine and dopamine reuptake inhibitor (1642 [EL 4; NE]) and is implicated in lowering the seizure threshold (1643 [EL 4; NE]). Many previous studies have shown that in patients without a personal or family history of seizure, bupropion is associated with a slightly increased incidence of seizure relative to placebo or a matched comparator (1644 [EL 4; NE]; 1645 [EL 2; PCS]; 1646 [EL 2; PCS]). A Cochrane review that included a meta-analysis of bupropion treatment for smoking cessation across 82 trials estimated an incidence of 6 seizures in the bupropion arms versus none in the placebo arms, although this incidence of approximately 1:1500 was lower than the expected incidence of 1:1000 (1647 [EL 1; MRCT]). A recent analysis of the naltrexone ER/bupropion ER trials showed that epileptic seizures were the most common serious adverse event, with an incidence of 0.4% (1648 [EL 4; NE]).

- **Q8.12. Pancreatitis**

**Executive Summary**

- **R109.** All patients with obesity should be monitored for typical symptoms of pancreatitis (e.g., abdominal pain or GI distress) due to a proven association between the two conditions (Grade A; BEL 1).

- **R110.** Patients receiving glyburide, orlistat, or incretin-based therapies (glucagon-like peptide-1 receptor agonists or dipeptidyl peptidase 4 inhibitors) should be monitored for pancreatitis (Grade C; BEL 3). Glyburide, orlistat, and incretin-based therapies should be withheld in cases of prior or current pancreatitis; otherwise, data are insufficient to recommend withholding glyburide for glycemic control, orlistat for weight loss, or incretin-based therapies for glycemic control or weight loss due to concerns regarding pancreatitis (Grade D).

**Evidence Base**

Obesity and some obesity-related therapies have been associated with pancreatitis as summarized below:

- Obesity is associated with increased prevalence of gallstone disease and risk for gallstone pancreatitis (1649 [EL 2; PCS]; 1650 [EL 2; PCS]; 1651 [EL 4; NE]).

- The prevalence of hypertriglyceridemia and risk for pancreatitis is higher in patients with obesity (1652 [EL 3; CSS]; 254 [EL 3; CSS]).
- Association of BMI >30 kg/m² and abdominal adiposity regardless of BMI is associated with pancreatitis due to increased inflammation, with direct and indirect effects of cytokines and adipokines, dysregulation of autophagy, and increased intrapancreatic fat (1649 [EL 2; PCS]; 1652 [EL 3; CSS]; 1653 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 1654 [EL 2; PCS]; 1655 [EL 2; PCS]; 1656 [EL 4; NE]). The strength of evidence showing the association between obesity and pancreatitis is well established.

- Case reports have shown occurrence of pancreatitis with the use of certain medications for weight loss or hyperglycemia management, such as glyburide (1657 [EL 2; RCCS]) and orlistat (1658 [EL 3; SCR]; 1659 [EL 3; SCR]).

- The association between incretin-based therapies (dipeptidyl peptidase-4 [DPP-4] inhibitors and GLP-1 receptor agonists [RAs]) used in obesity care and pancreatitis is controversial in the medical literature. The association between incretin-based therapies and pancreatitis is supported by analyses of the French pharmacovigilance database (2008-2013) (1660 [EL 3; SS]), a population-based case-controlled study in the U.S. (1661 [EL 2; RCCS]), a pathologic study that suggests the potential for pancreatitis (1662 [EL 2; RCCS]), as well as animal and observational clinical studies with T2DM that, collectively, are methodologically flawed. Any potential risks are far outweighed by the clinical benefits of these drugs, as reviewed in multiple publications (1652 [EL 3; CSS]; 1663 [EL 4; NE]; 1664 [EL 3; SS]). Furthermore, an analysis of the Association of British Clinical Diabetologists database (1665 [EL 1; MRCT], this represents the highest-level substudy in report]; 1666 [EL 3; SS]; 1667 [EL 4; NE]) failed to demonstrate that the incidence of pancreatitis was greater in patients taking liraglutide or exenatide than the historical incidence (1662 [EL 2; RCCS]), as well as animal and observational clinical studies with T2DM that, collectively, are methodologically flawed. Any potential risks are far outweighed by the clinical benefits of these drugs, as reviewed in multiple publications (1652 [EL 3; CSS]; 1663 [EL 4; NE]; 1664 [EL 3; SS]). Furthermore, an analysis of the Association of British Clinical Diabetologists database (1665 [EL 1; MRCT], this represents the highest-level substudy in report]; 1666 [EL 3; SS]; 1667 [EL 4; NE]) failed to demonstrate that the incidence of pancreatitis was greater in patients taking liraglutide or exenatide than the historical incidence in patients with T2DM not on GLP-1 RA therapy. Moreover, meta-analyses by Monami et al (1668 [EL 1; MRCT]) and Shyangdan et al (1669 [EL 1; MRCT]) demonstrated a lack of association between GLP-1 RAs and pancreatitis, and Monami et al (1670 [EL 1; MRCT]) showed a lack of association between DPP-4 inhibitors and pancreatitis. More recently, a population-based, case-controlled study in Denmark failed to demonstrate an association between incretin-based therapy and pancreatitis after adjusting for gallstones, alcoholism, obesity, or other pancreatitis-associated comorbidities or medications (1450 [EL 2; RCCS]). Overall, there is insufficient evidence to conclude that incretin-based therapies cause or are significantly associated with pancreatitis. Therefore, the appropriate use of these drugs should not be withheld based on concern for pancreatitis (except per clinical judgment in cases of prior or current pancreatitis). However, investigators agree that more research is required, particularly in patients with obesity taking medications prescribed specifically for weight loss. Until a conclusive recommendation can be reached, exercising caution and monitoring for development of pancreatitis when administering these drugs is prudent in patients with obesity.

- Although the anti-epileptic agent valproate has been rarely associated with pancreatitis, this association has not been shown with topiramate (1671 [EL 4; NE]).

In addition to increasing the risk for pancreatitis, the obese state, particularly in conjunction with alcohol or gallstones, is associated with increased severity and complications following acute pancreatitis, particularly when alcohol or gallstones are also present. This association may be due to increased inflammation, impaired immunity, altered hepatic detoxification of humoral mediators, concurrent insulin resistance, impaired pancreatic exocrine/endocrine function, hyperglycemia, peripancreatic fat with necrosis and nus for infection, respiratory insufficiency due to obesity-related lung disease (including restrictive and ventilation-perfusion mismatch with hypoxia), and decreased microcirculation (1653 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 1672 [EL 3; SS]; 1673 [EL 4; NE]; 1674 [EL 3; CSS]; 1675 [EL 2; PCS]; 1676 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 1677 [EL 2; PCS, post-hoc analysis]). However, a prospective study by Sawalhi et al (1678 [EL 2; PCS]) showed that although obesity was associated with greater severity of acute pancreatitis, metabolic syndrome was not.

**Executive Summary**

**R111. Phentermine/topiramate ER, lorcaserin, liraglutide 3 mg, and orlistat are preferred weight-loss medications for patients requiring chronic administration of opioid or opiate medications, and naltrexone ER/bupropion ER should not be used (Grade B; BEL 1, downgraded based on evidence gaps).**

**Evidence Base**

Phentermine/topiramate ER, lorcaserin, liraglutide 3.0 mg, and orlistat have no known drug interactions with opioid medications (1442 [EL 4; NE]; 1444 [EL 4; NE]; 1445 [EL 4; NE]; 1449 [EL 4; NE]). Naltrexone ER/bupropion ER combines bupropion, a norepinephrine and dopamine reuptake inhibitor, with naltrexone, an opioid receptor antagonist with high binding affinity for the mu-opioid...
receptor and less affinity for the kappa-opioid receptor (1448 [EL 4; NE]). While the mechanisms responsible for reduced food intake are not defined in humans, preclinical data suggest that bupropion stimulates POMC-producing neurons in the hypothalamus to produce more alpha-melanocortin-stimulating hormone (the anorexigenic factor), while naltrexone binds to mu-opioid receptors on POMC neurons to block an auto-inhibitory effect of beta-endorphin that is also secreted by POMC cells (1447 [EL 4; NE]; 1679 [EL 4; NE]; 1680 [EL 4; NE, preclinical]; 1681 [EL 4; NE, preclinical]; 1682 [EL 1; RCT, human proof-of-concept trial; note there are also preclinical studies in this paper]). These drugs may also combine to reduce food intake by affecting mesolimbic system reward pathways (1606 [EL 4; NE]).

As an opioid receptor antagonist, naltrexone is contraindicated in patients requiring chronic administration of opioid or opiate agonist drugs or during acute opiate withdrawal (1448 [EL 4; NE]). Naltrexone blocks the effects of opioid drugs used for cough suppression, treatment of diarrhea, and analgesia (1448 [EL 4; NE]; 1683 [EL 4; NE]). Therefore, naltrexone ER/bupropion ER should be avoided or discontinued in patients requiring chronic opioids and temporarily discontinued for those requiring short-term opiate treatment. Caution should be exercised because long-term use of naltrexone increases the concentration of opioid receptors in the brain and produces a temporary exaggeration of responses to the subsequent administration of opioid agonists (1684 [EL 4; NE], preclinical]. Thus, lower doses of opioids may be necessary after cessation of naltrexone ER/bupropion ER in the latter setting. An opioid-free interval of 7 to 10 days is recommended after cessation of opioid drugs and before beginning naltrexone ER/bupropion ER to avoid precipitation of withdrawal symptoms. In addition, the administration of large doses of opioids to overcome naltrexone-induced opioid receptor blockade could predispose an individual to opioid overdose. Naltrexone ER/bupropion ER should also be avoided in patients taking naltrexone for treatment of opioid addiction or alcohol dependence (1685 [EL 1; MRCT]).

**Evidence Base**

Currently available medications approved for chronic management of obesity have been studied in large RCTs that generally include a larger proportion of females to males, and females of reproductive potential have been well represented. For example, women with mean ages of approximately 40 to 44 years accounted for 79 to 87% of participants enrolled in orlistat trials, including the Orlistat Dose-Ranging Study, the Euro Multicenter Orlistat Study, an 18-month RCT, and a 2-year RCT (856 [EL 1; RCT]; 1414 [EL 1; RCT]; 1415 [EL 1; RCT]; 1418 [EL 1; RCT]; 1686 [EL 1; RCT]). The XEnical in the Prevention of Diabetes in Obese Subjects (XENDOS) trial to prevent T2DM included 55% women with mean age 43 years (721 [EL 1; RCT]). Phase 3 trials of phentermine/topiramate ER included EQUIP with women (mean age 43 years) accounting for 83% of the 1,200 participants (858 [EL 1; RCT]), and CONQUER with women (mean age 51 years) accounting for 70% of nearly 2,500 participants (71 [EL 1; RCT]). As for the lorcaserin trials, 83% of 3,000 patients in the BLOOM study were women with mean age 44 years (857 [EL 1; RCT]), and 81% of over 4,000 people were female (mean age 44 years) in the BLOSSOM trial (69 [EL 1; RCT]). For naltrexone ER/bupropion ER, 85 to 90% of over 4,000 participants randomized in the COR I, COR II, and COR BMOD trials were female with a mean age ~44 years (67 [EL 1; RCT]; 859 [EL 1; RCT]; 1422 [EL 1; RCT]). Liraglutide 3 mg trials also featured a high proportion of females, including 75% of 564 participants (mean age 46 years) in a 20-week dose-ranging study (1687 [EL 1; RCT]), 76% of 268 patients in a 2-year efficacy and safety trial (897 [EL 1; RCT]), and 84% of over 400 patients (mean age 46 years) in the SCALE Maintenance trial (1424 [EL 1; RCT]). Women of reproductive potential were required to use contraception but were not excluded from any of these trials. Thus, data are sufficient to assess the efficacy and safety of all weight-loss medications in women of reproductive potential.

All weight-loss medications are contraindicated during pregnancy (category X) in FDA-sanctioned prescribing information, and appropriate forms of contraception are required for women of reproductive potential. Obesity medications should be stopped immediately if conception occurs. Orlistat is contraindicated during pregnancy because weight loss offers no potential benefit to a pregnant woman and may result in fetal harm. While no embryotoxicity or teratogenicity was evident in preclinical studies, the prescribing information for orlistat states that if pregnancy occurs, the patient should be apprised of the potential hazard of maternal weight loss to the fetus (1442 [EL 4; NE]). Data from the Swedish Medical Birth Register indicated that no apparent increase in risk of major malformation to the fetus occurs after maternal use of orlistat (1688 [EL 3; SS]), and, because it is unknown if orlistat is

**Executive Summary**

* • R112. Weight-loss medications must not be used in pregnancy (Grade A; BEL 2, upgraded due to high relevance).
* • R113. All weight-loss medications should be used in conjunction with appropriate forms of contraception in women of reproductive potential (Grade A; BEL 1).
* • R114. Weight-loss medications should not be used in women who are lactating and breastfeeding (Grade D).
present in human milk, caution should be exercised with breastfeeding.

Prescribing information for phentermine/topiramate ER includes a warning of “fetal toxicity” and precautions for females of reproductive potential, citing studies that indicate exposure to topiramate during the first trimester of pregnancy may increase the risk of oral clefts (1444 [EL 4; NE]). This association was first noted in registries of patients taking high doses of topiramate for epilepsy (1689 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 1690 [EL 3; SS]; 1691 [EL 3; SS]). Therefore, the prescribing information advocates a negative pregnancy test before treatment and monthly tests thereafter (which can be accomplished by the patient performing home pregnancy tests), along with effective contraception (1444 [EL 4; NE]). The drug should also be avoided in women who are breastfeeding. A meta-analysis of 6 studies including 3,420 patients and 1.2 million controls determined that the odds ratio for oral cleft is 6.26 (CI: 3.13-12.51) with first trimester exposure in women taking topiramate for epilepsy, migraine, appetite suppression, insomnia, and psychiatric disorders (1689 [EL 2; MNRCT]).

Lorcaserin is contraindicated during pregnancy due to the lack of benefit of weight loss during pregnancy and the potential for fetal harm (1445 [EL 4; NE]). Animal studies did not show teratogenicity or embryolethality with exposure to high doses of lorcaserin. Although it is not known whether lorcaserin is excreted in human milk, discontinuation of the drug during breastfeeding is recommended (1445 [EL 4; NE]).

Naltrexone ER/buproprion ER is also contraindicated during pregnancy due to the lack of benefit of weight loss in pregnancy and the potential for fetal harm (1448 [EL 4; NE]). Studies did not show teratogenicity or embryolethality with exposure to high doses of lorcaserin. Although it is not known whether lorcaserin is excreted in human milk, discontinuation of the drug during breastfeeding is recommended (1445 [EL 4; NE]). Twenty-one inadvertent pregnancies occurred during clinical trials, with 11 yielding healthy full-term infants and 4 spontaneous abortions. One study suggested a small increase in risk of congenital heart malformations (1692 [EL 3; SS]); however, the International Bupropion Pregnancy Registry, a retrospective cohort study using the United Healthcare database, and other studies did not show an increased risk of fetal malformations (1693 [EL 2; RCCS]; 1694 [EL 2; PCS]; 1695 [EL 2; MNRCT]). Because the drug’s constituents are excreted in human milk, naltrexone ER/buproprion ER is not recommended while breastfeeding.

Liraglutide 3 mg is contraindicated during pregnancy because weight loss offers no potential benefit and may result in fetal harm (1449 [EL 4; NE]). With the exception of one case report of a normal pregnancy in a patient taking 1.8 mg/day (1696 [EL 3; SCR]), no published studies have documented liraglutide use during pregnancy, although results of animal studies raise concerns about teratogenicity. Although whether liraglutide is excreted in human milk is unknown, one study showed that the drug was excreted at 50% of maternal plasma concentration in lactating rats (1449 [EL 4; NE]).

Both orlistat (1697 [EL 1; RCT]) and liraglutide 1.8 mg (1023 [EL 1; RCT]; 1024 [EL 1; RCT]; 1698 [EL 2; PCS]; 1699 [EL 2; PCS]) have been effective for modifying eating behaviors, weight loss, improving metabolic parameters, and regulating ovulation in women with polycystic ovary syndrome.  

### Q8.15. The elderly (age ≥65 years)

**Executive Summary**

- **R115.** Elderly patients (age ≥65 years) should be selected for weight-loss therapy involving structured lifestyle interventions that include reduced-calorie meal plans and exercise, with clear health-related goals that include prevention of T2DM in high-risk patients with prediabetes, blood pressure reduction, and improvements in OA, mobility, and physical function (Grade A; BEL 1).

- **R116.** Elderly patients with overweight or obesity being considered for weight loss therapy should be evaluated for osteopenia and sarcopenia (Grade B; BEL 2).

- **R117.** Weight-loss medications should be used with extra caution in elderly patients with overweight or obesity (Grade A; BEL 1). Additional studies are needed to assess efficacy and safety of weight-loss medications in the elderly.

**Evidence Base**

Caution must be exercised with management of obesity in the elderly, generally defined as age ≥65 years. First, some epidemiological reports discuss an “obesity paradox” in the elderly based on the conclusion that elderly with overweight or obesity have lower mortality rates than lean individuals (1700 [EL 4; NE]), as has been reported for patients with congestive heart failure (369 [EL 2; RCCS]). The appearance of reduced mortality in elderly individuals with overweight or obesity is controversial and is counterbalanced by arguments of reverse causality due to pre-existing conditions (e.g., smoking) that result in a “sicker” underweight reference population (378 [EL 4; NE]) or other confounders. The debate regarding epidemiologic relationships between age, obesity, and mortality has been extensive (1701 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 1702 [EL 4; NE]; 1703 [EL 4; NE]). In any event, the obesity paradox raises the question as to whether the benefits of intentional weight loss are diminished in the elderly. In this regard, differentiating between effects of unintentional and intentional weight loss is important.

Second is the problem of sarcopenic obesity (144 [EL 4; NE]). Muscle mass and quality decline with age, and excess fat mass increases the burden on weak muscles and...
has a negative impact on muscle function. Baumgartner et al (1704 [EL 3; SS]) defined obesity as relative skeletal muscle index (muscle mass adjusted by height squared) less than 2 standard deviations below the gender-specific mean of a young reference group and percent body fat greater than the median value for gender-specific group (27% body fat in men and 38% body fat in women, corresponding to a BMI of approximately 27 kg/m²). The prevalence of sarcopenic obesity increases with age, from 13.5% in men and 5.3% in women in the sixth decade to 17.5% and 8.4% in men and women, respectively, older than 80 years (1705 [EL 4; NE]). Patients with sarcopenic obesity experience reduced grip strength, greater functional impairment, limited mobility, increased disability, and greater fall risk (1705 [EL 4; NE]). Skeletal muscle is infiltrated with larger amounts of intramuscular fat and marbling, which is associated with poor strength and performance (1706 [EL 2; PCS]), as well as insulin resistance (1707 [EL 3; CSS]).

Weight loss is associated with reductions in both fat and lean mass. The loss of lean mass can exacerbate weakness and muscle dysfunction (1289 [EL 4; NE]; 1708 [EL 4; NE]), while resistance exercise can improve these parameters (1709 [EL 4; NE]). Adding endurance or resistance exercise to a weight-loss program preserves lean mass during weight loss (1288 [EL 2; MNRCT]; 1710 [EL 2; NRCT, allocation concealment]; 1711 [EL 1; RCT]) and becomes a valuable addition to lifestyle therapy in elderly patients with obesity (1289 [EL 4; NE]; 1709 [EL 4; NE]). For these reasons, elderly patients being considered for weight loss should be screened for sarcopenic obesity by examining muscle strength and performing a review of systems assessing functionality. Muscle strength can be easily measured by handgrip dynamometry, which is cheaper than and as clinically relevant as measuring muscle mass by DEXA, computed tomography scan, or bioelectrical impedance analysis. The prevalence of sarcopenia is 4 to 12% when defined by assessment of muscle mass and 4 to 9% when assessed by BMI and handgrip (1712 [EL 3; CSS]; 1713 [EL 4; NE]).

Third, elderly individuals are more likely to have osteopenia and increased risk for fracture, which can be exacerbated by weight loss. Obesity helps maintain bone mineral density and reduces incidence of osteoporosis and hip fracture (1714 [EL 2; PCS, post-hoc cross-sectional study of the cohort]; 1715 [EL 3; SS]; 1716 [EL 3; CSS]; 1717 [EL 2; PCS]; 1718 [EL 2; PCS]). However, weight loss results in a diminution in bone mass (1719 [EL 2; PCS]; 1720 [EL 2; PCS]), which can place individuals at increased risk for fracture (1721 [EL 2; PCS]; 1722 [EL 2; PCS]). For this reason, much caution should be exercised when considering weight-loss therapy for patients with obesity and osteopenia. Finally, elderly patients are more likely to have nutritional deficiencies, polypharmacy, abnormalities in renal and hepatic function, subclinical CVD, and impaired cognition, which can increase the risks associated with various weight-loss interventions.

An often-quoted large observational study found that weight loss was associated with increased mortality in the elderly, but the study did not differentiate between intentional and unintentional weight loss (1723 [EL 2; PCS]). Similarly, other studies report that weight loss is associated with increased, rather than decreased, mortality in the elderly (1724 [EL 4; NE]; 1725 [EL 4; NE]; 1726 [EL 4; NE]; 1727 [EL 2; PCS]; 1728 [EL 2; PCS]). However, these studies are not randomized, use self-reported weight for the most part, do not distinguish weight loss between subjects with obesity and those without, and do not assess whether weight loss is intentional or unintentional. When some of these variables are taken into account, other cohort studies demonstrate that intentional weight loss in the elderly either has no effect on (1729 [EL 2; PCS]; 1730 [EL 2; PCS]; 1731 [EL 2; PCS]) or decreases mortality (912 [EL 2; PCS]; 913 [EL 2; PCS, retrospective analysis, N = 43,457]; 914 [EL 2; PCS, retrospective analysis, N = 43,457]).

Several RCTs have addressed effects of intentional weight loss on mortality in the elderly. Villareal et al (1317 [EL 1; RCT]) studied 107 frail elderly subjects with obesity for 1 year and randomized patients to a control group, a diet group with a 500 to 750 kcal-deficit diet and 1 g protein/kg/day, an exercise group, and a combined diet-plus-exercise group. The diet group and the exercise group reversed their state of frailty more than the control group, but the combination of diet and exercise was most effective for achieving the best physical performance, functional status, aerobic endurance capacity, and quality of life (QOL). The loss of body weight and fat mass was similar in the diet and the diet-plus-exercise groups. Adverse effects included a small reduction in lean body mass and bone mineral density in the diet group (−5% and −2.6%, respectively) and in the diet-plus-exercise group (−3% and −1.1%, respectively) (1317 [EL 1; RCT]). In the Arthritis, Diet and Activity Promotion Trial (ADAPT), 318 patients aged ≥60 years (mean age 69 years, BMI 34 kg/m²) with knee OA were randomized to a healthy lifestyle, reduced-calorie diet, exercise, or diet-plus-exercise group (1111 [EL 1; RCT, single-blinded]; 1399 [EL 1; RCT]). Weight loss was significantly greater in the diet and the diet-plus-exercise group, and these groups experienced significant improvements in measures of physical function and pain scores (1111 [EL 1; RCT, single-blinded]). Moreover, the mortality rate for those randomized to the 18-month diet and diet-plus-exercise interventions (n = 159, mean weight loss 4.8 kg, 15 deaths) was 50% lower than for those randomized to the subgroups that did not lose weight (i.e., control and exercise-only groups) (1399 [EL 1; RCT]). The TONE Study trial included 585 older adults with overweight or obesity undergoing treatment for hypertension (mean age 66 years, BMI 31 kg/m²) (1732 [EL 1; RCT]). These
patients were randomized to 1 of the following 4 treatment arms in a 2 × 2 factorial design and followed for 12 years: with or without dietary weight loss and with or without sodium restriction. The incidence of mortality did not differ significantly between the dietary weight-loss groups (n = 291; mean weight loss 4.4 kg) and those not randomly assigned to weight-loss groups (n = 294; mean weight loss 0.8 kg). The adjusted HR was 0.82 (95% CI: 0.55, 1.22).

Kritchevsky et al (916 [EL 1; MRCT]) conducted a meta-analysis of 15 RCTs with mortality data that randomized patients to weight loss or no weight loss groups and reported a follow-up of at least 18 months. The all-cause mortality risk was 15% lower in the weight-loss groups (RR 0.85; 95% CI, 0.73-1.00), and results were similar in the trials that recruited older subjects with a mean age of ≥55 years at baseline (RR 0.84; 95% CI, 0.71-0.99) (916 [EL 1; MRCT]).

In lifestyle interventions, the health benefits of weight-loss therapy are similar in healthy individuals and younger adults. However, while reduced-calorie diets are critical in lifestyle therapy directed at weight loss, the addition of aerobic and resistance exercise is particularly beneficial in the elderly due to improvements in physical function and amelioration of frailty (1733 [EL 1; RCT]; 1734 [EL 1; RCT]). The DPP enrolled prediabetic men and women with obesity over an age range of 25 to 84 years (1735 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]). Patients were randomized to intensive lifestyle intervention, metformin, or placebo for 4 years. Among those receiving the intensive lifestyle intervention, participants between 60 and 85 years of age lost a greater percentage of body weight than their younger counterparts and experienced the greatest reduction in incidence of diabetes, with 3.3 cases per 100 person-years versus 6.3 cases per 100 person-years in the age 25 to 44 years subgroup. In contrast, elderly subjects randomized to metformin exhibited a trend toward increased incidence of diabetes (9.5 cases per 100 person-years) relative to the younger cohort (6.6 cases per 100 person-years) (1735 [EL 1; RCT, post-hoc analysis]). Therefore, a lifestyle intervention resulting in weight loss was highly effective for preventing progression to diabetes in elderly patients with obesity and impaired glucose tolerance.

At least 4 studies (1736 [EL 2; PCS]; 1737 [EL 1; RCT]; 1738 [EL 2; PCS]; 1739 [EL 2; PCS]) demonstrated that intentional weight loss was associated with improvements in metabolic control, as shown by better glucose tolerance, increased insulin sensitivity, and improvements in CVD risk factors. Elderly individuals with HTN experience reductions in BP and antihypertensive medications following weight loss. In the TONE study, elderly participants randomized to a reduced-calorie diet that lost ≥3.4 kg lowered BP and reduced their use of antihypertensive drugs (1400 [EL 1; RCT]; 1740 [EL 1; RCT]). In a sample of elderly subjects with obesity, pulmonary function improved after weight loss of up to 10 kg, but not after exercise alone (1741 [EL 1; RCT]).

The beneficial effects of weight loss in patients with OA are particularly applicable to elderly patients. Lifestyle interventions that include a combination of reduced-calorie diet and exercise have been shown to improve pain, physical disability, mobility, performance, and self-efficacy in elderly patients with radiographic evidence of OA (1107 [EL 1; RCT, single-blinded]; 1110 [EL 2; PCS]; 1111 [EL 1; RCT]; 1742 [EL 1; RCT]; 1743 [EL 1; RCT]). Systematic reviews of weight-loss interventions in people age >60 years revealed significantly improved glucose tolerance and physical functioning and reduced incidence of diabetes, as well as significant benefits for those with OA, diabetes, and CVD risk (144 [EL 4; NE]; 1701 [EL 4; NE]; 1703 [EL 2; MRRCT]; 1744 [EL 1; MRCT]; 1745 [EL 4; NE]). Negative outcomes included slightly decreased bone mineral density and lean body mass. These studies tended to focus on metabolic and CVD risk, and studies are needed to address potential benefits of weight loss on mobility, bladder function, sexual health, mood, and QOL, all of which are particularly meaningful for elderly patients with obesity (1746 [EL 4; NE]).

Limited data are available that address efficacy and safety of weight-loss medications in the elderly. Of the 5 obesity medications approved for chronic therapy, the clinical trials program for phentermine/topiramate ER had the largest number of patients age ≥65 years. In these trials, 254 (7%) patients were ≥65 years of age, and efficacy or safety were similar between elderly and younger participants (1444 [EL 4; NE]). In the 2 main RCTs, the mean age of participants was 43 years with a range of 18 to 71 years in the EQUIP study (858 [EL 1; RCT]) and 51 years with a range of 19 to 71 years in the CONQUER study (71 [EL 1; RCT]). RCTs evaluating liraglutide 3 mg had the next highest number of elderly participants and included 232 (6.9%) patients ≥65 years of age and 17 (0.5%) patients ≥75 years (1449 [EL 4; NE]). No differences in efficacy, safety, and pharmacokinetics were noted between elderly and younger adult subgroups. The SCALE Obesity trial enrolled subjects with mean age 45 years with a range of 18 to 78 years (68 [EL 1; RCT]), whereas patients in the SCALE Diabetes had a mean age of 55 years with a range of 18 to 82 years (780 [EL 1; RCT]), and those in the SCALE Maintenance trial had a mean age of 46 years with a range of 18 to 73 years (1424 [EL 1; RCT]). In 9 elderly patients (mean age 68) with overweight or obesity and T2DM, liraglutide 3 mg reduced body weight (~2 kg), fat mass, and android fat, and increased the skeletal muscle index measure of lean mass (1747 [EL 2; PCS]).

The RCT development programs for lorcaserin, naltrexone ER/bupropion ER, and orlistat enrolled fewer patients ≥65 years and did not contain sufficient numbers to assess differences in efficacy and safety between older
and younger patients. For orlistat, 7 RCTs, each lasting 1 to 2 years, included over 2,800 patients with an age range of 17 to 78 years (1442 [EL 4; NE]), and the 4-year XENDOS study included 3,304 patients with an age range of 30 to 58 years (721 [EL 1; RCT]). Analysis of a subpopulation of older subjects in 1 RCT showed that orlistat therapy was similarly effective in older (≥65 years) and younger adults in a primary care setting (70 [EL 1; RCT]; 1748 [EL 4; NE; abstract]). The lorcaserin trials enrolled 135 (2.5%) patients ≥65 years of age. The pharmacokinetics (AUC and C_max) of lorcaserin were not statistically different when comparing 12 healthy elderly (≥65 years) and younger adults (1445 [EL 4; NE]). Naltrexone ER/bupropion ER trials included 62 (2%) subjects ≥65 years of age and none ≥75 years (1448 [EL 4; NE]). Age did not affect the pharmacokinetics of bupropion in the elderly (1448 [EL 4; NE]).

Information on the efficacy and safety of bariatric surgery in the elderly is limited. Several small case studies have evaluated outcomes of bariatric surgery in patients ≥60 years of age (1749 [EL 3; SS]; 1750 [EL 3; SS]; 1751 [EL 3; SS]; 1752 [EL 3; SS, prospectively collected database]; 1753 [EL 3; SS]; 1754 [EL 3; SS]; 1755 [EL 3; SS]). Collectively, these few studies suggest that relative to younger patients undergoing the same procedures, elderly achieve less weight loss, have higher incidence of perioperative morbidity, and show reduced improvement in weight-related complications (1745 [EL 4; NE]). However, bariatric surgery results in substantial weight loss with low incidence of mortality in the elderly and has beneficial effects on health and various weight-related complications. Although the laparoscopic adjustable gastric band procedure may be preferred due to fewer operative complications, efficacy and safety have not been compared among the multiple bariatric procedures.

- **Q8.16. Addiction/alcoholism**

**Executive Summary**

- **R118.** In patients with obesity and alcohol or other addictions, orlistat or phentermine 3 mg should be considered (Grade A; BEL 1). Lorcaserin (abuse potential due to euphoria at suprapharmacologic doses) and naltrexone ER/bupropion ER (lowers seizure threshold) should be avoided in patients with alcohol abuse, and naltrexone ER/bupropion ER is contraindicated during alcohol withdrawal (Grade A; BEL 1).

**Evidence Base**

Patients with disorders of addiction and/or alcoholism along with overweight or obesity present unique challenges in management focused on reducing caloric intake. Using functional magnetic resonance imaging, behavioral impulse control is related to an anatomic connection between, among others, the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (reward signals) and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (control centers) in the brain (1756 [EL 2; PCS]). Reward behaviors related to food addiction are mediated by the ventral tegmental area-nucleus accumbens (mesolimbic) dopaminergic system (1757 [EL 4; NE]). These neuronal reward circuits appear to adapt to periods of self-imposed food restriction or drug-induced anorexia when food is abundant in the environment. This creates or exacerbates states of disordered eating, such as BED, which in turn can impair weight-loss outcomes (1758 [EL 4; NE]). Ghrelin has also been investigated in the context of addiction and brain reward systems, although specific, approved, anti-obesity pharmaceutical agents targeting ghrelin are not commercially available (1759 [EL 4; NE]).

Among the current compendium of FDA-approved pharmaceuticals for long-term management of obesity, naltrexone (decreases reward and craving) and topiramate (antinepileptic, mood-stabilizing, decreases alcohol consumption) are also used for alcohol abuse disorders (1760 [EL 3; SS, large retrospective cohort N = 375,777]; 1761 [EL 1; MRCT, relatively small number of studies N = 7]). Naltrexone is a mu-opioid receptor antagonist used for opiate addiction that is associated with weight loss and offers some appeal for use in patients with food addictions (1762 [EL 4; NE]; 1763 [EL 3; SS]). Wang et al (1764 [EL 1; RCT]) found that combined naltrexone and bupropion therapy decreased hypothalamic activation in response to food cues while also increasing activation of other brain areas involved in inhibitory control, awareness, and memory. In a RCT, Cambridge et al (1765 [EL 2; NRCT]) found that a novel mu-opioid receptor antagonist reduced motivational responding in patients with BED.

Patients with alcoholism/addiction or bulimia may be susceptible to seizures. Bupropion was originally FDA-approved as an atypical antidepressant in 1985 but was withdrawn in 1986 after an increased incidence of seizures was noted in bulimic patients (1766 [EL 1; RCT]; 1767 [EL 3; SS]). The drug was reintroduced in 1989 when the incidence of seizures was shown to be dose-related and similar to that of other antidepressants. The cumulative 2-year risk of seizures in patients receiving the maximum recommended dose of ≤450 mg/day was 0.48%, and predisposing factors were noted in many of the reported cases (1768 [EL 4; NE]). Weight-loss medications containing bupropion, even those with combined naltrexone-bupropion, should not be used in patients with a seizure disorder because bupropion can lower seizure thresholds or in patients with bulimia or undergoing alcohol withdrawal. Moreover, bupropion with or without naltrexone, should be used with caution in patients with excessive use of alcohol and at risk for seizures. The prescribing information for naltrexone ER/bupropion ER states that the drug is contraindicated in patients undergoing abrupt discontinuation of alcohol and should be used with caution in patients who abuse alcohol.
Topiramate is effective for treating alcoholism (1761 [EL 1; MRCT, relatively small number of studies N = 7]; 1769 [EL 1; RCT]), addiction to cigarette smoking (1770 [EL 1; RCT]), methamphetamine (1771 [EL 1; RCT, secondary analysis]; 1772 [EL 1; RCT]), and cocaine (1773 [EL 1; RCT]), and comorbid cocaine addiction and alcohol dependence (1774 [EL 1; RCT]). The anti-addiction properties of topiramate may relate to its enhancement of GABAergic transmission and inhibition of glutamatergic transmission, both of which seem to decrease dopaminergic activity in mesocorticolimbic brain areas that are related to alcohol addiction (1775 [EL 4; NE]). Topiramate may also reduce alcohol craving through an inhibitory effect on the alpha-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methylisoxazole-4-propionic acid and kainate types of glutamate receptors. These same processes may underlie the ability of topiramate to counteract food addiction (1776 [EL 4; NE]). In a systematic review of 26 phase 2 and 3 controlled trials, topiramate was uniquely found to reduce BED and weight (1596 [EL 4; NE]). An extended-release preparation of topiramate is a component of the phentermine/topiramate ER combination, and may be advantageous for treating patients with obesity and alcoholism. However, no safety or efficacy data are available on the use of phentermine/topiramate ER in this clinical setting.

Greene et al (1777 [EL 4; NE]) cautioned against using weight-loss medications with addictive potential. Some argue that agents with lower addictive potential, such as pancreatic lipase inhibitors (e.g., orlistat) or serotonergic agents (e.g., lorcaserin), should be considered over those with greater addictive potential, such as noradrenergic agents (e.g., phentermine) or sympathomimetics (e.g., D-amphetamine), especially in patients susceptible to addictive drugs. Even so, it is important to consider that lorcaserin at suprapharmacologic doses can induce euphoria and dissociative thought processes and has potential for abuse (1445 [EL 4; NE]). Despite theoretical rationale, O’Neill et al (1778 [EL 1; RCT]) were unable to demonstrate that a selective dopamine D3 receptor antagonist modulates brain activation to food images in BED, although learning of cue-reward associations has not been tested.

• Q8.17. Post-bariatric surgery

Executive Summary
• R119. Patients who have undergone bariatric surgery should continue to be treated with an intensive lifestyle intervention (Grade A; BEL 1). Patients who have regained excess weight (≥25% of weight lost), failed to respond to intensive lifestyle intervention, and are not candidates for reoperation may be considered for treatment with liraglutide 1.8 to 3.0 mg or phentermine/topiramate ER. The safety and efficacy of other weight-loss medications have not been assessed in these patients (Grade D; BEL 3; downgraded due to evidence gaps).

Evidence Base
Bariatric surgery is intended to manage excess weight that is severe and/or associated with severe weight-related complications in patients who do not respond sufficiently to pharmacotherapy and/or lifestyle therapy. However, some post-bariatric surgery patients regain excess weight, despite attempts at optimizing lifestyle, and are not candidates for reoperation. Excess weight regain is defined as ≥25% of the lost weight, and occurs in approximately 37% of patients post-surgery (1779 [EL 2; PCS]). This regain is largely due to the appearance of maladaptive eating behaviors, including subjective and objective binge eating as well as picking and nibbling (1780 [EL 3; CSS]). Weight regain can increase risk for reappearance of prior weight-related complications such as T2DM, which developed in 24% of patients 3 years after Roux-en-Y gastric bypass in 1 study (1781 [EL 3; SS]). In these patients, intensifying nutritional and behavioral counseling is warranted (1782 [EL 4; NE]). Initiating or resuming weight-loss medications can be considered in recalcitrant patients, although guidelines to define surgical failure are insufficient (1783 [EL 4; NE]).

In a retrospective review, liraglutide (1.2-3.0 mg/day for 8-28 weeks) effectively managed weight regain (defined as >15% of the lowest weight achieved) in 15 bariatric surgery patients (1784 [EL 3; SS]). In patients with T2DM, other glucose-lowering medications that are weight neutral or promote modest weight loss (e.g., metformin or the sodium-glucose co-transporter 2 class of agents) may be considered for treatment of hyperglycemia if no contraindications or anticipated intolerances are present. Food cravings are increased in some patients after bariatric surgery (1785 [EL 3; CSS]) and may also represent a therapeutic target using dietary manipulations (e.g., low-fat or low-carbohydrate) or weight-loss medications that target appetite and reward centers (e.g., topiramate or naltrexone). Though not yet commercially available, leptin therapy for weight regain following weight loss (1786 [EL 2; PCS, small cohort N = 10]; 1787 [EL 2; PCS, small cohort N = 6]; 1788 [EL 2; PCS, small cohort N = 10] may prove efficacious in the post-bariatric surgery patient. More data are required for developing optimal evidence-based approaches for management of excessive weight regain in post-bariatric surgery patients and the use of weight-loss medications in this context.

• Q9. Is bariatric surgery effective to treat obesity?

Note: A de novo evidence-based review of questions pertaining to bariatric surgery was not undertaken. The “Clinical Practice Guidelines for the Perioperative,
Nutritional, Metabolic, and Nonsurgical Support of the Bariatric Surgery Patient 2013-Update” from AACE, The Obesity Society, and the American Society for Metabolic & Bariatric Surgery were reviewed and concluded to be adequate in their current form. Key recommendations from these guidelines relevant to the questions generated for evidence-based review are copied below.

- Q9.1. Is bariatric surgery effective to treat obesity and weight-related complications?

Executive Summary
- R120. Patients with a BMI of ≥40 kg/m\(^2\) without coexisting medical problems and for whom the procedure would not be associated with excessive risk should be eligible for bariatric surgery (Grade A; BEL 1).

- Q9.2. When should bariatric surgery be used to treat obesity and weight-related complications?

Executive Summary
- R121. Patients with a BMI of ≥35 kg/m\(^2\) and 1 or more severe obesity-related complications, including T2DM, hypertension, obstructive sleep apnea, obesity hypoventilation syndrome, Pickwickian syndrome, nonalcoholic fatty liver disease or non-alcoholic steatohepatitis, pseudotumor cerebri, gastroesophageal reflux disease, asthma, venous stasis disease, severe urinary incontinence, debilitating arthritis, or considerably impaired QOL may also be considered for a bariatric surgery procedure. Patients with BMI of 30 to 34.9 kg/m\(^2\) with diabetes or metabolic syndrome may also be considered for a bariatric procedure, although current evidence is limited by the number of patients studied and lack of long-term data demonstrating net benefit.
  - BMI ≥35 kg/m\(^2\) and therapeutic target of weight control and improved biochemical markers of CVD risk (Grade A; BEL 1).
  - BMI ≥30 kg/m\(^2\) and therapeutic target of weight control and improved biochemical markers of CVD risk (Grade B; BEL 2).
  - BMI ≥30 kg/m\(^2\) and therapeutic target of glycemic control in T2DM and improved biochemical markers of CVD risk (Grade C; BEL 3).
- R122. Independent of BMI criteria, there is insufficient evidence to recommend a bariatric surgical procedure specifically for glycemic control, lipid lowering, or CVD risk reduction alone (Grade D).
- R123. All patients should undergo pre-operative evaluation for weight-related complications and causes of obesity, with special attention directed to factors that may affect a recommendation for bariatric surgery or be ameliorated by weight loss resulting from the procedure (Grade A; BEL 1).

Evidence Base
Bariatric surgery is a proven intervention to induce weight loss for severe obesity, defined as a BMI ≥40 kg/m\(^2\) with or without obesity-related complications, or a BMI ≥35 kg/m\(^2\) (or BMI ≥30 kg/m\(^2\) for laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding) with at least 1 obesity-related complication (11 [EL 4; NE]). The reader is referred to the AACE, the Obesity Society, and the American Society of Metabolic and Bariatric Surgery Clinical Practice Guidelines for the nonsurgical management of patients undergoing bariatric surgery for a comprehensive review of the evidence base that supports the best evidence levels and recommendation grades in the executive summary. These guidelines have been reviewed and are adopted in the current guidelines for the timing, indications, and selection of bariatric surgery procedures for weight loss.
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### AACE/ACE Algorithm for the Medical Care of Patients with Obesity

#### Patient Presentation
- Screen positive for overweight or obesity
  - BMI ≥25 kg/m² (≥23 kg/m² in some ethnicities)
- Presence of weight-related disease or complication that could be improved by weight-loss therapy

#### Evaluation
- Clinical Diagnosis
  - Medical history
  - Physical examination
  - Clinical laboratory
  - Review of systems, emphasizing weight-related complications
  - Obesity history: graph weight vs age, lifestyle patterns/preferences, previous interventions
- Anthropometric Diagnosis
  - Confirm that elevated BMI represents excess adiposity
  - Measure waist circumference to evaluate cardiometabolic disease risk

#### Anthropometric Diagnosis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BMI kg/m²</th>
<th>Staging and Risk Stratification Based on Complication-Specific Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;25</td>
<td>NORMAL WEIGHT (no obesity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–29.9</td>
<td>STAGE 0: No complications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥30</td>
<td>STAGE 1: One or more mild-to-moderate complications or may be treated effectively with moderate weight loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STAGE 2: At least one severe complication or requires significant weight loss for effective treatment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Diagnostic Categories

- NORMAL WEIGHT (no obesity)
- OVERWEIGHT BMI 25–29.9
- OBESITY BMI ≥30

#### Phases of Chronic Disease Prevention and Treatment Goals

- PRIMARY
  - Prevent overweight/obesity
- SECONDARY
  - Prevent progressive weight gain or achieve weight loss to prevent complications
- TERTIARY
  - Achieve weight loss sufficient to ameliorate the complications and prevent further deterioration

#### Treatment Based on Clinical Judgment

- PRIMARY
  - Healthy meal plan
  - Physical activity
  - Health education
  - Built environment
- SECONDARY
  - Lifestyle/behavioral therapy
  - Consider pharmacotherapy if lifestyle alone not effective
- TERTIARY
  - Lifestyle/behavioral therapy
  - Add pharmacotherapy (BMI ≥27)
  - Consider bariatric surgery (BMI ≥35)

#### Follow-Up
- Once the plateau for weight loss has been achieved, re-evaluate the weight-related complications. If the complications have not been ameliorated, weight-loss therapy should be intensified or complication-specific interventions need to be employed.
- Obesity is a chronic disease and the diagnostic categories for obesity may not be static. Therefore, patients require ongoing follow-up, re-evaluation and long-term treatment.

Abbreviation: BMI = body mass index
**ANTHROPOMETRIC COMPONENT OF THE MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS OF OBESITY**

Evidence-based screening and diagnosis for excess adiposity in clinical settings

1. **Clinical interpretation of BMI**: Ensure elevated BMI is indicative of excess adiposity by assessing: age, gender, muscularity, hydration status, edema, third space fluid collection, large tumors, sarcopenia
2. **Waist circumference if BMI <35**: Adds information pertaining to cardiometabolic disease risk; use gender- and ethnicity-specific cut-off values
3. **Can consider body composition technologies**: e.g., bioelectrical impedance, air/water displacement plethysmography, or dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry scan

**Abbreviation**: BMI = body mass index.

---

**CLINICAL COMPONENT OF THE MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS OF OBESITY**

Evaluation of a checklist of weight-related complications. Candidates for weight-loss therapy can present with either excess adiposity (i.e., the anthropometric component) or weight-related complications (i.e., the clinical component)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patients Present with Overweight or Obesity (Anthropometric Component)</th>
<th>Candidates for Weight Loss Therapy</th>
<th>Patients Present with Weight-Related Disease or Complication (Clinical Component)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate for weight-related complications</td>
<td>Evaluate for overweight or obesity</td>
<td>Prediabetes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Metabolic Syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Type 2 Diabetes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dyslipidemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hypertension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cardiovascular Disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nonalcoholic Fatty Liver Disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Polycystic Ovary Syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Female Infertility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Male Hypogonadism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Obstructive Sleep Apnea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Asthma/Reactive Airway Disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Osteoarthritis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Urinary Stress Incontinence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Depression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight-Related Complication</td>
<td>Basis for Screening and/or Diagnosis</td>
<td>Suggested Secondary Testing When Needed To Confirm Diagnosis, Stage Severity, or Guide Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prediabetes</td>
<td>Fasting glucose; A1C; 2-hour OGTT glucose</td>
<td>If fasting glucose is 100-125 mg/dL, a repeat elevated fasting glucose completes diagnosis of IFG; however, 2-hour OGTT should also be performed to exclude diabetes and IGT. Fasting and 2-hour OGTT should be performed if initial fasting glucose is normal and A1C is elevated, or in high-risk patients based on family history or metabolic syndrome.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metabolic Syndrome</td>
<td>Waist circumference, blood pressure, fasting glucose, triglycerides, HDL-c</td>
<td>Initial evaluation completes diagnosis; use OGTT to test for IGT or diabetes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 2 Diabetes</td>
<td>Fasting glucose; A1C; 2-hour OGTT glucose; symptoms of hyperglycemia</td>
<td>Overtly elevated (i.e., ≥200 mg/dL) or a repeat fasting glucose ≥126 mg/dL completes diagnosis. If fasting glucose and/or A1C is consistent with prediabetes, 2-hour OGTT should be performed to test for diabetes. A1C should be performed to help guide therapy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyslipidemia</td>
<td>Lipid panel (total cholesterol, HDL-c, triglycerides, LDL-c, non-HDL-c)</td>
<td>Lipid panel completes diagnosis; lipoprotein subclasses, apoB100 may further define risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>Sitting blood pressure</td>
<td>Repeat elevated blood pressure measurements to complete diagnosis; home blood pressure or ambulatory blood pressure monitoring may help complete testing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular Disease</td>
<td>Physical exam; ROS; history and medical records</td>
<td>Additional testing based on findings and risk status (e.g., ankle-brachial index, stress testing, coronary artery calcium score and the MESA risk score calculator, arteriography, carotid ultrasound).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAFLD / NASH</td>
<td>Physical exam; LFTs</td>
<td>Imaging (e.g., ultrasound, MRI, elastography) and/or liver biopsy needed to complete diagnosis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCOS and Female Infertility</td>
<td>Physical exam; ROS; menstrual and reproductive history</td>
<td>Hormonal testing (e.g., androgen levels, SHBG, LH/FSH, estradiol), ovulation testing, imaging of ovaries, may be needed to complete diagnosis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male Hypogonadism</td>
<td>Physical exam; ROS</td>
<td>Hormonal testing (total and free testosterone, SHBG, LH/FSH, prolactin) as needed to complete diagnosis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstructive Sleep Apnea</td>
<td>Physical exam; neck circumference; ROS</td>
<td>Polysomnography needed to complete diagnosis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asthma / Respiratory Disease</td>
<td>Physical exam; ROS</td>
<td>Chest X-ray and spirometry may be needed to complete diagnosis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteoarthritis</td>
<td>Physical exam; ROS</td>
<td>Radiographic imaging may be needed to complete diagnosis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary Stress Incontinence</td>
<td>Physical exam; ROS</td>
<td>Urine culture, urodynamic testing may be needed to complete diagnosis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GERD</td>
<td>Physical exam; ROS</td>
<td>Endoscopy, esophageal motility study may be needed to complete diagnosis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression, Anxiety, Binge Eating Disorder, Stigmatization</td>
<td>History; ROS</td>
<td>Screening/diagnostic evaluation or questionnaires based on criteria in Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders; referral to clinical psychologist or psychiatrist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disability</td>
<td>Physical exam; ROS</td>
<td>Functional testing may be helpful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpretation of BMI</td>
<td>Physical exam to ensure that BMI value is indicative of excess adiposity</td>
<td>Assess muscularity, edema, volume status, pregnancy, third space fluid accumulation, sarcopenia, large tumors, lipodystrophy, etc. Bioelectric impedance, air/water displacement plethysmography, or dual-energy absorptiometry scan may be considered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity Secondary to Hormonal Disorder</td>
<td>Physical exam; ROS</td>
<td>TSH for suspected hypothyroidism; salivary/serum/urine cortisol for hypercortisolism if clinical findings or symptoms present.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iatrogenic Obesity (e.g., secondary to medications)</td>
<td>Review current medications and medication history</td>
<td>Withdraw offending medication and/or substitute with weight-neutral alternative. Follow-up assessment may be needed to complete diagnosis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic Syndrome</td>
<td>Physical exam; ROS; family history</td>
<td>If clinical findings are suggestive, genetic testing of patient and perhaps family members may be needed to complete diagnosis.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** A1C = glycated hemoglobin; BMI = body mass index; FSH = follicle-stimulating hormone; GERD = gastroesophageal reflux disease; HDL-c = high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; IFG = impaired fasting glucose; IGT = impaired glucose tolerance; LFTs = liver function tests; LDL-c = low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; LH = luteinizing hormone; MRI = magnetic resonance imaging; NAFLD = non-alcoholic fatty liver disease; NASH = non-alcoholic steatohepatitis; OGTT = oral glucose tolerance test; PCOS = polycystic ovarian syndrome; ROS = review of symptoms; SHBG = sex hormone-binding globulin; TSH = thyroid-stimulating hormone.
INITIATE LIFESTYLE THERAPY

Evidence-based lifestyle therapy for treatment of obesity should include three components:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEAL PLAN</th>
<th>PHYSICAL ACTIVITY</th>
<th>BEHAVIOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Reduced-calorie healthy meal plan</td>
<td>• Voluntary aerobic physical activity progressing to &gt;150 minutes/week performed on 3–5 separate days per week</td>
<td>An interventional package that includes any number of the following:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ~500–750 kcal daily deficit</td>
<td>• Resistance exercise: single-set repetitions involving major muscle groups, 2–3 times per week</td>
<td>• Self-monitoring (food intake, exercise, weight)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Individualize based on personal and cultural preferences</td>
<td>• Reduce sedentary behavior</td>
<td>• Goal setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Meal plans can include: Mediterranean, DASH, low-carb, low-fat, volumetric, high protein, vegetarian</td>
<td>• Individualize program based on preferences and take into account physical limitations</td>
<td>• Education (face-to-face meetings, group sessions, remote technologies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Meal replacements</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Problem-solving strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Very low-calorie diet is an option for selected patients and requires medical supervision</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Stimulus control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team member or expertise: dietitian, health educator</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Behavioral contracting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Stress reduction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WHEN TO INITIATE WEIGHT-LOSS MEDICATIONS IN PATIENTS WITH OVERWEIGHT/OBESITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INITIATE LIFESTYLE THERAPY</th>
<th>INITIATE WEIGHT LOSS MEDICATION AS AN ADJUNCT TO LIFESTYLE THERAPY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. No Complications.</strong></td>
<td><strong>1. Failure to lose weight.</strong> Add medication for patients who have progressive weight gain or who have not achieved clinical improvement in weight-related complications on lifestyle therapy alone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients with overweight or obesity who have no clinically significant weight-related complications (secondary prevention)</td>
<td><strong>2. Weight Regain on Lifestyle Therapy.</strong> Add medication for patients with overweight (BMI 25 to 29.9 kg/m²) or obesity who are experiencing weight regain following initial success on lifestyle therapy alone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>3. Presence of Weight-Related Complications.</strong> Initiate medication concurrent with lifestyle therapy for patients with overweight (BMI to 29.9 kg/m²) or obesity who have weight-related complications, particularly if severe, in order to achieve sufficient weight loss to ameliorate the complication (tertiary prevention).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Mild to Moderate Complications.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Patient with mild to moderate weight-related complications when lifestyle therapy is anticipated to achieve sufficient weight loss to ameliorate the complication (tertiary prevention)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### TREATMENT GOALS BASED ON DIAGNOSIS IN THE MEDICAL MANAGEMENT OF PATIENTS WITH OBESITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIAGNOSIS</th>
<th>TREATMENT GOALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DIAGNOSIS</strong></td>
<td><strong>Anthropometric Component</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRIMARY PREVENTION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primordial Prevention</td>
<td>BMI ≤25 (≤23 in certain ethnicities)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Prevention</td>
<td>BMI ≤25 (≤23 in certain ethnicities)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SECONDARY PREVENTION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overweight</td>
<td>BMI 25–29.9 (BMI 23–24.9 in certain ethnicities)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity</td>
<td>BMI ≥30 (≥23 in certain ethnicities)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TERTIARY PREVENTION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overweight or Obesity</td>
<td>BMI ≥25 (≥23 in certain ethnicities)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polycystic ovary syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female infertility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male hypogonadism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Obstructive sleep apnea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Asthma/reactive airway disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Osteoarthritis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urinary stress incontinence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gastroesophageal reflux disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Depression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** A1C = hemoglobin A1c; BMI = body mass index; BP = blood pressure; HDL-c = high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; T2DM = type 2 diabetes mellitus.
## PREFERRED WEIGHT-LOSS MEDICATIONS: INDIVIDUALIZATION OF THERAPY

**KEY:**
- **PREFERRED DRUG**
- **USE WITH CAUTION**
- **AVOID**

### CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS OR CO-EXISTING DISEASES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISEASE</th>
<th>Orlistat</th>
<th>Lorcaserin</th>
<th>Phentermine/topiramate</th>
<th>Naltrexone ER/ bupropion ER</th>
<th>Liraglutide 3 mg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes Prevention (metabolic syndrome, prediabetes)</td>
<td>Insufficient data for T2DM prevention</td>
<td>Insufficient data for T2DM prevention</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>Monitor heart rate</td>
<td>Monitor BP and heart rate</td>
<td>Monitor heart rate</td>
<td>Monitor heart rate</td>
<td>Monitor heart rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular Disease</td>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>Monitor heart rate</td>
<td>Monitor heart rate, BP</td>
<td>Monitor heart rate, BP</td>
<td>Monitor heart rate, rhythm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrhythmia</td>
<td>Monitor for bradycardia</td>
<td>Monitor heart rate, rhythm</td>
<td>Monitor heart rate, rhythm, BP</td>
<td>Monitor heart rate, rhythm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHF</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic Kidney Disease</td>
<td>Mild (50–79 mL/min)</td>
<td>Watch for oxalate nephropathy</td>
<td>Urinary clearance of drug metabolites</td>
<td>Urinary clearance of drug</td>
<td>Urinary clearance of drug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate (30–49 mL/min)</td>
<td>Do not exceed 7.5 mg/46 mg per day</td>
<td>Do not exceed 8 mg/90 mg bid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe (&lt;30 mL/min)</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nephrolithiasis</td>
<td>Calcium oxalate stones</td>
<td>Calcium phosphate stones</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatic Impairment</td>
<td>Mild-Moderate (Child-Pugh 5–9)</td>
<td>Watch for cholelithiasis</td>
<td>Hepatic metabolism of drug</td>
<td>Do not exceed 7.5 mg/46 mg per day</td>
<td>Do not exceed 8 mg/90 mg in AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe (Child-Pugh &gt;9)</td>
<td>Not recommended</td>
<td>Not recommended</td>
<td>Not recommended</td>
<td>Not recommended</td>
<td>Not recommended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Insufficient safety data</td>
<td>Avoid maximum dose: 15 mg/92 mg per day</td>
<td>Insufficient safety data</td>
<td>Insufficient safety data</td>
<td>Insufficient safety data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>Avoid max dose: 15 mg/92 mg per day</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychoses</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binge Eating Disorder</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glaucoma</td>
<td>Contraindicated, may trigger angle closure</td>
<td>May trigger angle closure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seizure Disorder</td>
<td>If discontinuing from max dose, taper slowly</td>
<td>Bupropion lowers seizure threshold</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pancreatitis</td>
<td>Monitor for symptoms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Monitor for symptoms</td>
<td>Avoid if prior or current disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opioid Use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Will antagonize opioids and opiates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women of Reproductive Potential</td>
<td>Pregnancy</td>
<td>Use contraception and discontinue orlistat if pregnancy occurs</td>
<td>Use contraception and discontinue lorcaserin if pregnancy occurs</td>
<td>Use contraception and discontinue phentermine/topiramate if pregnancy occurs (perform monthly pregnancy checks to identify early pregnancy)</td>
<td>Use contraception and discontinue naltrexone ER/bupropion ER if pregnancy occurs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast-feeding</td>
<td>Not recommended</td>
<td>Not recommended</td>
<td>Not recommended</td>
<td>Not recommended</td>
<td>Not recommended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age ≥65 years</td>
<td>Limited data available</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
<td>Limited data available</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcoholism/Addiction</td>
<td>Might have abuse potential due to euphoria at high doses</td>
<td>Insufficient data, though possible benefit based on studies with topiramate</td>
<td>Avoid due to seizure risk and lower seizure threshold on bupropion</td>
<td>Avoid due to seizure risk and lower seizure threshold on bupropion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Bariatric Surgery</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
<td>Insufficient data</td>
<td>Data available at 1.8 – 3.0 mg/day</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* * Use medications only with clear health-related goals in mind; assess patient for osteoporosis and sarcopenia.

**Abbreviations:** BP = blood pressure; CAD = coronary artery disease; CHF = congestive heart failure; HTN = hypertension; T2DM = Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anthropometric Component (BMI kg/m²)</th>
<th>Clinical Component</th>
<th>Disease Stage</th>
<th>Chronic Disease Phase of Prevention</th>
<th>Suggested Therapy (based on clinical judgment)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;25 &lt;23 in certain ethnicities waist circumference below regional/ethnic cutoffs</td>
<td>Normal weight (no obesity)</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>• Healthy lifestyle: healthy meal plan/physical activity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–29.9 23–24.9 in certain ethnicities</td>
<td>Overweight stage 0 (no complications)</td>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>• Lifestyle therapy: Reduced-calorie healthy meal plan/physical activity/behavioral interventions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥30 ≥25 in certain ethnicities</td>
<td>Obesity stage 0 (no complications)</td>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>• Lifestyle therapy: Reduced-calorie healthy meal plan/physical activity/behavioral interventions • Weight-loss medications: Consider if lifestyle therapy fails to prevent progressive weight gain (BMI ≥27)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥25 ≥23 in certain ethnicities</td>
<td>Obesity stage 1 (1 or more mild to moderate complications)</td>
<td>Tertiary</td>
<td>• Lifestyle therapy: Reduced-calorie healthy meal plan/physical activity/behavioral interventions • Weight-loss medications: Consider if lifestyle therapy fails to achieve therapeutic target or initiate concurrently with lifestyle therapy (BMI ≥27)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥25 ≥23 in certain ethnicities</td>
<td>Obesity stage 2 (at least 1 severe complication)</td>
<td>Tertiary</td>
<td>• Lifestyle therapy: Reduced-calorie healthy meal plan/physical activity/behavioral interventions • Add weight-loss medication: Initiate concurrently with lifestyle therapy (BMI ≥27) • Consider bariatric surgery: (BMI ≥35)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- All patients with BMI ≥25 have either overweight or obesity stage 0 or higher, depending on the initial clinical evaluation for presence and severity of complications. These patients should be followed over time and evaluated for changes in both anthropometric and clinical diagnostic components. The diagnoses of overweight/obesity stage 0, obesity stage 1, and obesity stage 2 are not static, and disease progression may warrant more aggressive weight-loss therapy in the future. BMI values ≥25 have been clinically confirmed to represent excess adiposity after evaluation for muscularity, edema, sarcopenia, etc.
- Stages are determined using criteria specific to each obesity-related complication; stage 0 = no complication; stage 1 = mild to moderate; stage 2 = severe.
- Treatment plans should be individualized; suggested interventions are appropriate for obtaining the sufficient degree of weight loss generally required to treat the obesity-related complication(s) at the specified stage of severity.
- BMI ≥27 is consistent with the recommendations established by the US Food and Drug Administration for weight-loss medications.

Abbreviation: BMI = body mass index.
AACE OBESITY CARE MODEL

HEALTHY BUILT ENVIRONMENT
- Obesity care legislation
- Public health policy
- Health messaging
- Promotes healthy lifestyle

REFORMED HEALTH CARE SYSTEM
- Payment reform
- Preventive care paradigm
- Optimize drug pipeline
- Education/research
- Patient access to therapy

ACTIVATED PATIENT
- Decision support
- Delivery system design
- Informatics/registries
- Leadership/behaviors
- Continuity of care
- Enhanced access to care
- Coordinated care

PREPARED OBESITY PRACTICE
- Clinical research design
- Relevant metrics
- Improved overall health
- Economic outcomes
- Feedback to revise Clinical Care Model

IMPROVED POPULATION-BASED OUTCOMES
- Technology-driven
- Outcome-driven

FUTURE INNOVATIONS

- Self-management
- Empanelment
- Patient-team partner
- Activated community
- Access to information
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anti-obesity Medication (Trade Name) Year of FDA Approval</th>
<th>Mechanism of Action, Study Name, Study Duration: % TBWL Greater Than Placebo</th>
<th>Dose</th>
<th>Common Side Effects</th>
<th>Contraindications, Cautions, and Safety Concerns</th>
<th>Monitoring and Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Orlistat</strong> (Xenical™) (Alli™ – OTC 1999)</td>
<td>Lipase inhibitor XENDOS 1 yr: 4.0%; 4 yr: 2.6%</td>
<td>120 mg PO TID (before meals) OTC: 60 mg PO TID (before meals)</td>
<td>- Steatorrhea • Fecal urgency • Incontinence • Flatulence • Oily spotting • Frequent bowel movements • Abdominal pain • Headache</td>
<td>✓ Contraindication • Chronic malabsorption syndrome • Cheilitis • Oxalate nephrolithiasis • Rare severe liver injury • Mouth sores • Malabsorption of fat-soluble vitamins • Effects on other medications: • Warfarin (enhance) • Anti-epileptics (decrease) • Levothyroxine (decrease) • Cyclosporine (decrease)</td>
<td>Monitor for: • Cholelithiasis • Nephrolithiasis - Recommend standard multivitamin (to include vitamins A, D, E, and K) at bedtime or 2 hours after orlistat dose - Eating &gt;30% kcal from fat results in greater GI side effects - FDA-approved for children ≥12 years old - Administer levothyroxine and orlistat 4 hours apart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lorcaserin</strong> (Belviq*) 2012</td>
<td>Serotonin (5HT2c) receptor agonist BLOSSOM BLOOM 1 yr: 3.0%-3.6%; 2 yr: 3.1%</td>
<td>10 mg PO BID</td>
<td>- Headache • Nausea • Dizziness • Fatigue • Xerostomia • Dry eye • Constipation • Diarrhea • Back pain • Nasopharyngitis • Hyperprolactinemia</td>
<td>✓ Pregnancy and breastfeeding • Serotonin syndrome or neuroleptic malignant syndrome • Safety data lacking in patients who have depression • Concomitant use of SSR, SNRI, MAOI, bupropion, St. John's wort as may increase risk of developing serotonin syndrome • Uncontrolled mood disorder • Cognitive impairment • Avoid in patients with severe liver injury or renal insufficiency • Caution for patients with bradycardia, heart block, or heart failure • Unproven concern for potential cardiac valvulopathy • Leukopenia</td>
<td>Monitor for: • Symptoms of cardiac valve disease • Bradycardia • Serotonin syndrome • Neuroleptic malignant syndrome • Depression • Severe mood alteration, euphoria, dissociative state • Confusion/somnolence • Priapism • Leukopenia • Euphoria at high doses could predispose to abuse • Hypoglycemia in patients having T2DM treated with insulin and/or sulfonylureas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phentermine/Topiramate ER</strong> (Qsymia*) 2012</td>
<td>NE-releasing agent (phentermine) GABA receptor modulation (topiramate) EQUIP CONQUER SEQUEL 1 yr: 8.6%-9.3% on high dose; 6.6% on treatment dose 2 yr: 8.7% on high dose; 7.5% on treatment dose</td>
<td>Starting dose: 3.75/23 mg PO QD for 2 weeks Recommended dose: 7.5/46 mg PO QD Escalation dose: 11.25/69 mg PO QD Maximum dose: 15/92 mg PO QD</td>
<td>- Headache • Paresthesia • Insomnia • Decreased bicarbonate • Xerostomia • Constipation • Nasopharyngitis • Anxiety • Depression • Cognitive impairment (concentration and memory) • Dizziness • Nausea • Dysesthesia</td>
<td>✓ Pregnancy and breastfeeding • Severe mood alteration, euphoria, dissociative state • Tachyarrhythmia • Seizure disorder • Anxiety and panic attacks • Hypothyroidism • Acute myopia and/or ocular pain • Acute kidney stone formation • Hypothyroidism in patients having T2DM treated with insulin and/or sulfonylureas • Potential for lactic acidosis (hyperchloremic non-anion gap) in combination with metformin • MAOI (allow ≥14 days between discontinuation) • 15 mg/92 mg dose should not be discontinued abruptly (increased risk of seizure); taper over at least 1 week • Health care professional should check ßHCG before initiating, followed by monthly self-testing at home • Monitor electrolytes and creatinine before and during treatment • Can cause menstrual spotting in women taking birth control pills due to altered metabolism of estrogen and progestins</td>
<td>Monitor for: • Increased heart rate • Depressive symptomatology or worsening depression especially on maximum dose • Hypokalemia (especially with HCTZ or furosemide) • Acute myopia and/or ocular pain • Acute kidney stone formation • Hypoglycemia in patients having T2DM treated with insulin and/or sulfonylureas • Potential for lactic acidosis (hyperchloremic non-anion gap) in combination with metformin • MAOI (allow ≥14 days between discontinuation) • 15 mg/92 mg dose should not be discontinued abruptly (increased risk of seizure); taper over at least 1 week • Health care professional should check ßHCG before initiating, followed by monthly self-testing at home • Monitor electrolytes and creatinine before and during treatment • Can cause menstrual spotting in women taking birth control pills due to altered metabolism of estrogen and progestins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-obesity Medication (Trade Name)</td>
<td>Mechanism of Action, Study Name, Study Duration: % TBWL Greater Than Placebo</td>
<td>Dose</td>
<td>Common Side Effects</td>
<td>Contraindications, Cautions, and Safety Concerns</td>
<td>Monitoring and Comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naltrexone ER/ Bupropion ER (Contrave®)</td>
<td>Opiate antagonist (naltrexone) Reuptake inhibitor of DA and NE (bupropion)</td>
<td>Titrate dose: Week 1: 1 tab (8/90 mg) PO QAM Week 2: 1 tab (8/90 mg) PO BID Week 3: 2 tabs (total 16/180 mg) PO QAM and 1 tab (8/90 mg) PO QHS Week 4: 2 tabs (total 16/180 mg) PO QHS</td>
<td>• Nausea • Headache • Insomnia • Vomiting • Constipation • Dizziness • Anxiety • Xerostomia</td>
<td>✓ Contraindication • Warning, Safety Concern</td>
<td>Monitor for: • Increased heart rate and blood pressure • Uncontrolled hypertension • Worsening depression or suicidal ideation • Seizure disorders • Anorexia nervosa • Suicidal ideation and behavior</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 3

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF CLINICAL ENDOCRINOLOGISTS
AND AMERICAN COLLEGE OF ENDOCRINOLOGY

OBESITY CHRONIC CARE MODEL

Obesity is a chronic disease that has become increasingly responsible for patient suffering and social costs worldwide. The conceptualization of obesity as a lifestyle choice and primarily a cosmetic concern is not only debunked by scientific evidence, but has failed our patients and our societies. With improved efficacy and an increased range of treatment options, it is incumbent that the full force of our medical chronic care model (CCM) be brought to focus on obesity prevention and treatment. This shift can only be achieved through activated health care systems, as well as regulatory and legislative measures that ensure patient access to therapies of proven benefit. The American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists (AACE) and the American College of Endocrinology (ACE) Comprehensive Clinical Practice Guidelines for Medical Care of Patients with Obesity represent an evidence-based CCM that emphasizes weight-loss therapy directed at the prevention and treatment of obesity-related complications. This clinical practice guideline (CPG) approaches obesity as a chronic medical illness that is a source of morbidity, mortality, and compromised quality of life. The guidelines target more aggressive treatment for patients with weight-related complications who benefit most from weight loss and as such, optimize benefit/risk ratios and cost-effectiveness (i.e., the “complications-centric” approach). The medical CCM promulgated by these guidelines is not isolated but exists within the context of our larger health care system, communities, governments, and societies. Therefore, a CCM for obesity must become an operational, integral component of the health care system and be embraced by the larger society to optimally benefit patients in particular and public health in general.

Introduced in the 1990s, the general concept of the CCM for disease management was designed for primary care practice settings and credited with improving clinical outcomes (1,2). The core aspiration is that patients become activated and empowered, while health care systems become prepared and proactive. In general, there are 3 interrelated settings for practice settings and credited with improving clinical outcomes (1,2). The core aspiration is that patients become activated and empowered, while health care systems become prepared and proactive. In general, there are 3 interrelated settings for practice settings and credited with improving clinical outcomes (1,2).

Effective integration of the components of this CCM is central to successful implementation and realization of superior clinical outcomes in comprehensive, complications-centric obesity care. The specific processes for a CCM have been described as building blocks (4) and are described here in the context of the AACE and ACE Obesity CCM:

- **Component 1: Built Environment** (contextualization; community resources, laws, and policies; safe public spaces for physical activity, lifestyle education, self-help, and socialization; and minimization of adverse obesogenic drivers; includes home and workplace)
- **Component 2: Healthcare System** (recognition and prioritization of health promotion and obesity prevention, with a favorable economic model [payment reform] that engages health care professionals [primary care and specialists] and patients, while making comprehensive, evidence-based obesity care affordable and accessible)
- **Component 3: Decision Support** (creation and electronic implementation of evidence-based CPGs for comprehensive, complications-centric obesity care)
- **Component 4: Delivery System Design** (creation and coordination of an obesity care team that is available for routine patient encounters and oriented toward management of both acute and chronic issues; includes lifestyle, pharmacotherapy, and bariatric procedures)
- **Component 5: Clinical Information Systems** (routine patient care, CPGs, interactive/feedback, and registries)
- **Component 6: Self-Management Support** (education, behavioral medicine, follow-up, and feedback regarding obesity care; recognition by the patient of need for obesity prevention and care)

Effective integration of the components of this CCM is central to successful implementation and realization of superior clinical outcomes in comprehensive, complications-centric obesity care. The specific processes for a CCM have been described as building blocks (4) and are described here in the context of the AACE and ACE Obesity CCM:

- **Block 1: Engaged Leadership** (commitment to transformative care and focus on health promotion, obesity prevention, and comprehensive, complications-centric obesity management to improve patient health)
- **Block 2: Data-Driven Improvement** (evidence-based interventions and metrics; use of registries; properly designed clinical trials)
- **Block 3: Empanelment** (linking patients with an obesity care team and primary care clinician; basis for performance metrics)
- **Block 4: Team-Based Care** (team leaders [primary care physician, endocrinologist, or other obesity specialist AND advanced practice professional] and support [nurse, registered dietitian, behaviorist, psychologist, pharmacist, physical activity trainer, social worker, etc])
- **Block 5: Patient-Team Partnership** (empowered, activated patient with a prepared, proactive practice that is empathetic and supportive; physician that promotes personal health behaviors; motivational interviewing, shared decision-making, and trustworthy relationships)
• Block 6: **Population-Based Care** (routine health promotion and coaching with preventive services; use of specialized teams for patients with specific weight-related complications; family-oriented care that addresses childhood obesity; identification of relevant metrics [e.g., weight, body mass index, waist circumference, target blood pressure, target lipids, target renal and liver function, symptom relief, performance, and reduction of major adverse cardiac events])

• Block 7: **Continuity of Care** (linked to all blocks and necessary for effective CCM; requires payment reform)

• Block 8: **Enhanced Access to Care** (includes nights and weekends and adds capacity to meet demand; uses e-visits, phone visits, group visits, telemedicine visits, efficient use of obesity team members, and payment reform)

• Block 9: **Comprehensive Coordinated Care** (primary care, weight loss, weight-related complications, other specialized care; accountability by primary care; includes outpatient, inpatient, and long-term care; infrastructure for appointment logistics, transportation, interpretation, comfort and safety, electronic connectivity, and information-sharing)

• Block 10: **Alternative Encounters** (payment reforms to drive and facilitate novel modalities for each of the above blocks to optimize obesity care)

In conclusion, a contemporary AACE/ACE Obesity CCM focuses on an upstream approach (3) that promotes general health and prevents obesity as a disease state while providing downstream comprehensive, complications-centric, disease management. The CCM uses evidence-based treatment guidelines for obesity to define a concerted approach, which is required to stem the increasing suffering and social costs of this disease. The above text, recommendations in the Executive Summary, explanations and evidence base in Appendix 1, and the pictorial algorithm in Appendix 2 contribute detail to the AACE/ACE Obesity CCM provided in Figure 1.
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*Fig. 1. The AACE/ACE Obesity Chronic Care Model*

*See text for details.*